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FRAGESTELUJNG FRAGESIELLUHG

The following a6c€9t4»lingo«e6^oS^l4ta5pS4jdj| .Hiy^iOTeJames • I have 
been unable tob?enduaa^4uSaiite4 «ffifee*a^tt8li%diie£9se5^e 
I have attribulebaY« «6trtfeu6a4nitc*ft,tfe%'fSWgl'gaas ftfBtJ^ghil.isiiaiocryphal. Be 
chat as It may?h06ca%sttofaxtEhBfl55B8-efeiteifevyic*-'U5ecR6l8YM9e to the study 
of syntax, L h8^26%a?d Itha«8eTetold It here.

After a lectur4f6arc8siS46g?eaffg qnftmStamtffl^ feetfigructure of the 
solar system, SatSS a5St8acoi«e@blP% a£««46e4lfeyi8^tttle old lady.

"Your theory tH?authfe8B5yi6h«lietISfin%l» fe fee SBlfet of the solar 
O

system, and thaistffie,eai4hfe8tafeftishBfe(Asf«ttMl!i ^4fedmftB%3aBPund It, has a 
convincin^EfngoiiBiaelngrTiaanfea .iSutMl^^^^aoaa.^ut iHj^s 

better theory.hegteB feeoat'tieafedfeedjtttle old lady.

"And what is tKfed feqtitWdiaJ^sipsetiedyJames politely.

"That ue live oB'et (H%sWT!f ear«iCCHafeho|se§stllh^tetekls on the back 
of a giant tureie9"giai* turtle."

Sot wishing toNafaaia^feghfe 4§Beii?llifeie feeei^ i^ttle theory b^-- 
bringing to befeiilSfegiaSSefeeaf fi1jaeH«.5a% e^aeteBtRilBaavtijaase he had at his 
cotrtand, JaDesCe@8aB4i iftiii^n<te9ife4s6fld8eBt4yo^feaBft4eb^i&a9aB*n8et by making her 

of th6e?n%?B^u96ifeOotnB48q^Ste8oaf her position.

"If your theorylisyaWrfeftStKatemSOtKecfiskea'JalSwHfee asked, "what 
does this turt4eegcfe^ofioitle stand on?"

"You' re a vety"Tfeeve% &aaeriii<;lg«eiCs>faaBdMOia448e%, and 
very good quesY8BS,goo4o8a8atfee,'iUffla:4i«4’dtliadH':‘;i8toldhle4yBn"but

A
"itp tsetit “Oy he that

I've got avery
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it. awMeitto t6ta:An4hfet!Hra»i%lirtll4es<;iBSS6 6Hrtl* 66».<i%P>n the back of .answer to

a second, far 4sft%6«ndtut«lelaca6rst6HB6l«l^S«19t«ft^rdhMShly

"But what does"»Utd«&S%oSl!ae%tAM% S%SftWlo6iJl?t^t8!Lffl4don?" persisted

under him."

James patientl^enes patiently. -»

To this, the llQ;taW%ldth.%4ife%5*eialii^^ham5<} triumphantly, 
"It's no use, RK'g^suaa..ll4*B -HH^aes-dl'IhfeuB^s all the way

down."down. *'
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0. The past decade of research on transformational grammar 
has substantiated amply, to my mind, the claim that the optimal frame

work for the description of syntactic facts is a set of rules, of two
types: context-free phrase structure rules, which generate an infinite 
set of highly abstract formal objects, underlying (or deep) phrase 
markers: and grammatical transformations, which map underlying phrase 
markers onto an infinite set of objects of roughly,the same formal 
character, superficial (or surface) phrase markers.^ Within this
framework, an evaluation measure is provided which must select, from 
a set of observationally adequate grammars of some language — i,e., 
grammars which all generate the observed set of grammatical sentences 
of th^ language — the descriptively adequate grammar — the grammar 
which makes correct predictions about strings of words not yet observed.

. and can thus be said to reflect Unguistic knowledge of speakers of the 
2

language. Such knowledge Includes intuitions about the Immediate 
constituents of sentences, about similarity among constituents, and 
about relatedness between sentences. For instance, a descriptively 
adequate grammar of English would have to predict the following facts 
about sentence (1.1):

■(1.1) A gun which I had cleaned went off.
a) The main constituent break occurs between

cleaned and went: ^ is a constituent; which I 
is not; etc.

V,

A

r
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2

b) The conatlCuent a gun which I had cleaned
Is a constituent of the same kind as the
constituent Similarly, went off is the 
same type of constituent as had cleaned, and
neither is of the same type as 1., a, or off. 
Sentence (1.1) is related to sentence (1.2).

A gun went off which 1 had cleaned.
Within a transformational grammar, intuitions of relatedness 

between sentences are reconstructed,by deriving sets of related sentences 
from the same or highly similar underlying phrase markers by means of

c)

(1.2)

slightly differing sets of transformations. As a first approximation, 
we could postulate a rule like (1.3) to convert the structure under- 
lying (1.1) to the one underlying (1.2)^ (here and elsewhere I will give 
rules and- tree diagrams ir^a simplified form, as long as it makes- no 
difference for the point under discussion):

(1.3) [NP S]
. NP

VP
OPT

1 2 3

3 -+ 2

where the phrase marker (P-Marker) associated with (1.1) can be
4

represented as a tree diagram of roughly the following form :

1 0

s

J
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a.v) s

Nf VP

NP s went off

f
which I

NP
!

had cleaned

Rule (1.3) would convert (1.1') into the derived P-Marker .2*)

VP
had'^^’^c^aned

which I

s

It is fairly easy to demonstrate that the present evaluation
measure gives a higher rating to a gramnar which has (1.1') as-an under

lying P-Marker and derives (1.2') from it by using (1.3), 
which assumes (1.2') is basic; but I will

Chan to one
not undertake such a demon- 

stration here, since the point at issue is more general, and these rules 
I propose are only supposed to illustrate it. not to constitute a
complete analysis.

How consider the sentences (1.4) and (1.5). 
(1.4) I gave a gun which I had cleaned to my brother. 

I gave a gun to ty brother which I had cleaned.(1.5)
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To relate (1.4) and (1.5) — again, I omit the argument 
which would prove that (1.5) must derive from (1.4) —
(1.6) would be necessary.

some rule like

(1.6) NP V [NP - S] PP
NP OPT

1 2 3

1 0 3 + 2
By the provisions of the evaluation measure, we are forced 

to collapse rules whl^ are similar in ceirtain ways, and (1.3) and (1.6) 
collapse to yield (1.7); •

T0 ~ VP
(1.7) - ' [NP - S]

NP V NP PP
1

OPT
1 2 3

1 0 3+2

Consideration of sentences like (1.8) and (1.9). 
(1.8) He let the cats which were meowing out. 

He let the cats out which were meowing, 
and similar sentences might lead one, to reformulate (1.7)

(1.9)

as an even
more general rule, (1.10), which I will call Extraposition from 

(1.10)

NP:

Extraposition from NP ..-f

X [NP - S] “ Y
NP NP OPT

1 2 3 -

' 41 0 3+ 2

/

, ^
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The symbols X and Y in (1,10) are variables which
range over all strings, including the null string, 
rule as it stands Is much too powerful, 
convert (1.11) into the ungrammatical (1.12).

With them, the
For instance, (1.10) would

(1.11^

which

The fact is that an extraposed clause, may never be moved' 
outside "the first sentence up," in the obvious interpretation of this 
phrase, and there are a number of ways of incorporating this fact'into
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a restriction on rule (1.10). One rather obvious way of blocking 
sentences like (1.12), which arise because of the great power which 
variables in the structural index of a transformation have, is simply 
to eschew entirely the use of variables in, the statement of the. rule, 
and to replace (1.10) by an expanded version of (1.7), in which all 
the nodes, or sequences of nodes, over which clauses may be extraposed 
are merely listed disjunctively in the structural index of the rule. 
Such a "solution" is feasible for this rule, but any linguist adopting 
it will have merely postponed the day of reckoning when he will have 
to find a more general way of constraining variables in structural 
indices of transformations; for there are many rules whose statement 
requires variables, and these variables cannot be replaced, as far as 
I know, by disjunctive listings of nodes or sequences of nodes, as is
the case above, with r^pect to the rule of Extraposition from MP.

One example of a rule in which variables are essential 
is the rule which forms HH-questlons. It can be stated roughly as 
follows (1 ignore many details which are irrelevant for the purpose at
hand):

(1.13) X - MP Y
OBLIG

1 2 3 where 2 dominates WH + some
2 + 1

This rulq produces sentences ilke those in (1.14), where 
it is clear that the questioned element can be moved' from sentences 
■which are indefinitely deeply embedded in a P-Marker:

0 3
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buy^

What did you force Bill Co buy?
What did Harry say you had forced Bill to buy? 
What was It obvious that Harry said you had 
forced Bill to buy?

A moment's reflection should convince anyone that It Is

(1.14) What did Bill

Impossible Co replace tte variable X In (1.13) by some such disjunction 
as that contained In (1.7): 
variables.

rule (1,13) Is not stateable without 
And yet, just as was the case with rule-(l.lO), Extraposition 

from HP, It is easy to see that (1.13) Is far too strong, for It will 
generate Inflnltelyjnany non.^sentences, such...as those In (1.15).

(I.IS) * What did Bill buy potatoes and?
* What did that Bill wore surprise everyone?
* What did John fall asleep and Bill wear?

»»

1.1. Sentences and non-sentences like those In (1.14) and (1.15) 
show that some rules must contain variables but that somehow the power 
of these variables must be restricted. It Is the purpose of this thesis
to try to justify a set of constraints on variables, which I will 
propose In detail In subsequent chapters. There are . doi^tless many 
constraints on variables which are peculiar to Individual langimges, and 
possibly some which are even peculiar to some rule In some particular 
language, but I have by and large avoided detailed discussion of these
and have Instead concentrated ay research on constraints which I 
suspect to be universal.

.1
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It is obvious that the limited character of presently 
available syntactic knovledge reduces drastically the chances of 
survival of any universals which can be formulated today, for'the 
study of syntax is truly in its Infancy. But it will be seen below 
that the constraints on variables which 1 will propose are often of such 
a coiQplex*nature that to state them as constraints on rules in par

ticular languages would greatly increase the power of transformational 
rules and of the kinds of operations on P-Markers they could perform.
But to assume more powerful apparatus in a theory than can be shown 
to be necessary is contrary to basic tenets of the philosophy of 
science, and so 1 will tentatively assume that many of the constraints

/

I have arrived at in my investigations of the few languages I am
familiar with are universal. It is easy to prove me mistaken in this
assumption: if languages can be found whose rules are not subject
to these constraints, then the apparatus in theory of generative 
grammar which provides for the description of language - particular 
facts will have to be strengthened so that rules like the question
transformation in English, (1.13), for instance, can be stated and
correctly restricted to exclude ungrammatical sentences like those in
(1.15). But until such disconfirming evidence arises, the assumption
of a weaker theory for particular languages is dictated by principles 
of the philos'ophy of science.

It is^-probably unnecessary to point out that it is common

place to limit the power of'the apparatus which is available for the 
description of particular languages by "factoring out" of indl-vidual

■«»

■
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gransoars,principles, conditions, conventions and concepts which are
necessary in all grammars: to factor out in this manner is to construct
a theory of language. So, for example, when the principle of operation
of the syntactic transformational cycle has been specified in
linguistic theory, it is unnecessary to include another description
of this principle in a grammar of French. And so it is also with such 
wellrknown notions as free variation, grammatical sentence, constituent.

coordinate structure, verb, and many others. The present work should 
be looked upon as an attempt to add to this list a precise specification
of the notion syntactic variable. This notion is crucial for the
theory of syntax, for without it the most striking fact about syntactic
processes - the fact that they may operate over indefinitely large
domains - cannot be captured. And since almost all transformations
either.are. most generally stated, or can only be stated, with the

s
help of variables, no transformation which contains variables in 
its structural index will work properly until syntactic theory has
provided variables which are neither too powerful nor too weak. It

is easy to construct counterexamples such as those in (1.15) for 
almost every transformation containing variables that has ever been 
proposed in the literature on generative grammar, 
reason that atteibpts to constrain variables, like those which will 
be discussed in Chapters 2, 4, and 5, are so Important: 
the correct spt of constraints, it is impossible to formulate almost 
all syntactic rules precisely, unless one is willing to so greatly

It is for this

without

t.-
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increase the power of the descriptive apparatus that every variable .

in every rule can be constrained individually. But one pursuing
this latter course will soon come to realize that many of the constraints
he Imposes on individual variables must be stated again and again; that
he is missing clear generalizations about language. Thus, the latter
course must be abandoned; the only possible course is to search'for 
uhive^al constraints. This thesis is devoted to that search.

1.2. The outline of this work is as follows. In Chapter 2,
I will discuss the only previous attempts to limit, the power of 
variables which I know'ofChomsky’s A-over-A principle,*and two conditions 
subsequently proposed by him, and demonstrate that they are too strong
in some respects and too weak in others. In Chapter 3, I will discuss
a notion which will prove indispensable in stating the universal 
constraints: the notion of node deletion, or tree pruning. In 
Chapter 4, I state and discuss two putatively universal constraints on
variables, which overcome the Inadequacies in the principles discussed 
in Chapter 2, and several less general constraints. The notion of 
bounding is Introduced in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, I discuss briefly 
a number of rules and show that these rules are subject to the
constraints of Chapter 4, but that not all transformations are subject 
to these constraints. The question is discussed as to what formal 
features of rules determine whether the variables in them are subject 
to the constraints or not. Chapter 7 is a brief Recapitulation of the 
results of the thesis.

V
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Chapter 1
FOQTHOTES

1. For an excellent introductory article on the difference between 
underlying and superficial structure, of. Postal (1964). A 
more technical and far more complete exposition is given in 
Chomsky (1965).

J

2. For further discussion of the notions of observational and 
descriptive adequacy, cf. Chomsky (1964b).

_ 3. My notation for transformations follows that of Rosenbaum (1965) , 
except where otherwise noted.

The assumption tliht relative clauses are introduced in the deep 
structure by the rule NP + NP S will be justified in Lakoff 
and Ross (in preparation b).

4.

5. Except Langacker's notion of command (Langacker (1966)) and Klima's 
notion in construction with (Kllma (196.4)), which will be discussed 
separately in §5 below, in connection with the notion of bounding.
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Chapter 2

THE A-OVER-A PRINCIPI.R

2.0. In a paper written for the 1962 Ninth International Congress
J

of Linguists, "The logical basis of linguistic theory" (Chomsky (196iia)),
on p. 930-931, while discussing the relative clause
the question transformation, Chomsky makes the following

"The same point can be Illustrated by an example of a 
rather different sort. “

(6) (i)

transformation and
statement:

Consider the sentences:
who(m) did Mary, see walking toward the 
railroad station?

(11) do you know the boy who(m) Mary 
walking to the railroad'station?

saw

(7) Mary saw the boy walking toward the railroad 
station.

(7) is multiply ambiguous; in particular it can have 
either the syntactic analysis (8i) or (811)
(8) (1) Ifp - Verb - NP - Complement

(il) NP - Verb - NP ^

where the second NP in (811) consists of a NP 
("the boy") with a restrictive relative clause.
The^interpretation (8ii) is forced if we add "who 
was" after "boy" in (7); the Interpretation (8i) 
is forced if we delete "Ing" in (7). But (61,611) 
are not subject to this ambiguity; the interpretation 
(8ii) is ruled out, in these cases. Once again, 
these are facts that a grammar would have to state 
to achieve descriptive adequacy. (Notice that 
there is a further ambiguity, where "Mary" is 
taken as the subject of 'Wlk", but this is 
relevant to the present discussion.) not

The problem of explanatory adequacy is, again, 
that of finding a principled basis for the factually 
torrect description, Consider how (61) and (6il)
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must be generated in a transformational 
for English. grammar

Each must be formed by transformation 
froin a terminal string S underlying (7). In 
each case, a transformation applies to S which 
selects the second NP, moves it to the front,of 
the string S, and replaces it by a wh-form. ^ (I 
have not quoted footnote 15 here, for it does not 
bear on the A-over-A principle-JRR] 
of (7) with the structural description (8il), this 
specification is ambiguous, since we must determine 
whether the second NP ~ the one to be prefixed — 
is "the boy" or "the boy walking to the railroad 
station," each of which is an NP. Since trans
formations must be unaiN>lguous, this matter must 
be resolved in the general theory, 
way to resolve it is by a general requirement 
that the dominating, rather than the dominated, 
element must always be selected in such 
This general condition, when appropriately formalized, 
might then be proposed as a l^othetlcal linguistic 
universal.What it asserts is that if the phrase 
X of category a' is embedded within a larger 
phrase ZXW which is also of category A, then 
no rule applying to the category A applies to 
X (but only to ZXW)."

But in the case

The natural

a case.

It is the principle stated in this last sentence which I 
will refer to as the A^over-A principle. In terms of tree diagram
(2.1), the principle asserts that all transformations which refer

to A must apply to the topmost instance of A 
dominated A, which I have circled.

in (2.1), not the

(2.1) A

f w
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Chomsky, In the course of revising the paper quoted above for2a.
C

separate publication as the monograph Current Issues In Linguistic
Theory (Chomsky 1964b), realized that the A-over~A principle was too 
strong. On page 46, In footnote 10, he gives the examples "who would 
you approve of my seeing?", "what are you uncertain about giving to
John?", and "what would you be surprised by his reading?", where In
each case the question word, who or what. Itself an MP, has been
moved out of another NP ([ 5\r seeing somethlnkl. giving something

Wfc NP

to John], r_  his readine somechlnel) .
- - - - -  Nr - - - - - -  .
are not difficult to construct, and there are even cases where the

Other exatoples of this sort

relative clause transformation can move either a dominated NP or

any one of an unbounded number of NT’s which dominate It.
V

(2.?) NP

S

NP VP

the book I V NP

lost NP TP

Det NP
Jf Det^^^'"^N

the cover

bookthe

The relative clause rule?, when applied to (2,2)i will produce 
either the book, the cover of which I lost, or the book which-1 lost

»-
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the cover of> the second of which would be ruled out by the A-over-A 
principle. The example can be made more complicated by mabeddlng 
the HP in ever larger HP's, and as far as I know, this process 
can be repeated without limit. Thus if the structure underlying (2.3) 

The government prescribes the height of the 
lettering on the covers of the reports, 

is embedded as a relative clause into an NP whose head noun is 
reports, the relative clause nae must produce (at least) four 
relative clauses: the reports, the height of the lettering on

\

(2.3)

the.covers of which the goverament prescribes; the reportsa the
lettering on the covers of which the government prescribes the
height of; the reports, the covers of which the government
prescribes the height of the lettering ont and the reports which
the government prescribes the height of the lettering on the
covers_of, xfie problem of how to formulate the relative clause 
rule so that It will produce all four of these is an important 
and difficult one which I will discuss in some detail later 
(cf. §4,3 below); but for the purposes of the present discission 
it is enough to note that the A-over-A principle would exclude 
all but the first of these four clauses. Many other examples of 
the same kind, which show that the principle as originally stated 
is too strong, can be found, so it would appear that it must 
either be modified somehow, or abandoned and replaced by 
weaker principle, I have not been able to find any successful

some

n*

P
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modification, and therefore, I have pursued the latter course.

2.2. Of course, it was not mer^ to handle certain 
restrictions on question and relative clause formation that the
A-over-A principle was proposed. And it is Incumbent 
who wishes to modify or replace this principle to take into 
consideration all cases which it dealt with satisfactorily. As 
far as I know, the following is a complete list of all 
which the principle handled convincingly. In all of these, I have 
been able to construct an alternative escplanatlon which still 
allows the generation of such sentences as were demonstrated in 
S 2.1 to be improperly excluded by the A-over-A principle. In 
all of the cases but one, I will not present here the alternative 
I have found, but rather tjostpone the explanation until 
natural time in the sequence of exposition,
I will repeat here several examples which I have already discussed, 
so that all cases which seem to support the A-over-A principle 
grouped together.

upon anyone

cases

a more
For ease of reference.

are

A. Elements of relative clauses may not be 
questioned or relativized. Thus, the sentence 
I chased Fthe boy who threw fa snowball^ 
teacher!' can never be embedded■as a relative 
clause in an NP whose head noun'is snowball: 
sentence-(2,4) is ungrammatical.

at our
NP
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(2.4) * Here is the snowball which I chased the
boy who threw at our teacher.

It is easy to see how the A-over-A principle 
would exclude this: in the source sentence the NP £ 
snowball is embedded within a larger NP the boy who

t

threw a snowball at our teacher, and the principle
dictates that only dominating, not dominated, nodes can 
be affected by Che operation of a rule.

This restriction also applies to elements of
reduced relative clauses (l.e.. Chose in which the 
Initial which is has been deleted^): the NP bikinis

is impossible to question or relatlvlze in the following
sentence: she reported { all the girls wearing
rbikinisHI to the police.
NP ^
is impossible:

NP
Thus Che following question

(2.5) * Which bikinis did she report all the 
girls wearing to the police?

B. Elements of sentences in apposition to such sen

tential nouns as fact, idea, doubt, question, 
etc., cannot be questioned or relativized.
Thus the sentence Tom mentioned

NP
a bikini.11 cannot be embedded

the fact that
she had worn

NP
as a relative ^lause into ah NP whose head
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noun Is bikini! sentence (2.6) is'ungrammatical: 
(2.6) * Where's the bikini which Tom mentioned

the fact that Sue had worn?
Once again, it is easy to see how the A-over-A 

principle can be "made use of in excluding this sentence.

C. An extraposed clause may never be moved outside 
"The first sentence up," as was discussed

^ S 1.0. Assuming that an approximately 
correct formulation of the rule for Extraposition 
from MP is the one which was given in (1.10), 
which I repeat here for convenience,
(1.10) Extraposition from NP

[NP - S]X - - Y
V NP OPT

1 2 3

1 0 • 3 + 2
we see that unless it is somehow restricted, it 
will have two results when it is applied on the 
topmost cycle of the structure shown in (2.7).

: r 1

X

V. ■
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had been made

John

Either S2 (the subscripts have no systematic 
significance and are merely inserted as an aid to exposi

tion) could be moved to the end of
V

the grammatical seMence (2.8),
Sj, which would yield

(2.8) A proof was given that the claim that 
John had lied had been made.

^ could be moved to the end of which would
result in the ungrammatical (2.9),

(2.9) * A proof that the claim liad* been made

or S

was

given that John had lied.
Sentences like (2.9) could be avoided if the 

A-over-A principle was strengthened somewhat 
if a P-Marker had two proper analyses with respect to

so that
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the structural Index of some transformation^, where 
one proper analysis “dominated” the other, in a sense 
which is intuitively fairly clear, but Would probably 
be difficult to state formally, then the transforma

tion in question would only perform the operations 
specified in its structural change^ with respect to 
the "dominating” proper analysis^ Begging the question 
of how these notions could.be made precise, it should 
be clear that the sequence of nodes [)lP s]^ 
is immediately dominated by NP^ in (2,7) "dominates”, 
in the intended sense, the sequence of nodes [OT s]j^ 
which is immediately dominated by NP2; so Extraposition 
from NP could not produce (2,9) from (2,7), if the 
strengthened version of the A-over-A principle which

which

was sketched immediately above were adopted.
C

NP
In a relative clause structure, , it is

NP* S
D,

not possible to question or relativlze the
dominated NP', This is case discussed

ky in the passage quoted in § 2,0by

above. An example of the kind ,of sentence 
that must be excluded is the following: it

is not,possible to question (2,10) by moving

f

J

.. .-.i.. . . . . ■.. .
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to the front of the sentence and 
leaving the relative clause whtf I
someone

was

acquainted vlth behind.
(2.10) He expected [[^aomeoneJjjp 

acquainted wlth]j^ to show up. 
Thus (2.11) is ungrammatical!

who I was-

(2.11) * Who did he expect who I was

acquainted with to show up? 
In (2.10), If the NP someone is to be questioned, 

the whole NP which dominates it, someone who I was
^quainted with, must be moved forward with it, yielding 
(2.12), or, by later extraposition, (2.13)

Who who I was acquainted with did he 
expect to show up?
Who did he expect to show up who I 
was acquainted with?

It should be obvious how the A-over-A principle 
would exclude (2.11).

(2.12)

V
(2.13)

\

E. A NP which is exhaustively dominated® by a 
Determiner cannot be questioned or relativized 
out of the NP which immediately dominates that 
Determiner, 
to form (2.15):

Thus, from (2.14) it is Impossible

'■v

vrA-.

V
. .
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(2.W)

found

(2.15) * Whose did you find book?
Only (2.16) is possible: 
(2.16) Whose book did you find? 

and the A-over-A principle correctly makes this assertion.

F. ^ NP which is a conjunct in a coordinate KP 
structure cannot be questioned or relativized. 
Thus, in (2.17), neither of the conjoined HP's 
may be questioned ~ (2.18) and (2.19) are both 
impossible.

(2.17) He will put the chair [

table] jjp and
* What sofa will he put the chair bet

ween some table and?
(2.19) * What- table will he put the chair

some

NP some
(2.18)

between and sobe sofa?
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Once again, the A-over-A principle will exclude 
these last two-sentences.

G. The last, example was suggested by James McCawley 
(cf. McCawley (1964)). He points out that if 
bhe Ad.jective Shift Rule, the. rule which permutes 
a. reduced relative clause with the noun it modifies, 
if the clause is only a single adjective, and not 
a phrase, is formulated as in (2.20),
(2.20) X N Adj ' Y

1 2 3 4

13 2

Then it is necessary to-Invoke the A-over-A principle; 
ftjr otherwise, when which is has been .deleted from 
(2.21), the adjective big.will permute with the 

case, instead of with the whole compound 
noun book case.

0 4

i

noun

(2.21)

(which is Adj

b±S.

,-r.
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Thus, vlchout the stronger version of the 
A-over-A principle which was discussed aboye 
in connection with Extraposition from HP,
rule (2.20), when applied to (2,21) would 
yield the Incorrect * a book big case

Instead of the desired a big book case.

2.3. As was stated above, I have been able to find alternative 
explanations for all seven of the cases discussed in S 2.2 above.
Cases A, B, and C will be accounted for by the Complex UP Constraint, 
which will be discussed below, in S 4.1. In case D, ungrammatical 
sentences like (2.11) will be shown to be excluded by either of two
independent conditions: the Complex UP Constraint of S 4.1, or the 
Pied Piping Convention, wl^oh will be discussed in 
with relative clauses.' The Pled Piping Convention will also be used 
to exclude the ungrammatical sentences which arose in case E. And 
case F will be accounted for by a special condition of great 
generality which will be discussed in I 4.2 ~ the Coordinate 
Structure Constraint.

i 4.3, in_connection

Case G remains'fo'be explained without invoking the 
A-over-A principle, and it seems to me that the most likely line 
of explanation lies in rejecting the assumption that the 
statement of the Adlective-Shift Rule

correct

the one given above in 
(2i20). The rule of (2.20) must have many restrictions placed on it.

f

/
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for otherwise It will transform 1 painted It red Into the ungrammatical 
* I painted red It \ and we showed the children untranslatable passages 

^wed the untranslatable children passages, etc. ClearlyInto * we sh
It Is necessary to restrict the operation of this rule to adjectives 
which arc part of the same HP as the H over which the adjective 
permutes. One simple way to do this would be to modify (2.20) so 
that It Is stated as shown In (2.21):

(2.22) X [jjp Det - N - Adj^j^

2 3

- Y

It1

1 3 2 0 4

Although the formulation In (2.22) avoids the difficulty 
pointed out by HcCawley, recent work (cf. Lakoff and Ross (op. clt.)) 
Indicates that It Is still Inadequate. I will not discuss this Inadequacy 
here, for to do so woMd be unnecessary'''for my present purpose: examples 
of ungraimnatlcal sentences like * I painted red It suffice to show
that McCawley's formulation of the Adjective Shift Rule Is too strong 
and must be replaced by some rule formulated along the general lines 
of (2.22). Thus case G provides no support for the A-over-A principle.
2.4.

In Current Issues In Linguistic Theory (Chomsky (1964b)),2.4.0.

having realized that the A-over-A principle was too strong, Chomsky 
proposed two othef conditions on the relative clause and question rule. 
These need to be scrutinized carefully, so that it can be ascertained 
to what extent they can replace the A-over-A principle. Admittedly,
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Chomsky ac no claims Chat these two conditions, will have the
same coverage as Che principle, but since the facts given in cases 
A through F hove to be accounted for anyway, it is of interest 
to see how fat his two conditions can go towards this end.

In the quote that follows, '(6)' refers to the following
rule, which Chomsky states on p, 38, and which he asserts is the
basic rule in question and relative clause formation.

^Hh + X - Y - Z(6) Y - Wh + X - Z

2.4.1. the first of the proposed conditions on this rule is
on pp. 43-44:

"Notice that although several noun 
Phrases in a sentence may have attached
to them, the operation (6) must be limited to 
a single application to each underlying terminal 
string. Thus we can have 'who saw what?', 'you 
met the man^ho saw what?', 'you read the book 
that who sa??', 
to what?', etc., but not 'who what saw?', you 
saw the book which which was next to' (as a 
declarative), and so on, as could arise from 
multiple applications of this rule. These 
examples show that (5) cannot apply twice to 
a given string as a Relativizatlon and cannot 
apply twice as an Interrogative transformation, 
but it is equally true that it cannot apply to 
a given string once as a Relativizatlon and 
once as an Interrogative transformation. Thus ' 
if rule (6) has applied to form a string which 
is embedded as a relative clause, it cannot 
reapply to this embedded string, preposing one 
of- its Noun Phrases to the full sentence. Thus 
we can have the interrogative.'he saw the man 
read the book that was on what?', but not 'what 
did he see the man^ead the book that was on'; 
and we can have. !he wondered where John put 
what?', but not ,'what did he wonder where John 
put'; etc."

'you saw the book that was next

/
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My first objection to this condition, which I will refer 
seems to me to be somewhat too strong. 

That is, I find the sentences in (2.23) all note or less acceptable: 
(2.23) a.

to as Condition 1, is that is

He told me about a book which I can*t 
whether to buy or not 

figure out /how to read.
wh/re to obtain, 
what to do about.

b. He told me about a book which I carrot 
why he read. |
?whether I should read/ 

??when I should read. J 
' f why”' 

?whether 
?when

figure out

Which books did he tell you 
he wanted, to read?

c. I r
For some reason that is obscure to me, I find sentences 

like those in (2.23a), where the embedded question 
wh-word followed by an infinitive, by and large more acceptable than

8 consists of a

corresponding sentences,>iike those in (2.23b), where the wh-word is 
followed by a clause with a finite verb. And yet there are many

sentencea_w)ilch differ in no way which I can descem from those in 
(2.23b-c) but which I find totally unacceptable. (Chomsky's example,
"* what did he wonder where John put?" is a good case in point), 
for speakers who agree, with me in finding at least some sentences like

So,

those in (2.23) acceptable. Condition 1 is too strong as it stands;
although examples like Chomsky's make it clear that it is partially 
true. This all Indicates that much more work needs to be done on 
this condition, so that a weaker version of it may be found.

.. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fc,, ,
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It is apparent that even a correct version of 
must be supplemented somehow by other principles; for, of the six cases
which were discussed in' i 2.2, Condition 1

/
And it should be noted that even in case A,

Condition 1 should be stated so that it will apply to embedded 
questions, full relative clauses, and reduced relative clauses.'

Condition 1

can only account for case A.
it is not obvious how

\
That

is, in (2.24a) and (2.24b), it is easy to state formally that, in 
Chomsky's terms, "operation (6)" has applied once, for there is 
substring which is headed by a wh-word.

(2.24)

a

a. I know who is mad at John.
b. I know a boy who is mad at John. 

But in (2.25), which has been derived from (2.24b) through the operation 
Relative Clause Reduction Rule, there is no longer any wh-word 

in th’e sentence which could be used as an indication that Condition 1
V

must be invoked.
(2.25) I know a boy mad-at John.
The fact that NP's in the position of John in (2.25)

cannot be relativized or questioned (cf. the ungrammatlcality of 
a boy mad at?) would have to be stated in some other 

way than in terms of wh-words, possibly, for Instance, as follows:

* who do you know

(2.25) No element of a constituent of an NP which 
modifies the head noun may be questioned or
relativized.

But this condition is strong enough to account for cases A and (with
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suitable modification) B, of 5 2.2; and in fact, condition (2.26), 
when suitably formallted, is the cornerstone of what I have called the
Complex NP Constraint, and will be discussed in detail in i 4.1.

It appears, therefore, that Condition 1 
utility, except insofar as it can be given in 
which will allow some of the sentences in (2.23)

is of limited
a weakened reformulation

to be generated, but 
will exclude others, like Chomsky's example of "* what did he wonder
where John put?". I should add that none of the conditions 1 will 
propose in Chapters 4 or 5 can be modified, in any way that I know 
of, to exclude this last example; so it is evident that some version
of Condition 1 must appear in the grammar of English, or, if this 
condition should prove to be universal, in linguistic theory.

2.4.2. The secoi^ condition which Chomsky proposes for his rule.
(6), la stated as follows:

"Finally, it is clear that 
sepent Y of the structural condition of rule 
(6) must be suitably restricted. Thus we Cannot 
have such interrogatives as 'what presumably 
did Bill see' from 'presumably Bill saw something', 
and so on. This suggests that we restrict Y 
In (6) to the form VNp + .... with this further 
condition, we also succeed in excluding such 
non-sentences as .'what for me to understand 
would be difficult?', although the perfectly 
correct form 'what would it be difficult for 
me to understand?' is still permitted. Thus 
this condition would account for a distinction 
between the occurrences of 'for me to understand
something' in the contexts '- - would be
difficult' and 'it would be difficult - - '

the first

.. .,1. . . , ,..'5
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Id..so far as applicability of (6) Is concerned.
(op. clt. pp. 45-46) [I do not quote footnote 
10 here, because Its content has been discussed 
In S 2.1 above, and It Is of no direct relevance 
to the point at hand — JRR].

i

This condition, which I will refer to as "Condition 2", 
bears close scrutiny, even though It Is clear that there Is no overldp 
at all between It and the A-over—A principle — none of the ungrammatical 
sentences discussed In cases A through F of § 2.2 will be 
excluded by Condition 2.

In the first place, the first example is not convincing.
-V •

The fact that Chomsky's example * what prestimablv did Bill see? is

ungrammatical has nothing to do with the fact that an adverb starts 
the sentence; as was noted in footnote 8 abc^ve, questions are 
incoB^atible with sentence adverbs in any position. Thus, neither 
in Bill presumably sawesomething nor in Bill saw something, presumably 
can-the word something be questioned: * what did Bill presinnahly see? 
and * what did Bill see, presumably? are both probably to be 
excluded. It may be that Condition 2. is correct anyway, but if it 
is, all of the sentences in (2.27), (2.28), and (2.29) must be 
e:q)lained away, for they appear to be counterexamples.

(2.27) After maintaining that you were sick, why did 
you get out of bed?

Although you've never been in one, what would 
you do in a typhoon?

* - In light of this promotion, how long will you
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stay here?
Furthermore, what prompted you to hit John?
If it rains, will you finally give up and go 
home?

Why, after maintaining that you were sick, did 
you get out of bed?
What, although you've never been iii one, would 
you do in a typhoon?
How long, in light of this promotion, will 
you stay here?
What, furthermore, prompted you to hit John? 
What, presumably, did Bill see?

(2.28)

And
(2.29) dBut V what can you do with the wounded? 

«or

The type of explanation which at first seems attractive 
is one involving rule ordering.
Question Rule

That is, one might suggest that the 
should apply first, and that then the adverbial 

elements which start the sentences in (2.27) should be moved to the 
front of the sentence, past the wh-words. to yield the sentences in 
(2.27). Subsequently, a second adverb movement rule might move the
preposed adverbs to the position imnediately following the lA-word, 
and insert pause markers on either side of them, 
the second sentence in (2.27) and (2.28) would be derived

To give an example, —
as follows:

)
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you would do wh + something in a typhoon, although you’veBase:

never been in one./

question formation

what would you do in a typhoon, although you've never been 
in one?

1st adverb movement

Although you've never been in one, what would 
you do in a typhoon?

(2.27)

2nd adverb movement 
V

What, although you’ve never been in one, would 
you do in a t3rphoon?

\

(2.28)

*

Note that if this proposal is adopted, Condition 2 can

/ ■*

be dispensed with anyway,for at the time at which the question rule 
applies, no adverbs have yet been moved into sentence-initial position. 
But there is still some doubt in uqt mind as to whether the rule

ordering explanation is possible, because the sentences of. (2.30) have 
such low acceptability that I doubt they should be generated at ail.^

? I wonder, after maintaining that you 
were sick, why you got out of bed.

(2.30) a.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ... ..
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1 Tom-will asU you, although you've never
been in one, what you would do in a typhoon.

?*I wonder, if it rains, whether he will 
/

finally give up and go home.
*lt is not known,if it rains, whether he 
will finally give up and go home.
*She raised the question 
rains, whether he will finally give up 
and go home.

Since the sentences in (2.30) all contain embedded 
questions, the first adverb movement rule, which produces the sentences 
of (2.27), will also generate the^ones in (2.30), unless it can be 
restricted somehow, which seems doubtful to me. And if the first 
adverb movement rule cannot be prevented from generating them, 
the second adverb movem^t rule, which converts sentences like those 
in (2,27) to ones like those in (2.28); must somehow be made obligatory 
when it operates on embedded questions. It does not appear to me as 
if conditions of either of these kinds on the adverb movement rules 
cannot be stated, but it does begin to seem that the rule-ordering •

' mode of explanation may not be the optimal
If the correct explanation is not to be found in the

b.

c.

d.

e. if it

then

one.

ordering of the rules, then some version of Condition 2 
I say "some version", because it seems to me that the sejitences in 
(2,29) constitute clear (though rather trivial)

may be necessary*

counterexamples
V ;

... .....^ ...
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to the condition as it was originally stated. .
I would like to call particular attention to the last

sentence of (2.28), what, presuaiably. did Bill see? This sentence
seems perfectly acceptable, as long as heavy pauses separate
presumably from the rest of the sentence. This fact is especially 
baffling, since it seems that presumably can occur nowhere else in
the questioned sentence, unless I was wrong in excluding the question

r
which has It occurring finally, preceded by a comma; ?* what did
Bill see, presumably? It la obvious■that much more work will have
to be done in this area before answers to many of the questions I 
have raised can be attempted.

One last coimsent about Condition 2 should be made:
although it is strong enough to exclude Chomsky's example, * what 
for me to understand Muld be difficult?. I will show below in
i 4.4 that sentences like this can be excluded by a much more 
widely applicable condition than Condition 2, and one that Is 
Independently motivated. So It appears that although Condition 2 
may be correct, the only support for It Is to be foimd In the 
confused mass of cases which have to do with the interrelationship 
of the two adverb movement rules and the question formation rule.

2.5. In suD^ry, I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter 
that the three conditions on the relative clause and question formation

:

./

/

i. • •
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rule which Chomsky has propbsed all suffer from defects of various.
kinds. The A-over-A principle, while shown in i 2.1 to be too
strong in a non-trlvial way, still is the most important of the three, 
because of the wide range of cases it successfully accounts for. 
Condition 1 seems to be somewhat too strong, in some way which I 
cannot yet delimit precisely; but insofar as it is correct in the
restrictions it imposes upon the relatlvizing or questioning of 
elements in embedded questions, it is valuable and should be added
either to the rules of English grammar or to the theory of grammar.
But it seems that this condition, if it is to apply both to full and 
to reduced relative clauses, cannot be formulated in terms of Chomsky*^8 
notion of "single application of rule (6) to a string"; rather, it 
must be'formulated along the lines suggested in (2.26), and, as will 
be shown in 5 4.1, (2.26) contains, in rough form, the central 
notion of the Complex NP Constraint, which has much independent 
motivation. In any case. Condition 1 falls to account for most 
of the six cases of. i 2.2. The status of Condition 2 is undecided, 
because of the present lack of knowledge about the complex syntactic 
phenomena which may provide support for it. But whether it is 
eventually adopted or not, it can account for none of the six cases 
of § 2.2.

I hope that in nqr criticisms of the three conditions 
proposed by Chomsky I have not given the impression that I wish to 
belittle them, merely because' they can be proven to be wrong today;

1

-V
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for the contrary Is true: these conditions, in particular the

A-oyer-A principle, provide the basis for the present work. For

as Chomsky remarked.
"Precisely constructed models for 

linguistic structure can play an important 
role, both negative and positive, in the. process 
of dlscoveryJUseJf. By pushing a precise but . 
Inadequate formulation to an unacceptable 
conclusion, we can often expose the exact source 
of this inadequacy and, consequently, gain a 
deeper understanding of the linguistic data." 
(Chomsky (1957), p.5)
The main task of this work is to provide a set of

constraints which will avoid the defects pointed out in S 2.1 
and will account for all the cases in S 2.2. Before this can
be attempted, in Chapter 4, one digression must intervene:
Chapter 3, in which the notion of tree-pruning, whlcJi interacts in 
various ways with the constraints of Chapters 4 and 5, is discussed.

**

. i

f
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Chapter 2
FOOTNOTES

1. For a justification of the assignment of 
eniedded sentences, cf. Rosenbaum (1965).

NF status to these

2. For Justification for the claim that the rule 
is the correct deep structure of relative clauses, 
which is implicit in Chomsky 's earlier' discussion of relative 
clauses (cf. Chomsky (1964a), p. 930 bottom, and p. 933 top), 
cf, Lakoff and Ross (in preparatioh^),

NP ->• NP S
a claim

■3.
For a discussion of the relative clause reduction 
cf. Smith (1961).

rule.

The most cbn^ilete discussion of the 
proper analysis and structural index

4.
notions P-Marker.

, is contained in 
Chomsky (1955). 'TThhorter account is given in Fraser (1963).

5. For an explanation of the term "structural change" cf. the 
references of fn. 4, or Chomsky (1957), or Lees (1960). '
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6. The relation exhaustively dominates is the converse of the
converse of the ISA relation (cf. Fraser (1963)). 
term (weakly) dominate as folIoWs: if A (weakly) dominates

I.use the

B, then A ejdiaus lively dominates XBY, where X and Y 
are (possible null) variables and B is a single symbol or 
a string of symbols. A immediately dominates B if and
only if A dominates B and there is-no t such that A

dominates Z and Z dominates B.

/

Sentencefi like I painted red all the houses which had white7.
, i

doors are derived by a different rule which moves "complex" 
NP^ (for an attempted partial explanation of this term, 
cf, § 3.1.1,3.2. below) to the end of the first S above 
them. Some results of this rule are the sentences 1 would

V .

■ V
consider unwise any attempt to visit her now. Pete attributed
to Masaccio a beautiful old fresco which Joan swooned over.

They elected president a man who had never nm for public
office before, etc.

8. There are two facts about such sentences as those in (2.23) 
which indicate that the clauses in them that start with a
j^-word are in fact questions, and not the type of clause, 
which h^ been called "the free relative clause," such as 
the ‘w^-word clauses in I eat what she cooks or I live wherd^
he lives.

k

/
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1. Questions exclude sentence adverbs, like perhaps. 
probably, possibly, etc as was pointed ou^t by 
Katz and Postal <cf. Katz and Postal (1964), p. 87-88)..
Thus the following sentences are Impossible:

* Did John probably hurt himself?
* -t

* What will shq^ perhaps wear?
* Where did you possibly find this?

The aaioe restriction, however it is to be stated, 
whi<di is far from being clear, obtains after such 
verbs as ask and wonder,

* I wonder whether to probably leave,
* .Tom asked where he should possibly put the . 

although after ask there are contexts where these
car.

adverbs can occur; e.g., Tom ask^ where Jane
S

probably put the There is still much to becar.

explained here.
The word else can appear after'the wh-word In questions 

What else did he say?
Where else did you stop? .

Why else would he have come? 
and after the wh-word in' clauses after wonder, ask. 
know, find out, determine.

X
2.

guess, etc.
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I wonder what else he said.
Tom asked where else I stopped.

? I know why else he would have come.
but It cannot appear after the wh-word of a free
relative clause

* I ate what else she cooked.
* I live where else he lives.

9. I will occasionally wish to designate more than two degrees 
of acceptability; when 1 do so I assert that I find that 
sentences prefixed with' an asterisk are completely unacceptable; 
those prefixed with a question mark followed by an asterisk

are only barely acceptable, If at all; those prefixed with a' 
question mark are quite fully* adaptable; 
no prefix are cpi^letely acceptable-

not OTd those with

>

•
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Chapter 3

TREE PRUHIHG^

3.0.

3.0.0. A fairly serious falling of the present theory of 
generative gramtaar Is that It assigns to many sentences derived
constituent structures which seem Intuitively to be overly complex. 
For Instance, sentence (3.1) would probably be assigned some such
Structure as the one given in (3.2):

I
Bill

*»
At present, I am not interested in the question of 

what the node over the constituent than Bill (if Indeed it is 
constituent at all) should be labeled, so I have avoided the issue 
by labeling it with a question mark. What concerns’me at present 
is only the question of whether the NP Bill should be immediately

a

\

f

K - ■
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dominated by the circled node S. It seems Intuitively abhorrent
to assert that. In sentence (3.1), the single word Bill has the 
same status as a constituent as the whole sentence, and yet that 
Is precisely the assertion that the labeled bracketing In (3.2) 
makes. And yet In sentence (3.3), from which (3.1) Is derived 
by the deletion of the second occurrence of the word le, it 
seems more reasonable that the phrase Bill Is should be called
a sentence.

(3.3) John Is taller than Bill Is.
for there is every reason to believe that the underlying structure 

^ ’

contained the sentence Bill Is tall. Transformational grammarians
since Harris (cfi^Harrls (1957), p. 166) have agreed that sentences
containing comparatives derive from sources containing at least
two sentences, and in more complex comparative sentences, like

S
those In (3.4)

■)

(3.4) This sofa Is longer than the room Is wide.
Tom is smarter than anyone thought he would
prove himself to be.
Bannister ran a little faster than it was
necessary for him to run.

there is no Intuitive difficulty in labeling as sentences the 
phrases'which follow than. But the phrase Bill is. In (3.3), 
which It seems correct to call a sentence, ceases to be felt to 
be one when the word Is is deleted.

V.

.V'
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Similarly, It seems counter-intuitive to claim, with ' 
the present theory, that the correct structure to assign to a NP 
like his yellow cat Is one roughly like the one shown In (3,5),

(3,5)

Det N

Art Fostart cat

S

NP VP

N Adj

N Poss velidwr
he

Once again, recent research in syntax has called into 
question many facets of the analysis implicit in (3,5) (cf. Postal

t, • '

(1966a) and Lakoff and Ross (in preparation b)), but
^ * ■■ ...

I am only Interested in the fact tdiat it seems Incorrect to claim 
that the words his and yellow are sentences.^ In the present 
theory, an NP like the one diagrammed in (3.5) would, correctly

at present

I think, be derived from an underlying TIP with two relative 
clauses: the cat which I have which is yellow. The motivation
for deriving possessives and prenomihal adjectives frbm relative 
clauses is well-known enough not to need recapitulation here

f
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(cf., e.g«, Harris (1957)), although several real problens 
remain (cf. Winter (1965))* But It seems to me that the analysis

V

Is well-established enough to make the appearance of the two 
circled S nodes In (3.5) more than a pseudo-problem.

rf

To overcome the inadequacies of the present theory, 
which I have Just discussed, I propose that thfi following principle 
be added to the theory of derived constituent structure:

(3.6)

3.0.1.

S - Pruning; delete any/enbedded node S

which does not branch (i.e., which does not
Irmedlately dominate at least two nodes).

This principle should not be thought of as a rule which 
is stated as one of the^ordered rules of any grammar, but rather as a 
condition upon the well-formedness of trees, which is stated once in 
linguistic theory, and applies to delete any non-branching ' S nodes 
which occur in any derivations of sentences of any language. The 
condition that (3.6) only affect embedded S -nodes, which 
suggested to me by George Lakoff, is necessary to prevent the node 
S which should dominate imperative sentences like go homel from 
deleting when the subject, you, is deleted.^ ^

it is easy to see Chat (3.6) will operate on the 
circled Instances of the node S which were pointed out to be 
Intuitively incorrect in diagrams (3.2) and (3.S), hut the only 
evidence .I have-given so far for adopting (3.6) is that without

(
I.was '
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it, counter-intuitive derived otructures would be produced, 
is already a sufficient reason for incorporating (3.6)

This

or some-
phing like it into the theory, but it might be objected that (3.6) 
could be replaced by some other convention which would do as well 

Below, however, in ! 3.1, I 
correct analysis 

S being pruned out

for the two cases I have discussed, 
will discuss eight cases which I know of, whose 

to me to depend upon occurrences of

b.

seems

either hy the principle stated in (3.6) or by some more general 
principle whi<ih subsumes it* These cases constitute even stronger
evidence for (3.6), for in each case the rules which would be

\

required iil-order to describe the facts accurately without the 
principle are far more complex than the rules which can be
formulated if the principle is adopted. In most cases, ad hoc 
conditions would have to be placed upon the latter rules, but in

/■'

some cases extra rules would have to be added, and in one case, 
, which is discussed in I 3.1.4, the facts 

description completely," unless i 
(of. S 4.1), which is applicable elsewhere

seem to me to resist 
allows the Complex NP Constraint 

in English and which 
, I believe to be universal, to be avoided somehow for just these

one

cases.

3.0.2. .

cases, I would like 
suggesEed to me by James Thome, in

Befo're I start in on a detailed analysis of the eight 
to add one.final prefatory comment, which

a recent letter. Traditional

was

- V
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graHmarians distinguished between phrases and clauses; and while 
a considerable effort has been made, both in structuralist 
linguistics and In generative grammar, to reconstruct the former 
notion (the resulting theoretical entitles have been called 
(Immediate) constituents, tagmemes. or trees), little attention 
has been focussed on the latter notion, to the best of my know

ledge, In any recent theoretical work, 
generative grammar. It would seem that the most natural

In the framework of

reconstruction for the traditional notion of clause of a
would be "any subpart (not necessarily proper) of the 

terminal string of the final derived phrase marker of a sentence 
which Is dominated by the node S."

sentence

But without some notion of
tree-pruning, the cases discussed above, (3,2) and (3,5), 
counter-examples to thip^reconstructlon, for no traditional 
grammarian would designate as clauses the words Bill, his, or 
yellow. However, with principle (3.6), these words, are no 
longer domli^ted by S In the derived phrase marker, so the 
definition just proposed is again In lind with the traditional 
notion. It might be thought that the distinction between clause 
and phrase is a minor one, but I feel that the contrary is the 

Many rules can only be stated If the notion of clause Is 
available (three.of these —■ the Latin word order rule, the 
Serbo-Croatian clitic placement rule, and the English reflexive 

— will be^disctissed in the next section), and I think it

are

case.

rule

% ■
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/
Is fair to say that the fundamental Idea of tranafo 
grammar — Harris's insight that complex sentences can be thought 
of as being in some way "composed" of more elementary sentences, 
which may only appeafTSTa deformed siiape in the complex sentence — 

be traced back to the realization' that what might be called 
"clauses of the underlying structure" may differ from the things 
which have traditionally been called simply "clauses," but which 
it might be more accurate to call "clauses of the superficial 
structure." And the failure of traditional grammarians to 
recognize that the clauses I go and I shave myself underlie 
the phrases to go and shaving myself in (3.7)

I want to go.
Shaving myself is difficult for me.

My derive in-part from the fact that such principles as (3.6) 
were not available to them.

lonalrma^

can

(3.7)

3.1e

3.1,1.

- 3.^.1.1. The first of xhe eight cases I vlll discuss has to do, 
with the Interactloa of the Particle Movement Rule and ^complex"
KP. Verb particles in English are a subset of the English 
prepositions i^ich occur in such two-word idiomatic verbs as 
eke_ out, think over, call up. show off, etc.^ Since there is a

I

\
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close lexical connecClon between verb and pirticle Cbrult. for 
instance, only occurs in English in construction with the
particle abCut), in previous transformational accounts it has 

_ been assumed that the structure underlying (3.8a) is basic and
4

that (3,8b) is derived from it by a rule roughly like the one 
given in (3.91 (cf. Chomsky (1962), p. 228).

(3.8)

(3.8) b.

The shock touched off the explosion. 
The shock touched the explosion off.

a.

(3.9) Particle Movement
XV- Prt - iff - Y

OPT OBLIG if 3 is a pronoun 
' 4 — ^ BLOCKS if 3 is "complex"1 2 3

1 0 3 + 2 4

The condition that (3.9) be obligatory if the object
NP is a pronoun has been imposed Invorder to exclude sentences 
like ^[_^__called_jiph^. But it is,the second condition on (3.9) 
which I am primarily Interested in, in connection with the problem
of node deletion. Chomsky notes (cf., Chomsky (1961), fn. 18)
That whatever "complex" in the second condition on (3.9) may mean, 
it cannot be equated with "long", for he finds (3.10a), though 
far longer, far more acceptable than (3.10b). ''

(3.10) I called almost all of the men from 
Boston up, '

a.
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b. I called the man you met up.
I agree vjith his Intuitions, but I must point out that 

there are people who find (3.10b} perfectly scceptable, and there 
be people, who find it better tharii^ (3.10a). 

problem area of what NP are felt to be "heavy" or "complex" 
borders on questions of style, and there seems to be a baffling 
array of .dialectal, or possibly even idlolectal, variations here. 
Since I have not made a systematic study of this variation, I 
can have no hope of finding examples whose acceptability will be 
agreed on by all readers, if Indeed such examples exist. Instead 
I must resort to describing the facts of my own speech, insofar 
they can be ascertained with any consistency, for this area is really

may even Tne whole

as

a grammatical shadowland, and I fear my own judgments may change 
I can only hope that most readers will sharefrom time to time, 

my judgments, at least In^art.

3.1.1.2. With this caveat. I would like to propose the following 
definition as a partial explication of the notion of "complex" NP.

(3.11) A noun phrase is complex if it dominates the 
the node S.

Used in conjunction with the principle for S-prunlng, (3.6), 
definition (3.11) explains why sentence (3.10b) is less acceptable 
than sentence (3.10a): in the d.c.s. of the former, the node S - 
win dominate the relative clause you met, so' the object NP,

\ .
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the man you met, le complex, under definition (3.11); but in
(3.10a}, although the post-nominal modifier from Boston la
derived from a relative clause, who are from Boston, the node
S which dominates this clause in Che deep structure will have 
been pruned by (3.6) when the Relative Clause Reduction Rule^
deletes the subject NP who and the copula are.

A similar explanation holds for the sentences in
(3.12), (3.13), and (3.14). The ^ version of each of these
sentences is more acceptable, because the nodes S which dominate 
the relative clauses of the ^ versions are deleted after the who is 
has been dropped by the Relative Clause Reduction Rule 

(3.fc) , a. * I ran a man who was old down.
b. ... I ran an old man down.

\
(3.13) a. * I’m going to call somebody who is

S strong up.
7 I’m .going to call somebody strongMip. 
* I polished the vase which was from

b.

V.v_,(3.14). a.

India up.
? I polished the vase from India up.

I find sentences (3.13b) and (3,14b) somewhat worse than 
(3.12b), although none of them are complex according to definition

b.

(3*11). It ip thus clear that (3,11) cannot be strengthened to a 
biconditional: for an NP to

V
dominate the nc^de S ; is a sufficient, 

V but not a necessary, condition for diminished acceptability, A

>
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possible explanation for the less than full acceptability of 
(3.13b) and (3.14b) will be suggested below. In i 3.1.1.3. | 
Nevertheless, despite the fact that principle (3.6) cannot explain 
the variations In acceptability among the ^ sentences, the fact 
that It and definition (3.11) can predict the difference between 
the a sentences and the ^ sentences Is an indication of the 
correctness of (3.6).

L

3.1.1.3.

3.1.1.3.1. will now discuss what I consider to be w Inad^uacy
of thn^evloua analysis of particles, or of any analysis which
Includes conditions like those on (3.9).

/ ^ ‘

(3.9), it will be remembered, was one which prohibited Particle 
Movement from moving a particle over a complex NP. I wish to 
argue that to state this as ^ condition on Particle Movement 
alone Is to miss a very general fact about complex NP In English.
In sentences (3.15) Ao (3.19) below, the ^-sentences. In which the 
direct object Immediately follows the verb, are basic, as la 
demonstrated by theuBOieptablllty of the ^-sentences. In which 
the direct object has been moved to the end of the verb phrase.

(3,15) a. He attributed the fire to a short circuit.
■ b. *He attributed to a short circuit the fire, 
c. He attributed to a short circuit the fire which 

destroyed-most of my factory.

The second condition on

X

•r
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(3.16) He threw the letter Into the wastebasket.a.

b. * He threw into the wastebasket the letter.
He threw into the wastebasket ,the letterc.

which he bad not decoded.
(3.17) a. We elected my father president.

b. * We elected president' my father.
c. We elected president my father, who had 

Just turned 60.
(3.18) ' a. They dismissed the proposal as too costly.

b, *. They dismissed as'too costly the proposal. 
They dismissed as too costly the proposal 
for the State to build a sidewalk from

i

c.

Dartmouth to Smith.,
\ (3.19) a. I consider Che problem unsolvable.

V * I consider unsolvable the problem.
I consider unsolvable Che problem of 
keeping the hou|e warm in winter.

The grammatlcallty of the o-sentences can be explained by 
a rule which optionally moves a complex HP to the end of the first

. b. ./
c.

• O

As the non-sentences in (3,20) show^ however^ this rule 
must be restricted in some wav^

C3v20)

sentence up*

forced
* I< to eat hot soup all the childrena*

[wanted
who were swimming*
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b. * I told that we were in trouble a man
who had a kind face.

c. * I watched talk(lng) all the children who
had never oeen the sea.

d. * He restrained from attempting to bend the 
bars a cellmate he had knotfion the outside, 

for all of them ate the result of moving a coiqplex NP to the end 
of the S which contains It. It might be proposed that the rule 
should be restricted so that a complex HP can move to the end of 
Its S only If It does not pass over a VP In moving there, 
condition would be sufficient to exclude the ungrammatical examples 
in (3.20), but unfortunately It would also exclude {3,18c) and 
(3.i9c), since I see no reasqn why the phrases too costly and 
unsolvable should not be considered to be verb phrases. Furthermore, 
the sentences In (3.21), \Jhlch show that one complex NP can he

Such a

V

moved over another,“provide additional evidence against the proposed
over which the one being.

(I have underlined
condition, for the second Complex NP, 
moved permutes, will of course contain a VP. 
these VP's In (3,21).)

He attributed to a short circuit which(3.21) a.

was caused by an overloaded transducer
the fire which destroyed most of my factory. 
He threw Into the wastebasket wl>lch stood 
by his desk a letter which he had not

b.

decoded.

. \
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They dismissed as too costly to people 
who live iQ. the suburbs the proposal for

c*

the State to build a sidewalk from Dartmouth
to Smith.

Clearly the condition must he weakened somewhat^ but 
before this is attempted, one further class of constructions must be 
taken into consideration.

V

(3.22) a. ?* 'I~fouad to be delicious some fruit which
I picked up^on .the way home.
I found ddlicious some fruit which Ii b.

picked up on the way home.
(3.23)' a. 1* The mayor regarded as being absurd the 

proposal to build a sidewalk from
Dartmouth to Smith.

'The mayor regarded as absurd the proposal 
to build a sidewalk from Dartmouth to

b.

Smith.

(3.24) - a. * I consider to be a fool the senator 
who made the opening speech, 

b. ? 1 consider a fool Che senator who made 
the opening speech.

For me, at least, the ^-sentences above are considerably 
worse than the ^-sentences, although some speakers may find the_ 
distinction not to be as elearcut as I have indicated. This then
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Indicates that the rule which moves complex NP 
sensitive to the presence of the copula, ha, for

must be made
the ja and Jb-

sentences above differ only In that ^ app^ars In the ungrammatical ones 
and does not appear In the ones which are grammatical. Under previous
generative analyses of adjectives, such .as the one found in Chomsky 
(1965), on p. 102, In which ^ Is not treated as a verb, but father 
as a terminal element of the base component, no simple statement of 
the restsrictlon on the complex NP 
can see

-
rule Is possible, as far as I 

. However, under a new analysis of adjectives, which I have
proposed in some detail elsewhere (cf, Ross (1966c)), the restriction 
is easily stated. In this new analysis, which Is^^n^endently- 
motivated by a number of constructions, ^ is treated as a real verb
which takes a sentential object. Using the feature (+ Adj]*, the 
underlying structure of John is Hanov is as shoim in (3.25).

(3.25)

Jdhn

_+Adj_ J'
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(I have uaed a question mark for the auxiliary of the embedded 
sentence to indicate my uncertainty as to whether it should 
at all there, and if so what node it should dominate)

appear

Under the analysis which Is Implicit in (3.25), the 
restriction which is necessary to exclude the sentences in (3.20),
(3.22a), (3.23a), and (3.24a), while allowing (3.18c), (3.19c), (3,21) 
(3.22b), (3.23b), and (3.24b), can be stated as follows: a complex
NP may permute to the end of the first sentence up, providing 

).unless that verb is+Vit permutes over no true verb (l.e., 
dominated by an NP. More formaUy, the rule* is 

(3.26)

L-Adj

Complex NP RR<ft

X - NP - X
OPT

1 2 3

1 0 3 + 2s

Condition 1: 2 dominates S 
2; BLOCKS if 3 - ]^ +

L-AdjJ^ ^^2
Where there exists no NP which

+V 7
L-AdjJj •

Notice that (3.26) will generate (3,20b) - * i told

dominated

that we were trouble a man who had a kind face,. It might seem
that this sentence- could be excluded on the basis of the very general 
output condition on performance, which ia_stated in (3.27):
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(3.27) Graomntical sentences containing an internal 
NP which exhaustively dominates S are 
unacceptable.

(3«^7) would explain why (3.20b) is unacceptable ~ it 
contains an internal HP which exhaustively dominates the. sentence 
that we were in trouble. Some condition like (3.27) seems to be

8

necessary in any case: note that (3.27) also explains why the . 
^sentences of (3.28) to (3.33) are worse than the correspon^ng

c-sentib- or nces.
■V (3.28) a. * Did that John showed up please you?

b. Did the fact that John showed up please' 
you?

N

Did it please you that John showed up? 
(3.29) a.?* '^at that John showed up pleased her«,

N was obvious.

c.

b. ? That the fact that John showed up^pleased

her was obvious.
That- it pleased her that John showed upc.

was obvious.
a. whether she died to remain unclear(3.30)

would spoil Che play.
b. ? For the question'- whether she died

to remain unclear would spoil the play.
c. For it to remain unclear (as to) whether 

she died would spoil the play.

- i
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(3.31) 1* I want that Bm left to remain a
secret.

b. I want the fact that BUI left to 
■ remain a secret.
I want It to remain 
left.

c.
a secret that Bill

(3.32) a. * What what I ate cost al£^t broke

What the thing which 1 ate cost almost 
broke me.

What the thing cosfwhlch I ate almost 
broke me.

a. * 1 went out with 
showed up pleased, 

h. 71 went out with

mo..
b.

c.
/

(3.33)
a girl who that John

a girl who the fact 
wthat John showed up pleased.

c. I went out with a girl who It pleased
that John showed up.

XIn each of the
a-sentencea, (3.27) applies and explains 

unacceptablllty. la the b-se„tences. (3.27) does
'r

their
not apply,

Because
a head noun (fact.

or thing) has been adddd to
the Internal sentence that produced the Bnnacceptabuity In the 

longer exhaustively dominated by 

ctad the

a-sentences. so that they are no 
WP. And In tl«

c-sentences, extraposition has applied.
offending sentences

longer exhaustively dominated byare no
NP.

V

- A
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But although (3.27) will explain xrfiy the ^-sentences
as a class are worse than the or jc-sentences. It will not explain
why (3.29a), (3.30a), and (3.31a) are slightly better than the 
others, which means it is not sufficient, 
to be right, in rnahy cases,® I do not think it

And although (3.27) seems
can explain the

ungrammatlcality of (3.20b), which I find to be absolute word salad. 
Sentences (3.28) to (3.33), irtiile ponderous and taxing to read, are 
still decipherable, but (3.20b) is baffling, 
other condition must be placed on (3.26); what I believe^to be the 

• correct one is given in (3.34).
(3.34)

This means that some

(But cf. i 6.3.3 below)
Condition 3: (3.26) BLOCKS if Y - HP , where

i.

J
. EP 4. HPJ^,

(3.34) seems to produce the right results 
it allows (3.15c) and-(3.16c), but excludes '(3.20b).

O
in many cases:

Furthermore, it
correctly prevents (3.35a) from becoming (3.35b), and (3.36a) from

V
becoming (3.36b).

(3.35) a. I loaned a man who was watching the
race my binoculars, 

b. * I loaned my binoculars 
watching the race.
She asked a man who was near the window 
whether it looked like rain, 

b. * She asked whether it looked like rain 
man who was near the window.

a man who was

(3.36) a.

a

V

■f
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However, Condition 3 elso Incorrectly excludes. (3.17c) — We 
elected president nv fsther. who bad just turned 60. for president
Is an HP. At present I sec no way nrodnd this wrong result.
f nevertheless. It seems beyond dispute that a rule like '

(3.26) must appear In the grammar so that complex HP can be
displaced from their underlying positions. This rule will be optional, 

*
and It must be supplemented by some output condition which will 
stipulate that If a sentence contains an tm-permuted complex HP 
"near the end" of Its VP, the acceptability of the sentence Is 
lowered. Thus, for Instance, the sentences of (3,37) must all be 
designated to be unacceptable In varying degrees.

a. * We called my father, who had just 
burned 60, up.

b. 7* We elected ogr father, who had Just 
** turned 60, president.

c. ? All those speeches made my father, 
who had just turned"60, mad.

* They gave my father, who had just 
turned 60, It.

However,_^ there are many more sentence types than those 
In (3.37) which must be taken Into account before this output 
Condition can be- stated In Its fullest generality.
iiUowV

(3.37)

d.

Sooe-bf these
-w

t-' O' ■
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(3.38) a. He figured It out,
h. * He figured out it.

He figured that out.c.

d. * He figured out that. •9^

He figured Ann out.•• e.

f, ?* He figured out Ann.
He figured something out.8*

h. ? He figured out something. 
He figured the answer out.1.

••
j. He figured out the answer.

. (3.39) * I sent him It.a.

b. I sent him that.
c. 71 sent him Andy.
d. I sent him something.
a. V* We elected the man who he had brought 

With him president.
b. 7 We made the reports which he had brought 

with him available.
They gave the reports which he had 
brought with him to me..

Once again, I must emphasize that these judgments, which 
are not sharply,defined in any case, may only hold for my own speech. 
Nevertheless, I would'expect similar phenomena to exist in most dialects.

(3.40)

V •

c.

■' -y
B

, A
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It seems to me that such facts of acceptability as 
those indicated in (3.37) - (3.40) can most readily be accounted 
for by a theory constructed along the following lines. First of 
all, all the sentences in (3.37) - (3.40) should be generated by 
the grammar and designated as being fully grammatical. With the 
exception of Complex MF Shift. (3.26), no conditions having to 
do with complexity will be Imposed on any rule, and the 
thing applies to conditions having to do with pronouns. This 
means that neither of the conditions on Particle Movement. (3.9), 
Hill appear, and both (3.37a) and (3.38b) will be generated. 
Similarly, the Dative'Rule will hot be restricted so as not to 
apply if the direct object is a pronoun: (3.37d) and (3.39a) 
will also be generated.^®

3.1.1.3.2.

same

Instead of restricting the operation of particular 
rules, I propose that an ou^ut condition, much like (3.27), be 
stated, which, imposes an ordering upon_the constituents which 
follow the verb of the sentence which contains them, and lowers 
the acceptability of sentences whose constituents ate not 
arranged in accordance with this condition. It will be remembered 
that (3.27) had a similar effect: - it rendered unacceptable 
perfectly grammatical sentences which contained an NP which 
exhaustively dominated the node S.

The output condition which I propose in (3.41) la 
highly tentative, for I have not done much research on this extremely

■ 0
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difficult problem. (Ihe lower the number before a constituent 
in (3.41), the closer it must be to the verb.)

(3.41) Output Condition on Post-Verbal Constituents'

Direct object pronouns 
2. a. Indirect object pronouns

b. Demonstrative pronouns and integers 
used as pronouns (give me two)
Proper names

a. Particles (u£ in call up)
b. NP with no postnominal modifiers 

Reduced directional phrases (out in let out)^^ 
HP like president in elect him president 
Single adjectives like available in make 
the reports available

1.*

3.

4.
r

i

5.

6.

7.

■

8.V Indirect object phrases and directional 
phrases

Non-complex NP with postnominal modifiers 
Complex NP

.domgany in keen company

9.

10.

11.

The ordering in (3.41) is doubtless wrong in many
some generalizations which cannot

as the ones stated on (3.9), 
For instance, to say that direct object 

pronouns occupy the first place in such an ordering as <3.41) is to

particulars, but it incorporates 
be expressed if condltiohs on rules, such 
are used instead of it.

S,
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simultaneously exclude both (3.38b) and (3.39a)j but In a system 
which makes use of conditions 
needed to exclude each.
Is no way to Indicate that both of the 
unacceptable for the same 
which I believe to be a true one.

on rules, one condition would be 
Furthermore, In this latter system^ there 

sentences to be excluded are

reason, but (3,41) does make this claim.

I will now attempt to justify (3.41), 
Is possible In my present state of Ignorance.

Insofar as that
In many cases,

particularly In the higher numbers of (3.41), I have put one
constituent before another on the basis- of very scant evidence.

Firstly, (3.41) Is only a partial ordering, and a
number In It which Is followed by the letters a and b Indicates 
chat for me, there seems to be no preferred ordering of the
a^-constltuents with respect to the b-conatltuents. 
case In two 'Instances:

This la the
I find no difference In acceptability 

between 1 eaUed an old friend im and T up an oXd '

(these are the two constituent types mentioned in 4 of (3.41)), 
jne that! and give that to me!nor between the sentences give 

(Tof (3.41)).
y

,
Secondly, (3.41) makes the prediction that violations 

constituent 
one another In terms of (3,^ will 

of acceptability than permutations of

of the hierarchy which arises from permutations of 
types which are close to
lead Co smaller losses 
constituent types which are far apart In (|j.41), and this

1
1

\
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prediction seems to be borne out In a number ot cases, 
the sentence I tried to figure out John (3 foUovs 4) Is better

For Instance,

than I tried to figure out that (2 follows 4). I also find Let the
■1

does which are barking out (5 follows 10) somewhat better than <!

Knock the dogs whlctKare barking out (4 follows 10)., These two
sentences provld^ the motivation for distingulsfilng^In (3,41) 
between the reduced directional adverbs discussed In footnote 11
and true particles, 
types 4a and 4b are equally acceptable In either order, constituents 
of type 5 are more comfortable to the right of constituents of

So knock out the sentry! Is as

In addition, I find that while constituent
-

type 4b than to the left of them.
natural as knock the sentry outl. whereas let out the sentrvl Is
somewhat less natural than let the sentry out!

My only motivation for ordering constituents of types 
6, 7 and 8 as I have is Chat it seems to me that^cbmplex NF 
(type 10} can precede 8 more readily than it can precede 7, and 
7 more readily than 6. This is exemplified in (3«40): (3.40a)»

which is the least acceptable for me, has the order 10-6; (3«40b), 
which is slightly better, has the order 10-7; and (3.40c), which 
is almost, if not totally acceptable, has the order 10-8.

Constituents of ‘type 9, for example, the NP somfebody 
strong, are ordered closer to the vferb than complex NP like 
somebody who is Strong. This explains why (3.13b), which has the 
order 9-4, la better than (3.13a), which has the order 10-4. The 
same explanation can be given *for the difference in acceptability

a

■■ (i >
♦ _ _
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between (3.14a) and (3.14b).
Finallyf I have Included in type 11 such words as 

coppany In keep company, through in see (someond through, to in 
bring (soineone) to and on in put (someone) on. because for me 
these words must always end their VP, unless a relative clause 
has been extraposed around them. In the sentences below, the 
^-sentences are the least acceptable, the ^-sentences, in which 
a complex NP precedes a constituent of type 11, are somewhat
more acceptable, and the ^-sentences, in which Extraposition 
from NP has applied, are the most acceptable of all, although

■;

.12. they are still awkward.
(3.42) a. * He kept company some girls who had

been injured in the wreck.
b. 7* He kept some girls who had been Injured

fh the wreck company.

c. r^e lcept some girls company who Tiad 
been injured in the wreck.

(3.43) a. * I insist on seeing through all the
students who started out the term in

13my class.
b. ?* I insist in seeing all the students who

started out the term in my class through, 
c. ■ I insist on seeing all the students through 

' who started out the term in my 'calss.

. K

r

1 ;
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(3.4A) a. * The doctor brought to the paasengers 
uho hhd passed out from the fumes.

* The doctor brought the passengers who 
had passed out from the fumes to. 

c. 7 The doctor brought the passengers to 
who had passed out from the fumes.

a. * He tries to put on everyone who he
doesn't like.

b. 7* He tries to put everyone who he doesn't
like on.

c. 7 He tries to put everyone on who he
doesn't like.

b.

4
(3.45)

L

' These sentences raise many problems I cannot deal with.
Firstly, I cannot explain why (3.43c) should seem more acceptable

S
than the other c-sentences, or why (3.44b) should seem less 
acceptable than the other b-sentences. Secondly, It may be the 
case that the a-sentences are so bad that they should not be
generated at all — this would entail restricting (3.26) so that 
complex HP Immediately to the left of such words 
through, etc. could not undergo the Complex HP Shift Buie. More 
damaging Is the fact that the hierarchy In (3.41) predicts that all 
•??§-k'®“tences should, be the most acceptable of all. In fact 
perfectly acceptable, but in no case are they anything better than 
barely acceptable. This means that the hierarchy must either be

as company.

t

'Vy A

i
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modified or that It must be supplemented by some supplementary output 
condition which lovers the acceptability of any sentence containing
a complex HP near Its end, even though the ordering In (3.41) Is
adhered to. So, for example. In (3,46), even though the object- SP 
of the verb watch Is complex and very lengthy, rule (3.26), Complex 
HP Shift, cannot move It over the VP talk because of Condition 2 .

on (3.26).
(3.46)* watched the Indians who the man who had

been my advisor In my freshman year had 
advised me to study when I got to Utah talk.

Notice also that the unacceptablllty of such sentences 
(3.46) and of the ^-sentences In (3.42) - (3.45) can be reduced 

by adding material to the end of the sentence:
as

(3.46') 7 I watched the Indians who the man who had
been m^ advisor In my freshman year had 
advised me to study when I got to Utah, talk, 
because I was fascinated by the way their

■r-
view of the world seemed to he constrained
hy the structure of their language. 

(3.42b*) ? He kept some girls who had been Injured In
the wreck company, and meanwhile I scouted
around to see if I could find a phone*

/
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(3.43b') 7 I Insisted on seeing all the students who
started out the term In my class through, 
after they had all chipped in to buy 
going-auay present.

(3,44b') 7* The doctor brought the passengers who had 
passed out from the fumes to, but many of 
them suffered relapses at various times 
during the night.

(3.4Sb') 7 He tries to put everyone who he doesn't like
on, by pretending to be deaf.

These sentences show that It will he very hard to state 
in formal terms just what "near the end of an S" means, for It 
that the acceptability of sentences like’ the b-sentences and 
(3.46) must be assigned by a quasl-continuous function of the length 
and complexity of the objects HP and the length and complexity of 
what follows. And (3.41) is at best a first approximation of such 
a function.

me a

seems

sentence

<9

3,1.1.3.3. One final important question which must be raised is
the following: what is the theoretical status of such output 
conditions as (3.27) and (3.41)7 In the case of the former. It 
seems that although it has not yet been formulated adequately. It 
la not being overly optimistic to hope that a more adequate version 
of (3.27) nay turn out to be universal. But it is out of the

■ ■■
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quesClon that the particular content of a condition auch as (3.41) 
could be universal, for In (3.41), the constituent types are 
defined with reference to constituents like Particle. Reduced 
Directional Phrase, company In keep company, etc., all of which

One might wish, therefore, to make aate peculiar to English, 
theoretical distinction between (3.27) and (3.41), referring to
universal conditions as "performance filters," and to all 
language-particular phenomena, quch as those discussed In 
connection with (3.41), as ordinary rules of particular grammars.
In my opinion. It is correct to draw such a distinction, but I 
would like to emphasize that If (3,41) Is to be added to the 
grammar of English, It will be a rule of a type which Is completely 
different from other transformational rales. First of all, where 
other rales change one P-Marker to another,w(3.41) does not: it 
merely changes the accep^hbiilty index of P-Markers. Secondly, 
"violations" of (3.41) do not produce total unacceptablllty (except 
in extreme cases), but rather a partial loss of acceptability, with 
the amount of loss a function of the Input tree and the structure 
of the rule. It is easy to see that other rales are entirely 
different in this respect: If an ordinary rule applies to a tree 
It should not have applied to, or does not apply when it should 
have, it is either the case that an unintelligible string is 
produced (* 10 dollara was cost by the parking ticket), or if

i

Intelligible (though ungrammatical), the strings produced do not
V

- «.
S"''.
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vary in amount of deviance according to the input structure (that 
isj they forced w& for me to wash myself is as deviant as I forced
you for you to wash the vegetables.)

These considerations suggest that if (3.41) is to be 
put into the gi^anrinnr of English, it should be segregated from the 
normal type of transformational rules, to whose output it applies, 
and placed in a component by Itself, a component which I tentatively 

\ propose to call the stylistic component. Of course, (3.41) will

V

! noc be Che only rule In chlq component, but at my present state of 
knowledge, I can only suggest two other rules that seem to be likely 
candidates for Inclusion In It. The first Is the Scrambling Rule
In Latin and other "free word order" languages, which will be 
discussed separately In 9 3.1.2 below,
condition which must be li:q)osed on prenominal adjectives with

%
respect to their cl^eness to the noun they modify, 
of. the latter problem. If adjective sequences were to be constrained 
in deep structure, an entirely new system of selectlonal restrictions 
would have to be created, and this system would only be used to 
generate the permissible sequences of adjectives, as far as I know.
In other words, to attempt to account for order-of-adjactives 
phenomena in deep structure would require setting up an elaborate and 
totally ad hoc mechanldm, which would greatly Increase the class 
of languages characterized by the theory of generative grammar, but 
unnecessarily, for the extra descriptive power would be used to

The second is the

In the case

!-•

i
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solve only one problem. On the other hand, if another output 
condition, highly similar to (3.A1), were to be added to the 
stylistic component, which the discussion above has demonstrated
is likely to be necessary in any event, then the theory would not 
be weakened at all. Furthermore, it seems to me that the type 
of phenomena which the two conditions would account for are
phenomena of the same type. That is, in both cases, we have to 
do with constituents which occur in a preferred order.

- not that let__out__JohnI and j^jS£0tted^_20tm^_daK are to be
It is

categorically ruled out but rather that let John outl and a
spotted dog are more natural.^* So it seems to me that it 

would be wise to separate into disjoint parts of the granmar rules
younft

which must produce coMtltuents in an order from which any deviations 
^ produce ungrammaticality,^  ̂
an order which, within limltfr, is variable.

from rules which produce constituents in
The only possible reason 

that I know of to question the decision to relegate constraints on the
/

order of adjectives to the stylistic component is the possibility 
NP with different orders of adjectives may not be synonymous, in which 
case, of course, order constraints would have to be stated in the

that

base. It has been suggested by Quine (cf. Quine (1960) p. 138) that 
the NP a big European butterfly designates a butterfly that is 
both European and big, while the NP a Europe^ big butterfly may

■designate a butterfly which is in fact small, but is big for 
European standards . I am not sure, of the validity of this example.

:r
t •
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and I have not studied the problem closely enough to be able to 
say whether such examples are sufficient to refute my proposal to 
handle order-of-adjeetlve phenomena In the stylistic component, or 

I mention the problem here only to call It to the attention 
of the reader.
not.

3.1.1.4. To sunniarize briefly what I have touched on In this
digression, I have suggested that to put two conditions on the 
-previously proposed Particle Movement Rule , (3.9), was to miss 
the generalization that both cond£blpns were merely extreme cases 
of a rule relating the length and complex! 
verb phrases to their ordering after the verb. To capture this 
generalization, I have proposed adding a stylistic component 
to the set of components of a generative grammar, and stating in 
it language^p'articuiar output ^conditions, such as (3.41), which 
capture the notion of 'preferred order, and reduce the acceptability 
of sentences whose constituents are in an order other than the

. a

specified by the stylistic rules. It was In the ordering given 
in (3.41) that the notion of node deletion, the main topic of § 3, 
played a role, for the constituent types 9 and 10 were shown to 
function differently with, respect to the other constituent

i'.
i

ty of constituents of

types

of (3.41), and these two types can be conveniently distinguished
in constituent structure terms If the principle of S-prunlne 
which was stated in (3,6) Is made use of.t

/
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The seci^d case uhich seems to require some notion of 
node deletion has to do with Latin word order.
3.1.2.

In Latin, as In
languages like Eussian, Czech, etc. the order of major elements
within a clause Is free, within certain limits. Thus the subject 
NP may precede or follow the VP, 
follow the V,

the object NP may precede or
etc. In Latin poetry. It was even possible for.

adjectives to be separated from the nouns they modified. Robin

Lakoff has kindly provided me with the following eaaBq)le from 
Horace (Carmlna (Odes I), 5)V

f

I
(3.47) Quls multa gracilistepuJr

VIhat many a slender

In rosT

you boy on rose
I

perfusus llquldls urget odorlbus

drenched liquid makes love to (with) scents

1
grato. Pyrrha, sub antro?

delightful Pyrrha In a cave

*What slender boy, drenched with perfumes' 
Is making love to you, Pyrrha,
On a heap of roses. In a dellghtftil cave?'

\
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Words In (3.A7) joined by lines are discontinuous 
constituents which have been derived from contiguous constituents 
In a slightly deeper structure by a rule of roughly the following
form:

(3,48) Scrambling

NP NP
VP VP

« N - YX - N
VV
AdJAdj

Adv Adv
0?\

2 431

41 •3 2

Condition: ^6 dominates 2 If and only If
dominates 3.

• Rule (3.4S) scrambles major constituents, subject to
For Instance, (3.48)the restriction that they be In the sane clause.

will convert (3.49a) Into (3.49b),
■—- - (-3i49)- - a,- - Honm-bonus-amat—femlnam pulchraor- -

Fulchram homo amat femlnam bonus.b.

1'The good man loves the beautiful woman, 
because for the purposes of Scrambling, adnomlnal adjectives behave 
as If they were In the same clause as the nouns they modify. But 
note that this fact entails that node deletion has occurred, for In
the underlying structure, adnomlnal modifiers are not In the same

V

\ • : . A
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clause as the noun they modify. The deep structure for (3,49) is 
The latter is converted into the former by 

a rule of Relative Clause Reduction cognate with the one proposed 
In Smith (1961).

that shown In (3,50).

(3.50)

bonusest V Adj

est pulchra

The Relative Clause Reduction Rule will delete ^ul est 
and quae est from the embedded relative clauses In (3.50).
S-pfunlng principle of “(376) werennbt“ln“the theory of grammar, the 
circled S-nodes In (3.50) would not be deleted, and Scrambling 
would not be able to apply to the adjectives bonus and pulchr 
permute them with the elements of the main clause of (3.50), for 
the adjectives would be In clauses of their 
C3^49b) Is grammatical Indicates that Scrawling 
and thus this fact constitutes further evidence for the 
of prlilclple (3.6).

If the

am to

own. But the fact that
must affect them.

correctness

4
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For my present purposes, I am not overly concerned that 
(3.48) is too strong, for the problems Involved in specifying exactly
the correct subset of the strings which will be generated by (3.48) 
are far too complicated for me to even mention them here, let alone 
come to grips irtth them. In S 3.1.1,3 above, I suggested that rules 
like (3.48) be placed in the stylistic component, because they ate 
tormally so unlike other transformational rules. In the first place.
since (3.48) can apply an indefinite number of times 

- output, every sentence will have an Infinite number of derivations. 
It seems wrong to use normal rules of derived constituent

to its own

structure

to assign trees to the output of this rule, for the number of 
that will be assigned to any sentence, although it will be bounded, 
will be very large, and there will be no correlation between the

trees

number of derived trees and perceived ambiguities, as there la in 
happier circumstances. S

In short, it is clear that rules like (3.48) 
so different from other syntactic rules that have been studiedare

in generative grammar that any attempt to make them superficially 
resemble other transformations is misguided and misleading. They 
are formally so different from previously encountered- rules that

the theory of language must be changed somehow 
can be placed in a different component from other S3mtactlc rules, 
thereby formally reflecttag the differences I have been discussing.

It is possible that Scrambling should be effected in 
the stylistic component, as I suggested in

80 that Scrambling

5 3.1.1,3.3, but it ■

'1
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should be emphasized that there are as many formal differences between 
Serambllne and output conditions like (3.41), which I also suggested 
should be stylistic rules, as there are between Rei-ninhUnf. and trans

formational rules like Extraposition from HP. But It does seem. In 
some Ill-defined sense, that Scrambling and output conditions like 
(3.41) both have to do with such low-level matters 
Idiolect, which have often been grouped under the heading of styiistlcs; 
so that It may yet be appropriate to assert that they both belong in 
the same component of a grammar. at present, our knowledge of
constraints on ScramhHng. or on conditions like (3.41), or in fact 
on any stylistic problems whatsoever. Is so limited that nothing 
but speculation iS' appropriate.

One final point should be made with reference to 
It may be possibly to formulate this rule In a partially 

tmlversal way, so that it is only necessai? to specify In a particular 
grammar whether it applies or not. This suggestion must be modified 
somewhat, for it appears that languages with "free word order"

as taste or

i

r

Scrambling,

may .

differ among themselves as to the contents of the second and third
terms of the Scrambling Rule. Thus although it appears that in Latin, 
adjectives can be permuted away from the noun they modify, this ' 
possibility either does not exist at all in Russian or is severely 
limited there. This suggests that the theory of language must be 
constructed In such a way that universal skeleton rules can be stated.

y
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J

for the univereal scrambling rule would state that the
that the VP can have

The skeleton
subject NP can precede or follow the VP, 
its constituents arranged in any order, and possibly a few other

t-

universal conditions. In the grammar of any "free word order" 
language, it would then only be necessary to state that the
scrambling skeleton rule could be applied, and to list any language-

For example, in both Latinparticular additions to the skeleton, 
and Russian, it would be necessary to note that scrambling could
apply, and in Latin, it would be necessary to specify in addition 
that adjectives can be scrambled.

I should point out that such Important traditional 
concepts as "free word-order language" can only be reconstructed 
by introducing some such notion as that of skeleton rule into 
linguistic theory, for, as I pointed out, the grammars of languages 
which exhibit "free" word-order do not all contain the same rule •— 
the rules in each which effect the scrambling are slightly different.
Therefore, it is necessary to factor out that part of the various 
scrambling rules which is language-independent and to state this

Then the notion "free word-orderskeleton once in linguistic theory, 
language" can be equated with the notion "language having a grammar
making use of the Scrambling skeleton."

All‘the points discussed in this section arc highly 
conjectural, but they do not materially affect the point at hand.

t

/
4
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which la that In order to state the version of i-he' Serninhling Rule. 
no matter in what component it appears, nor how much of it can be 
factored out and put into a universal skeleton rule, some notion 
of tree-pruning must be in the theory.

3.1.3. A closely related phenomenon provides an additional 
piece of evidence for (3.6): the phenomenon of case-marking. In

Latin, as in many other languages, noun phrases must be marked for 
case in various contexts. The exact number of cases which are 
distinguished in any particular language is not. my concern here: the 
important thing is that when an HP is marked with some case, say
accusative, then all markable elements of that HP must have the 
feature [+ Accusative] added to them. In Latin, determiners, 
adjectives, possessive adjectives, participles, some numerals, and 

are mihrkable, and nothing else is. In 
particular, elements of clauses contained in an HP 
markable. Thus if the Relative Clause Eduction Rule does not

the head noun of the HP

are not

apply to the rightmost circled S of (3.50) above, the adjective 
pulchra cannot be marked [+ Accusative]: sentence (3.51), which 
would be the result of such a marking, is tmgrammatical.

(3.51) * homo qul est bonixs amat femlnam quae est pulchram. 
However, as sentence (3.49a) shows, once the Relative Clause

Reduction Rule has applied, pulchra becomes markable, and the ^ 
accusative form pulchram is produced.. Once again, these facts can be

)
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accounted for alnply if some principle of node deletion is Invoked. 
The case-marking rule, which distributes the case feature with which
the whole NP la marked onto all markable elements dominated by

elements are marked which are
i;

=1it, must be constrained so that no 
dominated by an S which is in turn dominated by the NP in

question, as the ungrammatlcallty of (3.51) clearly shows, 
in order for oulchra to become markable, after the quae est of the 
rightmost relative clause in (3.50) has been deleted, and the 
circled node S no longer branches, some S-pruning principle 
must delete it. Facts corresponding to these.can also be found 
in Germanic, Slavic, and Balto-Flnnlc, so it is likely that the 
solution to the Latin case-marking problem la at least partially

Therefore,

i

universal*
•)

I night remark in passing, however, that there are 
many unsolved problems whicih have to do with the case-marking rule* 
.Consider, for example, sentence (3,52) and its approximate labeled 
bracketing, (3*53):

V

Puer amat puellam quae est similis deae. 
The boy loves a girl who is similar to a

(3*52)

I

tgoddess.

t • .
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(3.53)

puellais

deae

If Relative Clause Reduction Rule applies to (3.53) 
to delete the quae eat of the relative clause, principle (3.6) will 
delete the circled node S, as was the case with the P-marker (3.50), 
and the adjective similis. no longer contained in a clause dominated
by the object NP of (3.54), will become similem. as in (3.54). 

(3.54) Puer amat puellam similem deae.
The problem is to specify how the case marking rule is 

to be constrained so that deae'goddess' (dative singular) will 
become deam 'goddess' (accusative singular), for if this occurs, the 
sentence, will no longer be grammatical (cf, (3.54')). -

not

(3.54') * Puer amat puellam similem deam.
It might be proposed that the case-marking rule should 

not only be restricted from marking elements in clauses which 
dominated by the NP being marked', but also from marking elements 
in NP which are dominated by the NP being marked. This, then.

are

i ■
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would be a kind of A-over-A restriction which only applies to the 
case-marking rule. It can easily be seen how this condition will 
prevent deae in (3.53) from being incorrectly converted to deem. 

Relative Clause Reduction applies, and it can also be
used to prevent (3.55a) from being converted into (3.55b) 

puella amat amici fratrera.
'The girl loves a friend's brother.'

* puella amat amicum fratrem. 
because at the time the case-marking rule would apply, the sentence 
(3.55a) would have approximately the structure shown in (3.56),

(3.55) a.

/

b.

(3.56)

puella

and since amici 'a friend (gen.)' is an HP dominated by ^IP, the 
^ A-over-A restriction on the case-marking rule would prevent it from

Once again, the same facts obtaibeing changed to amicum.

Germanic, Slavic, and Balto-Flnnic.
n in
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However, it seems that this limited A-K)ver-A
restriction is both too strong and too weak. It is too strong in
that it would exclude (3.57) below

(3.57) puella amat meum £ratreio.
tThe girl loves my brother.' 

unless meum 'my' had somehow ceased to be dominated by NP, for

otherwise the structure of (3.57) at the time case-marking applies 
would be exactly that shorn in (3.56), except that mens would 

' appear in the place of amici. In traditional grammar, words like 
mens are called "possessive adjectives," a term which aptly
characterizes their behavior under case-marking rules, but which 
provides no explanation as to how they have come to behave differently 
from NP in the genitive case, like amici. I have no explanation
for the facts at present, but Postal has suggested a promising new

S
analysis of pronouns which may provide a key to the answer (Postal 
(1966)). Postal argues convincingly that personal pronouns such 

I., you, he. etc., should be treated as underlying articles 
(actually, in the deepest structure, these articles, as well as 
words like the. ^ some, etc,, which have been traditionally 
categorized as articles, would all be represented^a^features on
the noun they modify) which modify the pronoun one, and that they 
acquire their derived status as nouns because of a rule which deletes^ 

and leaves its article (i.e., he, she. W|^one etc.) as the only

• \ ■
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node still dominated by the node N which dominated one in the 
deep structure. I will not recapitulate here the various arguments 
Postal advances in support of this analysis: for my purposes, it 
is sufficient to assume their correctness. For if Postal's analysis 
is correct, and pronouns arc articles at soma stage in their 
derivational history, it may he possible to save the A-over-A 
condition on case-marking from being too strong. In I 3.2 below 
I will discuss briefly the possibility of there being a principle 
similar to (3.6) which would delete the node NP under certain
conditions. At present there is only weak evidence for NP

deletion, and I do not know how the principle effecting it should 
be formulated, if Indeed such a principle should be added to the 
theory of grammar at all. But it seems to me that it may be 
possible to formulate it in such a way that if the structure
underlying a pronoun is asslgneO. the case feature [+ Genitive], 
somehow this structure is changed to meet the conditions for NP

pruning, and the NP dominating it is deleted. The A-over-A 
restriction on the case-marking rule could then be kept. Thus, if
the NP acdcl frater 'a friend’s brother' were marked [+ Accusative],
frater would change to fratrem. but amTcI would not change to sinTfuTn 
for amici would be dominated by NP, and the A-over-A condition
on case-marking would be in effect.
'my brother' is marked [+ Accusative], the rule distributing the case 
which is assigned to the whole NP

On the other hand^ if mens frater

to the markable elements dominated
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by the NP will affect both meus and ftater. for neither la a 
NP, and the correct form, meum fratrem will result. This proposal 
Is highly programmatic at present, for It depends crucially on an 
exact formulation of the NP pruning principle, and such a 
formulation Is not at present available.^®

Although It does not seem possible at present to 
formulate a case-marking rule which Is generally adequate. It seems 
to be true that In all languages which mack for case, elements In 
clauses dominated by the noun phrases being marked are not markable. 
I do not know whether In all case languages with a rule for reducing 
relative clauses, the unmarkable elements of the full clauses become 
markable after the clauses have been reduced, as Is the case In 
Latin, Slavic, Germanic, and Balto-Flnnlc, but I suspect this to 
be true too.

•sU.

Notice that If the former hypothesis Is correct, another 
rule whose statement would require quantifiers (cf. fn. 7 above) can 
be relegated to linguistic theory. For If the hypothesis does not 
hold universally, then the case-marking rules for languages where It
does hold would look roughly like this: 

(3.58) X - Y - Z - [ + case.]NP j'JNP^
1

OBLIG
1 2 3 4

11-2 -13
[+casej

Condition: It Is not the case that NP^^ > Sj^ and S|^ > 2.

4

/
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Here I have asatimed that an earlier rule, which aaalgns 
a whole NP

a case to
on the basis of its syntactic function, has adjoined 

the node [-fcasejl (this is a variable ranging over t+ Accusative], 
[+ Dative], etc.) to the entire 
assumption.

logically equivalent to quantifiers, must be used to 
condition

NP, but nothing depends on this 
The important fact to notice Is that subscripts, which

are
state the

. This is not to say that it is necessarily true that 
rules like (3.58) are not language-specific, but rather that if 
my hypothesis that elements of clauses are not markable proves to 
be wrong, it wiU be necessary to abandon at least, in part the
restriction that transformations must be stated without making 
use of quantifiers over P-markers (cf. S 6.4.1.1 below).

In summary, whether or not it turns out to be true
that in all case-marking languages, full and reduced relative 
clauses behave differentially with respect to the case-marking 
transformation, the fact that it is true of Latin, Slavic, Germanic 

a principle for
S-pruning must be in the theory of grammar, for the case-marking 
facts in these languages can be most economically explained 
basis of the differences in constituent

snd Balto-Flnnic supports the hypothesis that

on the
structure which such a

principle would produce.

j
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The fourth example in which node deletion plays a 
role, which has to do with the placement of clitics in Serbo-Croatian, 
was discovered by Wayles Browne (cf. Browne (1966)). As BroOTe

3.1.4.

points out, there exists a rule in Serbo-Croatian which moves to the
second position in their sentence all of the clitics (these are a
number of short words like pronouns, the copula, a morpheme indicating 
the conditional, etc. — an exhaustive listing of these words is not 
necessary here.) The clitics occur in a certain order there, but 
what this order is is not relevant here. For example, since the 
words jle 'it' (acc.) and ^ '!' (dat.) are clitics, if no prior 
rules were applied to sentence (3.59), which has approximately 
the structure shown in (3.60), a rule of Clitic Placement would
convert (3.60) to the structure underlying (3.61). 

(3.59) Ivan '^ell clta je mi.da Ivan

Ivan wanted that Ivan read It to me.
1 Ivan wanted Ivan to read It to me.'

(3.60)

NP

N

I
Ivan ■

\

':r
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Ivan zeli da ml je Ivan clta.
*Ivan wanted Ivan to read it to me.

(3.61)

f

However, when the subject HP of the embedded sentence 
to some HP of the matrix sentence (just which HP 

is not relevant for this example), a rule which I will refer to as 
EquI NP Deletion optionally deletes the subject of the embedded 
sentence, simultaneously deleting the complementizer ^ 'that' and 
converting the main verb (clta) into an Infinitive (^itati). But 
if this occurs, as Browne points out, the clitics ^ and mi must be 
moved to the position Immediately preceding ^ell 'wanted*, for if 
Equi NP Deletion has applied, the sentence which must be produced

is Identlcal^^

is (3.62).
(3,62) Ivan mi je ^li citati.
It will be observed that the position of the clitics 

1e and ^ before the main verb o?*(3.62), zeli. provides compelling 
motivation for S-prunlng, for if the circled occurrence of the 
node S in (3.60) is not deleted by (3.6) after the operation of 
Equi NP Deletion has caused it to cease to branch. Clitic Placement 
will apply vacuously to (3.60), for and mi will already occupy 
second position in the most deeply embedded S» Thus unless node 
deletion applies, they will not move at all, and (3.62) will not 
be generated.

The clitics must be moved so that they become the 
second element of the first sentence above them. (Actually, they

■ i*.. . . . . . . . '■51
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are adjoined to the right side of the first element of this 
and are phonologically in the same word as this element.

sentence. 
Thus, in

(3.62) Ivan mi je is a phonological word.) It is of theoretical
interest that, given the presently avaUable theoretical 
it is only possible to specify formally that the

conventionsy

may not
be moved out of the first sentence above them by using subscripts '

on P-Mbkeon rule conditions (or, equivalently, quantifiers 
In (3.63) below.

rs), as

Clitic Placement^^. (3,63)

Z [+ Clitic] - WX - Y - - U

Si ®i

OPT
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2+4 3

Conditions: (1) 2 is > single node
(2) If > 4, it is not the 

that > Sj.

0 5 6

N

case

It would of course be absurd to hope that such 
as (3.63) could be universal, so the question is, must the

a rule

restriction that conditions on transformational rules be Boolean 
conditions on analyzeability be given up? And if so, mast all 
possible combinations of subscripts in conditions be countenanced?
I believe the correct answers to these questions to be a qualified 
yes and a definite no, respectively. I will argue below, in -
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discussing the notion of bounding, that a ne« convention must be
introduced into Che theory of grammar; it must be made possible
to refer to the right and left boundaries of the first sentence 
up or of the' first sentence down from any term of tfte structural
index of a transformation. If this convention is made available, 
I think that the unlimited power of quantlflcatlonal conditions 
on rules need not be countenanced. However, X cannot argue these 
claims at this point in Che exposition. I will return to them
in i 5.

It should be obvious, however, that whether or not 
my proposed convention is or is not strong enough to obviate the 
need for quantlflcatlonal conditions, and whether the rule for 
Clitic Placement should be stated as in (3.63), or in a new 
formulation which makes use of my proposed convention, the 
argument for S-prunlng, which^s my main concern here, remains 
valid. Unless principle (3.6) applies to delete the circled S 
in (3.60), after Equi HP Deletion has deleted ^ and Ivan, it will 
be necessary to add an ad hoc rule to derive sentence (3.62). This 
fact constitutes confirming evidence of the strongest kind that 
principle (3.6) must be in the theory of grammar.

3.1.5. The fifth example involving S-prunlng has to do with 
sentences containing ^ or like.

(3.64) Tom drives as that man drives. 
Tom drives as chat man does.

a.

b.

J ■
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Tom drives like that man.c.

I wish to argue that (3.64b) is derived from (3.64a) 
by the deletion under identity of the verb in the as-clause, and
furthermore, that (3.64c) la derived from (3.64b) by the deletion 
under identity of the auxiliary in the M-clause. 
follows it is obligatorily converted to l<l<-».

If only an NP
There are, of

course, dialects in which (3.64a) and (3.64b) are impossible unless 
has been substituted for ^ there too. For me, in casual 

speech, (3.64a) and (3.64b) are only possible with like, although 
I believe the as-versiona are the ones sanctioned for more formal
purposes.

Note there is a difference in relativizablllty between 
the first two sentences and the last one. That is, relative clauses 
on the noun mm cannot be formed from (3.64a) or (3.64b), although
this is possible in the case of (3>64c).

(3.65) a. * I know a man who Tom drives as drives.
b. * I know a man who Tom drives as does.

1 know a man who Tom drives like.
I think the ungrammatlcallty of the first two

c.

sentences

of (3.65) can be explained on very general grounds if the structure
shown in (3.66) is postulated to be the approximate underlying 
structure for sentence (3,64a) (and thus, derivatively, for the 
other two sentences of (3.64) tOo).

I
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After the relative 'clause rule and a rule deleting the 
preposition In have applied to (3,66)> sentence (3.67) results: 

(3.67) Tom drlvq^ the way that that man drives.
A later rule will have to convert the wav that to as

or like, depending on what follows, and If this rule can be ordered 
late, the fact that that man In (3.64a) and (3.64b) Is not
relatlvlzable can be reduced to the fact that that man Is not
relativlzable In (3.67). And this latter fact follows from a very 
general condition, which was stated In approximate form in (2.26) 
of § 2.4.1, and which will be gone Into In greater detail In § 4.1, ^

the Complex HP Constraint. ,It prevents the relatlvlzatlon of any 
element contained in a relative clause. This condition is met even
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if the verb drive in the relative clause of (3.67) is deleted, under 
identity with the verb in the main clause, yielding (3.68), a 
structure which may later be converted into (3.64b).

Tons drives the way that that nan does.
But if the deletion proceeds further, and even the 

word does of (3.68) is erased, then the circled node S in (3.66) 
will cease to branch and will be deleted by principle (3.6). With 
this deletion, the condition ceases to be met, and the NP fbni- ■nan 
becomes relativlzable.

(3.68)

Although the details of this explanation of the differences 
among the sentences of (3.65) will not become clear until the dyion

I have made use of is given final formulation in I 4.1, 1 think that
cony

enough has been said here to prove the point at hand — that the 
explanation depends in a crucial way upon the notion of node deletion. 
Assuming that I am correct in supposing all the sentences in (3.64)
should be derived from the same underlying structure, the fact that 
(3.64c) behaves differently than (3.64a) and (3.64b) with respect

to the relative clause transformation suggests that the former
sentence differs from the latter two in constituent structure. 
Principle (3.6), if adopted, would provide such a difference, so 
(3.6) is supported by the facts of (3.65).

3.1.6. The final three sets of facts which support (3.6) 
from areas of grammar which I understand so poorly that I will not

come

^ .. 'y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Si ' - - i ^
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uliat full analyses in each case are, but 
that when full analyses are available,•they will make

even speculate as to
merely suggest 
use of an S-pruning principle like (3.6).

The first of these sets of facts has to do with
resemblance to the case discussedcomparatives, and bears a strong 

Immediately above, in § 3.1.5. Although both of the sentences
in (3.69) are grarmatical, as the sentences in (3.70) show, the

is only relativizable in (3.69b), which has been 
derived from (3.69a) by deleting is.

HP that man

John is taller than that'nan is.(3.69) a.

John is taller than that man.b.

' * I know a man who John is taller than is., (3.70) a.

I know a man who John is taller than.b.

Facta parallel .to these in all respects can also be
S

shown to hold for the comparison of equality.
John is as tall as that man is.(3.71) a.

John is as tall as that man.b.

a. * I know a man who John is as tall as is.
I know a man who John is as tall as.

Although more efforts have been expended on the comparative

(3.72)

b.

than on any other construction, and although there exist a wide variety
e.g. Smith (1961), Lees (1961),of proposed analyses to choose from (cf 

Hale (1965), Hale (to appear), Lakoff (1965), Ross (1965) and
• »

Qualls (to appear)), it seems to me that no satisfactory deep structure
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has been arrived at, although the range and complexity of examples 
that have been taken Into consideration Is extremely wide. I cannot, 
therefore, explain In detail why It Is that (3.70a) and (3.72a) 
ate ungrammatical, while (3.70b) and (3.72b) are not, but It does 

likely that the eventual explanation of this fact will hinge 
on the fact that the node S which dominates the phrase that man Is. 
In (3.69a) and (3.71a) will have been deleted by (3.6) when the 
word Is Is deleted by the transformation which converts (3.69a) and 
(3.71a) to (3.69b) and (3.71b) respectively.

seem

The second set of facts which seems to depend on3.1.7.

S-prunlng also has to do with comparatives and with the way they 
Interact with the rule which permutes an adjective from a reduced 
relatlVk clause to prenomlnal position (this rule was discussed and 

preliminary formulatlo^In i 2.3 above). Assuming that 
the adjectives in (3.73) - (3.75) are all derived from the same
given a

underlying structure, which is a moot point.
Mary has never kissed a man who la 
taller than John is.
Mary has never kissed a man who Is 
taller than/John.
Mary has never kissed a man taller

(3.73) a.

b.

(3.74) •a.

than John Is.
Mary has- never kissed a man taller 

' than John.
* Mary has never kissed a man taller than John is.

b.

(3.75) a.

f
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b. Mary has never kissed a man taller than John.

the ungrammatlcality of (3.75a) Is presumably to be explained by 
constraining the rule which accomplishes the shift of the adjective
to prenomlnal position so that compared adjectives may only undergo 
this rule if the than-clause does 
(3.6) asserts that this is not the

not contain a sentence. Principle

case for (3.74b), although it 
is the case for (3.7Aa), and thus provides a basis for explaining
the difference in grammaticallty of (3.75a) and (3.75b).

I believe the facts of the comparison of equality to 
parallel these facts (cf. the sentences in (3.76)),

(3.76) a. ?* Mary has never kissed as tall a man 
as John la.

b. Mary has never kissed as tall a man
as John.

but for some obscure reason, (3.76a) does not 
clearly ungrammatical as (3.75a).

These constructions raise many interesting problems

seem to me to be as

which cannot be gone into here, and so little is known about them 
that it may turn out that the explanation which I have proposed
for the differences between (3.75a) and (3.75b) and-between (3.76a)

at the present state of knowledge, 
seen to he connected with S-prunlng in 

thus to provide weak support for principle (3.6).

and (3.76b) is incorrect; but 
these differences

eome way, and

)-
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The last case which seems to require S-prunlng has to do3.1.8.

with contrastive stress in Hungarian. Kiefer has noted (c£. Kiefer
(1966)) that there exist adverbs In Hungarian which cannot be
contrastively stressed. At present, this fact is totally Isolated, 
unexplained, and, as a matter of fact, not statable within the 
present theory of graamiar. Not enough is now known about these 
adverbs for it to be possible to predict how the theory will have 
to be changed to accommodate this fact, but there is one indication 
that S-prunlng will figure into the solution.

Kiefer notes that the adverb dllandodn 'constantly' is 
one of those which cannot bear contrastive stress in normal circumstances.
That is, in the Hungarian equivalent of a sentence such as (3.77), 
fillandogn could not be contrastively stressed.

(3.77) Valolki fillandodn drveket hozott fel.
N

Somebody constantly arguments brought up. 
'Somebody constantly brought up arguments.'

But it is also a fact that if an NF in Hungarian is
contrastively stressed, the first lexical element of that NF is the
phonological carrier of the contrastive stress for the entire NF. - And
if the structure underlying (3.77) is embedded as a relative clause 
on the noun ervet 'argument', reduced, and shifted to prenomlnal 
position, as in (3.78)", gllandodn can become the first lexical_
element of a" NF and, if that NF is contrastively stressed, 
dllandogn will bear that stress. ‘
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(3.78) Az iIllandoAn felhozott drvek rosszak volcak.

The constantly up brought argunents vrong 
'The constantly brought up arguments were wrong.' , •

were.

It seems reasonable to me that whatever the precise 
constituent structure reconstruction of the phrase "In normal circumstances", 
which I underlined above, may turn out to be, it will depend to

* '
some

extent on whether the adverb to be stressed is immediately dominated 
by the node S or not, or possibly it will dependon the number
of nodes intervening between the adverb in question and the "first 
sentence up.'* If either of these conjectures proves correct, then 
It will probably prove useful to invoke some principle of S-pruning 
like (3.6), so that the reduced relative clause ailandodn felhozott
'repeatedly brought up' will no longer be dominated by the node 
(3,78). But here again, as in the case of the examples discussed

S in

in 5i 3.1.6. and 3.1.7, there are Sa many unsolved problems that 
it is impossible to be certain that S-pruning is involved.

3.1.9. To summarize briefly, in 5S 3.1.1, - 3,1.8, I have 
discussed eight cases which all support, some more strongly than
others, the hypothesis advanced in i 3.0 ~ that principle (3.6) 
should be added to the theory of grammar. There is an additional
class ^f cases having to do. with conjunction, which 
forbici^i

space limitations
■go into here, but which will be discussed 

in Lakoff and Ross (in preparation b).
me to

at length 
The analysis of Coniunction

/

I-
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22
Reduction which ue propose there depends crucially on pruning 
rules. In particular on a rule for pruning non-branching S, which 
thus constitutes further evidence for (3.6), Therefore, I feel 
that It Is safe to conclude that pruning rules must appear In 
the theory of grammar, at least for the node S. The fragmentary 
evidence which suggests that rules which prune NP and VP may 
he necessary Is discussed Immediately below In 5 3.2.

3.2. At present I know of no reasons other than Intuitive 
ones for arguing that the node NP must be deleted; and the only 
argument except for Intuition for deleting VP which I know of Is 
connected. In a minor way, with the analysis of the Coni unction 
Reduction Rule which will be presented In Lakoff and Ross (op. clt.), 
but which cannot be gone Into here. Yukl Kuroda first suggested 
the possibility that other constituents than S might be deleted.
His Idea was that If the head of a phrase (the head of NP Is N, 
of VP,

Idea seems to be a promising approach to the problem of establishing 
some constituent structure difference between mens and- amici (cf. S 3.1.3 
above), so that the case of the first can be changed, but not that of . 
the second, but there are problems with It, aside from those mentioned 
In fn, 18. Thus, presumably phrases like the brave, the dead, the just 
keep their, status as an NP, even though the underlying head noun.

23

-x

V) Is deleted, the phrase should be deleted with It. This

f
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ones, has been deleted. I have no argument for this other than
intuition, but it does seem strongly counter-intuitive to claim.
as Kuroda' principle would seem to force us to, that the phrase
the brave in (3.79) is not dominated by NP.

(3.79) The brave arc not afraid to die.
The Intuition that the brave is a constituent of some kind In (3.79)
Is strong, and If It Is not an NP, what Is It? In research on
conjunction conducted by Lakoff and me, It has seemed to us thati

a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for node deletion
So If Kuroda's principle is supplemented 

by the general condition that only non-branching nodes delete, the 
difficulty connected with (3.79) can be avoided.

Is that the node not branch.

But there still remain ^problems which Kuroda^s principle 
is not strong enough to handle adequately. Thus, in footnote 2 
above, it was pointed out that it may seem counter-intuitive to call 
the word yellow in the NP his yellow cat a VP. But if my
proposed analysis of predicate adjectives is correct (cf, (3.25) above), 
then yellow will be the head of a VP in the deep structure, so by what 
rule can this VP be pruned?

In short, while there is strong evidence that a principle 
of S-pruning is needed in the theory of grammar, and even evidence
that supports the formulation of this principle which was given in 
(3.6), the evidence that NP and VP must be deleted is weak, and 
no adequate formulation has been found of principles by which their
deletion might be effected.

L
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Chapter 3
FOOTNOTES

I would like to acknowledge here my Indebtedneas to several1.

of my friends and colleagues, whose Ideas and counter

examples have greatly Influenced the formulation of the 
principles In this chapter. Paul Postal, In a lecture for 
a course he conducted In the spring of 1963, first brought 

■ to my attention the counter-lntultlveness of much of the 
derived constituent structure (d.c.s.) which was assigned
by the then current theory. This counter-lntultlveness.
which Is discussed In S 3.0, provided the original impetus
for constructing a systematic theory of. node deletion. To 
Yuki Kuroda, I owe the important idea that node deletion

s
might not be restricted to the node S, as I had originally
proposed, but should rather be generalized to affect all
branching nodes. His proposal will be discussed briefly
In § 3.2 below, in connection with the problem of deletion
of the node NP. 1 have profited from my discussions with
Susumu Kuno about the problems of case-marking, and especially' 
from many long conversations with George Lakoff about the 
consequences for principles of node deletion of an analysis 
of conjunction which will be presented In Lakoff and Ross 
(In preparation b).
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2. It may also seem counter-intuitive to label the word yellow
a VP, although this Intuition Is not so clearcut, to me,
at least.

3. For some discussion of this analysis of Imperatives, cf.
Kata and Postal (1964). An Important critique of this 
analysis, containing a large class of constructions that have 
hitherto not been taken Into account Is given In (Bollnger 
(1967:^

4. For a detailed discussion of many problems In verb-particle 
constructions and references to earlier work on particles, 
cf. Fraser (1965).

S

5. For some discussion of this rule, cf. Smith (1961).

6. Postal and Lakoff have pointed out that words which traditionally 
categorized as verbs and adlectlves are better considered to 
be subcategories of the same lexical category. Predicate, which.
following Lakoff (cf. Lakoff (1965)), I will designate with the 
feature (+V], What were traditionally called adjectives are

designated with the feature bundle and what were
traditionally called verbs are

+Adj

designated by (l^dj^'
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7. It should be emphasized that the use of a subscript on ]
-AdJ 1
In the

I

in Condition 2 conceals a hornet's nest of problems, 
first place, theife is only one other rule which I know of 
which can only be stated by using subscripts: the rule which
scrambles major constituents in a clause in so-called "free 
word-order languages" like Latin, Serbo-Croation,
This rule will be discussed in 5 3.1,2.

Russian, etc.
Secondly, it is 

evident that the subscripts in the condition on (3.26) are
used in a way which is logically equivalent to using quantifiers. 
That is. Condition 2 has the following logical structure:

(for all [(Y = + x^) if and only if
(there is an NP ) [m dominates 

J L J

Aside from these two rules, it has previously been thought possible 
to restrict 'conditions on trqnsfomational rules to Boolean
conditions on analyzability (cf. Chomsky (1965), p. 164). 
George Lakoff and I will argue in our forthcoming monograph 
(Lakoff and Ross (op. cit.), that it must also be possible to

a notionstate conditions in terms of immediate doiaination, 
which can only be defined logically with quantifiers, 
only primitive notion in the theory is domination (cf. 
above).

if the
i 2, fn, 6

A immediately dominates B is 
Z such that

However, I would be opposed to the

That is, to say that 
to say that there exists no node

A dominates Z

and Z dominates B.
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suggestion that the restriction to Boolean conditions on 
analyzabillty be dropped entirely, for to drop It would be 
to greatly Increase the set of possible rule^ and thereby 
to weaken the theory*' It may be possible to^-restrlct
quantifiers to conditions on very late transformational
rules, which Is much to be preferred to allowing such 
restrictions on any rule whatsoever. It seems likely that 
both (3*26) and the Scrambling Rule can come very late in the
'ordering, but too little is kiiown about this at present.

8. I here make use of the distinction between grammaticalitv
and acceptability discussed by Chomsky (1965), I 1*2. By 
"Internal", I mean "embedded". In the technical sense defined
in Chomsky (1961) — that Is, an NP Is internal to a sentence

V
if It Is both preceded and followed by non-null parts of that 
sentence, I have used the word "internal" here because it 
seems to me that in recent work, the word "embedded" Hag 
been used in a sense different from Chomsky's original one — 
a sense which must be excluded for the purposes of (3.27),
For example, it is often said that the sentence Bill was sick • 
is ’fembedded" in the sentence Everyone thought that Bill 
sick, even though it is not internal to it (in my sense).

was

•t
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9. Sentences like the following, which (3.27) would predict to 
be unacceptable, but which are in fact far more acceptable 
than (3.28a) - (3.33a),

Bill said (that) for her to enlist would be impossible. 
Jack thinks (that) what he's eating is scrambled eggs, 

constitute counterevidence to (3.27). At present, X do not 
see how to modify it so that these sentences will not be
produced with as low an acceptability index as is assigned
to (3.28a) - (3.33a).

10. The Dative Rule relates sentences like I gave Mary a book
and I gave a book to Mary. It is thoroughly discussed in
Fillmore (1965b).
Emmon Bach has recently pointed out (cf. his note "Problom-

S

Inalizatlon" University of Texas mimeograph, 1967) that certain 
facts about the Dative Rule and Pronominalization in German
lead to an ordering paradox. The same holds true of English, 
which I will discuss here.
It has been usual to make the Dative Rule obligatory if the 
direct object is a pronoun, thus excluding (3.37d) and (3.39a).' 
(Here I have assumed that sentences like I gave Mary a book
are basic and that sentences with to are derived from them, but 
nothing depends on this assumption.) This presupposes the 
ordering below:
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Pronomlnallzatlon

Dative

But there are aentences which suggest that the reverse 
ordering is necessary:

I gave Molly^ her^^ book.
* I gave herj^ Molly'Sj^ book.

I gave Molly'Sj^ book to het^^.
* I gave hetj^ book to Molly^.

It will be seen that the pronoun always follows the noun it 
refers to in these sentences, 
or the rules must be.

This means that the ordering

f

Dative

PronomlnaXlgatlon

for if the reverse order obtained, the first of the four 
sentences could be converted into the fourth. But if Dative
is optional and precedes Pronominalization. how can the
following derivation be prevented?
BASE: I gave the girl who wanted the book^^ the book^ 

Dative optionally 
does not apply

Pronom-i nalizatlon
applies

* I gave the girl who wanted the bookj^ it^.
V(

\

\

')■

•/
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The only solucion I can find within the current theory it to
postulate a second Dative Rule which applies only when the 
direct object has become a pronoun. Obviously, however, the 
current theory is wrong and must be modified. The modification
1 propose la taken up immediately below.

11. Fraser (op. cit.) made the interesting discovery that a 
subclass of what had previously been thought to be verb- 
particle combinations, verbs like let out, take in. load on 
elbow off, etc should really not be treated as verb-particles 

Rather, verbs like these should be considered to be
•»

at all.
derived from verb phrases like let (it) out (of something). 
take (it) in (to something), load (it) on (to something).

something). etc,., where the prepositional 
phrase in parentheses is deletes' by the rule which converts 
John smokes something to John smokes, and I approve of 
something to I approve.

elbow (it) off (of

a rule which seems to be required in 
a wide variety of cases, but which has never been studied
Intensively. Fraser points out several facts about these 
verbs which show clearly their differences from ordinary
verb-particle combinations:

1) The prepositions of these verbs will conjoin 
(he took boxes in and out), particles will not

(*I showed her up and off).

. /
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Z) These verbs do occur In action nomlnallzatlons• 
while verb-parClcle’s do not (his bringing of 
the trays In > but not *hlB eking of a bare existence out) •

3) Some directional phrases, like Into the house or 
out of the window, may always occur with these 
verbs (he let her out Into the garden, they were
loading them on from the warehouse, he elbowed
It off Into the well, they took It In up the
stairway). but there are verb-particle constructions 
which exclude them (*I burned It up from Boston)

^ *I showed her uo out of the window. *Shella 
whiled the morning away Into the well).

4) If a verb stem occurs with one of these prepositions 
from reduced directional phrases. It will occur

Thus, since throw out la one ofwith many more, 
these verbs. It la to be expected that other 
directional prepositions will also occur with 
throw (e.g., over, under, down, up. off, across.

In.away, around). The same is true of verbson

like bring, taka, send, shoot, hand, etc., but no 
such prediction is possible with true verb particles. 
Thus, although figure out exists, there Is no
figure off, figure in. etc.
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After the unspecified NP and second preposition have been 
deleted from a VP like let the cat out (of somethlnei. the
remaining preposition, out, la optionally moved to the left, 
around the object NP, and adjoined to the verb.

12. Sentences like (3.42), (3.44), and (3.45) point 
Interesting fact; there are well-formed deep structures which 
no sequence of rules can convert Into fully acceptable surface 
structures. Trivial examples of this kind have been known for 
some tine— one such example Is any well-formed deep structure 
which would result In a surface structure so long that it 
could not be scanned In one lifetime — but to the best of my

up a very

X,

knowledge, it has not been noted previously that short sentences 
which have this property also exist.
evidence of the strongest klnd*£or output conditions 11

Such sentences provide
(3.41),

for without such conditions, a grammar would have to claim that
.^e

one of the versions of (3.42), (3.44) and (3.45) is fully 
acceptable, a claim which is simply not true.

13. Sentence (3.43a) -is acceptable, of course. If 'the main verb 
see through is taken to mean (approximately) "not be fooled by", 
but not if it means "continue to support until some specified 
end point."
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14. The most detailed treatment of this problem which I know of is 
given in a paper by Zeno Vendler, "The order of Adjectives," 
Transformations and Discourse Analysis Project paper nimber 31,
University of Pennsylvania mimeograph.
Mark Liberman has recently pointed out that the word one is 
ambiguous in the sentence James bought a wonderful old brick
house and I bought a wooden one. One can mean simply house. 
but it can also mean wonderful old house. Since it is desirable 
to restrict pronominallzation to constituents, this suggests
that the input structure of the above sentence, when one has the 
latter meaning, must be the one underlying the unacceptable 
string *James bought a brick wonderful old house and I bought
a_wopden wonderfiil_olj_houBe. The rule which inserts the

one matches the doublei-raderllned phrases and optionally 
replaces the right-hand phrase with 
some rule which scrambles 
applies to the adjectives in both of the 
and some output condition will then evaluate the 
of the output string. Liberman's observation

pronoun

If one is not Inserted, 
prenomlnal adjectives optionally

conjoined sentences, 
acceptability 

seems to me to
provide extremely strong evidence, for modifying the theory 
of grammar so that it contains 

^ fot-^-can 
theory.

one.

some kind of stylistic component,, 
see no way of accounting for it within the present
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As a case In point, consider preverbal pronouns In French. 
II v*en a des autres Is granmmtlcal, whereas *11 en v*a

15.

des autres Is totally ungrammatical.

16. '^On the theoretical implications of using subscripts in 
conditions on rules, c£. fn. 7 above.

17. In diagram (3.50), I have, for expository purposes only, 
not given what I believe is the correct labeled bracketing. 
In Latin,as in English,there is reason to think that the 
underlying structure of sentences containing predicate 
adjectives is roughly thpt shown in (3,25).

\

18. Unfortunately, there are facts in Latin and Russian which will 
remain unaccounted for, even lissome principle for NP pruning ' 
can be worked out. For in these two languages, third person 
pronouns in the genitive case do not become "possessive 
adjectives" (l.e., their case is not changed by the case- 
marking rule). Thus, while meus frater *mv brother* becomes 
meum fratrem in the accusative case, eius frater *his brother* 
becomes eius fratrem. not the parallel *eum fratrem. But in 
German, third person genitive pronouns ^ inflect like adjectives, 
so it is clear that while many features of Che case-marking rule 
inay be universal, these interact with language-particular features 
in a way that is at present Inexplicable,. .
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19. It has been rpallzed for a fairly long time that the notion 
of identity which is required in the theory of grammar must 
Include Identity of reference (hints of this are present in 
Chomsky (1962), p, 238, and a specific proposal for formally
Indicating coreferentiality is made in Chomsky (1965) p. 1A5- 
147). In addition, as Lees pointed out (cf. Lees (1960), 
p. 75), identity of strings of words is not sufficient; rather
the requisite notion must be defined as identity of constituent
structure. The example Lees uses to point out this interesting 
fact is the following. Since both sentences a and^ below occur, 

a. Drowning cats are hard to rescue.
b. Drowning cats is against the law. 

if string Identity were sufficient to correctly predict what 
non-restrlctive relative clauses can be formed, it should be
possible to embed sentence b*into sentence a, for both share 
the string drowning cats. But the ungrammaticality of £ shows 
that the stronger type of identity which was proposed by Lees
must be adopted.

c. *Drownlng cats, which is against the law, are hard
to rescue.

In fact, there are examples which show that an even stronger 
notion of Identity is necessary; 
pronomlnailzed by virtue of its

a constituent which is to be
identity to some other constituent

V
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must be identical in deep structure to that constituent. Examples 
which illustrate this point involve syntactically ambiguous 
sentences which are derived from different deep structures but 
have the same d.c.s. Several such sentences are given below, 

d. I know a taller man than John.
e. When did Bill promise to call me?
f. The shooting of the prisoners shocked me.

In d, one reading derives from a deep structure containing the 
deep structure of John knows a tall man, the other from one
containing the deep structure of'John is tall. In when can 
modify promise or call, and in Jf, prisoners can have been 
derived from an underlying subject (the prisoners shot something) 
or“ftom an underlying object (someone sho: the prisoners). If 
any of the S^n^ences in or ^ Is pronominalized as in jg^, h^,

or i. V

g. He told Peter that I know a taller man than John, but 
Peter didn't believe it.

h. I divulged when Bill promised to call me, but I did 
so reluctantly.

i. I'll talk to John on Friday about the report that 
the shooting of the prisoners.shocked me, and to 
his wife on Saturday.

it is clear that reference has been made to the deep structures 
At and for the sentences in h', and I are only ambiguous
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in two ways, not four.
The problems that deep structure identity raise for linguistic 
theory are extremely complex. They will be taken up in detail 
in Lakoff and Ross (op, cit.). Cf. also I 5.2.3.1 below.

At present, rule (3.63) is not stated correctly, for according 
to the specification of cleraentaries given in the structural 
change there, the clitics are adjoined to the first element of

Thus they will not,

20.

the first sentence above them as sisters.

without some special provision Tor the Introduction of word 
boundaries, be part of the first word of the sentence. What 
seems to be necessary is that the clitics be adjoined to the 
first element of the sentence by a new type of adjunction: 
daughter adjunction. What must happen is that the leftmost 
branch of (3.6(3), which I have ^jeproduced here and labeled 
a, must be converted into either b or c, depending on how the 
word bo\indary rules are formulated.

b. Ss c.a.
/

NP NP

I
NN

IvIvan Ivan •

This rule is the ojily one I know of where daughter adjunction 
is required, an^ I am reluctant to argue, on the basis of this 
rule alone, for a change in the number of kinds of elementary
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operations which the theory of grammar provides. At present X
can see no other course to follow, but I will postpone proposing 
such a radical change in the theory until more is known about 
jj-itic Placement or until other rules are found whose statement
requires daughter adjunction.

21. The reasons for arguing that manner adverbs are not constituents 
of VP, as was proposed in Chomsky (1965), but rather of S, 
are presented in Lakoff and Ross (1966).

22. This is the rule which reduces such 
the answer and Bill knows the answer to John and Bill know the 
.answer, and Otto sells Buicks and Otto sells Fords

sentences as John knows
X,

to Otto
sells Buicks and Fords, etc. (Cf. I§ 4.2.4.1, 5.3.2.4, 6.1.2.3.)

S

23. In an unpublished, untitled paper written inthe fall of 1965.

' 1

/
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Chapter 4
CONSTRAINTS ON REORDERING TRANSTORMATIONS

4.0. In this chapter and the next one, I will propose a set 
of constraints, some universal, some language-particular, which I
will show to have roughly Che same effect as the A-over-A principle.
That is, I will show that with these constraints, it is possible to 
account for the six constructions in 5 2,2 which constitute evidence 
for the principle, while avoiding the counter-examples of I 2.1.
The A-over-A principle was postulated to be a constraint on, trans

formational operations of all kinds, but I will attempt to show, in 
Chapter 6, Chat the constraints of Chapters 4 and 5 (and hence, the 
principle as well) should only apply to transformations which erfiibit 
certain well-defined formal properties. The constraints of Chapter 4

■i

only affect what I will refer to inforqijiliy as reordering transformations — 
transformations which have the effect of moving one or more terms of the 
structural description around some other terms of it. (The precise 
definition of this notion will not be given until Chapter 6.) 
examples of reordering transformations are the Question Rule and the 
Miative Clause Formation Rule, which are stated very schematically 
in (4.1) and (4.2) below.

Two
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(4.1) Question

Q - X - NP Y
OBLIG

1 2 3 4

1 3+2 0 4

Condition: 3 dominates WH + some

(4.2) Relative Clause Formation
NP - [3 X - NP -w - z.NP

OBLIG1 2 V*3 5 6

1 . 2 A+3 0 5 6

Condition: 2^4

I will use ungramMtlcal questions and relative clauses

to illustrate the effects that the c^traints of this chapter have on 
all reordering transformations. In Chapter 6,1 will present a list 
of all the other reordering transformations I know of, and show that

they obey the same constraints.

4.1. The Complex NP Coi

4.1.1; It is to Edward S. Kllma that the essential insight
Noticing that

***’ that man could be questioned in (4.3b), but not in (4.3a) 
(cf. (4.4)), Klima "proposed the

underlying ny formulation of this constraint is due.

constraint stated in (4.5):
/
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*
I read a scatemenc which was about that man.(4.3) a.

b. I read a statement about that man.
(4.4) a. * The man who I read a statement which was

about Is sick.
The man who I read a statement about Isb.

sick.

Elements dominated by a sentence which Is(4.5)

dominated by a noun phrase cannot be
questioned or relativized.

If Kllma's constraint Is used In conjunction with the 
principle for S-deletlon stated In (3.6); It can explain the difference 
In grammatical!ty between (4.4a) and (4.4b), for It Is only In (4.3a) 
that the NP that man is contained In a sentence which Is itself

\

contained in an NP: when (4.3a) is converted into (4;4b"5 by the 
Relative Clause Reduction Rule, the node S which dominates the clause
which was about that man in (4.3a)"is pruned by (3.5).

Although I do not believe it is possible to maintain 
(4.5), for reasons I will present immediately below, it will be 
seen that ray final formulation of the Complex HP Constraint makes 
crucial use of the central idea in Kllma's formulation: the idea
that node deletion affects the potential of constituents to undergo 
reordering transformations. This hypothesis may seem obvious, at the 
present stage of development of the theory of grammar, but when Kllma 
first suggested it, when the- theory of tree-pruning was much less

» ’
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well-developed than it Is at present, it was far from being obvious.

In fact, this idea is really the cornerstone of ny research on variables.

4.1.2. As I intimated above, however, I find that (4.5) 
be rejected. In Its present form.

nust

For consider the NP that TTifln

in (4.6): as (4.7) shows, .it is relatlvlsable, 
(4.6) I read t„that the police were going to

bp "
Interrogate that man]

SJ •NP

<Ae7) the man who I read that the police were going 
to interrogate -V

and yet the that-clause which contains it would seem to be a noun 
phrase, as I have indicated in the bracketing of (4.6). Presumably,

the approximate deep structure of (4.6) is that shown in (4.8),

and unless some way is found of pruning the circled node S or the-
/

>
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boxed node NP in (4.8). condition (4.5) will prevent the relativization 
. There is abundant evidence that the first alternativeof that man

is not feasible:
(4.9) I read that Bill had 

b. * I read that Bill had seen myself.
a. seen me.

(4.10) a. Evidence that he was drunk will be presented. • 
Evidence will be presented that he was drunk, 

a. That Bill^
b.

unpopular distressed him^.^ 
That hej^ was unpopular distressed Bill^. 

Kgflexivization Rule does not "go down into" sentences

(4.11) was

b.

(cf. Lees and Klima (1963). Postal (1966b)); thus the fact that (4.9a) 
is grammatical, while (4..9b) is not. is evidence that that-clauses 
dominated by S at the time that reflexivization takes

are

place.

Similarly, the fact that that-clauses may be extraposed. 
in (4.10b). indicates that they are dominated by the node S 
time that this rule applies.

pronomlnalization^ into that-clauses is possible (cf. 
argues that they must be dominated by the node S. 
implausible that the circled node

as is the case

at the

Finally, the fact that backward

(4.11a)) also

So it seems

S should be deleted by some principle 
which supplements (3.6). and there is no independent support for such .

Therefore, the only otiieran additional pruning principle in any 
way to save (4.5) is to claim that the boxed node

case.

NP must be deleted
in the process of converting (4.8)' into the surface 
underlies (4.6),

structure which

3^
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Can the node NP be deleted? In S 3.2 above, I 
discussed briefly Kuroda's proposal to generalize the notion of 
pruning in such-a way that any non-branching node whose head had 
been deleted would be pruned. While it is possible to propose such 
a generalized version of (3.6), there is as yet no syntactic evidence 
which Indicates that node deletion must prune out occurrences of _ 
NP or VP. Tlie complex problems Involving case-marking with respect 
to amici and eius on the one hand and meus on the other, which I 
discussed in § 3.1.3 above', might be solvable if use were made of 
some principle of NP deletion, but this has yet to be worked out 
in detail; and unless some other evidence can be found for NP 
pruning, invoking it to delete the boxed NP in (4.8) is merely ad hoc. 
For there are many pieces of evidence which show that that-clauaes are 
dominated by NP at some point in their derivation.

That tije defendant had been rude was stoutly 
denied by his lawyer.

b. What I said was that she was lying.
c. Bill told me something awful: that ice won't 

sink.

tree-

(4.12) a.

d. Muriel said nothing else than that she had
been Insulted.

That-clauses passivize (4.12a), they occur after the copula
in pseudo-cleft sentences (4.12b), after the colon in equatlve sentences 
(4.12c), and after than in sentences like (4.12d): in all of these

r
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contexts, phrases can occur which are unquestionably noun phrases 
(e-g*. Little Willy, potatoes, flying planes, etc.), and Lakoff and 
I argue that the syntactic environments defined by (4.12) can only 
be filled with noun phrases (cf, Lakoff and Ross (In preparation a)). 
If our arguments are correct, then that-clauses must be dominated 
by NP at some stage of their derivation. But It might be claimed 
that the late rule of It Deletion^, which deletes the abstract pronoun 
It when It Immediately precedes a sentence, could change phrase- 
markers In such a way chat the NP node which demlnated It S would 
undergo pruning before Question and Relative Clause Formation had 
applied. Not enough Is knowi about rule ordering at present for this 
possibility to be excluded,, but It should be noted that even If It 
Should prove to be possible to order It Deletion before all reordering
transformations, thereby accounting for the grammatlcallty of (4.7) 
by providing for the deletion of the boxed NP of (4.8), It would 
still be necessary to explain why there Is no difference In grammatlcallty 
between (4.13a) and (4.13b),

(4.13) This is a hat which I'm going to see to it 
that my wife buys.
This is a hat which I’m going to see that 
my wife buys.

After the verb see (to). the deletion of ^ is optional 
(in my dialect), and therefore, by the previous argument, while the

a.

b.
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H^-clause in (4.13b) might not be dominated by 
In (4.13a) still would be.
NP pruning could be devised for this 
the generation of (4.13a).

NP, the thatrclause
So unless some additional convention for

case too, (4.5) would not allow
Again, I must reiterate that there is no 

known evidence for pruning NP under any other circumstances, 
aihoc character of the explanation which is

so the
necessitated if (4.5)

is adopted la readily apparent.
But there is an even more compelling reason to reject

as I pointed out in S 2.4.1 above, it 
case that elements of reduced relative clauses 

and elements of full relative clauses behave exactly

(4.5) than the ones above:
is in general the

the same with
respeet to'reordering transformations, 
following examples: NP which are in the same position 
in the sentences of (4.14) cannot be 
ungrammaticality of (4’. 15)),

(4.14)

This can be seen from the

as Maxime

questioned (cf. the

N

Phineas knows a girl who is jealous of 
Maxime.

Phineas knows a girl who is behind Maxime. 
Phineas knows a girl who is working with 
Maxime.

a. * Who does Phineas know a girl who is jealous o‘f?

b. * Who does Phineas know a girl who is behind?
c. * Who does Phineas know a girl who is working

with?

a.

b.

c.

(4.15)
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tior can they be questioned,even after the relative clauses of (4.14) 
have been reduced (this is evidenced by the ungrammatlcality of 
(4.16)).

n*
(4.16) a. * Who does Phineas know a girl jealous of?

b. * Who does Phineas know a girl behind?
c. * Wlio does Phineas know a girl working with?

It was facts like these which motivated the condition
stated in (2.26) above, which I repeat for convenience here.

(2.26) No element of a constituent of an NP which modifies 
the head noun may be questioned or relativized.

In the light of the facts of (4.15), and (4.16), it 
would appear that it is the grammatical!ty of (4.4b) which is 
problematic, not the ungrammatlcallty of»J:he sentences in (4.16). 
And there are parallel facts which have to do with Reflexivization.

which I will present in § 4.1.6 below, which also support this 
interpretation. So condition (4.5), which takes the differences 
between the sentences in (4.4) o be typical, would seem to be a 
projection to an incorrect general conclusion from a case where 

In the next section, I will give some
a broader-based generalization.

special circumstances obtain, 
evidence which allows the formulation of
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A.1.3. The sentences of (4.17), which only differ in that the 
NP object of believe has a lexical head noun in the first, but not 
in the second, differ as to relativizability, as the corresponding 
sentences of (4.18) show.

(4.17) I believed the claim that Otto was wearinga.

this hat.

b. I believed that Otto was wearing this hat.

(4.18) a. * The hat which I believed the claim that

Otto was wearing is red.

b. The hat- which I believed that Otto was
wearing is red.

If the analysis proposed by Lakoff and me (op. cit.) is 
correct, the d.c.s. of (4.17a) will be roughly that shown in (4.19):

(4.19)

believed

claim th^ NP

Otto

was wearing this hat

Jr

X
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Whether or not we can show it to be correct that abstract
nouns followed by sentential clauses In apposition to them have 
exactly the same [NP 5]^^ structure that we argue relative clauses 
have, it is clear that these constructions are highly similar.
Condition (4.20), the Complex NP Constraint, is formulated in an effort 
to exploit this similarity to explain the ungrammaticallty of sentences 
like (4.18a) and (4.15) on the same basis.

(4.20) The Complex NP Constraint

No element contained in a sentence dominated by
a noun phrase with a lexical head noun may be
moved out of that noun phrase by a transformation.

To put it dlagrammatically, (4.20) prevents any constituent
A from being reordered out of the S in constituents like the NP

shown in (4.21),

(4.21)
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as the X’s on the two arrows pointing left or right from A designate. 
(Note that (A.20) does not prohibit elements from reordering within 
the dominated sentence, and in fact, there are many rules which effect 
sudi reorderings. Some will be discussed in S 5.1 below.)

1 have assumed the existence of a feature, [+ Lex], to 
distinguish between lexical items like claim in (4.17a) or girl in 
(4.14) on the one hand, and the abstract pronoun ^ of (4.13a) on the 
other. Since it is possible to move elements out of sentences in 
construction with the third of these, as (4.13a) attests, but not 
out of sentences In construction with the first two ((4,18a) and (4.15) 
are ungrammatical), it will be necessary fo,t^the theory of grammar 
to keep them distinct somehow. The feature (+ Lexical] may not turn 
out to be the correct one; I have chosen it not only on the basis of 
the facts just cited but also with regard to the following parallel 
case in Japanese.

/

X

4.1.4. In Japanese, and I believe in all other languages as 
well, no elements of a relative clause may be relativized. Japanese

relative clauses invariably precede the noun they modify. Superficially, 
they appear to be formed by simply deleting the occurrence of the 
Identical NP in the matrix sentence. .Thus when the sentence (4,22) 
is embedded as a modifier onto the NP sono s^ana wa 'this fish', 
which is the subject of (4.23)^, (4.24) results.

V

i
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(4.22) kodomo ga^ 
child

sakana o tabete Iru.

fish eating is 
'The child is eating the fish.' 

(4.23). Sono sakana wa ookli.

That fish big

'That fish is big.’ 
Sono kodoiQO(4.24) ga tabete iru sakana 

eating Is fish 
'That fish which the child is eating is big.'

wa ookli.

That child big

The deep structure of (4.24) is that shown in (4.25)^.

(4.25)

sonc

ookli

k.odomo
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In the derivation of (4.24) from (4.25), when the 
Relative Clause Formation Rule applies, the only apparent change that 
occurs in (4.25) Is that the boxed node NP disappears, 
thus appear Chat the English version of the Relative Clause Formation 
Rule, which was stated in (4.2), is fundamentally different from the 
Japanese version, for In the former, the embedded Identical NP is 
reordered and placed at the front of the matrix sentence, while In 
Japanese, the embedded NP is merely deleted. -

It would

But there are two facts which lead me to believe that 
this dissimilarity is only superficial. First of all, the Japanese
Relative Clause Formation Rule is subject to the Complex NP Constraint

and also to the Coordinate Structure Constraint, which will be discussed 
in § 4.2, and I will show, in Chapter 6, that simple deletion 
transformations are not subject to these two conditions. Secondly, 
in Japanese, as in all"other languages ^ know of, the 
condition, which Postal has proposed, obtains.

crossover

Ihis condition, as Postal originally stated it®, prevents 
any transformation from Interchanging two coreferenclal NP. Since the 
Passive Rule effects such an interchange, reflexive sentences cannot
be passivized, as was noted by Lees and Klima (cf. Lees and Klima (1963)). 

(4.26) a. Rutherford understands himself.
b. * Rutherford is understood by himself.
c. * Himself is understood by Rutherford.
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The condition can he generalized, however. Subjects 
of sentences which appear as the object of say can normally be 
relativized: that this is true of the NP pudding in (4.27a)
can be seen from the grammaticallty of (4.27b):

(4.27) a. The man who ordered ice cream said the
puddingy would be tasty.
The pudding which the man who orderedb.

ice cream said would be tasty was a

horror show.
But if (4.27a) is changed so that the coreferential

the puddingy, appears not only as the subject of would be tasty 
but also as the deep object of ordered, and if backward 
pronominalization has applied, yielding (4.28),

(4,28)

NP

j

The man who ordered it^ said the puddingy 
would be tasty.

then, for many speakers, the subject NP of the embedded sentence
is no longer relativizable.

(4.29) * The puddingy, which the man who ordered it^ 
said would be tasty was a horror show.

While (4.29) is an acceptable sentence if the pronoun ^ refers to 
some other NP, it is ungrammatical if it has the same referent as 
the head noun of the subject of (4.29).

These facts can be explained by generalizing the cross

over condition as shown in (4.30):
■ j
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(4.30) The Crossover Condition

No NP mentioned in the structural index 
of a transformation may be reordered by that rule 
in such a way as to cross over a coreferential NP.

This condition is strong enough to exclude (4.29), for in 
carrying out the Relative Clause Formation Rule to form (4.29), it 
would have been necessary to move the subject of would be tasty 
leftwards over the coreferential ptonoun it. this also explains why 
the pronoun he in (4.31a) can refer to the same man as the head NP

the man but cannot do so in (4.31b). 
(4.31) a. The man^^ who said he^ was tall 

man^ who he^ said was tall 
However, (4.30) is too strong — it would incorrectly

b. * The

prevent (4.32a) from being passivized, and (4.32b) could not be 
generated.

N
(4.32) a. The sh'Eriff^ denied that gangsters had 

\ bribed hlm^^.
b. That gangsters had bribed him^ was denied 

by the sheriff.
At present, I'know of no way to weaken (4.30) to avoid this wrong 
result.

The crossover condition also obtains in Japanese: 
Japanese version of the Passive Rule.

the

which converts (4.33a) to (4.33b),

J

--■7'
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(4.33) sono hlto wa sakana o aratta.a.

that man fish washed

'That man washed the fish.'

sakana wa sono hlto nl arawareta*b.

fish that man was washed
'The fish was washed by the man.'

(4.34a) cannot be passivized, ascannot apply to reflexive sentences.
the ungrammatlcality of (4.34b) shows.

(4.34) sono hito wa zlbun o aratta«a.

that man self washed

'That man washed himself.'
b« * zibun wa sono hito ni arawareta.

'* That man was washed by himself.'

The crossover condition, by its very nature, applies only

to transformations which reorder consMtuents, so the fact that

grammatical and ungrammatical pairs of Japanese relative clauses 
can be found which parallel those in (4.31) is a second indication

j

that the Japanese rule of Relative Clause Formation also involves
reordering, and not merely deletion. V. ,

(4.35) kare^ ga nagai to itta hito^ 
tall that said man 

'The man who said he was tall '

a.

he

w

r

vJ ;
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b. * hito^ 
man

ga nagai to Itta bitOj^

tall that said man

'* The man^ who he^ said was tall '

The fact that the first occurrence of hito 'man' in 
(4.35b) cannot have the same referent as the second one .indicates that

'cross over',which was used in the statement of (4.30), 
be taken simply to refer to the linear order of words 
for the underlying structure of (4.35a) is that shown ia (4.36).

the term
cannot

in the sentence,

(4.36)

hitOj^

As (4.35) shows, the boxed NP can be relativized, although 
If I am correct in attributing these facts to 

the cross over condition, which (4.34b) shows to be necessary in

the circled NP cannot^

Japanese in any case, then, if the rule of Relative Clause Formation
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in Japanese operates In such 
the matrix sentence to the right end of

a way as to move the identical NP in

the embedded sentence, in
the opposite direction from that in which it moves in English^ 
notion of "crossing over" must be defined in

the

such a way as to talce 
not only the one-dimensional linear ordering of 

constituents, but also their two-dimensional hierarchical 
At any rate, whether

version of Relative Clause Formation involves 
it is a fact that elements of relative clauses 
For example, sentence (4.24), in which the NP kodomo ga 
appears as the subject of a relative clause, 
a modifier of the subject NP of (4.37), 
ungrammaticality of (4.38).

into consideration

arrangement.

or not my contention that the Japanese 
reordering is correct.
cannot be relativized.

'the child'
cannot be embedded as

as is shown by the
t

(4.37) kodomo ga byookl da.

child sick »,is 
'The child is sick.'

(4.38) * tabete iru sakana ga ookii kodomo ga byooki da. 
that eating is fish

sono

big child sick

'* The child who that fish (he)' is eating is big is sick.' 
Furthermore, there are Japanese sentences like (4.39) which

is.

parallel those in (4.17); and, just as is- the case in English, while 
object clause of (4.39b), which 

not possible in (4.39a), which corresponds 
ungrammaticality of (4.40a) and-

elements can be relativized from the
corresponds to (4.17b), this is 
to (4.17a). 
the grammaticallty of (4.40b).

This can be seen from the
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(4.39) a. Otto ga kono boos! o kabutte Ita to iu syutyoo o watakusi wa slnzlta.
Otto this hat wearing was that say claim I 
'I believed the claim that Otto was wearing this hat.' 

b. Otto ga kono boosl o kabutte Ita koto o watakusi wa slnzlta. 
Otto this hat

believed

wearing was thing I 
'I believed that Otto was wearing this hat.'

believed

8(4.40) a. *0tto ga kabutte Ita to lu syutyoo o watakusi ga slnzlta boosl Wa akal?
Otto wearing was that say claim 

' *The hat which I believed the claim that Otto was wearing Is red.' 
b. Otto ga kabutte Ita koto o watakusi ga slnzlta boosl wa akal.: 

Otto

I believed hat red

wearing was thing I 
'The hat which I believed that Otto was wearing is red.'

believed hat red

The underlying structure for 64.40b) is roughly that shown

in (4.41).

I.
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(4.A1)

V boosi

waCakusi

I
Otto N

kabutte i
booal

Although it is not clear to me what the deep structure 
for sentences like (4.39a) should be, it^eems reasonable to

assume

that at the time the Relative Clause Formation 
major difference between this structure

Rule applies, the 
and the structure which results

from the deep structure of (4.39b) (the deep 
in (4.41) as a relative clause 
lexical noun

structure which appears 
on boosi 'hat') would be that the

syutyoo 'claim', would appear in place of the
Thus the circled HP boosi 'hat' in 

the Complex NP Constraint only 
are contained in a sentence dominated by a

non-

lexical noun koto 'thing'.
(4.41) is relativizable, because
prohibits elements which

S
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NP with a lexical head noun from reordering, and the Japaneae 
nouns koto, mono, and no (if this last should be analyzed as a 
noun at all), which all mean roughly 'thing', ate presumably 
non-lexical. But nouns like svutvoo 'claim' are lexical, and 
therefore the Complex NP Constraint must prevent elements of 
sentences in apposition to them from reordering put of these 
sentences, as the ungrammaticality of (4.40a) shows.

To summarize briefly, what I am proposing is that the 
facts presented as evidence for the A-ovet-A principle, in Cases A 
and B of i 2,2 - namely that elements of relative clauses cannot 
be relativized or questioned, and that in general, elements of 
clauses in apposition to sentential nouns also cannot ~ should both 
be accounted for by (4.20) — the Complex NP Constraint. The 
fact that elements of clauses in construction with "empty"^nouns 
like (cf. (4.13a)) and koto 'thing' (cS, (4.40b)) can be 
relativized, whereas this is not possible in clauses in construction
with nouns like girl (cf. (4.15)), claim (cf. (4.18a)), kodomo 'child' 

'claim' (cf. (4.40a)), necessitates that 
the constraint be stated with reference to some such feature as 
[± Lexical].

(cf. (4.38)), and svutvoo

I believe the Complex NP Constraint to be universal 
(but cf, fn, 8), although there are problems with it even in English.
These will be taken up in the two sections immediately following.

/ .
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4.1.5. The £lrst difficulty vlth (4.20) concerns sentences
like those In (4.42).

(4.42) a. I am making the claim that the company 
squandered the money.

b. I am discussing the claim that the company 
squandered the money.

Most speakers find NP In the position of the money not 
to be relatlvlrable in (4.42b), but to be so, or at least more nearly 
so, in the case of (4.42a).

(4.43) a. 2 The money which I am making the claim that
the company squandered amounts to $400,000. 

b. * The money which I am discussing the claim 
that the company squandered amounts to 
$400,000.

Sentence (4.43b) can be made even n&re ui^rammatical by prefixing the 
noun claim with some possessive modifier,

(4.44) ** The money which I am discussing Sarah's 
claim that the company squandered amounts 
to $400,000.

and many speakers feel that while (4.43a) may not be fully grammatical, 
sentences like those in (4.45), whbse only significant difference from 
(4.43a) lies In the definiteness, of the article on the sentential
noun, are completely grammatical.
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hopes 
a feeling

company will squander amounts to $400,000. 
The money which I will have a chance to

(4.45) The money which I have • that thea.

b.

squander amounts to $400,000.
The money which I wl^ll make a proposal
jfor us to squander!
^hat we squander

c.

amounts to $400,000.

If any of these sentences ace grammatical, either 
condition (4.20) must he modified or-abandoned, or the two sentences 
In (4.42) must derive from quite different sources. As It stands, (4.20) 
will block the generation of all the sentences In (4.43) - (4.45): In

each case, the NP being relativized Is contained In a sentence In
apposition to a lexical head noun.

There Is some evidence that the second alternative may 
be correct, l.e., that (4.20) can be presenjed as Is. 
been able to solve various problems of rule ordering that arise In 
connection with this alternative, and It Is only In the hope that the 
following Incomplete analysis may suggest a correct way of distinguishing 
between (4.43a) and (4.43b) that 1 present It here.

Harris has proposed (cf. Harris (1957)) that sentences 
like those In—(4.46) be directly transformed.Into the corresponding 
sentences In (4.47), by a rule which he calls the modal transformation.

I have not yet
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(4.A6) I snoozed.a.

Sam progressed.b.

Bill gave me $40.c.

Max shoved the car.d.

I feel that Arch will show up.e.

(4.47) X took a snoozea.

b. Sam made progress.
Bill made a gift to me of $40.c.

Max gave the car a shove.d.

I have a feeling that Arch will show up. 
Since the surface structures of (4.46a) and (4.47a)

e.

seem to be those shown in (4.48a) and (4.48b), respectively (the 
situation is similar with respect to the other sentences of (4,46) 
and (4,47)),

s

(4.48) a. S

r VP

i V
I

snoozed

b. S

VPNP .
I

V NPI
took Na

snooze
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Harris' rule cannot be stated within the currently available 
theoretical framework, for at present, ohly transformations which 
decrease structure can be formulated. The P-marker in (4,48a) 
contains only one NP, but the one in (4.48b) contains two, so 
the present theory would not allow a direct transformational 
relation which converted the former into the latter (the opposite 
direction would be possible, of course), 
theory of generative grammar, one could only claim (a) that the 
sentences are only semantically related, or (b) that (4.48b) la 
converted into (4.48a), or (c) that the deep structure of (4.48a). 
is contained in the deep structure of (4.48b), as shown in (4.49):

So, at present, in the

(4.49)

snooze

Proponents of this la^t approach would presumably 
-that after the embedded subject in (4.49), I,, had been deleted by 
gflul-HP Deletion, the verb snooze would be substituted for the

argue
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9
, and the indefinite article would be segmentalized ,abstract pronoun, it 

yielding the structure in (4.48b).

1 do not know whether any of the above analyses is 
or whether structure-building transformations, which couldcorrect,

convert (4.48a) directly into (4.48b), should be countenanced within 
But whatever analysis is adopted for the sentences in 

(4.47), it should also be adopted for expressions like make the claim
the theory.

that S. have hopes that S. have a chance to VP. etc., which were 
used in (4.42) and (4.45) above. If analysis (a) is correct, then 
both sentences in (4.42) would come from roughly the same deep 
structure, (4.50).

(4.50)

VPNP

I

making
discussine

the comoanv squandered the moneyclaim

tc
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But the fact that the NP the money is relatlvizable
In (4.42a) but not In (4.42b) seems to argue against this analysis, 
for how can this difference be accounted for, If both sentences have 
roughly the same deep structure? Furthermore, there Is another fact 
about the sentences in (4.42a) and (4.45a) which sets them off from 
other sentences containing sentential nouns with clauses in apposition 
to them. George Lakoff has pointed out to me that the rule which 
optionally deletes the complementizer that in clauses which follow
a verb cannot apply if the verb has been substantivized. So, while
both (4.51a) and (4.51b) grammatical, only the a-version ofare

(4.52) is possible.

(4.51) a. Kleene proved that this set is recursive.

b. Kleene proved this set is recursive.

(4.52) The proof that this set is recursive isa.

difficult. »«
b. * The proof this set is recursive is difficult. 

It seems to be the case that it is only in modal 
constructions like make the claim that S. have hopes that S. etc. 
that the complementizer that can be deleted after a sentential noun. 

(4.53) a. ? I am making the claim the company squandered 
the money.
I have hopes the company will squander theb.

money.
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I have a feeling the company will squander 
the money.

d. * I made a proposal we squander the

c;

money.

As (A.53d) shows, It does not seem to be the case that 
that can be deleted In all modal constructions -- what the restrictions 
are I do not know at present — but the fact that It generally can be 
deleted In these constructions Is another piece of evidence that
argues they should be analyzed differently than such sentences as 
(4.A2b).

One final fact deserves mention hete: to the best of
mjr knowledge. It is only in modal constructions that 
which are related to transitive verbs

sentential nouns 
\

cannot occur with a full range
or possessive modifiers. In sentences like those in (4.54), where 
the main verb of the sentence containing claim is not makn, 
possessive NP can modify claim.

any

Your I 
Dick's 
etc. I

(4.54) claim that semantics is generativea.

is preposterous.

Myron's I 
their >b. We are discussing claim that
etc.

flying saucers are real.

■
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But after the verb make, and only after ft, the 
possessive modifier must refer back to Che subject of make, if it 
is possible to have such a modifier at all:

the
? his
* Susie's y
* Dr. No's 

etc.

(4.55) Myron is making * claim that dead

is better than red.

The same is true of all modals, as the sentences in (4.56)
demonstrate.

(4.56) a. * I have Tom'p feeling chat the company will 
squander th^money.

b. * Myra took Betty's
c. * Bill made Sarah's gift to me of $40.
d. *. Max gave the car Levi's shove.

N

These three facts — that the Complex NP Constraint is 
not operative in modal constructions, that the complementizer that is 
generally deletable there, and the fact that possessive modifiers 
must refer back to the subject of the modal verb — indicate clearly 
that sentential nouns like claim, hope, etc. which occur in these 
constructions must be derived differently in modal constructions 
they are elsewhere.

snooze.

than

It is tempting to propose changing the theory so that 
(4.48a) could be directly converted into (4.48b) by a structure-building

- (/
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rule of Modallzatlon. Then the fact that elements are relativizable
in complement sentences after make the claim« have hopes, etc. and
the fact that that can be deleted there could be handled by ordering
the rules as follows: Relative Clause Formation. That Deletion.

Hodallzatlony \

/ UnfoiKunately, this solution will not work, for if there 
is a rule of l-to^lization. Passive must follow it:

The claim that plutonium would not float was(A 57)
made by the freshman.

Buti if Passive follows Relative Clause Formation, such
sentences as (4,i8) will not be derivable.\

The man who was arrested by Officer McNulty

went oad.t
Furthermore, if Passive follows That Deletion, what is 

to prevent derivations like that shown in^(4.59)?
Jack is claiming that you won't need it.(4.59) a.

That Deletion

Jack is claiming you won’t need it.b.

Modallzatlon

Jack is making the claim you,won't need 
impassive

d. * The claim you won't need it is being made

- c.
it.

by Jack.

0

\
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These difficulties, which I have not been able 
have kept me from reaching a solution to the problem posed by Che 
modal construction for the Complex NP Constraint, 
seems clear that Che complex sentential NP which occur in modal 
constructions must be derived from some other source than the sentential 
NP in other constructions, I have hopes that it will be possible Co 
preserve the Complex NP Constraint in the way it was stated in (4.20). 
At any rate, I will not settle for merely an ad hoc rider on (4.20) 
until the grammar of modal constructions is considerably better 
understood than it is at present.

to overcome,

But since it

V*

4.1.6. The second difficulty concerning (4.20) arises in 
connection with the sentences in (4.3) and (4.4), which 1 will
repeat below for convenience.

(4.3) I read a statemqpt which was about that man. 
I read a statement about that man. 

a. * The man who I read a statement which was

a.

b.

(4.4)

^about is sick.
The man who I read a statement about is sick. 

As I pointed out in § 4.1.2,
b.

it is not in general the 
case that, elements in reduced relative clauses can be relativized or
ques tioned: the fact that the sentences of (4.15) and (4.16) 
equally ungrammatical supports this contention, 
that the object of about in (4.3b) can be relativized, if (4.3b) derives.

are

How then can it be

\
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from (4.3a) by way of Che rule of Relative Clause Reduction?
The tentative answer to this question which I would

propose Is chat the relation between the sentences of (4.3) must be
much more complex chan has hitherto been suspected. I suspect that
(4.3b)'Is nearer to being basic than (4.3a) Is, and that In any 
(4.3b) Is not derived from (4.3a) by means of the rule of Relative

case,

Clause Reduction. There are a number of peculiar facts about sentences 
containing nouns like statement, some of which I will take up below, 
which suggest the correctness of this Idea.

First of all, such sentences behave uniquely under 
reflexlvlzatlon. As was shown In Lees and Kllma (1963), the second 
of two Identical noun phrases Is replaced by a reflexive pronoun, 
subject to the condition that both NP's be In the same "simplex 
sentence", to use their term. They do not state how this restriction 
Is to be expressed formally, but their meaning will be clear from 
the following examples:

(4.60) You're going to hurt yourself one of thesea.

days.

1 spoke to Bill about himself.
a. * That Tom saw me surprised myself.
b. * He said that himself was hungry. 

Reflexlvlzatlon must be blocked In (4.61), for In both

b.

(4.61)

cases, there is a node S which dominates one occurrence of Che two
NP's which does not dominate the other. Since this Is not true of
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(A.60), Reflexivlzatlon must apply.

jConslder now such sentences as those shown in (A.62)

(A.62) I read him^ a statement which was about
< him ,
7hlmself '

a.

I*hlin.
I himselfb. I read hlm^^ a statement about

I am not sure, but I believe (4.62a) Is better, In my 
own speecli, with a non-reflexive pronoun than with a reflexive 
pronoun. If there are dialects In which both of the sentences In 
(4.62a) are fully grammatlc.al, I can provide no explanation of such 
facts, for In the overwhelming majority of cases, Reflexlvlzatlon 
cannot go down Into relative clauses, and I would not know how to 
characterize formally the relative clauses In sentences like
(4.62a) In such a way that Reflexlvlzatlon could go down Into

**
them, bui not Into clauses like the one shown In (4.63).

me(4.63) I know a man who hates ^rayself

Therefore, for the pui^ioses of this study, let us assume, 
perhaps falsely, the existence of a dialect In which reflexive pronouns 
are absolutely excluded In (4.62a) and are absolutely necessary In 

How could we explain such facts?

Given that a meta-rule of S-prunlng like (3.6) must 
be Included In linguistic theory, on the basis of the Independent 
evidence presented In § 3.1, It might be argued that the explanation

(4.62b).
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must depend in some way on this meta-rule. That is, one could assume 
that (4.62b) is derived from (4.62a) by the rule of Relative Clause

Reflex!vization would be blocked in (4.62a), because in 
(4.64), which shows the approximate structure of (4.62a), the circled 
node S dominates the second occurrence of the 
not the first, so the two NP's

Reduction.

NP (him) , but 
are not in the same simplex sentence.

(4.64)

about

Then, of course, as in the cases discussed in §i 3.1.1 - 
when the Relative Clause Reduction Rule deletes which was in3.1.3,

(4.64), the circled S will no longer branch and will be pruned by 
(3.6), thus bringing it about that- the two occurrences of he (him) are 

- in the same simplex sentence, so that Reflex!vization can convert the
second one into himself.
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This proposal may seem appealing at first glance, but
closer scrutiny reveals that It Is Inadequate In a nunber of serious
ways, and cannot, as far as I can see at present, be patched up to
overcome these Inadequacies. The first difficulty arises In connection
with several facts which were first pointed out In two careful
studies of reflexives made by Florence Warshowsky (cf. Warshawsky 
(1965a,b)). She pointed out that whether or not reflexlvlzatlon 
occurs In sentences like (A.62b) Is correlated In some inexplicable 
way with the type of determiner which precedes statement. In (4.65a), 
where the determiners are Indefinite, reflexlvlzatlon seems to be 
obligatory, in most dialects, whereas in (4.65b), where the determiners
are possesslves, they do not occur (in most dialects), 
definite articles t^. this, 
dialectal variation.

With the
that (4.65c), there seems to be great

To ear, the sentences sound odd with or

Swithout reflexives.

(4.65) I read him two (several, some, no)a.

statements about himself.
b. * X read him Judy's statement about himself.

c.?* I read him the (this, that) statement

about himself.

Clearly, no principle like (3.6) can account for the facts in (4.65) 
by itself — additional conditiojis of some sort must be imposed on the 
rule of Reflexiviration (these sentences will be discussed again in 
§ 6,4) below)., But, it might be argued, at le^t the principle of
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S-pruning makes it possible to state the Reflexlvleatlon Rule in such
a way that reflexives are excluded from (4.62a), while at least
some of them are allowed in sentences like (4,65a) and possibly (4.65c). 
This argument seems appealing until it is realized that normally 
Reflexivization does not go down into reduced relative clauses. For

example, if the relative clause in (4.66a) is reduced to the phrase 
behind me. the NP me cannot be converted into a reflexive. The 
same is true of the reduced clauses lealous of you and watching me
in (4.77b) and (4.78b).

(4.66) I know two men who are behind me.a.

b. I know two men behind me (*myself).
You are too flip witfijieopld' who are jealous 
of you.

(4.67) a.

b. You are too flip with people jealous of 
you (*yourself) .'^

(4.68) a.- I screamed at some children who were
watching me. .

b. I screamed at some children watching me

(*myself).

In fact, excluding the problem as to whether reflexive 
pronouns can appear in relative clauses of the type contained in 
(4.62a), I would hazard a guess that not only do rules of reflexivization

J-

. universally not go down into relative clauses, they also do not go down 
into reduced relative clauses. For instance, in German, if the
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relative clause die Ihtt lieb alnd 'who are kind to him' In (4.69a) 
la reduced to form (4.69b), the peraonal pronoun Ihm 'him' (dat.) 
Is not converted to the reflexive pronoun slch 'himself.

(4.69) a. Hans verknallt slch nur In MBdchen, die
Hang falls only for girls, who

Ihm lleb slnd.
him kind are.
'Hans only falls fo_r girls who are kind to him.'

b. Hans verknallt slch nur In Ihm llebe MHdchen.
only for him kind girls. 

'Hans only falls for girls kind to him.'
If slch Is substituted for Ihm In (4.69b), as In 

(4.70), the sentence produced has a different meaning and Is unrelated 
to the sentences In (4.69).

(4.70) Hans verknallt slch nur In slch

Hans falls

llebe MHdchen.
only for themselves kind girls. 

'Hans only falls for girls who are kind to themselves. 
Thus, the most obvious explanation of the facts of 

(4.62), an explanation making use of the rule ordering shown In (4.71)

Hans falls

(4,71) Relative Clause Reduction
Reflexlvlzatlon

and of some convention of S-pruning, would seem to be Inadequate 
■ for the same reason that (4.5) cannot adequately account for the 
difference in grammatleality of the sentences in (4.4). Normally,

-,v
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Reflexlvlzatlon does not go down Into reduced relative clauses, so 
the fact that reflexives can occur after about In (4.62b) suggests
that the about-phrase la not claxisal In origin.

Warshawsky (op. clt.) points out that many of the nouns 
which can appear In the blank In (4.72) are related to verbs.

himself.if(4.72) Max showed me a
ibouti

A few of the verb-related nouns that occur In this environment
are listed In (4.73a); several for which no corresponding verb

(Warshawsky gives much more extensiveexists ate given In (4.73b). 
lists of these nouns, which she calls "picture nouns".)

(4.73) a. description, statement, report, claim, 
tale, drawing, painting, photograph, 
etching, sketch

b." story, column,»patlre, book, letter, text, 
article, sentence, paragraph, chapter.
picture

Warshawsky points out that the verbs associated with the nouns of 
(4.73a) ate all verbs of creation, and the nouns systematically 
ambiguous with respect to whether they denote an abstract creation 
or some physical object upon which this creation Is represented.
Further, she notes that certain of these verbs can occur only with
human subjects (cf. (4.74)),
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painted I 
sketched)Michael

♦Michael's photograph the duckW.74)
drew

pond.

but that others could have either human subjects or picture noun
subjects.

Michael

report
statement
description
story
article
book
Ipicture

told of the conflict 
described the country 
stated that ve were at fault

(4.75) Michael's

J
This last property Is unlike any other grammatical fact I have

It Is worth pointing out that It Is 'not the case
that any abstract noun can serve as subject of these verbs — only
picture nouns can, as is shown by the ungrammatlcallty of (4.76).

the space between my eyes 
sentencehood 

*■ Harry's civil rights 
Marilyn's arrival 
etc.

encountered.

told of the conflict 
described the country 
stated that we were at fault

(4.76)

The fact that the deverbal nouns In (4.73a) behave the 
same way as the apparently basic nouns In (4.73b) with respect to 

-relativlzatlon and questioning (cf. (4.4)), reflexlvlzatlon (cf. (4.62)) 
and with respect to the curious selectlonal facts pointed out in (4.75)
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provides strong evidence for treating all picture 
Warshausky suggests that verbs i=ay be basic for picture 
that hypothetical verbs (cf. Lakoff (1965)) 
to column, etc. be postulated

nouns alike.
nouns, and

such as to story
as underlying the nouns of (4.73b). 

This proposal seems quite reasonable, but in the absence of a 
detailed analysis along these lines, little more can be aald
about It at present.

In passing. It should be remarked that there 
number of prepositional phrase adjuncts 
similar behavior to picture 
in general the 
phrases can be questioned.

are a
to noun phrases which exhibit

nouns. As (4.16b) shows. It Is 
case that elements of postnominal prepositional

But this is the case in the sentences

not

of (^-77), as (4,78) shows. 
(4.77)

Harold has books by some young novelists, 
c. BiUy Is looking for a road intojthe cavern. 

Which door did I give Tom a key .

Which novelists does Harold have

a. I gave Tom a key that door.
b.

(4.78) a.

books by?b.

c. ? Which cavern is Billy looking for 
Considerations of the

® like a key to this door

a road Into?
same sort as were discussed above

would suggest that
and a road into the

cavern should not be derived from 
?a -road which la Int..

?a -key which is to this donr and

the cavern, which are at best of dubious 
But what their deep structures might begrammaticallty In any event.
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Is at present an unsolved problem.

4.1.7. To conclude this discussion, the constraint which I
stated in (4.20) correctly prevents elements of relative clauses
from being questioned or relativized. The remarks of footnote 8
and S 4.1.5 above indicate that this constraint is stated too
strongly at present, and the remarks in § 4.1.6 show that the
differences between the sentences of (4.4), although they appear to 
fall within the scope of (4.20), are in fact much more complex than
has been realized. 1 know of no other counterexamples to the
Complex NP Constraint, and 1 therefore submit it for Inclusion
in the list of putative linguistic unlversals, subject to whatever
modifications are necessary to avoid the extra strength pointed out 
in footnote 8, and 14.1.5.

4.2. The Coordinate Structure Constraint
4.2.1. In § 2.2, in Case F, it was pointed out that conjoined

NP cannot be questioned: this was attested to by the ungrammatlcallty 
of (2.18) and (2.19), which I repeat here for convenience.

* What sofa will he put the chair between some(2.18)

table and?
* What table will he put the chair between and(2.19)

some sofa?

1
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The inpossibility of questioning the circled NP nodes in diagram 
(4.79) can be successful^accounted for by invoking the A-over-A 
principle.

(4.79) SP

@ @ and @ ....

but this principle does not prevent the circled NP nodes in diagrams 
(4.80) or (4.81) from being questioned or relativized.

(4.80)

plays madrigals

I
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polished

But all of the circled nodes must somehow be restricted from being 
moved, as the ungrammatical sentences of (4.82) show.

(4.82) a. * The lute which Henry plays and sings
madrigals is warped.

b. *’The madrigals wh^ch Henry plays the lute

and sings sound lousy.

c. * The nurse who polished her trombone and
the plumber computed my tax was a blonde.

d. * Which trombone did the nurse polish and
the plumber computed ray tax? 

e. * The plumber who the nurse polished her
trombone and computed my tax was a hefty

t

fellow.

f. * Whose tax did the nurse polish her trombone 
and plumber compute?
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I know of no principled way of excluding such structures 
as those shown in (4.80) and (4.81) from being introduced as relative 
clauses, i.e,, at the node S in (4.83),

(4.83)

so it appears to be necessary to add the following constraint to the 
. meta-theory:

(4,84) The Coordinate Structure Constraint
In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be 
moved, nor may any element contained in a
conjunct be moved out of that conjunct.

4.2.2. I propose to define the notion coordinate structure
any structure conforming to the schematic diagram in (4,85).as

(4.85)
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Of course, since (4.85) Is intended to be a universal definition, 
it must be understood as containing not the English morphemes 
and and but rather a more abstract, language-independent 
representation of these terms^*' . Furthermore, the conjunction 
should be understood as either preceding all its conjuncts, as in 
English, French, etc., or as following them, as in Japanese. 
Coordinate structures contain at least two conjuncts, but may 
contain any higher number of them.

As for the deep structure position of the conjunction 
with respect to the conjuncts, there are many reasons for believing 
that the structure of (4.86) is not that shown in (4.87), but
rather that shown in (4.88), where each occurrence of the conjunction 
and forms a constituent with the following sentence instead of 
being coordinate with it, as in (4.87).

(4.86) Irma washed the dishea, and Sally dried, and 
Floyd loafed.

(4.87)

Irma washed the dishes Floyd loafed
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(A.88)

Irma washed the dishes Floyd loafed

One syntactic reason is that if a conjoined sentence like 
(4,89) is broken up into two sentences, as in (4.90), the conjunction 
always goes with the second sentence, as in (4.90a), never with the 
first, as in (4.90b).

(4.8?) John left, and he didn't even say goodbye.

And he didn't even say goodbye. 
He didn't even say goodbye. 

A second syntactic reason is in that languages in which

(4.90) a. John left.

b. * John left and.

coordinating conjunctions can become enclitics y«which are then 
inserted into one conjunct (this is the case with - gue 'and' in

Latin, and with the word aber 'but' in German), these enclitics 
are always associated with the following conjtmct, never with the 
preceding one. Thus (4.91) may be converted into (4.92a), but not

into (4.92b).

(4.91) Sie will tanzen, abef ich will nach Hause 
gehen.

'She wants to dance, but I want to go home.'

' -
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(4.92) Sle will tanzen; Ich will aber nach Hause?■

gehen.

b. * Sie will aber tanzen; ich will nach Hauae
11gehen.

A third syntactic reason for regarding (4.88) as the 
correct structure is the following: since the Appositlve Clause
Formation Rule must convert sentences like (4.93a) into (4.93b),(but cf. f6.2.4.1) 

(4.93) Even Harold failed, and he is the smartest 
boy in our cl^s.
Even Harold,

a.

and he 
who

in our class, (failed
there are very general theoretical grounds for arguing that the string 
and he is the smartest boy in our class in (4.93a) is a constituent, 
for except for this case, transformations can be constrained so that 
only constituents may be adjoined.

Phonological evidence indicates strongly that the bracketing 
of the subject NP of (4.94) must be that shown in (4.95a), and not 
that shown in (4.95b) or (4.95c),

(4.94)

b. 5 » is the smartest boy

Tom, and Dick, and Harry all love watermelon. 
((Tom) (and Dick) (and Harry)) all love• (A.95) a.

watermelon.

b. ((Tom) (and) (Dick) (and) (Harry)) all 
love watermelon.

•■in-,>■
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((Tom and) (Dick and) (Harry)) all lovec.

watermelon.

for intonational pauses come before coordinating conjunctions, not
after them or equally on both sides of them.

So there is good evidence to indicate that the correct
structure of (4.86) must be that given in (4.88). But how does this 
structure arise? Lakoff and I (op. cit.) propose that there be a
phrase structure rule schema like (4.96) in the base, '

S -► S*' , where n ^ 2(4.96)

and that later the and or or which is introduced by (4.96) be 
12

copied and Chomsky-adjoined to each of the indefinitely many 
S’s that are introduced by (4,96) by a rule of Conjunction Copying. 
So the deep structure of (4.86) would be approximately that shown in
(4.97), which the rule of Conjunction Copying will convert to (4.98).

Floyd V

loafed

t
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Irma washed the dishes Sally dried somethihe Floyd loafed

To derive (4.88) from (4.98), the first instance of and 
is deleted by a general rule which I will 
deleted obligatorily if the conjuncts 
in (4.98), but it 
are NP, VP,

not state here. It is
are sentences, as is the case

may optionally be converted into both if the conjuncts 
or V. The rules for conjunction with or are similar

in all respects, except that the initial or may be converted into
gather in front of all conjuncts. 
first conjunction does not have a suppletive alternant, provide 
further motivation for this analysis:

(4.99)

Languages like French, where the

V

Et Jean et Pierre sont fatlguds 
andJohn and Peter 
'Both John and Peter are tired.'
Ou Jean ou Pierre doit le faire.
Or John or Peter must it do.
'Either John or Peter must do it.'

One final point in favoi; of this analysis should be 
the semantic interpretation of conjunctions,

more in line with the traditional logical analysis of

a. ;

are tired.

b.

mentioned:
under this

analysis, is much
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conjunctions, which treats them as r^-place predicates, than would be
the case if the previously accepted analyses were adopted. That is, 
if (4.97) is adopted as the deep structure of (4.86), the conjunctions 
and and ^ are only different semantically from such two-place 
relations as see, etc. in that the former can have an Indefinitely 
large number of arguments, while the latter is binary. But if some 
such structure as (4.87) is postulated as the deep structure of (4.86), 
quite dissimilar projection rules will have to be constructed to 
interpret (4,87) semantically, and the fact that and, or. and see
are semantically similar, in that all are relations, will not be
expressed formally.

4.2.3. Given the above definition of coordinate structure, the 
first clause of the Coordinate Structure Constraint will exclude
(2.18) and (2,19), while the second will exclude^all the sentences 
of (4.82). The latter sentences could neither be excluded by the 
A-over-A principle nor by the Complex NP Constraint of § 4.1,
so it appears that condition (4.84) is necessary for reasons which 
are Independent of the problems raised by (2,18) and (2.19),
(4.84) can be used to explain their ungrammatlcallty, just as the 
A-over-A principle was.

Thus

It should be pointed out that there are Instances of 
the-morpheme and which must be derived from different sources than
the two major sources discussed in Lakoff and Peters (1966). For
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instance, as (4.101) shows, there is a difference in relativizability 
between (4.100a) and (4.100b), even though both sentences in (4.100) 
appear to contain structures that are coordinate, by definition (4.85). 

(4.100) a. I went to the store and bought some whisky. 
I went to the store'and mke bought 
whisky.

Here's the whisky which I went to the store 
and bought.

b. some

(4.101) a.

b. * Here's the whisky whldi I went to the store 
and Mike bought.

However, as George Lakoff has pointed out to me, there 
are clear syntactic indications that the relative clause in (4.101a) 
is not an instance of ordinary sentence conjunction. First of all, 
it is only with non-stative verbs as the main verb of the second 
conjunct that sentences like (4.101a) can be constricted.

(4.102) a. Tony has a Fiat and yearns for a tall nurse, 
b. * The tall nurse who Tony has a Flat and 

yearns for is cruel to him.
Secondly, the second conjunct cannot be negative:

I went to the movies and didn't pick up(4.103) a.

the shirts.
b. * The shirts which I went to the movies and 

didn't pick up will cost us a lot of money.
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Thirdly, there are restrictions on the tenses that may 
appear in such sentences as (A.101a). Thus (A.lOAa) parallels (4.100a) 
in everything but tense, but the NP the whisky is not relativizable
as (4.104b) Indicates.

(4.104) a. I went to the store and have bought some 
excellent whisky, 

b. * The excellent whidcy which I went to the 
store and have bought was very costly.

Tlie fact that (4.100a), on one reading, is synonyTnous with (4,105a), 
which contains a purpose clause, and the fact that the ungranunaticality 
of (4.102b), (4.103b), and (4,104b) is matched by correspondingly 
ungrammatical purpose clauses (cf. (4.105b), (4.105c), and (4.105d) 
respectively) suggests Chat the reading of (4.100a) which allows Che
formation of the relative clause of (4.101a) be derived from whatever 
the underlying structure is that underlies (a'^IOSs). Note, by the
-way, that relativization is also possible in (4.105a),as (4.106)
shows.

(4.105) a. I went Co the store to buy some whisky.
b. * Tony has a Fiat to yearn for a tall nurse.

not to 
to notc. * I went to the movies - pick the

shirts up.
d. * I went to* the store to have bought some

whisky. .
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(A.106) Here's the whisky which I went to the
store to buy.

There are other instances of the morpheme and which a 
similar line of argument suggests should not be dd'rived from coordinate
nodes in deep structure. For example, consider the sentences in (4.107): 

(4.107) a. She's gone and ruined her dress 
I've got to try and find chat 

c. Aunt Hattie wants you to be nice and kiss

now.

b.
screw.

your granny.
As I have no plausible analysis for these 
point out that they are not subject to (4.84): 

(4.108) a.

sentences, I will merely

Which dress has she gone and ruined now? 
b. The screw which I've got to try and find 

holds the frammis to the myolator. ' 
Which granny does .Aunt*Hattie 
be nice and kiss?

The fact Chat the sentences of (4.108) and sentence (4.101a) 
grammatical might mean that (4.84) is simply wrong, but the facts 
I presented in (4.102) 
at least with regard to (4.101a). 
of these sentences contain coordinate

c. want me to

are

- (4.106) suggest that this may not be so, 
Rather it may be the case that none

structures at the time when 
questions, relative clauses, etc. are fomed, but only are converted
into coordinate structures later, or that theynever contain coordinate ' 
structures at all. In fact, I know of no other test for coordinate
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structure than the one (/|.84) provides, and it therefore seems quite
reasonable to me to assume that one of the last two possibilities
mentioned above is correct.

It is perhaps worthwhile to show how (4.84) can provide 
(4.109a) can be converted intoa test for coordinate structure.

(4.109b)”by the rule of Gapping (Ross 1967d)): 
(4.109) a. The boy works in a skyscraper and the girl 

works in a quonset hut.
The boy works in a skyscraper and the girl 
in a quonset hut.^

The structure underlying these sentences is that shown in (4.110).

b.

4

NPworkst

hut
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When Gapping applies to (4.110), deleting the second 
occurrence of the verb works, it might be proposed that either the 
node VP which immediately dominates it or the circled node S

should be pruned, or both. There is no evidence which argues for
or against retention of the circled nod^ VP, but if the circled
S werepruned, (4.110) would cease to be a coordinate structure, under

the
the definition given in (4.85), and.boxed NPs in (4.110) shouldA
become movable. The fact that they do not (cf. (4.111))

(4.111) a. * Which boy works in a skyscraper and the 
girl in a quonset hut?

b. * The skyscraper which the boy works in and 
the girl in a quonset hut belongs to
Uncle Sam.

c. * The girl who the boy works in a skyscraper 
and in a quonset hut has a dimple on her
nose.

d. * Which quonset hut does the boy work in a 
skyscraper and the girl in?

is most simply accounted for by assuming that (4.110) retains its 
coordinate structure even after Gapping has applied, i.e., that the 
putative convention which pruned the circled S was incorrect.

It can also be shown that coordinate structure can 
disappear in the course of a derivation.
Peters (op. cit.) argue that (4.112) should le derived from (4.113) by

So, for instance, Lakoff and

i"
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o-
a sequence of optional rules which convert an occurrence of and to
with and then adjoin the wlth-phrase to the main VP of the

13sentence.

(4.112) Billy went to the movies with a luscious
chick.

(4.113)

id went to the movies

Bi: a luscious chick

The circled NP is not relativliwble unless Conjunct

Movement has applied (cf. (4.114)): 
(4.114) a. The luscious chick who Billy went to the

movies with will- wed me ere the mom.
b. * The luscious chick who Billy and went to

the movies will wed me ere the mom.

Similarly, in the conjoined structure (4.115),
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boueht a Ferrari Pietro

The circled NP can only be relativized If the second conjoined 
sentence has been inserted into the first 

(4.116)

as an appositive clause, 
a. * The Ferrari which Pietro bought from 

and Sofia adores him cost him a bundle.
The Ferrari which Pietro, who Sofia adores.

me

b.

bought from me cost him a bundle. 
These two facts illustrate a perhaps obvious point: whether 
a constituent can be moved depends not on deep structure, but on 
derived structure:

or not

4.2.4.

4.2.4.1. There is an important class, of rules to whicli (4.84) does 
These are rule schemata which move a constituent out of allnot apply.
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Che conjunecs of a coordinate structure. In Lakoff and Ross 
, (in preparation b), an analysis of conjoined sentences is explored
which takes the process which converts such sentences as (4,117a)' i
into (4.117b) os being the fundamental process in conjunction.

Sally might be pregnant, and everyone 
believes Sheila definitely is pregnant.

(4.117) a.

1

b. Sally might be, and everyone believes
;;Sheila definitely is, pregnant.

We propose > rule of Conjunction Reduction which aiomsky-adjoins 1
to the right or left of the coordinate node a copy of ^6nie constituent 
which occurs in all conjuncts, on a right or left branch, respectively, 
and then deletes the original nodes. Thus this rule converts (4.118),
which underlies (4.117), into (4.119).

(4.118)

Sally might be

pregnant
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definitely is

It is Important to note that Conlimction Reduction must 
work "across the board" — the element adjoined to the coordinate 
node must occur in each conjunct. Thus (4.120a) can be converted to
(4.120b), but not (4.121a) to (4.121b). 

(4.120) a. Tom picked these grapes, and I washed 
these grapes, and Suzle will prepare 
these grapesv

. .-i
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Tom picked, and I washed, and Suzle will 
prepare, these grapes.
Tom picked these grapes, and I washed 
some turnips, and Suzle will prepare these

b.

(4.121) a.

grapes.

b. * Tom picked, and I washed some turnips, and
Suzle will prepare, these grapes.

It appears that the rule of Relative Clause Formation 
must also apply "across the board"; the relative clause In (4.122) 
would seem to have to derive from a structure with an embedded
.disjunction, as In (4.123),

Students who fall the final exam or who(4.122)

do not do the reading will be executed.

(4.123)

will be executed

students fail the final exam sthdents do hot do the reading

. -i
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rather than sentence (4.124), whose main clause Is a disjunction, 
becavisc (4.124) is not synonymous with (4.122).

(4.124) Students who fail the final exam will be
executed or students who do not do the
reading will be executed.

It is obvious that there are many rules which do not 
necessarily apply across the board — passives can be conjoined 
with actives (cf. (4,125a)), and Particle Movement and Extraposition 
may apply in some conjuncts but not in others (cf. (4.125b) and (4.125c)).

John has been captured by the cops and I'm 
afraid he'll talk.
I heated up the coffee and Sally, wiped the 
table off.

(4.125) a.

b.

That Peter showed up is a miracle and it - 
is doubtful that he'll ever come again.

c.

4.2.4.2. At present, since I only know of two rules which can
convincingly be argued to apply across the board, it is perhaps too 
early to look for formal properties of rules which correlate with the 
way the rules apply. Nonetheless, I find it significant that both 
of the across-the-board rules operate in such a way as to remove 
elements from conjuncts, while rules like Passive. Particle Movement. 
Extraposition, and many others like them which could be cited, merely^
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rearrange items within a conjunct.
It is evident, even from the informal description of 

Conjunction Reduction which was given above, that this rule 
elements out of conjuncts, but it is not evident from the statement

V

moves

of Relative Clause Formation which was given in (4.2) that this rule 
must also move elements out of conjuncts. Under the normal interpreta

tion of the elementary operation of sister-adjunction, which is

symbolized by '+' in the structural change of (4.2), when one term 
is sister-adjoined to a variable and that variable is null for some

particular structure, nothing happens to that structure, 
convention is necessary can be seen from the following considerations:

The rule of Extraposition sister-adjoins the sentence 
to a variable, as can be seen from the formal statement of this

That this

rule in (4.126).
(4.126) Extraposition

X - - S] - Y
, jkNP

12 3 4
OPT

1 2 0 4+3

With the above condition on sister-adjunction, if 
(4.126) were to apply to (4.127), no change would be effected: 
the sentence in apposition to ^ would stay within its NP.



X

(4.127)

Thus the next , rule in the ordering, 
could be formulated as shown in (4.128).

It Deletion.

(4.128) It Deletion
X (It - S] Y

X
NP

OBLIG
1 2 3 4

1 0 3 4

However, if the convention*! have suggested 
in effect, "vacuous extraposition 
embedded sentence could be moved out of its NP 
where higher up the tree, as in (4.129) (just where it would attach 
is not relevant for my argument, and I have drawn two dotted lines 
from the extraposed S in (4.129) to indicate two possibilities).

were not
.,15

would be possible, and the
and attached some-

: T, .
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(4.129)

Chat Bob was a nut

But If (4.127) can be converted Into (4.129), then 
(4.128) will have to be modified as shown In (4.130), for otherwise 
this rule would not delete the ^ In (4.129), and the ungrammatical 
(4.131) would result. >

(4.130) X - It - S - Y

(JBLIG
1 2 3 4

1 0 3 4

(4.131) * I claimed It that Bob was a nut.

But there are many sentences which show that (4.130) Is 
far too strong: It requires the deletion of It^^ before any sentence
whatsoever, and it is easy to construct sentences where this extra 
power leads to wrong results. In (4.132a), for Instance, the It 
which Is the object of claim will be deleted, because it precedes
the clause [and I think so too),, and the ungrammatical (4.132b)

s ,

r
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will result.
(4.132) a. Although Bob may not be a nut, many people 

have claimed It [and I think so tooj^. 
b. * Although Bob may not be a nut, many people

have claimed and I think so too.

To avoid converting (4.132a) Into (4.132b), while.still 
requiring the In (4.131) to delete, some method would have to be
found of Indicating that the sentence that Bob was a nut Is somehow
"appropriate" as an environment for the deletion of the ^ of (4.131),
but that this Is not the case with respect to the sentence and I think
SO'too In (4.132a). In the absence of Independent evidence for such ff-

convention of appropriateness. It seems more desirable to me to reject
the definition of sister-adjunction which gives rise to these difficulties
by allowing "vacuous" extraposition, and to impose the suggested

X
condition on this operation — that If a term is sister-adjoined to a 
null variable, no change In the d.c.s. will result.

Now let us return to the problem of the proper formulation
\

of the rule of Relative Clause Formation. Robin Lakoff has pointed
out to me that NP'sin the position of the boy in (4.133) cannot be 
relativized (cf. (4.134)).

(4.133) The boy and the girl embraced.
* The boy who and the girl embraced is my(4.134)

neighbor.
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The fact that (4.134) is ungrammatical should be accounted for by 
the Coordinate Structure Constraint, but since this constraint
only prevents constituents from being moved, it must be the case that
the formulation of the rule of Relative Clause Formation which was
given in (4.2) is wrong. (4.2) specifies that the identical NP

shall be sister-adjoined to a variable, and since this variable is
null in the case of (4.133), by the argument given above, this NP 
would not be moved by (4.2), and thus the constraint would not

17
But if (4.2) is reformulated as in (4.135), the 

identical NP will be moved, whether it is the first constituent
be in effect.

of the relative clause or not.

(4.135) Relative Clause Formation
H i«P - NP Y) - ZsJnp

OBLIG
51 3 4 N 5 6

1 2 4<f [3 5]0 6

Condition: 2 4

The symbol ’ll' denotes the operation of Chomsky-adjunction, and the 
brackets in the structural change indicate that the adjoined term is 
not to be adjoined to term _3, but rather to the node which dominates 
the sequence of terms enclosed in the brackets, in this case, the node 
S. Thus (4.135) converts (4.136a) into (4.136b).'N.
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And since (4.84) would prevent the circled UP node In (4.137) from 
being raised and Chomsky-adjoined to the circled S by rule (4.135),

:
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sentences like (4.13A) would be blocked.

Therefore, except for the possibility that the ungrammati- 
cality of (4.134) can be explained by rule ordering, along the lines 
suggested in footnote 17, it seems that it is necessary to formulate 
the rule of Relative Clause Formation in such a way that it becomes
formally similar to the rule of Conjunction Reduction which Lakoff
and I have proposed. Both rules would have the effect of moving
elements contained in conjuncts out of those conjuncts, and possibly 
it is this formal property that the fact that they are both across-
the-board rules must be attributed to.

■ • ■•■"i ■ ■/

■ {
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There are other problems In grammar which are reminiscent 
of the acro8s->the-board application of the two rules just discussed* 
These have to do with the necessity of excluding such sentences as 
those in (4*139), while allowing those in (4*138)*

Vftien did you get back, and what did you 
bring me?
(You) make yourself comfortable and I'll

4.2,4.3.

(4*138) a.

b*

wash the dishes*

^orf chess?

(4,139) a* * Sally's sick and wRat did you bring me? 
b* * (You) make yourself comfortable and I

Did Merv show upc*

got sick.
c, * What are you eating or did you play chess?^^ 

At first glance, it might seem possible to distinguish 
between (4.13Sa) and (4,139a) by claiming that the Question Rule 
must also be formulated in such a way as to Chomsky-adjoin the 
questioned element to the sentence which it is moved to the front 
of. Support for such a proposal comes from the fact that it is not 
any more possible to question the NP the boy in (4.133) than it 
was possible to relatlvize it.

(4*140) * Which boy and the girl embraced?
The facts of (4,134) and (4.l4t)) are similar, and I 

think that it is correct to maintain that the Question Rule must be

's.
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reformulated in the same way as the rule of Relative Clause Formation
reformulated in (4.135), so that the questioned element, too,

I

will be Chomsky-adjoined to the sentence. Also, since it seems
was

likely that yes-no questions should be derived from whether-clauses
whose Initial element, after having been Chomsky-adjoined, la later 
deleted, sentence (4.141) could be excluded, while (4.138c) was
allowed.

and* I'm hungry •.(4.141) did you play chess?
or

Promising though this approach seems, it is not capable
of being strengthened to account for a wide range of additional facts.
For- Instance, in Japanese questions, the questioned element is not
moved from its original position in the structure. Thus to question 
the object of the verb mita 'saw' in (4.142),

(4.142) zyoo^l wa sakana o mita.
V

George

'George saw a fish, 
it is sufficient to replace the word sakana 'fish' with the question 
word 10001 'what' and add the question morpheme ^ to the end of the 
sentence, as in (4.143)

(4.143)

fish saw

I

^oozyl wa nani o mita ka.
'What did George see?'

But the fact that (4.143) cannot be conjoined with a
declarative like (4.144), as the ungrammaticallty of (4.145) shows, 

(4.144) neko ga nete iru.

sleeping iscat

'The cat is sleeping.'
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mlta ka (Co)
(4.1A5) * zyooryl wa nani o ■ mite , neko

ml

ga nete Iru.
**What did George see and the cat Is sleeping.’

while two questions can be conjoined (cf. (4.146))^ 
(4,146) ^00^1 wa nani o ml neko wa nanl o Cabetaka? 

George

'What did George see and what did the cat eat?* 
indicates that the attempt to exclude sentences, some of whose conjuncts 
are declaratives and others questions, by making the English rule of 
Question an across-the-board rule cannot be a successful solution to 
the problem In universal grammar of ensuring that only the "right kinds" 
of sentences get conjoined,
(4,139) must therefore be excluded not by transformational constraints, 
but rather by deep structural ones, S

In fact, there Is evidence within English which supports 
Thus it seems that even questions like those in (4.147), 

which contain more than one WH-word but presumably have no histoi^ of 
reordering at 2ill in their derivations, cannot be conjoined with 
declaratives (cf. (4,148)), although they can be conjoined with normal 
questions (cf. (4,149)):

what see cat what ate

A .

It would seem that the non-sentences of

*■

this claim.

(4.147) a. Who ate what?
What exploded when?b.

Who. gave what to whom?c.

. \

1
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(4.148) a. Vihere did you go and who ate what?
What exploded when and who was hurt?b.

How long did this fit of generosity lastc.

and who gave what to whom?
(4.149) a. * I saw you there and who ate what?

* What exploded when and I warned you It 
would?

h.

* Who gave what to whom and I'm sickened at0.

this sentiment.
As fat as I can see, only some kind of deep structure

constraint can be used to exclude (4.149). Moreover, the same Is
true with respect to (4.138b). 
synonymous with (4.150).

In one sense of this sentence, it Is

(4.150) If you make yourself comfortable. I'll
wash the dishes.

But there Is another sense of (4.138b) which Is a commandi or a 
suggestion: and if the word please is inserted into (4.138b), the 
result has only this sense.

(4.151) (You) please make yourself comfortable
and 1*11 wash Che dishes.

The fact that sentences like (4.139b) and (4.152) arc ungraamatical 
(4.152) *(You) please make yourself comfortable and

the cat is dead 
I*ve studied Greek 
Jack left

■ "i,:
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cannot be accounted for by an appeal to some across-the-board rule
which has not applied to all conjuncts, because the only rule in 
question^ Imperative, only applies to the first conjunct to delete 

It therefore seems that only some deep structurethe subject you.

constraint on what tenses can be used in sentences which are
conjoined to commands'can exclude (4.139b) and (4.152), Notice,

incidentally, that it is not in general the case that if the first 
sentence of a conjoined sentence is in the future tense all subsequent 
conjuncts must also be:

(4.153) Harry will be in the Marines next year 
and Herman was drafted last night. 

Exactly what the nature of deep structure constraints
/

on conjoined sentences is is an interesting topic which has been 
studied far too little and which I can contribute nothing to at 
present. Why, for Instance should there be a differ^ce between 
(4.138c) and (4.139c)? Whatever the answer to this and similar 
questions turns out to be, my basic point remains valid: 
both transformational and deep structural constraints which 
be formulated to apply to all conjuncts in a coordinate structure.

there are
must

4.2.4.4. Sentences such as those in (4.154) raise problems which 
may be related to across-the-board constraints.

\

A

V.
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(4,154) a. Sasha Is gobbling down bllntzes faster 
than I can reheat them.
I want to peruse that contract before filing 
It away.
Fred tore the curtain In rolling it up.

Although the sentences are so complex that positive 
judgments are difficult to come by, 1 believe It to be the case that 
when relative clauses are formed from the sentences In (4.154), 
the NT's bllntzes. that contract and the curtain themselves 
their anaphoric pronouns may seem to be relativized at once, as Is 
the case in the sentences in (4,155).

(4.155) a.?? The bllntzes which Sasha Is gobbling down
faster than I can reheat are extremely 
tasty, if I do say so, ^

b. ? I suspect that the contract which I wanted
to peruse before filing away may have 
some loopholes.

c. The curtain which Fred tore In rolling up 
was the kind gift of my maternal Aunt 
Priscilla. .

I believe It is theoretically possible to relativlze 
at once, although the resulting sentences are 

the ^-sentences below have been

b.

c.

both

and

any number of NP's

somewhat less than felicitous:
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converted Into relative clauses in the corresponding ^-sentences.
I want to peruse that contract before 
damaging it while filing It away* 

b. ? The contract which I want to peruse 
before damaging while filing away is 
written on Peruvian papyrus*

(4,157) a. 7 I want to peruse that contract after 
copying it by treating it in milk 
while pressing it bet\reen two pieces 
of marble in flattening it out. , 

b. 7*The contract which I want to peruse
after copying by treating in milk while 
pressing between two pieces of marble 
in flattening out is a beautiful piece 
of art.

(4.156) a.

S

Whether or not such tortured constructions as this last
are to be accorded some degree of Englishness is not of great 
importance for this study, since 1 cannot even propose a rule which 
will generate less questionable examples, such as (4,155) and (4.156b). 
What makes these sentences similar to the ones discussed in 5 4.2.4.2
above is the fact that not only does it seem possible to relativize 

NP simultaneously from a number of clauses, but it does not 
seem possible to relativize an NP from only the second of these

Thus if the anaphoric pronouns of (4*154) are replaced by

some

clauses.*

1

I

-
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different NP, as in (4.158), these NP cannot be relativized, as
(4.159) shows.

(4.158) a. Sasha Is gobbling down blintzes faster
than I can reheat the fishballs.

b. I want to peruse that contract before 
filing away the deed.
Fred tore the curtain in rolling up the 
wallpaper.

(4.159) a. * I think Anita nay have poisoned the
fishballs which Sasha Is gobbling down

c.

blintzes faster than I can reheat.
b. * The deed which I want to peruse that

contract before filing away Is probably a 
forgery.

c. ?*The wallpaper which Fred tore the curtain
In rolling up had a pleasing geometrical
pattern.

The similarity stops here, however; for, bafflingly, it 
is possible to relatlvize NP in just the first of these clauses 
Ccf. (4.160)):

(4.160) The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling downa.

faster than I can reheat the fishballs arei

extremely tasty, if I do say so.

-(
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I suspect that the contract which I want 
to peruse before filing away the deed may 
have some loopholes.

c. The curtain which Fred tore in rolling 
the wallpaper up was the kind gift of 
my maternal Aunt Priscilla,

Notice that It Is similarly possible to relatlvlze just 
the NP's bllntzes. that contract arfd the curtain In (4.154)!

(4.161) a. The bllntzes which Sasha Is gobbling down
faster than I can reheat them are extremely 
tasty, if I do say so.

B, ? I suspect that the contract which I
wanted to peruse before filing it away 
may have some loopholes, 

c, ? The curtain which Fred tore in rolling it 
up was the kind gift of my maternal Aunt 
Priscilla.

These facts suggest that it may be incorrect to attempt to derive 
the sentences in (4.155) directly from (4.154) by some kind of 
modified across-the-board rule. The sentences in (4.161) may be a 
necessary first step in this derivation, with a rule of pronoun 
deletion applying optionally to (4.161) to produce (4.155). 
is given additional support by the fact that there are differences

b.

■;

a

This idea
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in acceptability among Che sentences of (4*155) which are exactly 
reversed In the sentences of (4.161). That is, while (4.155a) is 
far more awkward for me than (4.155b), which-ln turn is slightly 
more awkward than the fully grammatical (4.155c), in (4.161), it 
is the a-version which is fully grammatical, the b-version which
is slightly doubtful, and the c^-version which is the most dubious 
of all. These differences can be accounted for if it is assumed
that the rule of pronoun deletion which transforms (4.161) into (4.155) 
is obligatory in the case of (4.161c), optional in the case of 
(4.161b), and not applicable in the case of (4.161a). This attempt at
explanation does not yet have much force, for I have no idea what
features of the environment the optionality of this rule depends 
upon, nor how to state the rule, but perhaps it is at least a 
line of attack on this problem.

correct

4.2.5. In summary, I have tried to show in the above sections

that Case F of S2.2 can be excluded by a constraint of great 
generality, the Coordinate Structure Constraint, which is needed 
Independently of the other constraints of this chapter. It is
more powerful than the A-over-A principle, which cannot exclude 
sentences like (4.82). It can be used as a criterion for coordinate
structure, and on this basis, it was argued in §4.2.3 that nodes 
which are coordinate in deep structure may cease to be so in the course
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of a derivation and that nodes which appear to be coordinate In surface
structure may not be. The statement of the constraint In (6.84) was
shown to require modification to account for the facts of the class
of across-the-board rules, which must operate In all conjuncts 
simultaneously. A tentative hjrpothesls about the formal properties 
of such across-the-board rules was advanced. At present, I know 
of no rules which are not subject to the Coordinate Structure Constraint, 
except for the rule of Apposltlve Clause Formation, which I will discuss 
In S 6. 2.4 below, so 1 propose that this constraint he added to the
theory of grammar.

4.3. The Pled Pining Convention
4.3.1. In this section, I will suggest a constraint which can 
successfully account for the evidence for the A-over-A principle which 
was presented In case D and case E of i 2.2, and a cShventlon which 
will provide for the generation of all the relative clauses In the
sentences of (4ri63)>r These must all be derived from (4,162), the 
approximate structure of sentence (2.3), which I have repeated here, for 
convenience.

(2.3) The government prescribes the height of 
the lettering on the covers of the reports.

%
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the government

the height

(4.163)' a. Reports which the government prescribes 
the height of the lettering on the 
of are invariably borihg.

covers

1
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Reports the covers of which the govenunent 
prescribes the height of the lettering on 
almost alwajfs put me to sleep.
Reports the lettering on the covers of 
which the government prescribes the height 
of are a shocking waste of public funds. 
Reports the height of the lettering on the 
covers of which the government prescribes 
should be abolished.

It can be seen that If the structure in (4.162) 
embedded as a relative clause modifier In a noun phrase whose head 
noun Is report, the rule of Relative Clause Formation, as it Is 
stated In (4.135), would only produce the relative clause in (4.163a). 
If an attempt were made to modify the structural index of (4^135) In 
such a way that the new rule would derive either (4.^3a) or (4.163b) 
from (4.162), the revised rule would be that shown in (4.164):

b.

c.

d.

were

- NP
(4.164) W - NP - -z

NP [^pNP P - NP]^^ NP

OBLIG
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2[45]i?[3 €0 0 7

Condition: 2=5

y

\ <
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To derive the relative clause In (4.163c), the 
further complication of the rule shown In (4.165) would be necessary.

9 - NP
(4.165) W - NP - ts* -1 (^pNP P - NPlV- Y]

\ ® NP
- z

UP

OBLIG

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2[4 5]^[31 0 0 6J 7

Condition: 2 « 5
\ •

and deriving the clause In (4.163d) would entail adding a fourth line 
to the disjunction Inside the braces In (4.165). But since there Is 
no upper bound on the length of a branch consisting entirely of HP's,

like NPj^ - NP^ In (4.162), In order to give a finite formulation 
of this rule, which must be able to generate clauses like those of 
(4.163) to any desired degree of complexity,“either some abbrevlatory 
notation, under which the sequences of terms within the parentheses
of (4.164), (4.165), etc, can be collapsed, must be added to the 
theory of grammar, or some special convention must be, 
the latter is weaker, for to add

Of these two,
a new abbrevlatory notation to the 

theory Is to make the claim that there are other cases, unrelated 
to the case at hand, where rules must be collapsed according to the
new notation. No such cases exist, to my knowledge, so I propose the
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convention given In W.166) as a first approximation to an appropriate 
universal.convention.

(4.166) Any transformation which Is stated in such
a way as to effect the reordering of 
specified node NP, where this node is 
preceded and followed by variables, 
reorder this NP or any NP which dominates

some

can

20
it.

By the term "specified" in (4.166), I mean that node HP, 
containing many NP nodes, which is singled out from all other nodes 
on this branch by virtue of some added condition on the rule in 
question, such as the condition on the rule of Relative Clause

in a branch

Formation that the HP to be relativized be Identical to the NP

which the clause modifies, or the condition on the rule of Question 
that the questioned NP dominate WHfsome. This convention, then, 
provides that any reordering transformation which is stated as
operating on some NP singled out In some such way may Instead operate 
on any higher NP. 
which was given in (4.135), when supplemented by (4.166), will allow 
for the adjoining to the front of the sentence of the specified NP^, 
the reports, or NPg, of the reports, or NPj, 
etc., so that all of the clauses in (4.163) will be generated.
(4.166) is too strong. In that it does not exclude the ungrammatical, 
sentences of (4.167) need not concern us here;

Thus the formulation of Relative Clause Formation

the covers of the resorts,

That
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(4.167) a. * Reports of which the government prescribes
the height of the lettering on the covers
are 'jivarlably boring.

b. * Reports on the covers of which the
government,prescribes the height of Che 
lettering almost alway put me to sleep.
Reports of the lettering on the covers 
of which the government prescribes the

c.

height are shocking waste of public funds.
there seems to be a constraint, In my dialect at least, which prohibits
noun jhraaes which start with prepositions from being relativized and
questioned when, these directly follow the NP they modify. Thus (4.168) 
can be questioned to form (4.169a), but not (4.169b).

(4.168) He has books by several Greek authors.
s(4.169) a. Which Greek authors does he have books by? 

b. ?*By which Greek authors does he have books?
I will not attempt a more precise formulation of this restriction here: 
Instead, 1 will point out two further Inadequacies In the formulation 
of (4.166).

Firstly, if the structure shown in (4.170) were to be 
embedded as a relative clause on an NP whose head noun were the boy.
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the Coordinate Structure Constraint would not allow the formation
of (4.171);

(4.171) * The boy who I watched Bill and was vain. 
However, the circled node HP is dominated by the b(^ed node HP, 
and convention (4.166) would allow this higher node to be preposed.
which would result in the ungrammatical (4.1,72).

* The boy Bill and~who(m) 1 watched was 
vain.

The ungrammatlcallty of this sentence indicates the necessity of
revising (4.166) in such a way that if an NP dominating the specified
NP is coordinate, neither it nor any higher NP can be moved, I will

1

Incorporate such- a revision into the final version of the convention, 
which will be stated in (4.180).

(4.172)

i ■
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The second inadequacy of (A.166) can be seen in connection

with.P-markcr (4,173).

won’t like the hat

while it is true that the circled node NP can be relativized, as
(4.174) shows.

They will give me a hat which I know 
that I won’t like, 

again, (4.166) would allow the preposing of the boxed node 
and the ungrammatical (4,175) would be produced.

(4.174)

once

NP,
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W.175) * They will give me a hat that I won't
like which I know.

The modification of (4.166} that aeems to be required here la that 
if a branch of a P-marker has an occurrence of the node S intervening 
between two occurrences of the node NP,

be reordered. This restriction does not extend to the node VP, 
however, as can be seen from the following example.

The approximate structure of the German sentence in

only‘the lower one can

(4.176) is that shown in (4.177).
(4.176) Ich habe den Hund ru flnden zu yersuchen ahgefangen. 

I have the dog to find to try 
'I have begun to try to find the dog.'

begun
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If the structure vhlch underlies (4.177) has been
embedded as a relative clause on the subject HP of the structure 
underlying (4.178),

(4.178) Der Hund 1st eln Bemardlner.
'The dog Is a St. Bernard, 

the rule of Relative Clause Formation must produce all three of the 
clauses In the sentences of (4.179).

I

(4.179) a. Der Hund, den Ich zu flnden zu verauchen 
angefangen habe, 1st eln Bemardlner.

b, Der Hund, den zu flnden Ich zu versuchen
^ angefangen habe, 1st eln Bemardlner.

c. Der Hund, den zu flnden zu versuchen Ich 
angefangen habe, 1st eln Bemardlner.

, 'The dog which I have Jiegun to try to
find Is a St. Bernard.'

In (4.179a), only the specified node, NP^ in (4.177), has been - 
preposed, while In (4.179b), the phrase dominated by NP^, which 
contains, NP^, has been preposed, and In (4.177c), the largest NP,

NPj^, had been preposed. Note that these three NP nodes are separated 
by two VP nodes In (4.177), but that (4.166) still is operative. This 
then Indicates that it Is only the node S, 
which reference must be made In revising (4il66).^^

In (4.180), I have modified the convention given in 
(4,166) in such a way as to overcome the two inadequacies I have just

as was claimed above, to
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discussed.

(4.180) The Pied Piping Convention23
Any transformation which is stated in such
a way as to effect the reordering of some 
specified node NP, where this node is
preceded and followed by variables in the 
structural index of the rule, may apply to 
this NP or to any non-coordinate NP 
which dominates it, as long as there are
no occurrences of any coordinate node, nor 
of the node S, on the branch connecting 
the higher node and the specified node.

4.3.2,

4.3.2.0. The convention stated In (4.180) stipulates, that any NP 
above some specified one may be reordered, instead o'? the specified 
one, but there are environments where the lower NP may not be moved, 
and only some higher one can, consonant with the conditions imposed in 
(4.180).. In other words, pied piping is obligatory in some contexts. 
In § 4.3.2.1, I will describe two environments in which pied piping 
is obligatory, whether the specified NP is to be moved to the
or to the left, and in § 4.3.2.2, 
in which pled piping cannot apply. In 5 4'.3.2.3, 
one environment I know of in which pled piping is obligatory if a" NP

I will cite several environments
I will discuss Che

»
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is moved in one direction, but not if it is moved in the other.
5 4.3.2.4, I will show how the constraints on pled piping developed 
in these sections Interact with the rule of Conjunction 
and in

In

Reduction.

5 4.3.2.5, I will explore the question of the theoretical 
status of the various conditions on (4.180) which are discussed
in §§ 4.3.2.1 - 4.3.2.4.

4.3.2.1. For English, and for many other languages, the following 
constraint, which has the effect of making pied piping obligatory 
in the stated environment, obtains;

(4.181) The Left Branch Condition
No NP which is the leftmost constituent of 
a larger NP can be reordered out of this NP 
by a transformational rule.

In other words, (4.181) prohibits the NP shown in (^life) from 
moving along the paths of either of the arrows.

'' [NP 4y(4.182)
NP

This constraint accounts for the following facts: if 
the structure shown in (4.183) is embedded as a relative clause modifier 
of a NP whose head 
(4.184a)

noun is boy, only one odtput is possible —
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W.183)

president

Ihe boy whose guardian's employer we 
elected president ratted on us.

b. * The boy whose guardian's we elected
employer president ratted on us.

c. * Ihe boy whose we elected guardian's
employer president ratted on us. 

Sentence (4.184c) is excluded by (4.181), because the
rule of Relative Clause Formation has moved the lowest NP, 
from the left branch of NP^^. In (4.184b), it is NP^ that has 
been moved from this branch.

NP3.

Since the Left Branch Condition
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prohibits both of these operations, only the largest NP which 
(4.1M) allows to be moved. NP^,

the sentence, and when this happens, (4*. 184a) is the result.
can be moved to the front of

Parallel facts can be adduced for non-restrictlve 
relative clauses, which differ from restrictives in being preceded 
and followed by heavy intonation breaks. They derive from coordinate 
sentences in deep structure, and they are formed by a different 

If commas are inserted into the sentences of 
(4.184), after boy and investigated, thus forcing 
interpretation of the clauses, their grammaticality is unchanged.

Another rule which is affected by this condition is the 
rule of Topicalization. (4.185), which converts (4.186a) to (4.186b). 

(4.185)

rule than (4.135).

no^restrictive

Topicalization

X NP - y
OPT . V

‘V
1 2 3

2if[l 3]0

(4.186) a. I'm going to ask Bill to make the old 
geezer take up these points later.
These points I'm going to ask Bill to make 
the old geezer take up later.

If rule (4.185) is applied to (4.183), once again it will 
can be topicalized, as in (4.187a). If either 

3 is topicalized, as in (4.187b) and (4.187c), respectively.

b.

be seen that only NP^^ 
NP2 or NP

-L

Nv
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ungrammatical sentences result.
The boy*s guardian's employer we elected 
president.

b. * The boy's guardian's we elected employer
president.

c. * The boy's we elected guardian's employer

president.

A rule that was stated In (3.26), Complex NP Shift, 
which performs almost the same operation as (4.185), except that it

(4.187) a.

moves the NP in the opposite direction, is also subject to the 
Left Branch Condition. This rule may apply to (4.183) to move 

over president (cf. (4.188a) but neither NP^ nor NP^ 
can be so moved, as the ungrammaticality of (4.188b) and (4.188c)
demonstrates.

V
(4.188) We elected president the boy's guardian's 

employer.

b. * We elected employer president the boy's
guardian's.

c. * We elected guardian's employer president
the boy.

Finally, the Question Rule is subject to the condition: 
if NPj in (4.183) is questioned, it canno't be moved to the front 
of the sentence alone — 
it, as (4.189) shows.

a.

pled piping must apply to carry NP^^ with
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Wliich boy's guardian's employer did we 
elect president?

b. * Which boy's guardian's did we elect

employer president?
c. * Which boy's did we elect guardian's

employer president?
One of the facts which supports the analysis of predicate 

adjectives which is implicit in diagram (3.25) above la the fact that 
when adverbs of degree which occur in pre-adj ectlval or pre-adverblal 
position are questioned, the questioned constituent, how, cannot be 
moved-to the front of the sentence alone, as in (4.190a) and (4.191a), 
but only if the adjective or adverb is moved with it, as in (4.190b) 
and (4.191b). .

(4.189) a.

26a. * How is Peter sane?(4.190)
V

b. How sane is Peter?
(4.191) a. * How have you picked up TNT carelessly?

b. How carelessly have you picked up TNT?
These facts can be explained by (4.181), if how is analyzed as deriving 
from an underlying NP, and the adjective sane and the adverb 
^r^lessly are dominated by NP at the stage of derivations at 
which questions are formed. Note also that if the degree adverb 
that in (4.192) is questioned, pied piping'must apply to 
only ^11, but also a man to the front of the sentence.

move not
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(4.192) Sheila married that tall 
How tall a man did Sheila marry?

b. * How tall did Sheila marry a man?
c. * How did Sheila marry tall a man?

These facts are accounted for if the structure of (4.193a) at the 
point when the Question Rule applies is that shown in (4.194),

a man.
(4.193) a.

HH-tsome extent tall

for (4.181) will not permit either NP^ 
of NPj^.

or NP^ to be moved out

One other set of facts deserves mention in connection with 
this analysis of adjectives. In German, it is possible to toplcalize

V
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adverbs — thus the manner adverb genUssllch 'with pleasure' in 
(4.195a) can occur at the front of the sentence, as in (4.195b).

(4.195) a. Wir haben die Bohnen genllsslich verschlungen. 
we have the beans with pleasure gobbled up. 
'We gobbled up the beans with pleasure.'

b. GenUssllch haben wir die Bohnen verschlungen. 
If an analysis in which adverbs are treated as being derived from NP 
can be maintained, not only will it be unnecessary to complicate rule 
(4.185) to derive (4.195b) from the structure which underlies (4.195a), 
but it will be possible to explain the following facts in addition.
In German, the adverb fast 'almost' normally precedes the adjective 
it modifies, but it can follow it (cf. (4.196)). The adverb sehr 
'very', however, only occurs pre-adjectivally (cf. (4.197)).

(4.196) a. Walburga 1st fast hUbsch.
'Walburga is almost prettjh '
Walburga ist hUbsch, fast.
Liselotte 1st sehr hUbsch.
'Llselotte is very pretty.' 

b. * Llselotte ist hUbsch, sehr.
These facts suggest that whatever rule it is that 

fast around hUbsch in (4.196) be made obligatory for degree adverbs 
like sehr. If this reordering rule adjoins^ the adverbs which 
moved around the adjectives to the adjectives, and if this reordering 
rule precedes the rule of Topicalization. the fact that fast can be

b.

(4.197) a.

moves

are
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topicallzed with or without hUbsch (cf. (4.198)), but^sehr cannot be 
toplcallzed by itself (c£. (4.199)) is accounted for by the Left 
Branch Condition.

(4.198) a. Fast hUbsch 1st Walburga.
b. Fast jist Walburga hUbsch.

(4.199) a. Sehr hUbsch ist Liselotte.
b. * Sehr ist Liselotte hUbsch.

Of course, it is possible to account for these facts
concerning adjectives and adverbs in other ways than by assuming 
that both types of constituents ‘are dominated by NP up to some 
point in derivations, but the analysis sketched here has the virtue
of allowing a simpler statement of the rules of Topicalization and
Question and of constraints like (4.181) than can otherwise be achieved.
as far as I can see. However, since I have not made a detailed study 
of adverbs, it may be the case that this analysis will have to be
excluded because it engenders complications in other parts of the
grammar.

In passing, it should be noted that Case D and Case E 
of 5 2.2, which provide evidence for the A-over-A principle, are 
special cases of the Left Branch Condition, which will block the 
derivation of the ungrammatical (2.11) and (2.15).

Another environment ,ln which p'ied piping is obligatory in 
German, French, Italian, Russian, Finnish, and in many other languages, 
is that stated in (4.200).
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(4.200) No NP may be moved out of the environment

[p _i,p.

In these languages, only sentences like (4.201) are
possible — sentences corresponding to those In (4.202), where a 
NP has been moved away from Its preposition, are ungrammatical. 

(4.201) a. On which bed does Tom sleep?
Tlie bed on which Tom slept was hard.b.

(4.202) a. Which bed did Tom sleep on?
b. The bed which Tom slep on was hard.

Kuroda has pointed out similar facts for English with 
respect^to a certain class of nouns (cf. Kuroda (1964)). Kuroda

pointed out that It Is just with the class of nouns that cannot be
pronomlnallzed, l.e., nouns like time, wav, manner, place, etc., 
that sentences like (4.202) are Impossible. That Is.^the sentences 
In (4.203) cannot be converted Into the corresponding ones In (4.204) 
by normal rules of pronomlnallzatlon.

(4.203) a. My sister arrived at a time when no busses
were running, and my brother arrived at
a time when no busses were running too.

b. Jack disappeared In a cgrsterlous manner and
Marian disappeared In a mysterious manner too. 
I live at the place where Route 150 crosses 
Scrak River and my dad lives at Che place

c.

.y

where Route 150 crosses Scrak River too.
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(4.20A) a. * My sister arrived at a time when no
busses were running and my brother
arrived at one too.

b. * Jack disappeared in a cysterious manner
and Marion disappeared In one too.

c. * I live at the place where Route 150 crosses
Scrak River and my dad lives at it too.

Furthermore, prepositions cannot be left behind in such constructions
either <cf. (4.205)).

(4.205) a. * What time did you arrive at?
b. * The manner which Jack disappeared in was

creepy.

c. * The place which X live at is the place
27

where Route 150 crosses Scrak River.
The facts indicate that though the constraint in (4.200) 

does not obtain for English, the modified vers4pn shown in (4.206)
does:

(4.206) No HP whose head noun is not pronominalizable 
may be moved out of the environment [P _ ] NP*

The three constraints discussed in this section - (4.181),
(4.200), and (4.206) - are all cases where the optlonality which is 
built into (4,180) is abrogated in favor of*higher NP nodes. That 
is, if "NP^ dominates NP^, (4.180) in general allows either NP to
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reorder, but the above three constraints limit this freedom: they

state environments in which only the higher NP can reorder. In

the next section, I will discuss two constraints which have the
opposite effect.

4.3.2.2. After most verb-particle combinations whose object is a
prepositional phrase, such as do away with, make up to. sit in on. 
get away with, etc., while the NP in the prepositional phrase is
movable, the preposition may not be moved with it. Thus though 
the sgritences in (4.207) are possible, corresponding ones in (4.208)
are not.

The only relatives who I'd like to do(4.207) a.

away with are my aunts.

Who is she trying to makeup to now?

That meeting I'd like to sit in on. 
(4.208) a. * The only relatives with whom I'd like to

b.

c.

do away are my aunts.
b. * To whom is she trying to make up now?
c. * On that meeting I'd like to sit in.

For some reason which I do not understand, there are
other verbs which seem to be of exactly the same syntactic type for 
whlcfi such constructions as (4.208) are permissible. Thus the sentences 
in (4.209) are markedly better, for me, than those in (4.208).
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(4,209) a. ? The abuse with which she puts up is phenomenal.
For whose rights do you expect me to speak up? 
For these principles I have never hesitated 
to speak out.

b.

c.

Similar facts obtain for such syntactic idioms as get wind 
of. make light of. get hold of. etc. Normally, in my speech at 
least, the preposition must be left behind for roost of these idioms —

compare (4.210) and (4.211).
(4.210) a. One plan which I got wind of was calculated

to keep us in suspense.
Did you notice which difficulties she madeb.

light of?
Who are you trying to>get hold of?

a, * One plan of which I got wind was calculated
to keep us in suspense.

b. ?*Did you notice of which difficulties she

c.

(4.211)

made light?
c. * Of whom are you trying to get hold? 

However, there are certain of these syntactic idioms for 
which the preposition seems to be movable, just as was the case with 
the verb“particle combinations shown in (4.209).

r
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(4.212) a. Ihe oaly offer of which I plan to take 
advantage will give me an eleven-month paid 
vacation.

b. 7 In the countries of which I've been keeping 
track, the existing political systems 
fantastically corrupt.
The scenes to which the censors took

are

c.

objection had to do with the mixed marriage 
of a woman and a giant panda.

I believe that sentences like those in (4.209) and 
(4.212) are the exception, rather than the rule, so presumably some
constraint like (4.213) must be stated for English. 

(4.213) No NP with the analysis [P NPl^^^ 
be moved if it follows an idiomatic V - A 
sequence, where A is some single constituent, 

may be a particle (cf. (4.207) and 
make sure of. etc.^ a

get hold of. get rid of
(if rid should be analyzed as a verb here)), lav claim to. hold 
pay heed to, etc.), a noun (as in get wind of. 
make use of, lose track of. take charge of. take umbrage 
possibly a noun phrase (e.g., get the drop on'. 
set one's sights ont.

may

The constituent A

(4.208)), an adjective (as in make light of 
verb (as lii make do with, let fly at. let go of.

sway over.

set fire to. lay sleee to.

etc,), or 
make no bones about«

[ ■
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There Is a possibility, as Paul Kiparsliy has pointed 
to me, that the difference between (4.211) and (4.212) may correlate 
with whether the idiom in question has a single or a double passive. 
That is, in many cases, verbs like those in (4.212), where the 
preposition may be moved, allow either the first element after the 
verb or the object of the preposition to become the subject of the 
passive.

out

(4.214) a. Advantage will be taken of his offer.»
His offer will be taken advantage of. 

(4.215) a. ? In this experiment, track must be kept of
b.

fourteen variables simultaneously.
In this experiment, fourteen variables 
must be kept track of simultaneously. 
Objection was taken to the length of our 
skirts.

b.

(4.216) a.

N

b. ? The length of our skirts was taken objection
to.

The sentences of (4.214) - (4.216) attest to the fact
that the syntactic idioms of (4.212), whose prepositions are not 
subject to (4.213), have double passives. But the idioms in (4.210), 
whose prepositions are shown to be subject to (4.213) by the ungrammati-
callty of (4.211)', have only one passive, as'can be seen from the 
ungrammaticallty of the _a-verslons of sentences (4.217)-(4.219).

' \

l
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(4.217) a. * Wind was gotten of a plot to negotiate 
an honorable end to the war in Vietnam. 
A plan to negotiate an honorable end tob.

Che war in Vietnam was gotten wind of.
* Light was made of her indiscretions. 
Her indiscretions were made light of.

* Hold has been gotten of some rare old

(4.218) a.

b.

(4.219) a.

manuscripts.

b. Some rare old manuscripts have been 
gotten hold of.

The correspondence between the class of syntactic idioms 
which allow passives like those in (4.214a), (4.215a), and (4.216a), 

/and the class of idioms whose prepositions are not subject to (4,213) 
is too close to be merely coincidental, but for me, at least, it is 
not exact. If it were, the differences in acceptabiliCy between the 
^ and ^-sentences below would not exist.

(4.220) a.
1

Use was made of Sikolsky*s pigeon-holing
lemma.

b. ? The lemma of which I will make use is due

to Sikolsky,
Tabs were kept on all persons entering 
the station.

(4.221) a.

b. ??The persons bn whom we kept tabs all
proved to be innocent.

^ . >
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(4.222) a. * Faith was had in all kinds of people.
b. 7 The only representative in whom I have 

faith is still in-the Bahamas.
But I have not made ^close study-of all c^es which 

counter to Kiparsky's suggestion, to see if they can be explained 
away. I believe Chat it will eventually become possible to incorporate 
this suggestion into a revised version of (4.213), even though I am 

But it is clear that some other explanati<in 
must be devised for the sentences of (4.209), which also constitute 
couiiter-evldence to (4.213). The whole problem of what syntactic 
properties various types of idioms have has been neglected grievously — 
I suspect that Intensive research into this problem would yield rich 
rewards for many areas of syntax besides this

In Danish, there are many environments in which pied 
piping is blocked. Thus, while the preposition ^n* 
behind or moved to the front of the

run

unable to do so now.

one.

can be left
sentence, when a manner adverb

is questioned (cf. (4.223)), 
(4.223) a. Hvllken made gjorde han det pa? 

which way did 
J 'How did he do it?'

Pa hvilken made gjorde han det?
way did he it

he it in

b.

In which
prepositions in a prepositional phrase which is immediately dominated 

never be moved to the front of the sentence:by VP can
(4.224c) is

»
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ungrammatical.

(4.224) a. Han fandt pa den historic.
he lnvente<^ that story

b. Hvilken historie fandt han pa?
which story invented he
"Which story did he invent?'

c. * Pa hvilken historie fandt han?

This means that in the grammar of Danish, the following condition

must be stated:

(4.225) No NP with the analysis [P NP]^
may be moved if it is immediately
dominated by VP.

The full set of facts in Danish is quite a bit more complex — a 
more detailed presentation is given in-Blass (1965). I^will not 
attempt a recapitulation of all the facts of Danish, for toy purpose 
here is not to suggest a complete analysis of all constructions 
involving prepositions in Danish or in English, but merely to 
demonstrate that just as there are environments where pled piping is 
obligatory (cf. § 4.3.2.1. above), so there are environments where

^ it must be blocked. L

4.3.2.3. The first condition on pied piping, (4.181), prevents 
on a left branch of the larger NP, no 

matter in which direction the NP being reordered is to
the reordering of an NP

('
move, Thus
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rneither the rule of lonlealizatlon. which moves noun phrases t 
the left, nor the rule of Complex NP Shift, which moves them to
the right, can apply to NP^ or NP^ in tree (4.183), 
ungrammatical sentences of (4.187) and (4.188) demonstrate. And

the same is true of the other conditions stated in 9 4.3.2.1 _
(4.200) and (4.206).

as Che

The first of these asserted that it is
impossible to "strand" a preposition in German, and various other 
languages, by moving its object NP away from it. Thus, in
German, when the NP diesen Kasten 'this box' in (4.226a) is
questioned, it cannot be moved to the front of the sentence 
alone, as wo.uld be possible in English, (cf. the ungrammatlcallty 
of (4.226b)), 
that the larger NP, 
preposed, as it is in (4.226c)

(4.226) a.

VIhen the Question Rule applies, (4,200) requires 
in welchen Kasten. I into which box' be

Vladimir wollte das Buch [in **(diesen 
Vladimir wanted the book into this

KastenljjpJj^ schmelssen.

box throw.

'Vladimir wanted to throw the book into
this box.'

b. * Welchen Hasten wollte Vladimir das Buch

Which box wanted •Vladimir the book

in schmelssen?

into throw?

/ :
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In welchen Kasten wollte Vladimir dasc.

into which box wanted Vladimir the
Buch schmelssen?
book throw
'Into which box did Vladimir want to throw
the book?'

Just as it is impossible to strand a preposition in
Geman by moving its object NP away from it to the left, so it is 
impossible to do so by moving the NP to the right. An example 
of a rule which moves NP to the right in German is the rule which 
converts'sentences like (4.227a) into ones like (4.227b), which.
though marginal, must be generated.

(4.227) a. Er wollte denen eln wunderbares Bilderbuch geben.
he wanted to them a wond^ful picture book give.
'He wanted to give them a wonderful picture book, 

b. Er wollte denen geben ein wunderbares Bilderbuch. 
This rule corresponds roughly to the English rule of Complex NP Shift. 
although the English rule is not so restricted as the German one. Since 
I have not studied the conditions under which such sentences as (4.227b) 
can be produced, I will not attempt a precise statement of the rule 
here; the formulation of Complex NP Shift which was given in (3.26) 
is adequate for my present purpose.

Note that Complex NP Shift, if applied to (4.226a), can 
only move the larger NP, in diesen Kasten (cf. (4.228)). If the

/■

i
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object of the preposition is moved, the Impossible (4.Z28b} results.
Vladimir woUte das Buch schraeissen(4.228) a.

in dleaen Kasten.
b, * Vladimir vollte das Buch in schmelssen

dlesen Kasten.-
This shows that (4.200), just like (4.181), constrains transformations 
which move NP to the right, as well as those which move NP to 
the left.

In English, however, we find a different situation. 
While prepositions may be stranded if their object NP is moved
to the left, they may not be if it is moved to the right, 
of Topicalizatlon may strand the preposition ^ of (4.229a), as in 
(4.229b), or it may take it along, as in (4.229c).

(4.229) a.

The rule

Mike talked to my friends about'polltics 
yesterday.

My friends Mike talked to about politics 
yesterday.

To my friends Mike talked about politics 
yesterday.

b.

c.

8ut Complex NP Shift cannot apply to the NP 
it can only apply to the larger NP to my friends. 

(4.230)

my friends in (4«229a):

L.

Hike Calked about politics yesterday to 
my friends.

b, * Mike talked to about politics yesterday 
my friends.

a.
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Thus It can be seen' chat the theory of grammar must be
strengthened so that conditions making pied piping obligatory or 
Impossible can make reference to the direction in which the specified 

It will be necessary to add to English 
condition (A.231), Which is a weaker form of (4.200).

No NP may be moved to the right out

NP is to be reordered.

(4.231)

of the environment [P _ 1^^.

It might appear that (4.213) would have to be modified
those in (4.232),along these lines, in the light of such sentences as

a. ? They got wind, eventually, of the counter-(4.232)

plot to fluoridate the bagels, 
b. ? Carrie did away, systematically, with her

nephews from Chattanooga, 
c. 77She made light, not too surprisingly, of

s
the difficulties we might have at the
border.

d. ? I got hold, fortunately, of Lady Chacterley'a ex. 
for superficially at least, the prepositional phrases which follow V - A 
syntactic idioms of the type discussed in connection with (4.213) seem 
to have been moved, possibly by the rule of Complex HP Shift. I 
suspect, however, that (4.213) does not have to be modified and that 
some other rule Chan Complex NP Shift is being used in the generation 
of the sentences in (4.232). The rule in question is probably related 
to the Scrambling Rule. (3*48); it allows sentence adverbs to be

• /
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9fl
positioned between any major constituents of a clause, 
that the sentences in (A.232) are almost totally unacceptable if 
the commas are removed, but that no commas are necessary in such

Note

clear cases of Complex NP Shift as (4.233)•
(4.233) I gave to the officer in charge the 

blackjack which I had found in the
cookie jar.

The sentences in (4.232) thus seem to be accountable for
by other means than assuming the existence of a second condition on
pied piping like (4.231), a condition in which the direction of
reordering would make a difference. So, although I know of no 
other facts which motivate the postulation of any other direction- 
dependent conditions, the facts discussed in connection with (4,231) 
seem to require, at least for the present, a theory of language 
in which such conditions can be stated. S

4.3.2.4. In this section, I will point out one puzzling fact 
about the interaction between the rule of Conjunction Reduction and
two of the conditions on pied piping which were discussed above — 
the Left Branch Condition, and (4.231),

In § 4.2.4.1,
the rule which converts (4.118) into (4,119).

I gave a brief, informal-description of
Since the adjective 

pregnant appears on a right branch of both conjoined sentences in 
(4.118), it can be raised and Chomsky-adjoined to the coordinate node
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The same Is true of the twoby the rule of Conlunotlon Reduction, 
occurrences of the NP 
as the gramna^tallty of (4.235)shows.

successful outing at the track in (4.234),

[HP’depends

of on

a successful outing at the track a successful outing at the track

I am confident of, and my boss depends on, 
a successful outing at the track.

(4.235)

Since (4.235) is grammatical, some condition must be built 
into (4.231) which weakens it so that it does not affect the operation

As (4.231) is now stated, it• of the rule of Conjunction Reduction.
would prevent the circled HP nodes in (4.234) from being raised, 
for they are contained in the boxed NP nodes, which start with
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prepositions. I do not understand why (4.231) should not constrain 
Con.1 unction Reduction, for It is not In general true that conditions 
on pled piping do not apply to Conjunction Reduction, as the following 
example will show.

Up to this point, I have only discussed examples of the
operation of Conjunction Reduction where the Identical constituent 

>
on a right branch, but the rule will also work on constituents 

which appear on left branches 4
was

Thus in (4.236), the circled 
phrases can be Chomsky-adjoined to the coordinate node — the result

noun

is sentence (4.237).

cotmn'l t ted to
freedom

the University's students

the University's students

W.237) The University's students are intelligent 
and (are)^® Committed to freedom.

1
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But note that if the input structure is 
in (4.238), Conlunction Reduction must be blocked.

that shown

is committed to
freedom

the University's students

the University's

The only identical nodes in (4.238) are the two occurrences 
of the boxed NP the University's.

to apply to these nodes, the ungrammatical (4.239) results:
(4.-239)

If Conjunction Reduction is allowed

* The Uniyersity's students are intelligent 
and faculty is committed to freedom.

It is not necessary to add any condition to the rule of 
Conjunction Reduction to avoid generating (4.239): the Left Branch

. Condition, (4.181), will prevent the boxed NP's in'(4.238) from being 
raised, because each is on the left branch of a larger 

indicative clearly that it is not in general the case that conditions
NP. These facts

are

)
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on pied piping are not in effect for the rule of Conlimetion Reduction, 
so it will be necessary to add a clause to condition (4.231), stating 
that this particular condition does not apply to the rule of 
Conjunction Reduction.

For some reason, there is one environment in which (A.181)
also behaves Idlosyncratically with respect to Conjunction Reduction — 
even though the constituents to be raised are on the left branches of 
larger HP's, these constituents can be raised, if the larger NT's

are conjuncts of a coordinate HP. For example, the two circled 
NP nodes in (4.2A0) can be raised and adjoined to the boxed HP 
node, yielding (4.241).

(4.240)

The boy's uncle and aunt were kissing.

;
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It Is not necessary that the NP being raised and 
adjoined be immediately dominated by a conjunct: the NP shown 
in (4.242a) can be reduced to the one shown in (4.242b), by raising 
the two occurrences of the NP the bov's.

(4.242) a.

the boy a

the bov's Aimt'fi

b.

the bov^s

grandmother
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I can think of no explanation for this strange fact —
However,

this rider can be used to explain the otherwise extremely puzzling 
difference between the grammatical (4.243a) and the ungrammatical 
(4.243b).

it will simply have to appear as an ad hoc rider on (4.181).

(4.243) a. The boy whose uncle and aunt's grandmother 
were kissing was furious.

b. * The boy whose uncle and Tom's aimt's

grandmother were kissing was furious. 
The relative clause In (4.243a) comes from a sentence

whose subject Is the NP shown in (4.242a). If Conlunctlon Reduction 
applies before Relative Clause Formation, thus converting (4.242a) 
into (4.242b), then the circled NP the boy's in (4.242b) will be
relatlvlzable, because it will then no longer be contained In a
coordinate structure. Since It Is on the left branch of the boxed
NP, when it moves, this larger . NP will pied pipe with It, as (4.181)
requires.

But the relative clause in (4.243b) would have the NP 
shown in (4.244) as Its subject:
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aunt a

Since the circled NP In this tree does not occur In all conjuncts, 
the rule of Conlunctlon Reduction cannot apply to It. Therefore, when
relatlvlzatlon of this NP Is attempted, (4.181) will Specify 
the boxed NP node In (4.244) must pled pipe, for the NP being 
relativized Is on Its left branch.

that

But the boxed NP Is a conjunct, 
and thus cannot be moved, by virtue of the Coordinate Structure

Constraint, (4.84). And since there Is a clause In the Pled Piping 
Convention, (4.180), which specifies that coordinate nodes cannot

pled pipe (recall the ungrammatlcallty of (4.172)), the top NP node 
of (4.244) will not pled pipe either. Thus the circled NP node is- 
f^pzen solidly In position — (4.181) prevents it from reordering, and 

,.J;he^way (4.84) and (4.181) have been stated prevent any NP node
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above it from pied piping — so the rule of Relative Clause Formation, 
if it applies to this circled Np, 
sentence

will produce an ungrammatical
. The contrast between the sentences in (4.243) is thus only 

to be explained on the basis of quite far-reaching theoretical
constructs.

4.3.2.5. What is the theoretical status of constraints like 
(4.181), (4.200), (4.206), (4.213), (4.225) and (4.231)? 
obvious that (4.200), which prohibits the stranding of prepositions, 
is not universal, for prepositions may in general be 
English.

It is

stranded in
(4.206), which prevents the stranding of prepositions the 

head of whose objects is not pronominalizable, is not universal 
either, for prepositions can be stranded in this environment in 
Danish, as (4.223a) shows. (4.225) is not'universal, for Ct^e 
prepositions of English prepositional phrases directly dominated by 
VP can be stranded, as (4.245) shows.

(4.245)

It may be that (4.231) is universal ~
Who are you gawking at?

I know of no counterexamples
at present.

The Left Branch Condition, although it is in effect in 
such languages as English, German, French, Ddnlsh, Italian and Finnish, 
is not universal, for it is not in effect in Russian and Latin. In 
Russian, the possessive adjective cuju 'whose' can be preposed in 
questions, whether or not the noun it modifies appears with it at
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the front of the sentence.
(4.246) a. Cuju knlgu ty cltaje^?

you are reading 
'Whose book are you reading?' 

b. Cuju ty cltajes knlgu?

Whose you are reading book
'Whose book are you reading?'

The same applies to the Interrogative adjective skolkO 'how many', 
as can be seen In (4.247).

Whose book

(4.247) a. Skolko let u nlm byll? 
how many years to him were 
'How many years old was he?' (-how many 
years did he have?)

b. Skolko u nlm byll let?

how many to him were years 
^How many years old was he?'

In Latin, too, sentences which parallel (4.246b) can be found -
cf. (4.248).

(4.248) Cuius legis llbrum?

whose you are reading book

'Whose book are you reading?*
. As far ds I know. It Is only In highly Inflected languages. In whose 

grammars the rule of Scrambling appears, that the Left 
Is hot operative, but It Is

Branch Condition
not the case that It Is not operative In
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all such languages. In Finnish, for example, sentences like (4.248) 
At present, therefore, I am unable to predict 

when a language will exhibit the Left Branch Condition and when not.
are not possible.

Thus it appears that with the possible exception of 
(4.231), all of the constraints on pled piping which were discussed
in §i 4.3.2.1 - 4.3.2.4 must be stated in the grammar of each language 
that exhibits them. But must each such condition be stated on each 
rule which it influences? Must the Left Branch Condition be built 
into the English rules of Relative Clause Formation. Appositlve Clause
Formation. Topicalization. Complex NP Shift and Question? 
repeat the Left Branch Condition on each of these five rules is to

To

make the claim that it is an accidental fact about this particular 
set of five rules that they are all subject to (4.181). 
the opposite claim:

I am making 
that reordering transformation would be

S
subject to (4.181). To reflect this claim formally, the theory of 
grammar must be changed. At present, the theory only permits conditions 
which are stated on particular rules, like the identity condition

Relative Clause Formation, or meta-conditions, like the Complex NP 
Constraint, which are stated in the theory, 
pied piping which are under discussion cannot be correctly accommodated 
under either of these possibilities:

But the constraints on

they are not universal, and to 
state them on each transformation which they affect is to loiss a

What is necessary is that the grammar of every natural 
language be provided with a conditions box, in which all such language-

generalization.
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particular constraints are stated once for the whole language. By 
a universal convention of interpretation, all conditions in the 
conditions box will be understood to be conditions on the operation 
of every rule in the grannnar.

r'}L
To give some concrete examples, for English, the

conditions box will contain, among others, (4.181), (4.206), (4.213) 
and (4.231). For French, Italian and German, it will contain (4.181), 

It should not be thought that only conditions 
In Finnish, for example, it 

can be moved out of complement clauses

(Ae200) and (4.231).
on pied piping will appear in this box. 
is the case that no element
which are introduced by etta *that'. That is, while such sentences 
as (4.249a) are possible in English, no corresponding sentence is
possible in Finnish, as the ungrammaticality of (4.249b) shows. 

(4.249) a. Which hat do you believe (that) she 
ware?

never

S

b. * Mlta hattua . uskolt ettel‘' han

which hat you believed that not she
koskaan kayttSnyt?

used.ever

Thus far, with one exception, which I will discuss in 
footnote 15 of Chapter 5, all the constraints which I know 
in the conditions box of 
transformations, but there is of

to appear
any language are constraints on reordering 

course no reason to expect that no
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other types of constraints will be found to occupy condition boxes in
other languages.

To recapitulate the discussion of pied piping, the 
existence of structures like (4.162), which allow for an in principle 
unbounded number of relative clauses to be formed,clearly indicates

Rather than devise some

4.3.3.

the need for a convention of some sort, 
notational convention under which an infinite family of rules like 
those in (4.135), (4.164) and (4.165) could be abbreviated by some
sort of finite schema — a notational convention which would only be 
made use of to handle these facts, I have chosen the convention stated 
in (4.180), which, though still somewhat ad hoc, is weaker than a new 
notational conveiitlon would be, and thus yields a more restrictive
characterization of the class of possible transformations, and hence

In i 4.3.2 I diseased a numberof the notion of natural language.
of cases where pied piping is obligatory and suggested that the theory 
of grammar be changed so that every particular grammar contalis a 
conditions box in which constraints of various types,which affect all

Such constraints are intermediaterules of the grammar,can be stated, 
in generality between particular conditions on particular rules and 
meta-constraints like the Complex NP Constraint and the Coordinate
Structure Constraint.
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4.4, The Sentential Sublect Con!il:ra^n^

4.4.1. Compare (4.250a) with its two passives, (4.250b) and
(4.250c).

(4.250) a. The reporters expected that the principal 
would fire some teacher.

That the principal would fire some teacher 
was expected by the reporters.

It was expected by the reporters that the 
principal would fire some teacher.

Noun phrases in the that-clauses of (4.250a) 
can be relativized, but not those in the that-clause of (4.250b), 
(4.251) shows.

b.

c.'

and (4.250c)
as

(4.251) a. The teacher who the reporters expected that 
the principal would fire la 
battleax.

a crusty old
■s

b. * The teacher who that the principal would 
fire was expected by the reporters is a 
crusty old battleax.
The teacher who itc. was expected by the 
reporters that the principal would fire
is a crusty old battleax. 

How can (4.251b) be blocked? 
be a restriction that prevented subconstltuents 
from reordering, while allowing subconstituents

A first.approximation would
of subject noun phrases 
of object noun phrases
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to do so. But such a restriction would be too strong, as can be seen
from the grammatlcallty of (4.252).

(4.252) Of which cars were the hoods damaged by
the explosion?

The approximate structure of (4.252), at the time when the Question
Rule applies, Is that shown In (4.253).

(4.253)

were damaged bv the explosion

N

It can be seen that In converting (4.253) to the structure 
which underlies (4.252), the boxed NP,

subject of (4.233), has been moved to the front of the sentence, so 
the suggested restriction is too strong. 
difference between (4,252) and the ungrammatical (4'.251b): the subject

a subconstituent of the

But there is an obvious

, of the latter sentence is a clause, while the subject of the former is 
only a phrase. The condition stated in (4,254) takes this difference
into account.
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(4.254) The Sentential Subject Constr«^»^•
No element dominated by an S may be 
moved out of that S if that node S 
is dominated by an NP which Itself is 
immediately dominated by S,

This constraint, though operative in the grammars of 
many languages other than English, cannot be stated as a universal, 
because there arg languages whose rules are not subject to it. In 
Japanese, for instance, although the circled NP in (4.256), which 
is the approximate structure of (4.255), falls within the scope of 
(4.254), it can be relativized, as the granaaticality of (4.257) 
shows.

(4.255) Maty ga sono boosl o kabutte ita koto
Mary that hat wearing was thing

ga aklraka da.
obvious is

'That Mary was wearing that hat is obvious.
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kabutte Ita

booal

Kore wa Mary ga kabutte ita koto* 
this Mary wearing was thing 
akiraka na boosi da.

(4.257) ga

obvious is hat is.

'This is the hat which it is obvious that 
Mary was wearing.'

That the languages whose rules I know to be subject to 
(4.254) far outnumber those whose rules are not so constrained suggests 
that a search be made for other formal properties of these latter
languages which could be made use of to predict their atypical behavior

J
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with respect to this constraint. At present, however, whether or 
not (4.254) Is operative within any particular language can only be 
treated as an Idiosyncratic fact which must be stated In the
conditions box of the language In question.

4.4.2. George Lakoff has pointed out to me that on the basis 
of only the facts considered so far. It would be unnecessary to state 
the Sentential Subject Constraint, for It Is a special case of (3.27), 
the output condition which makes sentences containing Internal

Thus, since (4.251b) contains the Internal
clause that the principal would fire, and since this clause Is dominated

unacceptable.

exhaustively by NP, condition (3.27) would account for Its unacceptablllty. 
But the two arguments below seem to me only to be accountable for 
If condition (4.254) Is assumed to be operative In the grammar of 
English.

Firstly, consider sentence (4.258), and Its associated 
constituent structure (4.259).

(4.258) That X brought this hat seemed strange to

the nurse.
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the nurse
broucht

Relativizing either of the circled NT's in (A.259) will 
produce sentences which are not fully acceptable (cf. (A.260)),

(A.260) a. * The hat which that I brought seemed strange
to the nurse was a fedora.

b. ? The nurse who that I brought this hat
seemed strange to was as dumb as a post, 

because both relative clauses in (A.260) will contain the boxed NP

over S of (A.259) as an internal constituent. Condition (3.27)
will be adequate to characterizing both as being unacceptable, but it
will not be able to account for the clear difference in status between
(A.260a) and (A.260b). The latter sentence is adf&ittedly awkward 
but it can be read in such a way as to be comprehensible.

L.

The former

i
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sentence, however, seems to me to be beyond Intonatlonal help. I

conclude that (4.260b) should be labeled grammatical but unacceptable, 
but that (4.260a) must be deemed ungrammatical. To do this, 
(4.254), or some more general constraint, must be assumed to be
operative in English, as well as (3.27).

The second argument for (4.254) concerns the following
two sentences:

(4.261) a. I disliked the boy*s loud playing of the 
piano.

I disliked the boy's playing the piano 
loudly.

b.

to be different. 
structure of (4.261a) is that shown 

in (4.262), and that of (4.261b) is that shown in (4.263).

Lees gives a number of arguments which show these 
I will assume that the derived

')
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(4,262)

disliked

loud

playing

playing the piano loudly
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I have assumed that the word playing in (4.262) has the
derived status of a noun, to acco\mt for the appearance of the
preposition o£ before the object of- playing, parallel to the ojE 
which occurs after such substantivized verbs as construction, refusal.

fulfillment, etc. (cf. his construction of an escape hatch, our refusal
of help, her fulfillment of her contract).

That the latter structure has a clausal object, while
the former does not, can be seen from the difference in relativizability
of the circled NP*s in (4.262) and (4.263). This NP can be
relativized in the former structure (cf. (4.264a)), but not in the
latter (cf.''the ungrammaticality of (4.264b)).

(4.264) a. The boy whose loud playing of the piano
I disliked was a student.

b, * The boy whose.playing the piano loudly
I disliked was a student.

Although the circled NP of (4.262) is on a left branch of an NP 
when the Relative Clause Formation Rule applies, pied piping can be 
invoked to effect the adjunction of the boxed NP to the node S 
which dominates the clause, so a well-formed relative clause will 
result.

But in (4.263), if the circled NP is moved, the boxed
NP cannot pied pipe, because there is a node S whidi intervenes
between the two NP nodes, and under these conditions, pied piping
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cannot take place» as was pointed out In §4.3.1 above.

. Note that the object NP of playing, the piano.

is relatlvlzable in both (4.262) and (4;263).

(4.265). a. ? The piano which I disliked the boy's

loud playing of was badly out of tune. 
The piano which I disliked the boy's 
playing loudly was badly out of tune.

b.

But if the action nominal or the factive gerund nominal appears in 
subject position, as in (4.266), the NP the piano can only be
relativized out of the action nominal as (4.267) shows.

The boy's loud playing of the piano drove(4.266) a.

everyone crazy.

The boy's playing the piano loudly droveb.

everyone crazy

J?which the boy's loud playing ofl 
the boy's loud playing of which[

(4.267) a. That piano.

-drove-everyone crazy, was badly out of ttme,

which the boy's playing loudly 
the boy's playing which loudlyb. * That piano.

drove everyone crazy, was badly out of tune. 
How can (4.267b) be excluded? The bottom line of (4.267b)

can be blocked on the same grounds as (4.264b): since the subject NP 
of (4.266b) dominates the node S, pied piping cannot take place. But 
unless (4,454), the Sentential Subject Constraint, is added to the 
grammar, the top line of (4,267b) will not be excluded. Note that
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condition (3.27) cannot be invoked here, because this conditioneven

must be reformulated as shown in (A.268),
Grammatical sentences containing an internal 
NP which exhaustively dominates an S are

(A.268)

unacceptable, unless the main verb of that
S is a gerund.

This reformulation is necessary in any case, in order
to account for the difference in acceptability between (A.269a) -
(A.269c) and (A.269d)-.

(A.269) a. * Did that he played the piano surprise you?
b. * Would for him to have played the piano

have surprised you?
c. * Is whether he played the piano known?\

d. Did his having played the piano surprise
N

you?

Thus it appears that there are two reasons for insisting 
that both (A.268), the revised version of (3.27), and the Sentential 
Subject Constraint be included in the grammar of English. In the 
first place, condition (A.268) is not adequate to distinguish between 
(A.260a) and (A.260b), and in the second, between (A.267a) and (A,267b). 
These two facts indicate the necessity of adding to the conditions 
box of English something at least as strong as (A.25A).

}
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It will be remembered, in connection with (4.249), that 
in the conditions box for Finnish, there is a constraint which prevents 
elements of clauses headed by etta 'that' from being moved out of 
these clauses (cf. the ungrammaticallty of (4.249b)).

In her recent paper (Dean (1967)), Janet Dean has pointed 
out a condition in English that is probably related to the Finnish 
condition. There is a class of verbs in English which can take that- 
clauses as objects but for which the rule which normally can optionally 
delete the that-complementizer cannot apply. After believe, for 
example, the complementizer is optional (cf. (4.249a)), but after 
verbs like quip, snort, rejoice, etc., the complementizer must be

4.4.3.

present, as the ungrammaticallty of (4.270b) shows. 
(4.270) a. Mike quipped that she never wore this hat. 

b. * Hike quipped she never wore this hat.
Dean discovered that no element of the complement clausesvif these
verbs can be moved out of them (cf. the ungrammaticallty of (4.271)). 

(4.271) a. * Which hat did Mike quip that she'never wore?
b. * Which girl did Mike quip never wore this

hat?

It is not clear at present how these facts should be
handled. It may be possible to assume that the English conditions 
box, like the Finnish one, contains the constraint that no element

may be moved out of that-clauses. and that the object .clauses of 
verbs like believe do not come to be headed by that until after all

have applied, while the object clauses of

* '
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verbs like gulp are prefixed by that at a very early stage in derivations, 
this tlien raises the possibility that the condition that no element be 
moved out of a that-clause need not be stated in the conditions boxes 
of Finnish and English, but is instead universal. Dean has suggested 
(op. cit.) that this condition is only a subcase of a far more general
condition, (4.272).

(4.272) No element of a subordinate clause may be 
moved out of that clause.

There are several difficulties with this condition which
at present prevent me from accepting it. 
strong enough to explain the differences among the sentences in

The first is that it is not

(4.251), and would therefore seem to have to be supplemented by the 
Sentential Subject Constraint. The second is that (4.272) would 
incorrectly exclude all the sentences of (2.23), which dlffes, among 
themselves in acceptability, but some of which seem perfectly 
normal to me. And the third objection is that elements of clauses with 

- Ing or for - ^ complementizers can be relativized, as can be
seen from the grammatlcality of (4.265b) and (4.273). 

(4.273) The only hat which it bothers me for her 
to wear is that old fedora.

pinjases must be considered to be dominated by S follows 
from the fact that Reflexivization cannot "go down into" them (cf. 
the ungrammaticality of (4.274)),

That such

■f

\
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(4.274) a. * I dislike It for him to tickle myself, 
b. * 1 dislike his tickling myself, 

from the fact that elements of these clauses can undergo "backwards"
33

pronomlnallzatlon (cf. (4.275)), 
(4.275) a. For Anna to tickle him drives Frank crazy. 

Anna's tickling him drove Frank crazy, 
and from my proposed explanation of the difference In acceptability

b.

between the sentences of (4.264). This last objection cannot be
gotten around by modifying (4.272) by attaching a condition that the
main verb of the subordinate clause be finite, for no elements of
the Infinitival and gerund clauses in sentences like (4.276) can
be moved, as the ungrammatlcallty of (4.277) shows.

(4.276) a. We donated wire for the convicts to build
cages with.
They are investigating all people owning 
parakeets.

a. * The cages which we donated wire for the

b.

(4.277)

convicts to build with are strong, 
b. * What kind of parakeets are they Investigating 

all people owning?
These three arguments against Dean's proposed constraint 

strike me ^present as being strong enough to. reject it for the time 

being.

be established. It will make my Complex NP Constraint and Sentential
It Is, however, a bold and Important hypothesis, for if it can

.'7
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Subject Constraint superfluous, thus substantially simplifying both 
the theory of language and those grammars in which the latter constraint 
is operative. For this reason, a lot of future research should be 
directed at the three objections to (4.272) which I have discussed, 
to see if they can satisfactorily be explained away.

4.5. To summarize briefly, in this chapter I have proposed 
universal constraints, the Complex NP Constraint and the Coordinate 
Structure Constraint; also, a universal convention of pied piping; and 
a variety of language particular constraints, which

two

are to be stated
in particular grammars in a conditions box, which the theory of 
language must be revised to provide, 
and I am sure that the few conditions I have discussed 
wrong in detail, but in many major ways.

I make no claim to exhaustiveness.
are not only

Not only must further work 
be done to find other conditions, but to find broader generalities, 
siich as the condition proposed by Dean, so that the structure of
whatever Interlocking system of conditions eventually proves to be 
right can be used with maximum effectiveness 
the structure of the brain, where these conditions 
represented.

tool for discoveringas a
must somehow be
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Subscripts indicate identity of reference.1.

This term is defined in Ross (1967a). There I argue that2.

pronouns may only precede the NP they refer to if they 
are dominated by a subordinate clause which does not dominate

Cf. also S 5.3 below.that NP.

Evidence that this rule must be placed late in the rule3.

ordering is given In Lakoff and Ross (op. cit.). Cf. also § 5.1.1 below.

A. The Japanese words o^ n^ etc. have been called
"particles". They correspond very roughly to case endings
and prepositions. Ga and wa are adjoined by transformations
to the right of subject noun phrases, *o to the right of 

nl to the right of "
direct objects,/\agent phrases etc. The syntax of these
postpositional particles and other problems In Japanese 
syntax have been Investigated intensively by Kuroda (cf. Kuroda 
(1965)), and I will not discuss It further here. In the
word-for-word glosses of Japanese examples, I will leave
the particles untranslated.

5. The structure shown in (A.25) Is vastly oversimplified and
the analysis of tabete Iru 'Is eating* Is simply wrong: actually

1^^ should be the main verb of a higher sentence Into which.
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the base string kodomo sakann tabe 'child fish eat (stem)' would 
be embedded. Also, the determiner sono 'that' would probably not
appear as a constituent of the deep structure of (4.24), but rather 
as a feature on the noun sakana 'flah' in the matrix sentence.
But such niceties are not at issue here - (4.25) will serve for
the purpose at hand.

6. Postal made this proposal in a talk given at the LaJolla 
Conference on English Syntax on Febrtiary 25, 1967.

Professor Barbara Hall Partee has Informed me (personal 
communication) that in a survey of relative clause constructions

7.

in a wide variety of languages that she conducted, she foupd 
that in languages which exhibit relative pronouns whlcl^have 
been moved from their original position, these pronouns 
invariably appear at the end of the relative clause closest 
to the head noun. Relative pronouns thus move leftwards in 
English, German, French, etc., and although I at present can 
cite no examples of rightward movement. Professor Partee has 
assured me that they exist. It therefore seems necessary to 
assume that if movement occurs in the formation of Japanese 
relative clauses, it must be movement to the right, not to 
the left.

1

1
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These facts point to a needed change in the theory of grammar.
In order to account for the facts discovered by Professor Partee, 
It Is necessary to add to linguistic theory a convention for 
automatically reordering the formal statement of transformational 
rules. If such a convention Is made available, the statement 
In universal grammar of a relative clause skeleton rule will be 
possible, for the rule of Relative Clause Formation In Japanese 
Is simply the mirror Image of the rule shown In (4.2). In which 
direction the rule will reorder constituents depends entirely 
upon whether relative clauses are generated by the rule - 
NP + HP S or by the rule NP S NP.

I will present further evidence which supports this convention 
for automatic reordering In a paper now In preparation, "Gapping 
and the order of constituents."

s

8. Some speakers appear to find (4.40a) and sentences like It
grammatical, which Indicates that for their dialect, the Complex 
NP Constraint must be modified somehow. I have no idea how 
to effect a modification of this principle, which otherwise 
to be universally valid, so I can only Indicate the existence

seems

of this problem now*

9* For an account of such segmentalizatlon rules, see Postal (1966a).
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If It should Cum out to be possible to treat disjunction as
the negation of conjunction, (4.85) will admit of simplification. ^

This problem is discussed in Pe'iers (in preparation).

10.

Sentence (4.92b) is perfectly grammatical, and it m&ang *But 
she wants to dance, (so) 1 want to go home.' I have only 
starred it because it is not related to (4.91).

11.

, 12. There is evidence, first noted by Chomsky, that a type of 
adjunction operation is required which produces one of the 
two structures below, if B is adjoined to A,

A A
or

B A B

depending on whether it is adjoined to the left or right of 
A, The motivation for the creation of the new node A \b as 
follows: in such a sentence as the boy is erasing the blackboard- 
it seems clear that the result of adjoining the present 
participle ending, -ing. to a verb should be a node of some sort. 
But the stress rules \^11 only work properly if the formative 
erase is dominated exhaustively by the node V (for a discussion 
of the stress rules of English, cf. Halle-and Chomsky (to appear)). 
This would Indicate that the correct derived structure is
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To distinguish this kind o£ adjunction from what has been called
"sister adjunction" (cf. Fraser (1963)), I refer to It as Chomsky
adjunction^ It Is at present an open question as to whether both
types of adjunction need be countenanced within the theory of
derived constituent structure. Some consequences of using
Chomsky-adjunction In the complement system are explored In 
Lakoff and Ross (op. clt.), where the proposed analysis of
sentence coordination is based In an essential way upon this /■

kind of adjunction.

As (4.84) is presently formulated, such a rule would be Impossible: 
no conjunct can be moved. But in S 6.3
Lakoff—Peters rule of Conluet Movement Is formally different In 
one crucial respect from the rules of Kelatlve Clause Farmatlon

13.

below I will show that

and Question, and that It Is this difference which makes the
former, possible and the latter two impossible.

14. (4.116a) is acceptable only if strong pauses follow bought and 
klCT« i.e., if the second clause of (4.115) has become a parenthetical 
insert into the first clause and is therefore no longer coordinate 
with it.

15. This term is Rosenbaum*s. Cf. Rosenbaum (1965).
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16. Actually, ^ should be replaced, in (4.130) as well as In (4.126) 
and (4.128), by a more abstract representation, but this fact has
no consequences for my argument.

17. It would probably be possible to order the rules which copy 
the conjunction and later delete the first of the conjunctions 
in such a way that at the time at which Relative Clause Formation
applied, the the^_bo^ in (4.133) would still be preceded by
and, so the variable would not be null and (4.84) could be 
Invoked to explain the ungrammatlcallty of (4.134). 
a solution, even if it should prove to be possible for English, 
which has not been demonstrated, would break down in any 
language whose relative clauses followed their head

But such

noun, as
in English, and whose conjunctions followed their conjuncts, 
as is the case in Japanese. It does not seem unlikely that^ 
such a language might exist, so the solution I have proposed
in the text is powerful enough to work even for such a language.

18. Of course, (4.136b) is not the correct derived structure for 
the NP the boy who I saw, because many details of the correct 
rule of relative clause formation have been omitted in the 
formulation given in (4.135).
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1 am not sure of the grnngnatlcallty of sentences conjoined19.

with and whose conjuncts contain both yes-no questions and
t

WH-qu«8tlotts, e.g,.
? Did you have a good time and what did you

bring me?
? What*8 for supper and Is the cat back yet?

I am sure 1 say such sentences often, but most of them seem some

how disconnected. At any rate^ whatever the exact restrictions
on them may be, they are not my main coxrcem here.

20. 1 believe it Is possible to restrict convention (4.166) to cases
where one noun phrase is contained within another, i.e., that
it is not necessary to generalize It so that it applies to 
all category types. So until additional'facts turn up wh^^ch 
would force this more general version, I will propose the weaker
one of (4.166).

21. The verb habe *have* has been moved to the end of the relative
clauses in (4,179) by a rule which moves verbs to the end of all 
dependent clauses.

22, Actually, there is some question as to whether the occurrences 
of the node S which NP^ and dominate in deep structure

»•
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will have been pruned by the time the rule of Relative 
Formation applies.

Clause

At present, I am not sure that pruning must 
have already applied. If it has not, the problems under 
discussion multiply enormously, for then it would presumably 
necessary to distinguish between sentences with finite

be

main

verbs and those with non-flnlte main verbs in the 
version of (4.166).

revised

23. I am grateful to Robin Lakoff for suggesting this descriptive 
and picturesque-terminology. Just as the children of 
followed the-Pied Piper out of town, so the constituents of 
larger noun phrases follow the specified noun phrase when it
is reordered. This choice of terminology from the realm of 
fairy tales should not, however, be construed by an overly ^ 

on my part of the psychologicalliteral reader as a disclaimer
reality of (4.180),

24. There are certain nomenclative 
issue with the formulation of

Feinschmeckera who have taken
this sentence, pointing out that

following the original Pied Piper was obligatory for all the 
children of the town except one, who was lame, so that the 

- phrase "obligatory pled piping" is a case of termlAological 
coals to Newcastle,
(4.180) describes

These critics suggest that since 
optional accompaniment, such accompaniment

convention
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should best be dubbed "'fellow traveling," or the like, with the
term "pled piping" being reserved for cases of mandatory accompaniment.
such as Chose described below.
While the point they make Is valid, I have chosen Co disregard It,
eschewing an exact parallel to the fairy tale In question In the
Interests of a less elaborate set of terms.

25. The fact that does not dominate S, and Chat (4.188a) Is
still grammatical, simply Indicates that (3.26) la formulated 
Incorrectly, and that Condition 1 on that rule must be
revised. It Is abandoned entirely In (5.57), Che final statement of this rule.

26. i have starred (4.190a) because It Is unrelated to (4.190b) — 
the how In (4.190a) does not replace to what extent, but rather

X
something like In what respect or In what wav. Note also that
the echo-questions for these two sentences differ: (4.190a) Is 
related to Peter Is sane H0W7 but (4.190b) to Peter Is HOW sane?
Similarly, although (4.191a) Is grammatical. It Is not related 
to (4.191b). •

27. Note that place Is ambiguous: It can mean 'residence, dwelling', 
and In this sense, the preposition can be left'behind (Whose 
place do you live at?^.

i'
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This problem Is discussed at some length In Keyser (1967).28.

It may be that (6.237) Is not grammatical unless Coniunction29.

Reduction applies again to reduce the parenthesized are, but I 
will disregard this problem here.

30. Later rules will convert (6.242b) into the boy's uncle and
aunt's grandmother.

31. There is, however, an additional restriction which pertains to 
structures like (6.253): while It is possible to move the 
boxed NP, it is not possible to move the circled one —
the string *Hhich cars were the hoods of damaged by the explosion?
is ungranmtlcal. it is not in genetal the case that,i,the 
preposition o^ in the NP the_hoods_of__Ujecars cannot be 
stranded (witness the grammatlcality of Which cars did the 
explosion damage the hoods of?) so another clause must be added 
to condition (6.206), making pied piping in the environment

dominated by an NP which is immediately dominated by S. In 
passing, it should be noted that the statement of this condition 
will require quantifiers or some equivalent notation, such as 
node subscripts. This means that the formal apparatus which

also obligatory where the prepositional phrase is
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Is available for stating conditions In a conditions box 
be stronger than that available for stating conditions on 
particular rules.

oust

32. Cf. Lees (1960), pp, 65-67. I will follow his terminology In 
calling the nomlnalltatlon In (4.261a) the action 
I will refer to the nomlnallzatlon In (4.261b) as the factlve 
gerund nominal.

and

33. For a fuller discussion of the conditions under which"backward", 
or rlght-to-left, pronomlnallzatlon Is possible, as well as some 
remarks about the notion of subordinate clause, cf. Ross (1967a)• 
and S 5.3 below.

V

c

-. \
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Chapter 5
BOUNDING^. COMMAND. AND PR0N0MINALI2AII0N

In the svcnmer o£ 1966, Ronald Langackcr and I, working5,0*

independently on the same general problem, arrived at highly similar
solutions. The problem was that of restricting variables which
appeared in the structural descriptions of various rules in such a
way that the notion of sentence under consideration could be captured.
To this end, I proposed a formal device X called bounding (cf. Ross
(1966b)), which will be explained in § 5.1 below. Langacker's

notion of command, which he Introduces and discusses at length in
his important paper, “Pronominalization and the chain of command" 
(Langacker (1966)), seemed to me until recently to be as nearly 
adequate to this end as bounding while there were some fact^ 
which could be handled with command but not with bounding, there 
were also facts for which the opposite was the case. Recently, 
however, I have come to the realization that the latter type of 
facts, which I took to be an indication of the necessity of 
including the notion of bounding in linguistic theory, can in fact 
be handled with command, by extending its definition in a natural 
way. Langacker's notion is thus clearly preferable, and it, not 
the notion of bounding, should be a part of the theory of language.

In § 5.1, I will explain the notion of bounding and

»•
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In ! 5.2discuss the kinds of facts which it is meant to account for.\
I will show how all these facts can bo accounted for with command, 
and give several facts that cannot be handled with bounding. In 
addition, I will point out one way in which bounding is too strong. 
In 5 5.3 I will discuss pronominallzatlon briefly in this context.
and show that the major condition on the rule of Pronominalization. 
that it only go backward into subordinate clauses, should really be 
construed as a condition on all deletion transformations of a
specified formal type.

5.1. Bounding

5.1.1.

Let us reconsider the rule of Extraposition. (4.126).5.1.1.1.

How is this rule to be ordered? If the cyclic theory of rul^ 
application proposed by Chomsky (cf. Chomsky (1965)) is correct^, then 
the rule of It-Replacement must be a cyclic rule, as Lakoff has
demonstrated (cf. Lakoff (1966)). This rule converts (5.1) into
(5.2), and (5.3) into (5.4) by substituting the subject of the 
embedded sentence for the pronoun IL and daughter-adjoining the 
remainder of the embedded sentence to the VF of Che matrix
sentence.
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appears

:■
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1 will attempt to show that If It Replacement is in the cycle, 
Extraposition cannot be, for it would produce an intuitively 
incorrect derived constituent structure for sentences like (5.5).

It appears to be true that Harry likes girls. 
To me, it seems clear that there is a large constituent break after 
true. A plausible derived structure for this sentence is the one

(5.5)

shown in (5.6)

(5.6)

that Harry likes girls

If Extraposition is a cyclic rule, it will first apply 
to (5.7), which underlies (5.5), on the cycle, yielding (5.8) as
an output.
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that Harrv likes eirls

N

V
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Now, on the cycle, ofter the complementizers for 
and ^ have been introduced, application of the rule of It-Replacement
will yield (5.9) as an intermediate structure underlying (5,5). 
complementizer for is deleted by a later rule.

The

that Harry likes elrls

But (5.9) seems highly inadequate as a representation
of the intuitive structure of (5.5), for it not only makes the claim 
that the strings to be true that 
true that Harry Hkeg

Harry likes girls and appears to be 
£lrls are constituents, but it also makes the

All of these
as being the exact opposites of the truth about the 

constituent structure of (5.5), which is captured correctly in (5.6).

claim that appears to be true is not a constituent.
claims strike me

\
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The structure shown in (5.6) can be derived from deep 
structure (5.7) if Extraposition la a last-cyclic rule.^ In this 
case, no rules of Importance here would apply until S^. On this 
cycle, after complementizer placement, the circled NP In (5.7) 
would become the derived subject of by It-Replacement. yielding
the intermediate structure (5.10):

(5.10)

When Extraposition Is applied to (5.10), the correct (5.6) results.
The above facts can be accounted for if Extraposition is

. made a last-cyclic rule, but this Is not the only mdhns of arriving 
at the correct derived structure for sentences like (5.5). 
has suggested to me in conversation that It

Noam Chomsky
seems necessary to add
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certain phonologically motivated rules of adjustment to the grammar 
of English, to account for the Intonation of such right-branching 
sentences as (5.11),

(5.11) This is the dog that chased the cat that caught
the rat that ate the cheese.

v ^.^o^d assign some structure liketo which normal transformatloi 
that schematically represented In (5.12^

(5.12)

S

that caught

S

the rat that ate the cheese
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On the hypothesis that intonation rules should correlate length 
of pause with size of constituent break^, (5.11) would not be 
assigned its observed Intonation pattern, where pauses of roughly 
equal size precede each occurrence of that, unless some rule 
to operate on the nested syntactic output structure of (5.12) to 
turn it into the roughly coordinate phonological input structure 
which Che normal pause pattern of (5.11) would indicate, 
rules Chomsky proposes to call "surface structure adjustment rules", 
and he suggests that the same rule which raises the nested

were

Such

sentences

of (5.12|'to make them coordinate with the highest sentence there 
might be formulable in such a way that it would also raise 
to the level of in (5.9), thus producing (5.6), the
derived structure of (5.5), from (5.7), even if the rule of 
Extraposition la made a cyclic rule.

correct

s
Until some detailed work has been done on the problem 

of such adjustment rules, it is not possible to accept or reject 
this proposal conclusively. However, even if Chomsky's proposal 
should prove to be correct, there is another argument, independent
of this one, which Indicates that Extraposition cannot be a cyclic
rule.

Consider such intercalated structures as (5.13).
Ivan figured it out that the bridge would hold. 

This sentence derives from the structure shown in (5.14).

(5.13)
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that the bridee would hold

To this structure, the two rules of Particle Movement.
(3.9), and Extraposition apply. 
§ 4.2.4.2,

From the arguments given above, in
it follows that Particle Movement must apply first.

moving the particle out to the right of the circled NP of (5.14);
s ■

for Extraposition cannot apply ’Vacuously" to attach the circled node
S somewhere higher up the tree, if sentences like the ungrammatical 
(4.132b) are to be avoided.

However, if we assume Extraposition to be cyclic, since 
Particle Movement precedes it. It must also be cyclic.
Particle Movement is cyclic, then the problem arises as to how 
sentences containing ungrammatical action nomlnalizatlons like the 
One in (5.15a) are to be excluded.

But if

(5.15) a. * Her efficient looking of the answer up
pleased the boss.
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Her efficient looking up of the answerb.

pleased the boss.
Sentence (5.15b) demonstrates that the ungrammatlcallty of (5.15a) 
does not reside In an Incompatibility between verb-particle 
constructions and action nomlnallzatlons In general, and that It can 
only be attributed to the fact that Particle Movement has applied 
when the sentence In the underlying subject of (5.15a) was processed, 
but not when the one In the subject of (5.15b) was. 
claim to be warranted that action nomlnallzatlons are derived from 
embedded sentences — that Is, that there are two passes made 
through the transfdnnatlonal cycle In processing (5.15b) — and 
not, as Chomsky suggested In course lectures In the spring of 1966, 
by means of lexical derivation rules; but I cannot go Into this 
problem here. I mention the matter merely because (5.15a) could^ 
rather easily be excluded If the subject NP of (5.15b) had 
been produced In the lexicon: If the word looking In (5.15) is 
best considered to be a derived noun, which seems to me to be an 
open question, then Particle Movement could not apply to it, and 
even if looking must be considered to be a verb, (3,9) could be

I believe the

made to block because of the presence of an intervening of^. 
action nomlnallzatlons are desententlal, as I believe to be the case.

It would of course be impossible

But if

no such easy explanation Is available.
to impose Che condition upon (3.9) that It not operate in any sentence 
which was embedded in whatever the correct underlying structure for
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action nomlnalizatlons turns out to be, for by the principle of 
operation of the transformational cycle (cf. Chomsky (1965), p, 134- 
135), contexts from higher sentences than the one being processed cannot 
be referred to in cyclic rules. This would mean, then, that Particle 

"““I'* ‘»ave to be allowed to apply freely, and that some ad hoc 
condition would have to be Imposed upon Action Nomlnalizatlon so that
it would block in case Particle Movement had applied on the previous 

This is not imposslblei merely laboured, inelegant andcycle.

undesirable.

The obvious way out of this latter difficulty is to 
ferticle Movement a last-cyclic rule, and to order it after the 

rule which forces action nomlnalizatlons. If this rule has applied.
Particle Movement will be blocked by a constraint which is necessary in
any case: particles cannot be moved over an object NP which starts

V
with a preposition. Thus the particle away may not be moved over

NP with her father in (5.16a).
(5.16) a. She did away with her father.

b. * She did with her father away. 
It is necessary to claim that idioms like ^ 
which were mentioned in

away with, sit in on. etc..

5 4.3,2.2 above, consist of a verb-particle
combination followed by a prepositional phrase, and not simply of a 
verb followed by two prepositions and a noun phrase, for it is the 
that only that subclass of

case

prepositions which can function as particles
off, UE., etc., as opposed to'^, among, for, etc.) 

can occur as the first member of such a
(e.g. along, by.

two-preposition chain.

-\
)
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5.1.1.2. Thus If Particle Movement is last-cyclic, (5.15a) will 
be excluded without any additional conpllcatlon of the rules of
Action Nomlnallzatlon or Particle Movement. But what about the rule of
Extraposition? Since it follows Particle Movement, it Is last-cyclic: 
what then will prevent It applying to (5.17) to produce the 
ungrammatical (5.18)?

(5.17)

S

was obvious

that Bob was lylne

(5.18) * That it was obvious is not true that Bob was 
lying.

For since there are variables in the structural index of Extraposition, 
when it applies on the last cycle, it can either operate to move S2 
out of **^2' which case, the grammatical (5.19) will result, .
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It Is not true that that Bob was lying was 
obvious.

or It can operate to move out of NP^t yielding the ungrammatical
(5.18).

(5.19)

This problem is highly reminiscent of the one discussed
) in Case C of i 2.2, which was given as supporting evidence for ■/

the A-over-A principle. But since the facts given in 5 2.1 show

the principle to be too strong, I have tried to find alternative
explanations for all the cases given in support of it in S 2.2.
Cases A and B have been accounted for by the Complex NP Constraint, 
Cases D and E by the Left Branch Condition on pled piping (A.181), 
and Case F has been shown to be a special case of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint. Only Case C remains.

The problem discussed in Case C w^ how the rule of
S ■

Extraposition from HP should be constrained so that it will apply to
(2.7) to produce (2.8), but not (2.9), all of which I reproduce here
for convenience.

I
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A proof was given that the claim that John 
had lied had been made*

(2.9) * A proof that the claim had been made
given that John had lied.

(2.8)

was

Just as was the case with (5.18), (2.9) results from S 
being extraposed "too far". 3

It happens that (2.9) can be blocked with
machinery that Is already available, but this Is not true of (5.18). 
For notice that NP

In (2.7) la complex, and that the Complex NP 
not allow Sj

what will stop Sj from being extraposed
Constraint will therefore to be moved out of ®2' But

out of In (5.17)7 It
V
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Is not the case that constituents of clauses dominated by noun phrases
whose head noun is the pronoun cannot be moved out of these clauses, 
as the grammaticality of {4.13a) shows. And even supposing that it 
were possible to formulate some revised version of the A-over-A 
principle which was strong enough to exclude (5.18), but weak enough 
to avoid the counterevidence in 5 2.1, the problem would remain. For 
consider structure (5,20)^:

(5.20)

which are to^mailed tonini-T^w
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Since the rule of Particle Movement must be last-cyclic, 
for the reasons discussed above in connection with (5.15), it is 
obvious that Extraposition from HP must also be; for it, like
Extraposition, must follow Particle Movement. But now the question
is, how will Extraposition from NP apply to (5.20)? 
is presently formulated, the variables in it will allow the extraposition 
of to the end of

As this rule

with (5,21) as the ungrammatical result. 
(5.21) * That Sam didn't pick those packages up is

possible which are to be mailed tomorrow.
How can this sentence be blocked? Even if it were assumed that the 
two rules of extraposition were the same, and could be collapsed into 
one (I will show why such an. assumption would be Incorrect Immediately 
below), the A-over-A principle could not be invoked to block (5.21). 
For this principle dictates that transformational rules must apply to
a tree uniquely, and always in the highest possible environment.'* Since 
both NPj^ and NP^ would meet the structural index for a collapsed 
rule of Extraposition, the A-over-A principle would predict that this
Extraposition could only affect the higher NP, 
the right of is possible^.

NPj^, moving S^ to

But in fact, either clause can be extraposed 
to the end of "the first sentence up", independently of whether the
other has been. Thus if neither has been, (5.22a) results; if only S^ 
has been, (5.22b) results; if only S^ has been, (5.22c) results; and 
if both have been, (5.22d) results.

o

A
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(5.22) a. ?* That Sam didn't pick those packages which
are to be mailed tomorrow up is possible.®

b. * It is possible that Sam didn't pick those
packages which are to be mailed tomorrow up.

c. That Sam didn't pick those packages up which 
are to be mailed tomorrow is possible.
It is possible that Sam didn't pick those 
packages up which are to be mailed

d.

tomorrow.

Thus, since
.(5.22c) and (5.22d) can be generated, it seems to

must be allowed to extrapose, so that
me inconceivable that 

any version of anything resembling the A-over-A principle can be devised
which could exclude (5.21).

5.1.1.3. A final nail in the coffin of any such proposal is provided 
by, the following argument, which shows the two rules of extra'pobltlon 
to be necessarily distinct, because another 
intervene between them.

(5.23) 1.

rule, Question, must 
That is, the rules must be ordered as in (5.23).
Particle Movement (3.9)

2. Extraposition (4.126)

3. Question (4.1)

4. Extraposition from NP(1.10)
The necessity for this ordering can be seen in connection 

with (5.24), which derives from the 
structure only minimally different from (5.20).

intermediate structure (5.25), a
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Which packages is it possible that Sam didn*t 
pick up which are to be mailed tomorrow?

(5.24)

which are to be mailed tomorrowwhich packages

It should be obvious that Extraposition must precede 
Question, for if $2 has not been moved out of NP^ to the end of 

the questioned element, 
subject. NP^, and will be prohibited from moving out of it by the 
constraint stated in (4,254). But it is not so obvious that Extraposition 
from NE must follow Question.

will be contained in a sententialNP3
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For if it is assutned that (5.21) can somehow be avoided, 
it might be argued that a collapsed rule of extraposition could 
operate to move both embedded sentences to the ends of the appropriate 
higher sentences, yielding ai structure like (5.26)^

(5.26)

,t Sam didn't pick
'3

which packages

which are to be mailed
tomorrow

But notice that if the questioned NP,

by the rule of Question, and the subject 
and copula are inverted, the resulting structure is (5.27), blot the

is now
moved to the front of

8intuitively correct (5.28).
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which pack- is
ages

possible Sam didn^t pick

which are to be mailed
tomorrow

which packages is

it possible that Sam didn*t pick up which are to be mailed
tomorrow

.

■y"
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The structure shown in (5,27) makes the incorrect claim
that the string didn’t pick up which are to be mailed tomorrow is a
constituent, while (5.28) correctly reflects the fact that there is 
a large constituent break after the particle up. It might appear that
the same method of avoiding this undesirable result that Chomsky
has proposed for avoiding the similar Intuitive inadequacy of (3.9),
namely having.some surface structure adjustment rule obligatorily 
convert (5.27) to (5.28), just as (5.9) would be converted to (5.7),
could be made use of in this case.

To see that this is impossible, consider (5.29) and an
intermediate structure underlying it, (5.30):

Sam didn't pick those packages up which are to(5.29)

be mailed tomorrow until it had stopped raining.

(5.30)

until it had stopped raining

didn't pick

3

those packages which are to be mailed tomorrow
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How does the rule of Extraposition from NP apply to 
(5.30)? If some constraint can be stated on this rule which has the 
effect of only allowing the extraposed clause to move to the end of 
the first sentence up, then the rule could apply to (5.30) to produce 
the derived structure (5.31).

(5.31)

until It had stopped raining

Sam didn't pick
3

;hose packages which are to be mailed tomorrow

since some such constraint will be necessary In any case,
so that (5.21) can be avoided, the grammatlcallty of (5.29), where 
the extraposed relative clause Immediately follows the particle U£, 
provides some support for the structure shown In (5.30), In which S

4

Is not a constituent of
(cf. Lakoff and Ross (1966)) Indicate that 
by vp^,

outside the VP,

The facts of do so pronomlnallzatlon

S^ ( could not. be dominated 
for do so stands for a whole VP, and untll-clauses are

^2'

as is shown fay the grammaticality. of (5,32),
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(5.32) Sam picked those packages up which are to be 
mailed tomorrow last might, but he didn't want

to do so until it had stopped raining.

in (5.30), then we would expectIf were directly dominated by

that the most normal version of this sentence would be (5.33), not 
(5.29).

(5,33)?* Sam didn't pick those packages up until it 
had stopped raining which are to be mailed 
tomorrow.

In my speech, (5.33) is impossible unless heavy intonation breaks 
surround the until-clause. in which case it is fairly acceptable, 
such a sentence should clearly be analyzed as a stylistic variant 
derived from (5.29) by the optional rule which positions adverbs in 
various positions between major constituents of a sentence,® 
the most normal form for this

But

not a^
sentence.

But now notice what happens if a structure like that 
shown in (5.30), except that which replaces those. is embedded in
place of $2 in (5.25). 
(5.34)

Two variants of the resulting structure, 
, are possible: (5.35a), in which the relative clause 

has not been extrapoaed away from its head NP, which packages.
and (5.35b), in which it has.
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until it had stopped ^fl^n^ng

Sam didn’t n^rlf

■H -which packaj?es which are to be mailed tomorrow '

(5.35) a. Which packages which are to be mailed 
tomorrow is it possible that Sam didn't 
pick up until it had stopped raining? 

b.?? Which packages is it possible that Sam

didn't pick up until it had stopped raining 
which are to be mailed tomorrow?

While it is clear that (5.35a) is Che more comfortable

version of the two, by far. I think (5.35b) should be treated as being
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grammatical but of low acceptability. For notice that the acceptability 
of (5.35b) can be improved by lengthening the extraposed relative 
clause, as in (5.36).

(5.36) Which packages is it possible that Sam didn't 
pick up until it had stopped raining which he 
had arranged with his agents in Calcutta to 
send to him here in Poplar Bluff because of 
his fear that someone in Saint Louis might 
recognize him?

Note that in (5.35b) the extraposed clause follows the until-clause.

which the ungrammaticallty of (5.33) shows not to be possible when the 
structure underlying (5.29) is liot embedded. But more Important is 
the fact that the preferred order in the non-embedded case, i.e., 
with the relative clause preceding the until-clause. as in (5.29), is 
absolutely impossible in the embedded case, as the ungrammaticallty

of (5.37) shows.
(5.37) * Which packages is it possible that Sam didn't 

pick up which are to be mailed tomorrow until
it had stopped raining?

In fact, if a relative clause has been extraposed away 
that NP cannot be questioned. So comparefrom its head NP,

(5.29), which contains such a head NP, 
■ ' (5.38),

with the ungrammatical
in which this NP has been questioned:

.i
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(5.38) * Which packages didn't Sam pick up which
to be mailed tomorrow until It had stopped 
rjiltflng?

Elsewhere (c£. Ross (1966a)), I have pointed out that 
no elements of an extraposed relative clause may be relativized or 

For an example of this restriction, consider (5.391 and 
its derived structure (5.40).

(5.39)

are

questioned.

A girl came in who had worn

That the circled NP in (5.40) cannot be relativized is 
apparent from the ungrammatlcality of (5.41).

(5.41) * The coat which a girl came in who had worn was
tom.

I
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The ungrammaticality of sentences like (5.37), (5.38) and 
C5.A1) seems to call for the adoption of a new constraint, such as 
the one stated in (5.42):

(5.42) The Frozen Structure Constraint
If a clause has been extraposed from 
phrase whose head noun is lexical, this 
phrase may not be moved, nor may any element of

a noun
noun

the clause be moved out of that clause. 
The fbfmulation of this constraint is reminiscent of the 

formulation given in (4.20) — the Complex NP Constraint, 
reflection on the cmtent of the former constraint suffices to reveal

A moment's

why this should be so: what (5.42) says, in effect, is that elements 
of complex noun phrases, which are prohibited from being moved before 
the rule of Extraposition from NP has applied are also prohibited after 

In other words, (5.42) must duplicate the'' 
constraints which are stated in (4.20) and (4.181), if Extraposition 
from HP is allowed to precede transformations like Question and 
Relative Clause Formation.

this rule has applied.

Tlie solution is obvious: the Frozen
Structure Constraint can be dispensed with if the rule of Extraposition 
from HP is made a last cyclic rule (recall that there is independent 
evidence that this rule is not cyclic, since it must follow Particle
Movement). and if it follows all 
and Relative Clause Formation.

movement rules, in particular Question

.1

V
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5.1.1.A. Since the structure of the argument I have.just presented 
is highly complex, a review of the main points may prove helpful.

Extraposition is last-cyclic.1.

There are two arguments for this: (a) if

it were cyclic, sentences like (5.5) would be

assigned the wrong d.c.s., unless some Independently 
motivated surface structure adjustment rule can 
be formulated in such a way as to automatically 
convert (5.9) into (5,6), and (b) it must 
follow Particle Movement, which the facts of

sentence (5.15) show to be last-cyclic.

2. If Extraposition is last-cyclic, unless it
is constrained in some new way, deep structures 
like (5.17) will be converted into ungr^hmatical

strings like (5.18).

3. The A-over-A principle, though it might be 
used to block (5.18), cannot be used to block
sentences like (5.21), which involve both
Extraposition and Extraposition from NP. unless
it can be argued that these twq. rules should be
collapsed into one rule.
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4. Extraposition must precede Question, 
becaxise while no elements of subject clauses 
may be moved out of these clauses, by virtue of 
the Sentential Subject Constraint, (4,25A), if 
these clauses have been extraposed, elements in 
them become movable (compare (4.251b) and (4.251c)),

5. All movement rules, in particular Question.

must precede Extraposition from HP. or else the
Frozen Structure Constraint, an otherwise
unnecessary condition, which in essence repeats 
provisions of the Complex NP Constraint 
and the Left Branch Condition, must be added to
the theory of grammar.

%

• 6. Since one precedes and the other follows
Question. Extraposition and Extraposition from NP
cannot be collapsed into one rule. In the 
derivation of sentences like (5.35b), the four 
rules of Particle Movement. Extraposition.

Question, and Extraposition from NP must all
apply, in the order listed.
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7. Therefore, ungrammatical sentences like
(5.21) cannot be excluded by. any version of 
the A-over-A principle.

Conclusion: some new type of restriction on rules
must be devised and added to the
theory of grammar.

5.1.2.

Sentences like (5.21), which the argument above shows 
not to be excludable by any presently available theoretical mechanism, 
can be blocked if rules can make reference to the boundaries of the

5.1.2.1.

first sentence above the elements being operated on. 
a rule as being upward bounded if elements moved by that rule cannot be

I will refer to

moved over this boundary. To give a concrete example, the rule of 
Extraposition must be marked as being upward bounded. This means 
that when the structure shown in (5.43) is inspected to determine 
whether the structural description shown in (4.126) is satisfied, and 
if so, how the operation of the rule is to be carried out, by universal 
convention, the variable Y in term 4 of (4.126) will be Interpreted 
as ranging over all nodes of the tree which are below the first 
double line above the nodes of (5.43) which could be affected by the 
rule —

®2* ^3»'

change of (4.126), that the S of term 3 is to be adjoined to the

and S And the instruction in the structural4’
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variable in terra 4, will be interpreted to mean that the S Is to be

adjoined to the largest part of the tree consistent with this convention.

S will move to the right, up to the first double line.That is, the

Thus depending on whether Extraposition moves or S^, or

combination of these, (5.43) will become one of the eight sentencesany
10of (5.44),

(5.43)

1

is not true

S

was oDvious

• t that

Would contuse the guarfs

i

for Herschel to throw a fit
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(5.AA) That that for Herschel to throw a fit 
would confuse the guards was obvious is

a.

not true.
b. It is not true that that for Herschel to 

throw a fit would confuse the guards 
was obvious.
That it was obvious that for Herschel to 
throw a fit would confuse the guards is 
not true.
It is not true that it was obvious that for 
Herschel to throw a fit would confuse the 
guards.

That that it would confuse the guards for 
Herschel to throw a fit was obvious is not 
true.

c.

d.

e.

S

f. It is not true that that it would confuse 
the guards for Herschel to throw a fit was
obvious.

That it was obvious that it would confuse 
the guards for Herschel to throw a fit is

g-

not true.
h. It is not true that it was obvious that it 

would confuse the guards for Herschel to 
throw a fit.

o
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this article

to have come out vesterda\>

this article
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The ungranniatlcallty of (5.21) shows that the rule of Extraposition 
from NP must also be designated as an upward bounded rule. _

5.1.2.2. It seems that It Is necessary to postulate yet a third 
extraposltlon-llke rule, to account for related pairs of sentences
like chose In (5.45).

(5.45) a. A review of this article came out yesterday. 
A review came out yesterday of this article. 

It seems possible that the maximally general formulation of this rule
b.

which is given In (5.46) may prove correct.

(5.46)., Extraposition of PP i
X - tP NPl^ Y

OPT
1 2 3

1 0 3+2
S

Arguments similar to those given in § 5.1,1 show this 
rule to be necessarily last-cyclic. Firstly, if it were in the cycle, 
it would convert (5.48), which underlies (5.47) into (5.49), instead 
of converting it into.(5.50),

(5.47) A review seems to have come out yesterday

of this article.
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Like (5.9) and (5.27), (5.49) makes Incorrect claims about
intuitions of constituency — it claims that the string to have come
out yesterday of this article is a constituent — but unlike these two
previous structures, it seems unlikely that the rule which converts (5.12) 
into a coordinate structure can be extended to effect the conversion of

Thus if Extraposition of PP is made a cyclic(5.49) into (5.50).

rule, some new surface structure adjustment rule will be necessary.

Secondly, in order to produce intercalated structures 
like those of sentences (5.51),

(5.51). Why don't you pick some review up of this article? 
it will be necessary to order Extraposition of PP after the last-cyclic

Thus it too must be last-cyclic.rule of Farticle Movement.

And finally, unless it is last-cyclic, it will be necessary

to add the constraint stated in (5.52) to the theory of grammar.

If a prepositional phrase has been extraposed 
out of a noun phrase, neither that noun phrase 
nor any element of the extraposed prepositiona'l

(5.52)

phrase can be moved.

t
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for if (5.53a) is converted by (5-46) into (5.53b) neither of the 
underlined NP's In (5.53b) can be questioned, as tlie Impossibility 
of (5.53c) and (5.53d) shows.

(5.53) Ann is going to send a picture of Chairman 
Mao to her teacher, as soon as she gets 
home.

a.

b. Ann is going to send a picture to hei

teacher of Chairman Mao. as soon as she 
gets home.

c. * Which picture is Ann going to send to her

teacher of Chairman Mao as soon as she 
gets home?

d. * Who is Ann going to send a picture to her

teacher of, as soon as she gets home?

But just as condition (5.42) can'be dispensed witl»,by 
making Extraposition from NP last-cyclic, so (5.52) can be if 
Extraposition of PP is last-cyclic.

But if the above three arguments are correct, then the 
fact that (5.54) can be converted into the structure underlying 
(5.55a), but not that underlying (5.55b), shows that it 
designated as being upward bounded.

too must be
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(5.55) a. That a review came out yesterday of^hi 
article Is catastrophic, 

b. * That a review came out yesterday Is catastrophic 
of this article.

It seems to me to be possible to collapse Complex NP Shift. 
(3.26), and Extraposition of PP. removing condition 1 on (3.26), which 
specifies that only NP dominating S can undergo the rule, and 
stipulating that condition 2 applies only if the NP. to be shifted 
does not begin with a preposition.
will mean that (5.56b), which results from the application of the rule

8

The removal of the first condition

V.

-; . .
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to (5.56a), will not be considered to be ungrammatical, but rather 
unacceptable, and to be so designated by Output Condition (3.A1),

I'll give some to my good friend from Akrtn. 
b. * I'll give to my good friend from Akron some.

(5.56) a.

I will henceforth refer to this rule, which is stated in (5.57), as 
NP Shift.

(5.57) NP Shift

X - NP Y
OPT

1 2 3

1 0 3+2

Condition 1: This rule is last-cyclic.
+VCondition 2: BLOCKS if 3 = ^1 + '-Ad^Jf + ^2 >

where there exists no NP which

dominates j ^ i ’
2 Hp NP] NP’

5.1.2.3. Wliether or not I am correct in assuming that Complex NP 
Shift and Extraposition of PP are the sane rule is not of great 

The generalization stated in (5.58) remainsimportance at present.
true no matter how many rules (5.57) must be broken down into.
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(5.58) Any rule whose structural index is of the form 
and whose structural change specifies 

that A is to be adjoined to the right of Y, is 
upward bounded.

I know of no exceptions to this generalization.
It is probably impossible maintain that all rules 

which adjoin terms to the left of a variable are upward bounded, 
unless the following facte can be explained in some other 
the one I will propose below.

... AY,

way than

Observe first that sentence (5.59) is aoblguous. 
(5.59) „ I promised that he would be there around 

midnight.

Ihe adverb around midnight can either modify ^ as in (5.6j), 
of the readings of (5.59), or it can 

modify £romlsed, as in (5.61), which is the d.c.s. of the other 
reading.

which is the d.c.s. of one

(5.60^

would be there around aidnleiit

A

A
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oroimdnl dn 1 ch t

would be there

If the adverb is preposed to the front of (5.59), with 
normal Intonation, the resulting sentence, (5.62), is unambiguous:^^ 

Around midnight I promised that he would be(5.62)

there.

(5.62) can only be derived from (5.61). This can be demonstrated 
by a consideration of ,(5.63).

(5.63) I promised that he would be there tomorrow.
This sentence, unlike (5.59), is unambiguous, and can only be assigned
a structure similar to (5.60), for tomorrow cannot modify the past 
tense verb promised. Now note that the rule of Adverb Preposine. which 
converts (5.59) into (5.62), cannot convert (5.63) into (5.64), for 
(5.64) is ungrammatical unless tomorrow bears heavy stress.

A
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Tomorrou I promised that he would be there. 
The adverb tomorrow can be preposed, but only to the front of the 
embedded clause, as Is the case In (5.65).

(5.64)

I promised that tomorrow he would be there. 
Similarly, on the reading of (5.59) where the adverb modifies the 
embedded verb, as In (5.60), It can be preposed to yield (5.66).

I promised that around midnight he would be 
there.

Thus It seems that we must propose the following rule:

(5.65)

(5.66)

12
(5.67) Adverb Preposing

I+Adverb) - YX
OPT

2 31

302+1

S
Condition 1: This rule Is last-cyclic. 
Condition 2: This rule Is upward bounded.

It should be obvious why this rule must be last-cyclic: 
If It were cyclic. It would cause the structural descriptions of such

cyclic rules as Equl HP Deletlcu.^ Complementizer Placement. Passive

However, if it is a last-cyclicand It Replacement to be complicated.

rule, -the only way to prevent the adverb around midnight from

In (5.60), Instead ofincorrectly being preposed to the front of
Is to mark It as being upward bounded.to the front of S2>
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But now let us reconsider sentences (5.62) and (5.64), 
when the preposed adverbs have heavy stress. Sentence (5.62) becomes 
ambiguous, and sentence (5.64), ungrammatical without such a stress, 
becomes grammatical. Such stress and Intonation also appears in such 
sentences as those in (5.68):

(5.68) a. Beans I don't like.

b. Proud of him I've never been.
Such sentences are generated by (4.185), the rule of 

Toplcalization. Topicalization is not a bounded rule, as such examples 
as (5.69) show.

(5.69) Beans I don't think you'll be able to 
convince me Harry has ever tasted in his 
life.

In light of these remarks about Topicalization. it seems
V

reasonable to suppose that the versions of (5.62) and (5.64) in 
which the preposed adverbs have heavy stress should be analyzed 
resulting from the application of the rule of Topicalization■ not 
Adverb Prepo8lng«

as

Thus these facts seem to indicate that there is a 
syntactic minimal pair here: while all rules which adjoin elements 
to the right of variables are upward bounded, rules which adjoin 
elements to the left of variables must be marked Idlosyncratically, 
for some are upward bounded, and some are not.

There is, however, one possibility of avoiding such a 
It is possible that toplcallzed sentences such as (5.64),conclusion.

■f
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(5.6S), and (S.69) should not be derived directly by the rule of 
Toplcallzatlon which was stated In (4.185), but rather from such 
"cleft sentences" as those In (5.70), by means of a rule which deletes 
the It, the copula and the relative pronoun In these sentences 
(sometimes obligatorily), thus converting them Into the corresponding 
toplcallzed sentences.

(5.70) a. It was tomorrow that I promised that he

would be there.

It Is beans that I don't like.b.

C.7* It Is proud of him that I have never been.
d. it Is beans that I don't think you'll be 

able to convince me Harry has ever tasted

in his life.

But while such a derivation Is possible, I know of no^ 
compelling arguments which indicate that It Is necessary. And until 
such arguments can be found, the generalization stated in (5.58) cannot 
be extended. Nevertheless, the fact that (5.58) holds in all cases 
I know of In which terms are permuted rightwards around variables 
means that it Is not necessary to complicate the formulations of the 
three rules of Extraposition. Extraposition from NP. and NP Shift 
which would have to be given In the grammar of English or of any other 
particular language. In other words, while neither the principle of 
the transformational cycle, nor the A-over-A principle, nor any of the 
constraints discussed In Chapter 4,1s powerful enou^ to block the

.1
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derivation of such sentences as (5.21) or (5.55b}, this can be accomplished 
by defining a notion of bounding and adding the empirical generalization'- 
contained In (5.58) to the theory. In the following sections I will 
show that the notion of bounding Is necessary to account for other
kinds of facts as well.
5.1.3.

5.1.3.1. In this section, I will show that the notion of bounding 
Is useful In restricting the power of rules which Introduce features.
as well as movement rules like those discussed In § 5.1.2. One well-
known rule of this type Is the rule of Indefinite Incorporation. (5.71)
which Kllma proposed In his Important article "Negation In English" 
(Kllma (1964)).

(5.71) Indefinite Incorporation
X - [+ Affective] - Y - [+ Indeterminate] - Za.

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - S.
1 - 2 - 3 - - 4

Hndefinlte
- 5

b. X - [+ Indeterminate] - Y - [+ Affective] - Z
1 - 4 - 52 3 -
1 - 2 r 3 - 4 - 5

+ Indeterminate

In this rule, negatives, questions, the word'only In 
certain contexts, and certain lexical items which Kllma refers to as 
"adversatives" (op. clt. p. 314) trigger the change from indeterminate!

.i
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quantifiers like some, to indefinite ones like any, 
feature [+ Affective] to mark those elements which can trigger this

Kllma uses the

change. Some examples of the effects of <5.71) can be seen by comparing 
Che sentences of (5.72) with their corresponding mesijers in (5.73). 

a. * I won't have some money.

^toon^C ’ tried to

force use to give her some money.

Do you chink chat he sometimes went there

(5.72)

b.

c.

alone?

lat he sometimes went there alone isd.
certain

odd
Do you believe (the claim) that somebody 
was looking for something?
I never met that man who somebody tried

e.

f.

to kiU.

(5.73) a. I won't have any money.
T J*will 
^ I won't 
Crleh CO force me to give her any money.

ask you-to believe that heb.

13
Do you think that he ever went there alone?c.

*certaln
d. That he ever went there alone is odd

Do you believe (*the claim) that mybody 
was looking for anything?

e.

f. * I never met that man who anybody tried to
kill.

9
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The ungraiaoattcallty of (5.72a) showa that there are 
cases uhere the rule Is obligatory. The ungramatlcallty of (5.73b), 
if there Is no negative In the sentence, Is Indicative of the fact

that some' can be converted Into anv's Indefinitely far away from 
the triggering [+Affectlve] element. (5.73c) shows that the change
can take place In questions, and (5.73d) shows why rule (5.71) must

be formulated In'such a way that the change can operate backwards as 
well as forwards, and also that the adjectives certain and o^ 
differ In their marking for the frature [Affective] 
be marked [-Affective], the second [+Affective].

must

the first must:

With respect to such sentences as (5.73b), which show 
the Infinite scope of (5.71), Kllma remarks chat the change 
place in the same clause as the one in which the [+Affecclve] element 
appears, or in any clause subordinate to it.

can take

Ihe definition of
"subordinate" which he proposes makes use of the notion in construction 
with, which I will discuss in S 5.2.2 below, but this notion is not

powerful enough to block (5.73f) or the version of (5.73e) in which 
the head noun the claim The fact that (5.71) will neither go 
down into clauses in apposition to sentential nouns nor into relative

appears.

clauses makes it similar to reordering transformations like Question 
and Relative Clause Formation in a way which I will argue in 
is anything but coincidental.

I 6.4

Notice that there are other environments in which some
a°y- The sentences in (5.74) must not be operated 

upon by rule (5.71) to produce the ungrammatical strings of (5.75).
is not converted to

.1 r
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(5.74) a. Tom told sonebody that he wasn't sick, 
lhat Sam sometimes didn't sleep must have 
pleased soisebody.

Buffy couldn’t do 100 pushups and somebody 
laughed.

* Tom told anybody that he wasn't sick.

b. * That Sam sometimes didn't sleep must have 
pleased anybody.

* Buffy couldn’t do 100 pushups and anybody 
laughed.

The sentj^nces in (5,74) have the structures shown in

b.

c.

(5.75) a.

c.

(5.76).

(5.76)
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(5.76) b.

have pleased somebody

sometlmea dldn^t: eleeo

jillly couldn't do 100 ptiaht^ and somebody lauahed

If one thinks of rule (5.71) in slightly inetaphorical 
imagining the [+Affective] element 
the feature
in (5.75) can be blocked, 
bounded, and is 
the [+Affective]

terms,

as being a source which "broadcasts" 
[+Indefinite) through the tree, the ungrammatical sentences 

provided that this broadcasting is upward 
not permitted to cross the first double line up from 

In other words, while rule (5.71) can effectsource.
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changes indefinitely far down the tree from the. element that 
change, no elements of sentences higher up the tree than this element 
Will be affected.

causes the

Restricting the rule of Indefinite Incorporation by 
making it upward bounded, in the sense I have Just discussed, is adequate 
to the task of excluding the sentences in (5.75), but it is not strong 
enough to block C5.73e) and the ungrammatical version of (5.73f). 
problems posed by these sentences will be taken 

What concerns us at present is not

Ihe

up again in 5 6.4 
a more precise stateaent 

of rule (5.71), but rather the following generalization about all

below.

rules of the same form as this rule:

(5.77) All feature-changing rules except pronominalization 
rules are upward bounded.

By "feature-changing rule" I mean anjr rule whose 
structural index is of the form (5.78a), and whose structural change 
if of the form of either (5.78b) or (5.78c).

(5.78) a. ... A1 ••• ^2 ••• 
.r^2i...

.+r.
i. ... A^ ..

...r^iic. ... A^ ...
L+f

Ihat it is necessary to specifically exclude.rules of
can be seen’ from 

are of exactly the same syntactic type as
pronominalization from the generalization in (5.77) 
(5.79a) and (5.79b), which
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(5.74b) and (5.74c). The latter two become ungrammatical if rules 
like (5.71) are allowed to apply to them, while the former two cause
no problems under pronomlnallzatlon operations, as the grammatlcallty 
of the sentences In (5.80) shows.

(5.79) a. That Sam^ sometimes didn't sleep must have 
pleased Sam^^.

b. Bllly^ couldn't do 100 pushups, and Bllly^ 
broke down and cried.

a. That Sam^ sometimes didn't sleep must have 
pleased hlm^^.

b. Billycouldn't do 100 pushups and he^^ broke 
down and cried.

It Is at present an unexplained mystery why It Is that 
rules of pronomlnallzatlon do not conform to (5.77).

In I 6.4 below that these rules violate another extremely general 
constraint on feature-changing rules, again, for no presently explicable 

But the large number of feature-changing rules which 
upward bounded, of which the rules In the next section constitute 
a small sample, suggest to me that (5.77) is essentially correct, and 
that other factors must be involved In pronomlnallzatlon.

(5.80)

It will be seen

reason. are

5,1.3.2.

5.1.3.2.1. As a second example of an upward bounded feature-changing 
rule, let us consider facts from Finnish which are closely related to
the facts of Indefinite Incorporation in English.

v*
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The Finnish verb tumaaan 'to bring' normally takes an 
accusative direct object, as in (5.81).

(5.81) (Mlna)l'toin klrjan. 
brought the book (acc.).'T

Although it is possible to construct 
as (5.82), where the object HP is in the partitive 
sentences are unusual and would only be used to

sentences such
case, such

convey some such
meaning as "1 spent my whole life bringing the book," 

(5.82) kirjaa.

'I brought the book (part.).'
Toin

But IF sentence (5.81) is negated, as in (5.83), the object HP 
be converted to the partitive 

(5.83)

must

case.

En tuonut kirjaa.

Not I brought the book (part.). 
*I didn't bring Che book.'

The presence of a negative in a higher sentence 
cause accusatives to change to partitives in 
far down the tree from the 
case where an element of an

can

sentences indefinitely 
negative morpheme. (5.84) shows a simple 
originally embedded S changes its case.

(5.84) En pyytanyt hSnta tuomaan kirjaa.

to bring a
I didn't ask him to bring a book.*

Inspection of various other facts, which I will not take •

reveals that the Finnish rule, unlike the English rule.

not I asked him book (part.).
t

up in detail here.

-
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cannot go backwards, so the rule can be formulated, in first 
approximation, as in (5.85).

(5.85) Finnish Partitive Introduction
X - [+Neg] - Y - [+acc] - Z

OBLIG

1- 2 -3- A -5

1- 2 -3-rA -5
+part

Since tWs rule has the form of (5.78), (5.77) will 
make it upward bounded. That this is necessary can be seen from the
following sentences. If (5.84) is changed so that the negative morpheme 
m is removed, and the subject mina is replaced by a NP containing 
a relative clause in which a negative appears, as in (5.86),

Polka joka el mennyt pyytSnyt henta tuomaan
klrjanl

(5.86)
‘klrjaa

Boy who not went asked him to bring book 
'The boy who didn't go asked him to bring a book.'

then it is no longer possible to have the object NP of the verb 
tuomaan 'to bring' in the partitive case, except with the unusual sense 
of (5.82). The structure of (5.86) is that shown in (5.87),

o

o
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tientS tuomaan kirlan

mennvt

and since the negative morpheme ^ is to the left of and below the
s

double line emanating from in (5.87), if (5.85) is upward bounded.
the NP hirjan (acc.) 'book' will correctly be prevented from being 
converted to klrlaa (part.) 'book'. Another case showing the 
restriction is that of (5.88a), which rule (5.85) must change to

same t

(5.88b), but not (5.88c)
(5.88) a. En tuonut kirjan;

Not I brought book (acc.), but

mutta toin lehden.

I brought paper (acc.)
lehden.

I brought paper (acc.) 
paper.'

b. En tuonut klrjaa.

Not I brought book (part.), but 
'I didn't bring the book, but I brought the

mutta toln
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c. * En tuonuc kirjaa, lehtea.mutta toin
Not I brought book (part.)i but 

Since the atructure of (5.88b) is that shown in (5.89), 
it is clear that upward bounding will once again suffice Co prevent 
Che undesired change from Caking place.

I brought paper (part.)

(5.89)

en tuonut kirlad mutta toin lehden

S
5.1.3.2.2. In Russian, too, there is a rule which changes case in 

So while the direct object eto 'this' in 
(5.90a) is accusative, if the negative morpheme ne is Introduced, eto 
(acc.) is changed to etovo' (gen.).

the presence of negatives.

(5.90) ja eto sdelala.

I this (acc.) did
I 1 did this.'

b. ja etovo ne sdelal

I this (gen.) not did 
'I didn’t do this. I

.1

■V
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A negative In a higher clause can cause cases to change 
In Infinitival complements, under various complicated conditions which 
I will not deal with here. (5.91) Is one eitample of such a change. 

(5,91) ja ne xo%\i etc sdelat.
etovo

1 not want this (a&c» or gen.) to do
*I don’t want to do this.*

It is not clear to me that examples like (5.91), where
the genitive case depends on a higher negative, can be extended to 
any desired length, as is the case in English and Finnish (cf 
(5.73b)), for the restrictions on this Russian rule have to do

e.g.,•»

with the verbs of the sentences separating the negative element from 
the accusative noun phrase which the rule is to operate on. 
example, the verb xotet, ’want* allows the negative to affect noun 
phrases in its complement, while the verb nacat, 'begin* does not.

For

The class of verbs like xotet. appears to be small, and it may notS.
be possible to construct sentences of any desired length in which
there are unbroken sequences of adjacent sentences whose main verbs

not
are of this class. If this is^possible, it may be possible to 
reformulate the rule I give below in (5.92) in such a way that no
variable is necessary between terms 2 and A. In this case, the facts 
of (5.93) and (5.9A) would not constitute proof that (5.92) must
be upward bounded, so these facts from Russian could not be used
in support of (5.77).-

A
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(5.92) Russian Genitive Introduction^-^
X - [+Negl - Y - [+acc] - Z
1 - 2 - 3 - A - 5
1- 2 -3-rA-j-5

-+gen

If it is necessary to state this rule with a variable
as term 3, then facts which parallel those of (5.86) and (5.88) 
be adduced to show that (5.92) must be upward bounded. While the 
rule can change vodku (acc.) *vodka* to vodkl^^ , thereby converting 
(5.93a) to (5.93b), it must be prevented from converting eto to 
etovo to yield the ungrammatical (5.93c).

(5.93) a. )^elovek kotoryj ne pil vodku

not drank vodka (acc.) did 
’The man who didn’t drink vodka did this.

b, celovek kotoryj ne pll vodkl 
not drank vodka (gen.) did

’The man who didn't drink vodka did this.*
c. * celovek kotoryj ne pil vodkl sdelal etovo.

can

sdelal eto.
whoman this (acc.)

I

sdelal eto.
whoman this

As was the case in Finnish, since the negative morpheme is 
in a relative clause, it can effect no changes in higher levels of the 
tree -- (5.92) must be upward bounded. And for the same reasons that 
(5,88a) could be converted to (5.88b), but not to (5.88c), (5,9Aa)
must be converted to C5,9Ab), but cannot be converted to (5,9Ac),

. ' . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
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(5.94) ja etc ne sdelal, no eto ja sdelala.

I this (acc.) not did but this (acc.) I did

'I didn't do this, but 1 did do this. I

b. ja ctovo ne sdelal, no eto Ja sdelal.
I this (gen.) not did,

'I didn't do this, but I did do this.' 
c. * ja etovo ne sdelal, no etovo ja sdelal. 

The structure of (5.94b) Is that shovn In (5.95):

but this (acc.) I did

(5.95)

la etovo ne adelal no eto ia sdelal
•<

Since the negative morpheme ne is upward bounded, the 
gto (acc.) in the second clause will be prevented from being converted 
to etovo (gen,), and Che ungrammatical (5.94c) will not be generated. 
5-1.3,2,3. As was noted in footnote 15, the Russian rule of 

can affect noun phrases which were in different
An example of the operation of this rule 

is provided in (5,96), where (5,96a) is obligatorily converted to {5,96b),

Reflexivization

clauses in deep structure.

1

.5
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* uva)^ajet

he respects him (acc.)

b* on^ xiva^ajeC sebja^

'Ue respects himself* *

(5.96) A#

An example shoving the conversion of an NF which Is
the object of an Infinitive Into a reflexive pronoun is the optional
change of (S*97a} Into (5'.97b).

17jevo^

sebja^

him
himself

(5.97) on^ sostavU menja uvazat.a.

b. *He forced rme to respect

The rule which effects these changes Is approximately
that stated In (5.98).

(5.98) Reflexlvlzatlon

V
X-NP-Y - NP - 2
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
+Ref 1..

Condition; 2 •» 4

By the generalization In (5.77), this rule will be marked 
That this Is necessary can be seen from'the 

fact that (5,99a) cannot be converted' into (5,99b) by rtile (5,98).
as being upward bounded.

j
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^cn^^lna kotoruju oiij^ ljubil sostavlla 
he loved forced 

jevo^.

(5.99) a.

whowonan

menja uvazaC,
to reapect him 

'The woman who he loved forced me to respect 
him.*

b. * zensclna kotoruju on^^ ljubil sostavlla 
menja uvaJat, sebja^^.

me

The string of words In (5.99b) is a grammatical sentence, 
and can mean either 'The woman who he loved forced me to respect her' 
or'The woman who he loved forced me to respect myself,' But it 
cannot be synonymous with (5.99a), which is the reading which is 
of interest here. Since (5.99a) has the structure shown In (5.100), 
the fact that (5,98) is upward bounded will prevent this undeslredN 
conversion from taking place.
(5,100)

kotorulu

°“l J-5hbil
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Sinilarly, (5.101a) muat not be converted into (5.101b).
1 ja uvazaju jevo^. 

the wonan, and I respect him^.' 
b. * onj^ ljubit zenscinu, 1 ja uvazaju sebja^. 

Once again, (5.101b) has a meaning, but not the same ncaxilng that 
(5.101a) has.
Since (5.101a) has the structure shown in (5.102),

(5.101) a. on^^ ljubit Ken&Kinu, 
'Hej^ loves

r It means 'He loves the woman and I respect myself,*I

on liublt zenscinu 1 la uva&alu ievo

this conversion will be prevented by the fact that rule (5.98) 
upward bounded.

is

At present, (5.98) is still too strong, for it will
allow (5.103a) to be converted into (5.103b). 

(5.103) a. on^ znaet sto ona ljubit jevoj^.
'He^^ knows that she loves himj^.' 

b. * on^ znaet sto ona ljubit sebja^.
While (5.103b) can mean 'He knows that she loves herself, 
synonymous with (5,103a).it cannot be

Therefore, reflexives muat

r
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somehow be prevented from being introduced Into subordinate clauses*
I will defer discussion of this problem until S 6*A below*

5.1.3.2.4. In Japanese, the reflexive pronoun aibun* which, like 
sebla. is used for all persons, can be introduced into clauses, as 
the conversion of (5.104a) into (5.104b), whose structure is shown
in (5.105), demonstrates:

(5.104) a. Mary^ wa kare^ ga byookl de aru to 
Mary

koto o sinzite

lu

she sick is 
iru.

thing believing is.

*Mary^ believes that she^ Is sick,’

Mary^ wa zibun^ ga byooki de aru to lu 
koto o sinzite iru.

that say

b.

S

sinzite iru

lu koto o

ziDun. ga byookl de aru

• «r
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As a first approximation. It appears that the Japanese 
rule of Reflexlvlzatlon can be stated the same way the Russian rule 

. And, Just as the Russian rule Is, the Japanese rule must be 
upward bounded.
was

This can be seen from the fact that (S.lOba), whose 
structure is shown in (5.107), cannot be converted to (5.106b). 

(5.106) a. Mary^ go byookl de atta to 
Mary

kare^ nl aklraka de atta, 
to obvious was,

'That Mary^ was sick was obvious to 
b. * Mary^ ga byookl de atta to iu koto wa 

zlbun^ nl aklraka de atta,^®

lu koto wa
sick was that say thing

she

I

(5.107)

to lu koto we

aklraka de atta

byookl de at€a /
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Since the circled antecedent HP In (5.107) Is to
the left of and below a double line, as seen from the boxed UP,

upward bounding will prevent rule (5.98) from converting this structure
Into (5.106b).

For a sixth example of a feature-changing rule which Is5.1.3.2.5.

upward bounded, let us return to Finnish. The rule stated In (5.108)
(5.108) Finnish Nominative Introduction

_-ProJV - X - - Y
OBL

1 2 3 k

41 2 3
,+npm J

accounts for the fact that In sentences whose subjects have been 
deleted, e,g., in impersonal sentences,or in imperatives like (5.110b), 
all non-pronominal noun phrases in the accusative case are converted 

Thus in (5.109), which at this stage of the 
derivation still has a subject tninK *1*, the direct objects of the 
verbs pyytMa *to ask* and tuomaan 'to bring* appear in the accusative

to the nominative case.

case.

(5,109) MlnH kpetin pyytafi' pojan
*I am trying to ask the boy (acc.) to bring

tuomaan

kirjan.

tthe book (acc.).
But in the structure underlying an imperative sentence, after the 
subject NP sina *you' has-been deleted, as in (5.110), the direct 
objects must be converted to the nominative case. Thus (5.110a) must
become (5.110b).
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tuonuum klrjan*(5.110) a, Koeta pyyt&& pojan
try to ask the boy (acc.) to bring the book (acc.) 

b. Koeta pyytHH poika
'Try to ask the boy (nom.) to bring the book (non.)*'

tuomaan kirja.

That (3.108) must be upward bounded can be seen from the fact that
19

(5.11a), whose structure is that shown in (5.112), must be converted 
into (5.111b), and not into (5.Ulc).

(5.111) a. Tuo kirjan,

you bring the book (acc.) and I
Ja mink tuon

will bring
lehden.

the paper (acc.)
b. Tuo kirja,

'Bring the book (nom.), and I'll bring the paper (acc.).'

c. * Tuo kirja (nom.), ja mind tuon lehti (nom.).

ja mind tuon lehden.

kiflan lehdentuo tuon
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5.1.3.2.6. Ihe last feature-changing rule which I will discuss in 
support of (5.77) is the rule which changes tense, in 
obligatorily, so that it agrees with the tense of some other verb in

some contexts

the sentence, 
only was is in (5.114).^°

Thus while both ^ and was are possible in (5.113),

(5.113) I believe that the
(5.114) ' I believed that the out.

Although much more research must be done on this 
traditional phenomenon of sequence of tenses, it seems reasonable 
to.me to assume that the rule which effects the change of 
be formulated rou^ly as'shown in (5.115).

(5.115)

tense must

Sequence of Tenses
+VX - - Y - [+V] - Za.
oTense.

1 2 4 53 N

1 2 3 ■ 4
oTense

+Vb. X - [+V] - Y - - Z. oTense
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
oTense.

It is necessary to formulate this rule so that it can apply 
in both.directions, so that sentences like (5.116) will be excluded. 

(5.116) * That the sun is out was obvious.
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That this rule Is far too strong can be seen from the

fact that It would only allow the veralon of (5.113) in which la appeara 
to be generated. Ihla Indlcatea that the tenae agreement which rule 
(5.115) effects la much too simple-minded a change, and that the correct 
nae will have to provide for a much more complex mapping.

It la equally obvious, upon a moment's Introspection, 
that (5.115) must be upward bounded.ao that It will allow the generation
of both versions of (5.117).

(5.117) That I believed that the ^^7 obvious.
If rule (5.115) were not upward bounded. It would make 

all the tenses In (5.117) agree with believed (or with 
verbs In (5.117)), thus making the Incorrect claim that 
"mix tenses", 
leal.

sun was out

one of the other 
sentences cannot 

and that the veralon of (5.117) containing is Is ungrammat-

The six exaiyles in this section of upward bounded feature

changing rules provide compelling evidence that the 
expressed in (5.77) is a correct 
generalization will be taken up in I 6.4 below.

generalization

Further consequences of thisone.

5.1.4. In 5 5.1.2 and 5 5.1.3, I have presented evidence
which Indicates that It must be possible to limit the upward range of 
application of both reordering transformations and feature-changing 

cases which suggest thatrules • In this section”I will discuss three
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It is also necessary to be able to lindt the downward range.

For a first example, let us redirect our attention to 
the English rule of Reflexlvlzatlon. In § 4.1.6 above, I mentioned 
that In Lees and Kllma (1963), the term "simplex sentence" Is used to 
restrict the scope of application of this rule. The question which 
should now be raised is the following should both this notion 
and Che notion of upward bounding be defined In the theory of grammar?

one:

Or should the former notion be defined as a conjunction of upward 
bounding and a new kind of bounding — downward bounding?' A rule is 
upward bounded If it cannot permute constituents into, or change 
features in, a higher clause, and, correspondingly, a rule would be 
downward bounded If it could not effect such changes in lower clauses. 

It seems to me to be desirable to "decompose" the notion 
of slaq^lex sentence into the two notions of upward and downward 
bounding, for the following reasons. Firstly, the arguments in the 
previous sections indicate that regardless what decision is made with
respect to the English rule of Reflexlvlzatlon. the notion of upward 
bounding must appear as an element of the theory of grammar, 
characterize the difference between the English and the Japanese rules 
of Reflexlvlzatlon.

To

auxiliary primitive term must be added to the 
theory — either simplex sentence or downward bounding.

some

If the former
term is chosen, then the fact that the restrictions on the English 
rule are in part universal cannot be captured.
elements of higher clauses cannot be reflexlvlzed in English Is a

For the fact that
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coasequence of (5.77), since Ref]eytylzstlon is a feature~changlng 
rule. The only way to express the fact that the English rule la 
partly universal, within a theory which only contains the primitives 
upward bounding and simplex sentence Is to complicate (5.77) In an 
ad hoc wav, as has been done In (5.118).

(5.118) All feature-changing rules are either upward
bounded or restricted to apply within a simplex 
sentence.

Since the notion of simplex sentence would be unanalyzed within sui* 
a theory. It would be Impossible to capture the Intuition that the 
English rule Is Identical to the Japanese rule (or to the Russian 
rule — all three can be stated as In (5.98)), except for containing 
an additional restriction which Is not stated on the latter two rules. 
So for the purposes of the present discussion, I will assume that the 
theory contains as primitives the notions of upward and downward 
bounding. This assumption will be modified In S 5.2 below.

The second example of a rule which requires the use of

N

the notion of downward bounding Is the Scracbllne Rule. (3.48), which 
was discussed In § 3.1.2 above. As noted In the condition on (3.48), 
major elements In a Latin sentence can scramble, provided that they
Mg...ln the same clause. This restriction on (3.48), the statement 
of which required quantifiers (cf. Ch. 3 footnote 7), 
achieved by marking (3.48) as a rule which is upward and downward 
bounded.

can now be
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Ihe third case where downward bounding seems to be

necessary, although not suffi_cient»_ls_in connection with the rule of

Serbo-Croatil Clitic Placement. (3.63), which was discussed in i 3.1.4

above. There I pointed out that clitics must be moved so that they 
follow the first constituent of the first sentence up — thus the 
rule must be upward bounded. However, it is also necessary to stipulate 
that (3.63) be downward bounded, so that the clitics cannot be inserted 
after the first element of a sentential subject clause. In other 

^ words, the circled clitic in (5.119) must not be allowed to follow 
the path of the dotted arrow, but only that of the solid arrow.

(5.U9)

s

Such an Incorrect positioning of a clitic can be avoided if (3.63) is
\ 22

marked as-being downward bounded. In addition to being upward bounded.

The three cases X have just discussed indicate that an 
adequate theory of bounding must countenance both upward and downwar4 
bonding. At present, however, there is a~pi illng redundancy, which

, ^
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cries out for ejqplanatlon; all downward bounded rules 
bounded, but the converse Is
rules whose scope extends indefinitely far down the 
triggering element or context, but does not extend upward, there are 
no rules whose scope extends indefinitely far up the tree, but not 

I will present the first steps toward an eaqilanation of 
this asymmetry in S 6.'4 below.

are upward 
That is, while there arenot true.

tree from the

downward.

5.2. Cpnwnqnd

5.2.1;

5.2.1.0. In I 5.1, I-discussed several problems which necessitated
the addition to linguistic theory of some new mechanism, and to this 
end I proposed the particular device of bounding. In this section,
1 will show that Langacker's notion of command can account for all the

Xfacts adduced in support of bounding, and in addition, 
cannot be accounted for with bounding.

Kllma's notion in construction with 
facts which can be handled with command.

facts which
Furthermore, I will show that

is too weak to account for all

5.2.1.1. Langacker defines command in a definition which is 
equivalent to that stated in (5.120) (cf. Langacker (1966), p. 11):

(5.120) Node A of a phrase marker ccmmfe node" B

if neither node dominates the other, and if 
node B is dominated by the first node S 
above A.
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.121).

A commands and is commanded by B, C,

E, F. and G command $2. 
F, and G command each other, as do $2 

command each other, and 
C, D, 
and N.

and C and D 
A, B, C and D. 

and E. M and N

commanded by only S^. Nodes A, B,

E, F, G and S2 neither command nor are commanded by M

command each other.
^2- N

are

A moment's reflection will convince one that command can
be used in place of upward bounding in all feature-changing 
Instance, to say that Indefinite Incorporation- (S.71), is upward 
bounded is to

rules. For

say that the feature [+ Affective] cannot "broadcast" 
the feature [+ Indefinite]-upwards across double lines in a phrase-' 
marker. Rephrased in terms of command, the restriction would be that
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the [+ Affective] element must command any [+ Indeterminate] element 
to which it adds the feature [+ Indefinite]. It is simple to replace 
the restriction of upward bounding for the other six feature-changing 
naes discussed in S 5.1.3.2: the rule of Finnish Momlnative

Introduction. (5.108) must have the restriction Imposed on it that 
term 1 command term 3, rule (5.115b) must be restricted so that 
term 4 commands term 2, and the condition which must be imposed 
the other five rules is that term 2 command term 4.

on

Furthermore, just as it could be predicted that all 
feature-changing rules are upward bounded, the conditions stated 
in the last paragraph can be derived automatically from (5.122), 
which is the analog to (5.77).

(5.122) Except for rules of pronomlnallzatlon, in all 
feature-changing rules, elements to which 
features are added must be commended by any 
non-variable terms appearing in the structural 
indices of the rule in question.

N

5.2.1.2. Langacker cites the rule of Indefinite Incorooration as

an exanqile of the usefulness of command, and on pp._27-32, he
discLsses two examples of rules which move constituents and their 
relationship to his Important notion of control. He does not consider 
rules such as Extraposition, which the discussion in 5 5.1 showed

to be necessarily upward bounded. But once again, it is easy to

\
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dispense with upward bounding os a device for preventing cxtraposed 
constituents from going too far. If the definition In (5.120) Is 
extended In a natural way, so that the relation of command holds
not only between one node and another, but may hold between one node 
and a sequence of nodes. If and only If the first node commands

the
each of the nodes liy,sequence, then Instead of designating 
such as Extraposition. (A.126), as being upward bounded,
Inqjose the condition on It that the clause to be extraposed command 
the variable In the fourth term of Its structural Index.

a rule
we can

Moreover,

the generaUzatlon expressed In (5.58), that all rules which adjoin
a term to the right of ajyarlable which occurs on the right end of a 
structural description are upward bounded, can be equally weU expressed 
In terms of command, as In (5.123):

(5.123) In all rules whose structural Index Is of the 
and whose structural change 

specifies that A Is to be adjoined to the 
right of y, A must command Y.

sform ... AY,

Having stated this generalization In the theory of 
necessary to attach any conditions to the rules of Extraposition from HP. 
(1.10), Extraposition, (4.126), and HP Shift. (5.57): (5.123) has
the effect of constraining the structural changes of these 
same way the conditions would.

grammar. It Is not

rules the
And It Is evident that the operation 

of the upward bounded rule of Adverb Prepoalne. (5.67), 
distinguished from that of the unbounded rule of TopicaUgatlon.

can be correctly 
(4.185),
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if a condition chat term 2 command term 1 is imposed upon the
former rule, but not upon the latter.

Finally, note that all the cases presented in 
in support of doun»ard bounding, which I originally believed not to

S 5.1.4

be accountable for within a theory of grammar in which only command 
was available, can in fact be accounted for by stating two conditions 
in terms of cocmand.' That is, instead of ensuring that only elements 
of the same clause can be scrambled by designating the rule of 
Scrambling. (3.48), as being upward and downward bounded, this effect 
can be achieved by requiring that terms 2 and 3 of rule (3.48) 
command each other. This condition makes it impossible for the elements 
being permuted in (3.48) to be in different clauses: if A were a
member of a clause which did not contain B, then A would not 
command B, and conversely. To specify Chat two nodes command each 
other is to specify that each is dominated by the first node S abov^ 
the other, and because of the formal properties of trees,
S nodes must be the same. That is, two nodes which command each 
other are in the same simplex sentence.

Although Langacker remarks in passing that it is possible 
to restrict the scope of a transformation by the use of double coinmand 
conditions, he gives no examples where this device is necessary. It 
should be clear that the other two examples cited in § 5.1.4,

the English rule of Reflexivization and the rule of Serbo-Croatian 
Clitic Placement, can also be formulated in terms of doidile command.

these

r

I
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Thus a theoiy in which comaand is an available primitive is at 
least as powerful as a theory which provides upward and downward 
bounding. Before showing that the former theory is stronger than the 
latter in a crucial way, 1 will digress Co show that Kliraa's notion 
in construction with is not strong enough.

Kllma's notion is defined as in (5.124) (cf. Kltma (1964),5.2.2.

p. 297):
(5.124) Node A of a phrase-marker is in^construction

with node B if B is dominated by the node 
which immediately dominates A.

That this relation is stronger than.command can be seen from (5.121), 
where E, F, and G command S^, A, B, C and D, but where 
only E is in construction with these latter five nodes. Klima

S
proposes to constrain the operation of rule (5.71) by imposing on 
it the condition that the [+ Affective] element be in construction 
with the [+ Indeterminate] element which is to be changed, 
this condition is too strong can be seen from (5.125a), which (5.71) 
must be able to convert to (5.125b).

(5.125)

That

a. That Jack sometimes slept is impossible.. •

b. That Jack ever slept is impossible.
c. * That Jack ever slept is possible.

The ungrammclcality of (5.-125c) shows that it is the negative prefix' 
1^ that contains the feature [+ Affective] and triggers the change.

.1
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But the structure which Klims would assign to (5*125) (cf., e.g*, 
cit. p. 298, fig. 4) is that shown in (5.126),op.

(5.126)

that Jack

[+ Affective] possible

and in this structure, the circled node Neg, which carries the feature 
[+ Affectiye], is not in construction with the occurrence of sometimes 
in the subject clause, although the latter word Is commanded by the 

Thus with respect to rule (5,71) there is at leastcircled node.
one structure for which Klima's notion produces the wrong results, and

Langacker's notion must thereforeLangacker's notion the correct ones, 
be chosen even if only the facts connected with rule (5.71) are taken
into consideration.

But there are even more io^ortant respects in which the 
notion of'command is superior to the notion in construction with. As

.1
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I showed in S 5.1.3.2, all feature-changing rules except rules of 
pronosilnallzation are upward bounded. This extremely powerful gener

alization, to which I know of no counterexamples, con be restated 
in terns of the notion of command, as was done in (5.122). But this
generalization cannot be reformulated in terns of the notion in 
construction with. (5.127). in which I have stated such a reformulation.
is too strong.

(5.127) In all feature-changing rules, non-variable terms 
are in construction with the terms to which the
features are added.

To see that (5.127) is too strong, consider (5.128), the
structure of (5.129a).

talked P

about 'Winstoni Wins tonto

■•5

O
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(5.129) I Winston^ i

r^”i J '
a. * I talked to Wlnaton^ about

b. I talked to Winston^ about hinaelf.
a feature-changing 

since the circled NP node in (5.128) la not In

Since the English rule of ReflextvlznHon is 
rule, ^'^^'knd

construction with the boxed NP node,' generaUzatlon (5.127) would
incorrectly prevent Reflexlvlzatlon from converting (5.129a) 
(5.129b).

Into

But Reflexlvlzatlon is obligatory in such 
(5.128), so (5.127) must be wrong.

structures as

Another rule which provides counterevidence 
is the rule for Sequence of Tennoa^ (5.115). 
be converted Into (5.130b) by this 

(5.130)

to (5.127) 
String (5.130a) must

rule,

a. * That the sun Is out was obvious. 
That the sun was out was obvious, 

but since the structure of (5.130a) is that shown In (5.131),
b.

(5.131)

obviousthat the sun ^n out +Past

was
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where the teased verb Is not in construction with the verb is 
in the sentential subject,^^ 
allow the change to take place.

The third argument for choosing command over in 
construction with is that while the important notion of simplex 
sentence can be captured by the use of two conditions making 
of command, this cannot be done with the notion in

the generalization in (5.127) would not

use

construction with.
To say that two nodes command each other is to say that they are elements 
of the same simplex sentence, but to say that they are in construction 
with each other is to say that they are sisters.

The above arguments Indicate that the notion of command
cannot be replaced by the notion in construction with, but of 
they do not show that the latter notion cannot supplement the former 
in linguistic theory.

course

To account for the facts in S 5.1 and ! 5.2.3, 
the notion of command, or its equivalent, must be defined in linguistic
theory. While the notion in construction with is not the equivalent 
of the notion of command, it is possible that phenomena will 
light whose analysis will necessitate the inclusion within linguistic 
theory of the former notion.

come to

At present, no such facts are known.

5.2.3.

5.2.3.1. In this section I will discuss two problems which 
solved within a theory in which command is defined, but not within 
one in which only bounding is available.

can be
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Consider first the following facts about Identity: 
(5.132) John scratched his ar:, -d .

The second clauses of the sentences In (5.132) are ambiguous - they 
could bo derived from the structure underlying (5.133a) or the one 
underlying (5.133b).

(5.133) a. Mary scratched her arm (too).

b. Mary scratched John's arm (too).
Thus it appears that linguistic Identity must be defined 

' in such a way that the difference between his.
of (5.132) and her arm in (5.133a) Is "disregarded." 
not the case that all differences between 
(5.134a) cannot be transformed Into (5.134b).

(5.134) a.

arm in the first clause
However, It is

pronouns con be disregarded:

John scratched his arm and the boy who knew 
Mary scratched her arm. 

b. John scratched his arm and the boy who Mary 
knew did so too.

These facts can be accounted for if the following definition 
of identity is adopted in the theory of

(5.135) Constituents are identical if they have the

"s

26
grammar:

same

constituent structure and are identical morpheme- 
for-iaorpheme, or if they differ only 
pronouns, where the pronouns in each of the "identical

as to

constituents are commanded by antecedents in the 
non-identical portions of the phrase-ioarker.

o
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Thus in (5.136), which underlies 
the circled NP's John and Mary command Che circled

one reading of (5.132), 
pronouns his and

her, so deletion Is possible under the definition given In (5.135).

(5.136)

On the other hand, in (5.137), which underlies (5.134), 
his, but the boxed NP Mary does 
(5.135) will not let the deletion

John commands 
not command its pronoun her, so
go through.

\

1

O
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(5.

JohD

N

arm

The same facts obtain for right-to-left pronomlnallzatlon:

(5.138a) can be derived from (5.138b) or (5,138c), because the circled
27noun phrases command the pronouns which refer to them.

(5.138) a.- That the fuzz wanted him worried John, but

it didn't worry Mary.

That the fuzz wanted^h^worriedbut 

that the fuzz wanted didn't worry

b. 0
That the fuzz wantedfhlmjworried' butc.

that the fuzz wanted John didn't worry Mary.
<•
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Note, however, that jest as (5.137) eannot be converted 
into (5.134b), (5.139) cannot be 
the circled NP John in (5.139) comaands its 
the boxed NP Mary does not comnand its boxed

converted into (5.140), for while 
circled pronoun, him, 
pronoun, her.

that the fuzz wanted (him 1

(5.140) That the police wanted him worried John, 
didn't worry the boy who Maty knew.

but it

I know of no reason to assume that the relation of identity must be

defined in language-particular terms. so some revised version of (5.135) 
will appear in the theory of grammar. And since (5.135) makes crucial.
use of the notion of command, this definition provides strong support 
for Che hypothesis that command la a primitive term of the theory of
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grammar, and not the notion of boimdlng. For notice that bounding 
waa devised to restrict the scope of a process — It has to do with
the structural changes of rules which move constituents or features—
and that here some static relation Is necessary, In order for the
conditions under which a process can take place to be established. It 
Is because of this difference in function that bounding Is Intrinsically 
unsulted to the task of defining linguistic Identity.

5.2.3.2. It is for the same reason that command, but not bounding. 
There Is a well-known restrictioncan handle the following facts.

2Rthat excludes negatives In than-clauses. Somehow, all the sentences 
In (5.141) must be excluded, while the ones In (5.142) must be allowed.

(5.141) a. * John Is prouder of having gone than nobody 
expected me to believe he would be.

* ....than John didn't expect me to believe ...
* ....than John expected nobody to believe ...
* .... than John expected me not to believe ...
* .'...than John expected me to believe not all 
my friends were.

N
b.

c.

d.

e.

f. * ....than John expected me to believe that
he wasn't.

(5.142) a. John is prouder of having gone than people 
who don't know him would expect me to believe 
he would be.

■I \\*1

I

V
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b. .... than Sally expected Joan to believe 
that the man who didn't shave would be, 
....than I expected you to believe he would 
be of not having fallen asleep.

In other words, to exclude all negatives from than- 
clauses would be to Incorrectly exclude the sentences in (5.142). The 
difference between (5.141) and (5.142) can be expressed naturally if 
conditions on rules can be stated which make use of command. To 
exclude the sentences in (5.141) it is sufficient to say "The feature 
[+negative] may not comnand the compared element in the than-clause. 
Since the negative dements in'(5.142a) and (5.142b) are in relative 
clauses, they will comnand only the other elements of these clauses.
And the not of (5.142c) is one clause lower than the compared adj,ectlve, 
£122^. so all the sentences of (5.142) will be generated. Jut in each 
of the sentences in (5.141), proud is commanded by a negative element, 
so all will be blocked by the condition stated above.

Once again, since what is required here is the statement 
of a static precondition for the' operation of a rule, these facts cannot 
be accounted for with bounding. Therefore, in conjunction with the 
facts about identity discussed above, and the rules which Langacker 
discusses on pp. 27-33 (op. cit.), which require Langacker's principle 
of control for their correct application (this principle is also not 
susceptible of reformulation in terms of bounding), these facts about 
comparatives seem to me to make the choice between bounding and command

c.

X
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obvious: command, as defined In (5.120), Is a part of the theory of 
grammar, while bounding. Is not.

Pronomlnallzatlon5.3.

5.3.0. Thus far. In this work, I have discussed constraints on

variables In reordering transformations (In Oiapter 4 and In IS 5.1.1 - 
5.1.2) and constraints on variables In feature-changing rules (In 
S 5.1.3 and I 5.2). There Is another kind of process whose scope

Is unbounded, the statements of rules for which also make crucial use 
of variables^® — pronomlnallzatlon. In § 5.3.1, I will discuss 
several kinds of pronomlnallzatlon and show that not all transformations
which delete under Identity make crucial use of variables. In I 5.3.2, 
1 will argue against Langacker's contention (cf. Langacker (op. clt.)) 
that constraints on variables In rules of pronomlnallzatlon can be 
Stated in terns of conznand. X

In § 5,3.3> I will discuss four rules 
of pronomlnallzatlon, which appear, at least at the present state of
knowledge, to have to be stated as distinct processes, showing that 
they obey the same constraint which the rule that Introduces the 
definite pronouns Is subject to. Finally, in 5 5.3.4, I will show 
that they obey no other constraint thus far discussed, and discuss
the possibility that the constraint stated In § 5.3.2 Is universal.

5.3.1.

deletion under identity.
The most natural definition of pronoainalization is

This definition covers a nunber of operations.
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which, thou^ unbounded in scope, do not oade crucial use of variables
and will not be dealt with here. For Instance, the rules which convert 
the sentences in (5.1^3) into the corresponding ones in (5.144) mist be
formulated as schemata, and I will not discuss such rules here.

(5.143) a. Tom knows it and Dick knows it and Harry
knows it.

b. Tom washed the car, and Dick waxed the car, 
and Harry polished the car.
Tom ate, and Dick drank, and Harry sang.
Tom ordered bacon, and Dick ordered lettuce, 
and Harry ordered tomatoes.
Tom, Dick, and Harry know it.
Tom washed, and Dick waxed, and Harry 
polished the car.

c.

d.

(5.144) a.

b.

Tom, Dick, and Harry ate, drank, and sang, 
respectively.

Tom ordered bacon, and Dick lettuce, and 
Harry tomatoes.

Although rules like Gapping, the rule which converts

c. s

d.

(5.143d) Into (5.144d)f^ can apply to delete the verb of an Indefinitely 
large number of consecutive conjoined sentences, it cannot be formulated
with a variable, for otherwise it would convert (5.145a) into the 
ungrammatical (5,145b).
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(5.1A5) a. Tom ordered bacon, and Dick ordered lettuce, 
and I think that Harry ordered tomatoes, 

b. * Tom ordered bacon, and Dick lettuce, and I 
think that Harry tomatoes.

There arc also a number of rules which reduce Identical
elements If these occur In designated constructions. For Instance,

(5.146a), may be converted Into (5.146b) by the operation of one
such rule.

(5.146) a. Joe Is caller than Mary Is. 
b. Joe Is taller than Mary*

However, this rule must not be stated In a way that makes crucial use 
of variables, or else (5.147a) would be converted into the ungrammatical 
(5,147b).

(5.147) a. Joe is taller than I think Mary Is. 
b, * Joe Is taller than I think Mary.

I will therefore restrict my attention to those niles of 
pronomlnalizaCion whose structural Index is like that shown in (5.148a), 
and whose structural change like one of the versions of (5.148b) or 
(5.148c)

V

32(5.148) ■'‘’a. -Ar ..X. -Aa- Condition: Al- Aj

P I-i L+Prol)I 9 J
b.

fAl
X..

*^2 * * *c. ••iL+ProJ>*”
0 J

s.

■ . Ci- ■
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The superficial similarity of (5.148) to a feature

changing rule should not be deceptive. For the feature [+Pro] Is 
not a feature like the [+ Indefinite] of (5.71) or the [+ Norn] of 
(5.108) — It Is an Instruction to delete all or part of the 
constituents of the node to which It is attached, 
rule of the form of (5.148) converts (5.149a) Into (5.149b), by 
adding the feature [+ Pro] to the circled NP,

So If some

(5.149) a.

the man^ who we watched

>

o

V
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the who we watched

the man^ who we watched

some later rule or convention'must reduce all of the 
the single word he.^^
In the conversion of (5.150a) to (5.150b).

(5.150) a.

NP so marked to
In other cases, the deletion Is complete, as

Mike will sing If you will sing. 
Mike will sing If you will.b.

Furthermore, rules of pronomlnalltatlon 
. was shown with reference

are not upward bounded, as 
to the sentences In (5.80), and they will

be shown. In i 5.3.3, not to be subject to the constraints of Chapter 4,
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which appear to conatraln all other feature-changing rules (cf. S 6.4 
below).

5.3.2. Host rules of pronominaliration produce paradigms like
the one in (5.151).

(5.151) a. Jim^^ will go if he^ feels good.
. b. * He^^ will go if Jim^j^ feels good, 

c. If Jim^^ feels good, he^ will go.
d. If he^^ feels good, Jim^ will go.

I have argued elsewhere (cf. Ross (1967a)), that the
constraint which is operative here is the one stated in (5.152):

C5*152) Condition on backward pronominalization
If one element precedes another, the second 
only pronominalize the first if the first is 
dominated by a subordinate clause which does 
not dominate the second.

Ihere are two instances of right-to-left, or "backward" 
pronominalization in (5.151) - (5.151b) and (5.151d). 
lJ[-clause is a subordinate clause, the latter is grammatical, while 
the former is not.

can

»»

Since the

Langacker proposes a different condition on backward 
pronominalization (cf. op. cit. pp. 11-22), the gist of which .is 
stated in (5.153).

(5.153) One noun phrase may pronominalize another unless
the first both precedes the second and is commanded. ' 
by It.

X.
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These conditions are almost Identical, but not quite. To see this, 
consider the two sentences of (5.154) (these are the sentences nusiercd 
(72) and (73), respectively. In Langacker (op. clt.)).

I gave the book to Harveybecause he^ 
asked ne to.

b. * 1 gave the book to hln^ because Harvey 
asked oe to.

(5.154) a.

Langacker derives (5.154a) from the Intermediate structure shown In
. (5.155):

(5.155)

Harvey Harvey^

Since the circled NP In this structure both precedes 
and commands-the boxed HP, the condition on pronoi^nallzatlon stated 
In (5.153) will suffice to prevent (5.155) from being converted to (5.154b).

o
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But this explanation of the ungramnatlcallty of (5.154b) 
is only as good os the constituent structure on which it depends, 
so let us Inquire as to the adequacy of the representation, in_(5.15^.

In all traditional accounts, what would be said about
(5.154a) is that it contains two clauses, the main clause being I gave 
the book to Harvey, and the subordinate clause being because he asked 
me to. Such a pining would yield some structure like that shown in
(5.156).

. (5.156)

1 gave the book to (karve^

sthis structure is surely in far better accord with 
intuitions about the constituency of (5.154a) than is (5.155): the

latter makes the counterintuitive claims that the major break in 
(5.154a) occurs after the pronoun jf, and that I gave the book to Harvey 

But Langacker's condition on pronominalizatlon, 
(5.153), is not strong enough to block (5.154b), if the structure 
underlying it is like (5.156), rather than like (5.155). 
the circled NF in (5.156) precedes the boxed NP, it is not commanded 
by it, and (5.153) blocks pronominalizatlon only if both of these 
conditions obtain.

is not a constituent.

For while
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There is another reason to believe (5.156) to be correct. 
In Langacker (op. cit, footnote 13),

Langacker discusses the three sentences of (5.157).
(5.157) a.

and (5.155) Incorrect.

That I might want to leave never occurred to 
Harvey because he is insensitive to other 
people's desires.
It never occurred to Harvey that I might 
want to leave because he is insensitive 
to other people's desires, 

c, * It never occurred to Harvey because he is 
insensitive to other people's desires that 
I might want to leave.

Langacker correctly concludes that the structure underlying 
(5.157a) is more nearly basic than the one underlying (5.157b), but 
he proposes to derive both from (5.158).
(5.158)

s

b.

s

because he is Insensitive to other
people's desires
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Having assumed such a structure, he is forced to conclude that the
around VP,

However, If Extraposition 
nanner. It will be necessary Co state In addition

rule of Extraposition must be formulated to permute S 
and not around a variable.
Is stated in this restrictive 
another rule.

to the end of Sj^.

so that sentences like those In (5.159) can be' derived, 
(5.159) a. I figured It out that she was lying.

I explained it to Bill that she was lying.
c. I took It for granted that she was lying.
d. I regret It exceedingly that she was lying, 

not move over a VP.

b.

for here, the extraposed clause does
Since it la--clearly wrong to treat (5.157b) 

sentences of (5.159) as being produced by different processes, another 
solution to the problem of excluding (5.157c)

and the

must be sought. The 
most satisfactory analysis, in my view, is to derive {5.157b) from

X(5.160).

(5.160) S

it that I mlriit want to leavp because he is Insenslrivc to other
people's desires

r

o
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\
The clause to be extraposed, S^. oust connand any string over which 
It Is permuted (by the generalisation stated In (5.123)), and since 

conmands VP^ In (5.160), and does not command S^, (5.157b)

can be generated when Extraposition applies to (5.160), but not (5.157c). 
Therefore, since (5.160) produces none of the d.c.s. Inadequacies 
noted In connection with (5.155), and since It requires no unpalatable

^2

proliferation of rules of extraposition, I conclude that It, and not 
(5.158), represents the correct structure of (5.157a), and that 
similarly (5.156) and not (5.155), the correct structure of (5.154a).

If (5.156) and (5.160) are correct structures, then 
backward pronomlnallzatlon cannot be blocked by Langacker's condition, 
(5.153), although It can be blocked by (5.152).
that I have rejected condition (5.153) In favor of (5.152), but It 
should be noted that there are a number of Interesting facta having 
to do with varying degrees of naturalness In pronomlnallzatlon (cf.
Langacker (op. clt.) pp. 16-18), which can be accounted for with the 
former condition on pronomlnallzatlon but not with the latter. I 
therefore regard the matter as anything but closed, and my assumption 
below that (5.152) la correct should be treated as being only provisional.^^

It Is for this reason

5.3.3.

5.3.3.0. .Below, I will discuss briefly four kinds of pronomlnallzatlon 
which produce paradigms like the one In (5.146). It may turn out that 
they only appear dissimilar and can really be shown to be subcases of
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the same rule, but I vlll not attempt such a proof here. 1 will merely
show that they are similar to the rule which produces definite
pronouns in that all are subject to the condition stated in (5.152), 
and that none are subject to the constraints of Qiapter 4 or i 5.1.3.

5.3.3.1. Uhlle the rule which produces Che definite pronouns of 
(5.151) requires identity of reference, the rule which Inserts the

pronoun one does not. That this rule is subject to (5.152) can be

seen from Che sentences of (5.161):

He'll bring me a hotdog if he sees one. 
b. * He'll bring me one if he sees a hotdog.

If he sees a hotdog, he'll bring me one.

If he sees one, he'll bring me a hotdog. 
Sentences like those in (5.162) are obligatorily converted 

into the corresponding sentences in (5.163), under conditions which 
need not concern us here.

(5.161) a.

c.

d.

s

(5.162) a. * Seven more soldiers came in after ten
ones' had left.

b. * Seven more ones came in after ten soldiers.
had left.

c. * After ten soldiers had left, seven more ones
came in.

d. * After ten ones had left, seven more soldiers-
came in.
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(5.X63) a. Seven more soldiers came in after ten had
left.

* Seven more came in after ten soldiers hadb.

left.

After ten soldiers had left, seven more 
came In.
After ten had left, seven more soldiers came

c.

d.

In.

5.3.3.2. The rule of S Deletion, which deletes a sentence which
Is a sister of the abstract pronoun If this sentence Is Identical 
to some other sentence In the phrase-marker. Is also subject to 
condition (5.152), as (5.164) shows.

(5.164) a. Harry believes that Sally Is innocent.
S

although noone else believes It,
b. * Harry believes it, although noone else

believes that Sally is Innocent.
Although noone else believes that Sally lac.

Innocent, Harry believes it.
Althou^ noone else believes It, Harryd.

believes that Sally Is Innocent.
•If sentence (5.165) is derived from a structure like that 

shown in (5.166), as I will argue is correct, in Lakoff and Rosa (in 
preparation a),
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(5.165) Webster touched a sword.

touch g sword N

then the sentences of (5,167) can be derived as a special case of 
S Deletion.

(5.167) a. Webster touched a sword after Henry had 
done It.

b, * Webster did it after Henry had touched
a sword.
After Henry had touched a sword, Webster didc.

it.

. .-v
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d. After Henry had done it, Webster touched

a aword.

If the analysis Implicit In (5.166) cannot be maintained,
then some additional rule of pronomlnallzatlon, which replaces verb 
phrases having the feature [- Stative] with do it. will have to be 
formulated to account for these cases. Which analysis is correct
is not my concern here.

5.'3.3.3. There is another rule which pronominalizes sentences 
under identity, replacing them with the morpheme so. It may eventually
prove to be possible to collapse this rule with the rule of S Deletion. 
although sentences like those in (5.168) make this seem unlikely.

(5.168) a. Did the Mats win? If , I've lostfit
$500,000.

The doctors say that she's coming along 
well, but it didn't seem <- to me.

b.

Whether So Insertion is the same rule as S Deletion or not, it is 
subject to (5.152), as the sentences in (5.169) show.

(5.169) a. Harry thinks that Sally is innocent, although
noone else thinks so.

, b. * Harry thinks so, although noone else thinks 
that Sally is innocent.

;

o
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Although noone else thinks that Sally Is 
Innocent, Harry thinks so.
Although noone else thinks so, Harry thinks 
that Sally Is Innocent.

Once again. If the analysis Implicit In (5.166) Is
can be generated as a special case of So Insertion. 

If not, a special rule Inserting these forms must be added to the

c.

d.

correct,

the pro-VP do so^^

grammar. This rule wlU also be subject to (5.152), as (5.170) shows. 
(5.170) a. Webster touched a sword after Henry had 

done so.
b. * Webster did so after Henry had touched 

a sword.
After Henry had touched a sword, Webster 
did so.
After Henry had done so, Webster touched 
a sword.

c.

d. N

5.3.3.4. The fourth type of pronomlnallzatlon la the rule which 
converts sentences like those In (5.171) to the corresponding 
sentences of (5.172)

'I can work on It
(5.171) I'll work on It If ^ ,

noone else has worked on Itr ’ 
.Sam will be working on It J 
I can 
you do
noone else had '
•Sam will be too

(5.172) I'll work on It Is

■ ■:
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In past generative treatments, this rule would have been formulated 
In such a way that It deleted a verb phrase under Identity. 
Lakoff and Ross (In preparation a) (cf. also Ross (1967b)),

In

I will
propose a reanalysls of the auxiliary systetn-under which this rule

will become a special case of So Insertion, with on additional rule 
deleting the pro-sentence so when it follows an auxiliary verb. But 
whichever of the analyses is correct, the rule is subject to (5.152), 
as the sentences of (5.173) show.

(5.173) a. I'll work on It if 1 can.

b. * I will if I can work on it.
c. If I can work on it, I will. 

If I can, I will work on it.d.

5.3.4. Rules of pronominallzation of the form shown in (5.148) are 
not upward bounded, as will be evident from the sentences of"(5.174), 

(5.174) a.

s

The boy who Mary^^ loves hates her^.
The man who ordered a hotdog got one.
Tom says that it's going to rain but I 
don't believe it.
He said he would leave and now he's done it. 
I think that Mort's a swell gi^, and Lenny 
thinks so too.
Why can't, the man who usually cuts the 
do so today?
Mickey and Roger have signed, and Whltey 
will tomorrow. .

b.

c.

d.

e.

f. grass

g-

■s

-1

>
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The sentences In (5.175) show that the rule which 
introduces definite pronouns can go down into complex noun phrase, 
coordinate structures, left branches of larger noun phrases, and 
sentential subject clauses.

(5.175) a. These shoes^ won't fit into the trunk 
theyj,'re next to.
Ronald^ scoffs at the belief that he^^ 
would run if nominated.
Romeo^ conceded that he^, and Juliet 
going steady.

b.

c. were

d. carefully brushed off his^^ tongue. 
One dentist^ felt that for hlm^ to swim 
without a bathing suit would be too daring. 

The major constraints proposed in Chapter 4 thus do 
constrain the variable in this rule.

e.

not

VThat they also do not constrain 
the variables in the rules discussed in § 5.3.3 is indicated by
the grammatlcality of the exanqjles in (5.176).

(5.176) a. I lost.a Japanese slide-rule, and the fact 
that Peter now has one I regard with suspicion. 
The earth ^ flat, but will all those who 
don't believe it please raise their hands? 
Pilots who can fly barrel rolls say that for 
me to tyy to do it in a glider would be 
hazardous.

b.

c.
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d. The passengers who had known that the train
was not on fire said that those who had
thought so had barricaded themselves in 
the bathrooms.

e. Playing with matches is lots of fun, but 
doing so and emptying gasoline from 

' can to another at the same time is a 
sport best reserved for pyromaniacs. 
Swimming is fun, and I believe that people 
who can't should be taught to.

In these examples, I have not shown for each type of 
construction that it is not subject to each of the four constraints, 
but the examples given here should provide a sound enough basis for 
this generalization.

one

f.

Although there are other constraints on particular rules
of the form shown in (5.148), the condition stated In (5.152)
to be the basic one governing all pronominalizatlon rules which make 

38
crucial use of variables.

seems

Condition (5.152) appears to be operative 
in French and German, as well as in English, but there are apparently 
languages in which only forward pronominalizatlon is possible,
Finnish, and in Ij9 and Ga, two languages of West Africa, this 
to be the case.

In

seems

I know of no language, however, in which backward' 
pronominalizatlon is as free as forward pronominalizatlon, and it 
possible, at least at the 
to claim that if a language exhibits

seems

present state of syntactic knowledge.

. - C
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backward pronoraiaallzaclon at all, then such pronomlnallzatlon Is 
subject to condition (5.1S2),

5.4. To aunnarlze briefly. In this chapter I have argued that 
there are reordering transformations which make crucial use of variables, 
but which caimoc be restricted correctly by either the principle of 
the transformational cycle or by Che constraints developed In Chapter 4.
I have provided additional evidence In support of Langacker's notion 
of command, showing that In addition to being necessary to restrict 
the operation of all feature-changing rules except pronomlnallzatlons,

It can be extended In a natural way so that It correctly restricts 
the scope of the problematic reordering transformations. Finally, I
have argued that Langacker's proposal to restrict with the notion of
command the rule which Introduces definite pronouns Is Inadequate, and 
that this rule, as well as all naes of pronominallzatlon which make
crucial use of variables. Is subject to a different condition, which 
I stated In (5.152). Thus far. In my survey of restrictions on 
syntactic variables, for all constraints except those developed In 
Chapter 4, I have specified the formal properties of the rules which 
were subject to the constraints In question. Thus all pronomlnallzatlons
which have the form of (5.148) are constrained by (5.152); all rules In 
whlcb elements are permuted rightwards around, or adjoined to the right 
of, a variable term at the right end of a structural Index, and all 
feature-changing rules, which have the form given In (5.78), are upward
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bounded. In the next chapter, I will attempt such a formal specification 
of the class of all rules .which are subject to the constraints of 
Chapter 4.

.1

/
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Chapter 5
FOOTNOTES

1. At present, there Is no known principle of rule ordering, or 
combination of such principles, which can correctly accoiint for 
all relevant facts of ordering. The difficulties which arise, by 
and large, have to do with various kinds of pronominallzatlon.
For an extended discussion of this area of study, cf. Lakoff and 
Ross (in preparation b).

2. Evidence that certain rules must be constrained not to apply 
until the last pass through _the transformational cycle, where they
may precede rules which apply on each pass through the cycle, is
given in Lakoff (1966).

3. A detailed investigation of German intonation along these lines 
can be found in Bierwlsch (1966).

V

4. For expository purposes, I have shown in (5.20) not an underlying 
structure, but an Intermediate structure, to which the rules of 
Relative Clause Formation and Particle Movement, among others, 
have already applied.

5. Actually, it is not clear to 
the principle, which I quoted in § 2.0,

whether Chomsky's formulation ofme

was meant to be strong
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enough to have this effect* or whether a slightly stronger
For the present discussion* it isversion would be necessary.

immaterial which is the case.

The fact that sentences (5.22a) and (5.22b) are of low accepta-6.

bility, if not completely impossible, is accounted for by the 
Output Condition on Post-verbal Constituents (3.41) and is of no

For the reasons I discussedrelevance to the present discussion, 
in § 3.1.1.3.2, both of these sentences must be considered to be
fully grammatical, though unacceptable.

The question of whether t]je extraposed should be dominated 
directly by or by the VP of need not concern us here.

7. k

In (5.27) and (5'.28), I have assumed that the rule of Question 
has been reformulated along the lines of (4.135) Relative Clause 
Formation, so that the questioned constituent is Chomsky-adjoined

It is this operation of Chomsky-

8.

S

to the sentence headed by Q. 
adjunction which is the source of the new node in (5.27) and
(5.28).

For some discussion of the many exceedingly difficult problems 
concerning this rule* cf. Keyser (1967).

9.

/
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The fact that various sentences in (5.4^) are rendered less than 
fully acceptable by the output condition stated in (3.27) need 
not concern us here - all- should be considered to be grammatical.

10.

This problem was brought to my attention by Michael L. Geis.11.

For the purpose of stating this rule, I will make the dubious 
assumption that there is a feature [+Adverb] which is assigned to 

Though trees (5.60) and (5.61) do not indicate the 
presence of this feature, it should be assumed to appear in them.

12.

I
all adverbs.

Klima analyzes ever in such sentences as (5.73c) as an obligatory 
morphophonemic variant of anytimes.

13.

In Finnish, as in many other Inflected languages, non-contrastively 
stressed subject pronouns are normally deleted.

14.
V

David Perlmutter has called to my attention the fact that this 
rule is obligatory for accusatives in the same clause as the
negative element (but cf. fn. 16), and optional for elements of

lower
what were^nclauses in deep structure, 
restriction is shared by the Russian rule for reflexivization,

This is the

15.

He points out that this

which must have the same restriction imposed on it. 
only case I know of where a restriction which seems to have to be 
in a conditions box is not a restriction on a reordering transform
mation.

.1

'f
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16. I have drastically oversimplified the facts In 
of this example.

my presentation
For example, while both (5.93a) and (5.93b) 

possible, they have different meanings.
are

If vodku (acc.) appears, 
the clause means 'who never drank vodka’j with vodkl (gen.), it 
means 'who didn't drank any of the vodka.'

17. Since the reflexive pronoun seb1a is used for all 
sentence on sostavll men.! a

persons, the
zat, sebla can also mean 'He forced 

me to respect myself.' For the present discussion, this reading 
, can be disregarded.

uva

18-. The string in (5.106b) Is a grammatical sentence, 
^That Mary was sick was obvious to me.’ 
can only refer to the first

but it means
The fact that here zibun

person suggests that in the deep 
structure of (5.106b) must contain an earlier occurrence of the
pronoun watakusl *1'. Precisely this position is argued for in 
my forthcoming paper "On declarative sentences" (Ross (1967c)), 
where I present arguments that all declarative

S

sentences must, in 
deep structure, be clauses embedded as the object of a verb of
communication, like or declare, with a first-person subject.

19. The reasons for not pruning in (5.112) will be gone into in 
Lakoff and Ross (in preparation b),

20. I am grateful to Paul Kiparsky for calling 
like (5.114), in which the tense-changing rule is obligatory.

to my attention cases
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21. Further research may reveal that It Is normal for reflexivlzatlon 
rules to be both downward and upward bounded. In this case, the 
theory would have to mark the English rule as being normal, and
the Japanese and Russian rules as being Idiosyncratic in having 
an unusually wide range of application.

22. There are many other complex conditions which have to do with
clitic placement, and these have extremely important 
for the theory of grammar.

consequences

This problem will receive intensive 
discussion in a forthcoming paper by E. Wayles Browne,
David H. Perlmutter.

Ill, and

For a formal definition of the notion tree, cf. Zwlcky and 
Isard (1953).

23.

The problem of why rules of reflexivlzatlon24.
should behave not like 

rules of pronomlnallzation, to which they are formally similar 
(cf. I 5.3 below), but like other feature-changing rules, with 
respect to the generalization in (5.122), will be taken up in i 6.5

S

below.

25. Note that even if it is argued that the analysis implicit in 
(5.131) is Incorrect, and that the category S must be expanded by 
the rule S ->■ NP Aux VP, and the category Aux by the rule 
Aux -t Tns (M) (Perf) (Prog), the notion in construction with will

.3
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not allow the required change to take place If (5.127) is
included in the grammar, under the assumption that the node on 
which the feature [Tense] is marked is the node Tns.

26. This definition is inadequate in that it does not come to grips 
with the problems brought up in footnote 19 of Chapter 3.

27. Anthony Naro has pointed out to me the extremely interesting 
fact that the sentence That the fuzz wanted to question John

^worried him, but it didn’t worry Mary is ambiguous in the-same
way that (5,138a) is. This means that the definition of linguistic 
identity given in (5.135) must be revised in such a way that not
only commanded pronouns can be disregarded, but also that noun
phrases which have entered into an anaphoric relationship with 
some other noun phrase and pronominalized it can be disregarded 
under certain circumstances. I will not attempt such a revision 

. here, for a full treatment of the many complex issues connected 
with the definition of identity is far beyond the scope of this 
work.

S

28. All the following remarks apply equally well to the as-clause
of the comparison of equality.

At present, I know of no way of defining the term "the compared 
element." This thorny problem I will bequeath to future

29.

!
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researchers on the grammar of comparatives.

30. By the phrase "crucial use of variables", I mean all rules whose 
structural Index contains a substring of the form .. X A^..., 
or whose structural change specifies that
aroimd, or adjoined to, some term which contains a variable.

term is permutedsome

Thus

the rules of Indefinite Incorporation. (5.71), and Question. (4.1), 
make crucial use of variables, while the rule of It Deletion. 
(4.128), does not. 
important consequences.

This distinction between rule types has 
For instance, it can be shown that 

ruies which make crucial use of variables are governed - that is, 
they can have no lexical exceptions.

no

31. For some discussion of this rule, cf. Ross (1967d).

32. In this rule, the letter A is a variable over node types, 
strings.

Snot

33. In Postal (1966a), some concrete proposals of rxiles to effect 
these changes are made.

It is at present unknown34. as to whether a universal definition of 
the notion subordinate clause can be given, or whether it will be
necessary to give a language-particular definition for each 
language in which this condition appears.
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35. Indeed, the assumption that pronominalization should be effected
by a syntactic rule, rather than by a semantic one, is also 
provisional. For arguments pro and con, see Lakoff (1967) and 
Jackendoff (1966a, b). There are so many mysteries connected
with various kinds of pronominalization that almost nothing about
it seems free of serious doubt.

For a discussion of some of the consequences of assuming that36,

this is a syntactic rule, cf. Lakoff (1967).

37. For discussion of this construction, cf. Lakoff and Ross (1966),
and Anderson (1967).

One interesting, if poorly understood, exception is the rule which 
produces anaphoric noun phrases like that idiot in such sentences 
as Wilfredraised his hand and then that idlot^ even tried to

This rule appears not to work backwards at 
all (witness the ungrammaticality of *After that idiot^ had shut 

everyone laughed at Wilfred^^.) and to work forward only under 
certain circumstances (cf. *Wilfred^ said that that idiotj^ was 

The special nature of this rule was

38.

%

answer the question.

up

going to get back at us.),
first pointed out to me by George Lakoff.

.5
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Chapter 6
ON THE NOTION "REORDERING TRANSFORMATION"

6.0. In Chapter 4, I presented evidence which showed that the 
rules of Relative Clause Formation and Question are subject to a variety

Since the facts cited in § 5.3.4 above show that 
these constraints do not affect rules of pronomlnalization, the question
of constraints.

arises as to whether there are other rules than Just the two studied in 
Chapter 4 which are subject to the constraints, and if so, whether it 
is possible to predict from the formal statement of a rule whether that 
rule will obey the constraints or not. This question has already been
begged: the constraints in Chapter 4 were stated not in terms of the 
Specific rules of Relative Clause Formation or Ques' ion, which were
used to exemplify the effect of the constraints, but rather in terms 
of "reordering transformations". In this chapter, I will give'a 
precise characterization of this presystematlc term.

N

§ 6.1, I will describe briefly a large number of 
rules, some apparently related, some not, showing that each is subject 
to the constraints.

In

In § 6.2, I will show that transformations which 
reorder a constituent, but leave behind a pro-form, 
place the copied constituent occupied before the operation of the 
rule, are not affected by the constraints, and that it is rather 
transformations which "chop" a constituent and move it from its 
original position without leaving any trace, which are subject to the

5 6.3, I will show that even chopping transformations '

to indicate the

constraints. In
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are not subject to the constraints unless the chopped constituent It 
moved over a variable. In i 6.4, I will show that the feature- 
changing rules discussed in S' 5.1.3 also obey the constraints, 
fact leads to a theory of islands, the maximal domains of chopping 
and feature-changing rules. In 
characterization arrived at is given.

This

y
5 6.5, a brief summary of the

6.1. Some Rules Obeying the Constraints
6.1.0. At the outset of my research on variables, I noticed that 
the German rule which preposes various types of constituents to the
front of a- sentence, thereby triggering a rule which Inverts subject 
and verb (thus (6.1a) becomes (6.1b), (6.1c), or (6.Id)),

Ich sprach gestern 
spoke

(6.1) a. mit Orje Uber Llebe. 
yesterday with Orje about love.' 

Gestern sprach ich mit Orje Uber Liebe.

•l

b.

Hit Orje sprach ich gestern Uber Liebe. 
Uber Liebe sprach ich gestern mit Orje. 

obeyed the same constraints as the rules of Relative Clause Formation 
and Question and the rules Involved in cleft sentences, like (6.2), 
and pseudo-cleft sentences, like (6.3).

c.

d.

(6.2) Es war gestern, dass ich mit Orje Uber Liebe sprach.
with Orje about love spoke. 

'It was yesterday that I spoke with Orje about love.’

It was yesterday chat I

a
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(6.3) Worllber ich gestem mit Orje sprach war Liebe.
Where about I yesterday with Orje spoke was love. 
'What I spoke with Orje about yesterday was love.*

At that time, I concluded that the way to explain the similarity of
the constraints on these rules was to assume that one rule was basic,
and was a component of the operations of the other three rules. But

Noam Chomsky pointed out to me an alternative possibility: this 
similarity of constraints might be derivable from some formal property 
shared by the four rules, rather than from some assumed common 
function or component. My further research proved Chomsky correct;
there are a.large number of transformations which obey the same con

straints as the four rules that I had originally noticed, rules whose
operations are far too dissimilar for it to be possible that there
is one rule which is basic to each of these.

In my brief discussion of each of these rules, I will 
first give an example which is sufficiently complex to suggest that 
the scope of the rule is unboundedly large, and then give examples 
to show that the rule is subject to the Complex NP Constraint 
(CNPC), the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC), the Sentential

V

Subject Constraint (SSC), and, where possible, the Left Branch 
Condition on pied piping (LBC). I have partitioned the rules into 
three arbitrary groups: the rules in § 6.1.1 produce clauses which
resemble questions or relative clauses, some of which may derive
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from rules which can be collapsed with the rules of Question and 
Relative Clause Formation^. The rules in §.6.1.2 share only the 
property of producing structures which in no way resemble relative 
clauses. The rules in § 6.1.3 constitute Che only counter-evidence 
I know of (but cf. § 6.4) to the claim that only "reordering trans

formations" are subject to the constraints of Chapter 4.

6,1.1.

6.1.1.1. One rule which results in question-like structures is 
the rule which produces exclamatory sentences, like those in (6.4). 

How brave he is!(6.4) a.

b. How surprisingly well he dances!
The bravery of our boys in Vietnam, Thailand, 
Cambodia, Korea, Malaya, Iceland, Nepal, 
Egypt, Turkey, Kazakhistan, Morocco, Haiti,

c.

Peru, Chile, Quebec, the Honduras,
Baffinland, Monaco, and all the other
places in the world where freedom needs
protection!

I imagine that sentences like (6.4c), which consist of a 
single abstract NP, spoken reverentially, will derive from sentences 
like (6.4a), where he is replaced by our boys in Vietnam, etc., but
I do not know how the rules that -effect this conversion should be
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formulated.

Although the sentences in (6.A) resemble questions, they 
are much more limited, for there are many question words that cannot
head an exclamatory sentence, as (6.5) shows.

a. *Whether he left!
2

b. *Why he knows the answer I
(6.5)

c. • *Which boy is tall!
It seems likely to me that the restriction which is

'Operative here is that it is only sentences with degree adverbs which
This is indicated by the factcan function in exclamatory sentences.

that the word bravery > which is derived from a lexical item 
allowing degree modifiers (very brave). is replaced in (6.Ac) by an 
abstract noun like arrival, whose underlying lexical item does not
admit of degree modification (*verv arrive. *arrlve very), the sen-

But there are several classes of counter-tence becomes ungrammatical, 
examples to this generalization (cf. e.g., the sentences in (6.6)), 
and although these seem intuitively to be different from the sentences
in (6.A), I have no convincing, arguments which show this to
necessarily be the case.

When my daughter came home last night 
What my husband eats!
Where my son and that girl he married pre living!

(6.6) ^a.

c.

But no matter what the source for such sentences as

'
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those In (6.4) Is, it Is clear that the rule which forms them must
be able to move the wh-ed constituents to the front of the sentence
from indefinitely deeply embedded structures (cf. (6.7)).

How brave everybody must think you expect 
to believe he is I

(6.7) me

That this rule is subject to the CNPC, the CSC, and the 
SSC, can be seen from (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10), respectively.

a. *How brave I know a boy who is!
How brave they must believe (*the claim) that

4
you are!

a. *How-brave he is tall and!

(6.8)

b.

\

(6.9)

b. *How brave Mike is cowardly and Sam is! 
a, *How brave that Tom is must be believed!

How brave it must be believed (?that) Tom is!^ 
That it is also subject to the LBC can be seen from the 

fact that it is (6.4a) that is grammatical, and not (6.11),
*How he is brave I^

The reason that (6,11) is ungrammatical is the same as the one given 
for the ungrammaticality of (4.190), in § 4.3.2.1 above.

(6.10)

b.
S

(6.11)

6.1.1.2. The first constructions which exhibit relative-clause-like
structures are clauses introduced by where, when, after, before, since, 

Michael L. Gels has proposed^ that all of theseuntil, and while.
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clauses be treated as deriving from relative clauses on such head
nouns as place or time. Thus at the time at which becomes at the 
time when, which may, by deletion of the NP at the time, result in
a clause introduced by the single word when. That the source in
the constituent sentence for the phrase at that time, from which this
word derives,can be indefinitely far down the tree can be seen from
(6.12),

Bill left when everyone will believe that the(6.12)

police have forced me to confess that I shot
Sandra.

where the word when refers to the time of the shooting of Sandra. That

the rule which forms such adverbial clauses, if it is different from
the rule of Relative Clause Formation, which I doubt, is subject to
the CNPC, the CSC and the SSC can be seen from (6.13), (6.1A), and

V(6,15), respectively.
a. *Bill left when I am looking at a girl who vomited.(6.13)

Bill left when I believe (*the claim)(?that)b.

the bomb had just exploded.
When I am awake (*at that time) and Susan(6.1A)I

is asleep. Bill will leave.
*Bill left when that noone else was awake(6.15) a.

8
is certain.
Bill left when it is certain that noone else •b.

was awake.

\
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Sentences similar to these, which show the other adverbial
clauses mentioned to be subject to the three major constraints, can
also be constructed, but I will not undertake this here.

The second type of relative-clause-like construction is6.1.1.3.

exemplified in (6.16):
(6.16) He.re’s a knife for you to cut up the onions with. 

For to phrases can modify noim phrases in the same way as relative 
The subjects of these clauses can be deleted under inter

esting conditions (cf. (6.17)). .

'(6,17)

clauses.

myself ! 
*himself f with.I brought a razor to shavea.

1 myself
*himselfI brought a razor with which to shave <b.

*myself
himself

with.I brought John a razor to shavec.

*myself 
^ himself^ *I brgught John a razor with which to shaved.

The presence of the relative pronoun- which in (6.17b) 
and (6.l7d) suggests that whatever rule forms these clauses always 
preposes this pronoun to the front of the clause, deleting it 
obligatorily just in case the embedded subject has not been deleted. 
Thus (6.16) would be derived from the structure which underlies (6.18).

*Here’s a knife which for you to cut up the(6.18)

onions with.
Somehow the rule which forms these clauses must prevent a preposition

♦5
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which precedes the NP to be relativized from pied piping, unless the 
subject of the clause has been (or will be?) deleted — nothing can 
save a structure like (6.19), where the preposition with has pied 
piped, except possibly some ad hoc rule to reinsert the preposition 
where it came from, a rule unstateable under present conventions.
in any account.

(6.19) *Here^s a knife with which for you to cut up
the onions.

Constituents can be moved by this rule from indefinitely far down the 
tree, as (6.20) shows.

(6.20) Kerens a plate for you to make Bob try to
begin to force his sister to leave the
cookies in.

I am not sure whether this rule can relatlvize elements from within
that-clauses at all, but if so, it is only elements dominated by VP

in such clauses, not subjects, that can be relativized. (6.21a) may
be grammatical, but (6.22b) is almost certainly not.

(6.21) ?Here*s a knife for you to say that you cuta.

up the onions with.
*Herc's a knife for you to say was on the table.b.

Thus we see that this rule, even if it should someday prove
to be collapsible with the rule of Relative Clause Formation, will have
to have a number of special restrictions imposed on it. And yet the
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sentences in (6.22), (6.23), and (6.2A) show it to be subject to the 
CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC, respectively,

(6.22) a. *Here * s a pole' f or ' you' td 'kisV the 'girT'who
tied the string around.

b, ?Here's a razor for you to announce (*the
possibility) that you will shave with. 

*Here'8 a razor for you to chop up these(6.23)

nuts with this cleaver and.
(6.24) a. *Here's a razor for that you will be shaved

with to be announced.
b. ??Here*s a razor for it to be announced

that yotl will be shaved with.
Whether or not the LBC can be shown to be operative for 

this rule will depend upon it being possible to set up a contrast 
between such sentences as those in (6.25).

(6.25)
S

a, ?I loaned Maggie a Swiss Army knife with
whose corkscrew to open the padlock.

b. *I loaned Maggie a Swiss Army knife
whose to bpen the padlock with corkscrew. 

While it is clear that (6.25b) is word salad, I am not 
sure that'(6.253) is fully grammatical, 
shown to be subject to, the LBC.

If not, this rule cannot be

/
j'
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6.1.1.A. It is well-known that apposltive clauses obey the 
restrictions restrictive relative clauses do, but it may not have 
been observed before that sentential clauses, like those in (0.26), 
also do.

same

(6.26) Fluffy is sick, which few people realize. 
Fluffy is sick, which I*m not* sure you 
know Sarah expects me to believe Joan realizes. 

Sentence (6.26b) suggests that this rule must be able to 
relative pronoun which, which stands for the 
from indefinitely deeply embedded positions, and 
(6.28), and (6.29) show that it too is subject 
and the SSC.

a.

b.

prepose the
sentence Fluff? is sick.

sentences (6.27), 
to the CNPC, the CSC,

(6.27) a. *Fluffy is sick, which I slapped a boy who 
wouldn't acknowledge.
Fluffy is sick, which I believe (*thd claim) 
that few people realize.

*Fluffy is sick, which I fell asleep and 
Tom suddenly realized, 

a. *Fluffy is sick, which that noone here

b.
S

(6.28)

(6.29)

realizes is certain.
b. Fluffy is sick, which it is certain that

noone here realizes.
The same restrictions apply to sentential as-clauses: the 

word ^ can be substituted for which in sentences (6.26) - (6.29) with

. . ’. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :
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no change in gracnoaClcallty, although this is not in general true.
\ '

The'^entences in (6.30) show that the rule which forms as-clauses must
be sensitive both to the presence t)f certain types of negation and to
the syntactic environment from which the constituent which ^ replaces

9
comes*

Fluffy is
which

(6.30) nobody knows.a.

b. Fluffy is sick. not everybody knows.I- jhich'
Fluffy is slck,Y*^g •surprises me.c.

These restrictions on as-clauses are unlike any._^known to 
obtain on relative clauses, restrictive or apposltive, so I am highly 
doubtful that the rule which forms as-clauses can be collapsed with 
other rules which form relative clauses.

6.1.1.5. The rules that form cleft sentences, pseudo-cleft sen-
tences, and topicalized sentences are also subject to the constraints.
The sentences in (6.32) show them all to be subject to the CNPC, and 
those in (6.33), (6.3A), and (6.35) show them to be subject to the
CSC, the SSC, and the LBC, respectively, while the sentences in 
(6.31) show their scope to be unbounded.

(6.31) It was this hat that Tom said A1 thought you 
wanted me to make Jack put on.

a.

b. What Tom said A1 thought you wanted me to
make Jack put on was this hat.
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This hat Tom said A1 thought you wanted me 
to make Jack put on.

*It is this hat that I know the boy who is wearing. 
It is this hat that I believe (*the claim) 
that he was wearing, 

c. *What I know the boy who was wearing is this hat. 
What I believe (*the claim) that he was

c.

(6.32) a.

b.

d.

wearing is this hat.
e. *Thls hat I know the boy who was wearing.
f. This hat I believe (*the claim) that he 

was wearing,
(6.33) a, *It is this hat that the gloves and were on 

the table.
b. *What the gloves and were on the table was this hat.
c, *This hat the gloves and were on the table.
a. *It is this hat that that he was wearing is certain.(6.34)

b. It is this hat that it is certain that he
was wearing.

c. *What that he was wearing is certain is this hat.
d. What it is certain that he was wearing is this hat. 
e. *This hat that he was wearing is certain.

This hat it is certain that he was wearing, 
a. *It was .John’s that I stole bike.
f.

(6.35)

b. *The one whose I stole bike was John’s.
c. *John’s I stole bike.
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Because of the many additional similarities shared by 
these constructions, I at. inclined to think they all derive from the 
same deep structure source, although I can propose none that is 
convincing. But all that is at issue here is the fact that the set 
or sets of rules that produce these constructions 
the constraints of Chapter 4.

are all subject to

6.1.1.6. The next relative-clause-llke 
is that exemplified in (6.36).

construction I will consider

(6.36) Maxwell isn't (half) the doctor that his 
father was.

The fact that the element half can precede the modified 
(6.36) shows that this sentence cannot be considered to be an 
Instance of a predicate nominal modified by a relative clause, as 
in (6.37),

NP in

(6.37) Maxwell is the man who won the Nobel Prize 
for horoscopy.

for if half is present in (6.36), the "relative clause" must be 
present, as the ungrammaticallty of (6.38) indicates.^®

(6.38) *Maxwell isn’t half the doctor.
It seems probable that (6.36) can be related to such 

sentences as those in (6.39),
(6.39) Maxwell is quite <

Maxwell isn’t much of a doctor.

a. doctor.

b.
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Maxwell is more of a doctor than his son is.c.

but no analysis of these constructions has been deep enough for this
to be established positively. One final point of interest about these
constructions is that the "relativized" element seems to have to
follow the copula ^ in both the matrix and constituent sentences.
When this strange constraint is violated, ungrammatical sentences such 
as those in (6.40) result.

(6.40) a. *Maxwell isn't (half) the doctor that was here.
b. *Maxwell isn't (half) the doctor that

polished off the vodka.
c. *(Half) the doctor that Maxwell's father

was sat down.
As (6.41) suggests, the that~clause of (6.36) is not

bounded in length:
(6.31) Maxwell isn't (half) the doctor that I

S

feared Marge would realize Tom had confessed
that he knew Bill expected him to be.

Whatever rule it is that forms such clauses,’ it is subject to the 
CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC, as sentences (6.42), (6.34), and (6.44),
respectively, show.

(6.42) *Maxwell isn't half the doctor that I knowa.

an African chief who is.
Maxwell isn't half the doctor that peopleb.

around here believe (*the claim) that his
father was.

.5
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(6.43) *Maxwell isn’t half the doctor that his sister
is a psychologist and his father was.

' (6:^5) ^ isn 'l:“haif the doct^“Eh^ th^t he" "  
would be if he studied is certain.

b. Maxwell isn't half the doctor that it is
certain that he would be if he studied.

6.1.1.7. The last two cases of relative-clause-like constructions 
that 1 will discuss are those exemplified in (6.45).

He's the happiest that I've ever seen him.(6.45) a.

The hardest that it ever snowed was lastb.

January 12th.
I have grouped these two constructions together only on the basis of 
the fact that they both contain superlatives. What their deep 
structures are in fact, and whether the same rules are used.in 
forming each, is anyone's guess. The grammar of superlatives, if it 
is not the most poorly understood of all problems yet investigated 
within the framework of generative grammar, is certainly not far off 
the pace.^^ ^ .

That both of the that-clauses in (6.45) can be extended 
without bound is suggested by the random degree of complexity attained 
in (6.46).

He's the happiest that any of.my'friends 
could estimate anybody would expect you to

(6.46) a.

believe that I've ever seen him.

o
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b. The hardest that I think I remember him
ever telling me that he had heard of it
snowing around here was last January 12th.

The rules that produce such constructions are subject 
to the three constraints of Chapter 4. as sentences (6.47)-(6.49) show. 

(6.47) *He's the happiest that we ever talked toa.

the boy who had seen him.
b. He's the happiest that I believe C*the 

claim), that he's ever been.
*The hardest that I ever knew a man who saidc.

that it had snowed was last January 12th. 
The hardest that I believe (*the claim) 
that it ever snowed was last January 12th. 
*He’s the happiest that I've ever seen him 
drunk and.

d.

(6.48) a.

X

b. *The hardest that all the power lines were down 
and it snowed was last January 12th.

*He is the happiest that that he has ever(6.49) a.

been is believed.
b. He is the happiest that it is believed

that he has ever been.
*The hardest that that it has snowed here isc.

believed was last January 12th.
d. The hardest that it is believed that it has

snowed here was last January 12th.
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6.1.2.

6.1.2.0. While no arguments are available (and I doubt that
are fortbcomingj that air the above' structures are"ofFdHdb'tTW

either the rule of Relative Clause

any

Formation or the rule of Question.

some clause headed by 
a wh-word or the vrord that, it la at least logically possible that an 
analysis will someday be discovered which makes use of one of these

since all the constructions discussed exhibit

two rules to derive all of the above constructions. But In the case
of those constructions that I will discuss in this section, such an 
analysis would be inconceivable, for the structures produced 
relatlve-clausa-like structures only incidentally, if at all.

contain

6.1.2.1. The rule of Extraposition from NP. (1.10), because of its
formal structure, is upward bounded, so It is impossible to show with 
such sentences as (4.18) that it is subject to the CNPC; the 
obtains for the SSC. 
must be subject to the CSC.

same

It is, however, possible to show that it
For consider structure (6,50);

(6.50)

met in Vienna

a friend of mine
a girlwas workine in Euroo©

who was from his home townI

\
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If the rule of Extraposition from NP applied to this structure to
move out of or

-sentences In (6.51) would be generated.-------

(6.51)' a.

out of NP^, one of the ungrammatical

*A friend of mine and a girl who was from 
his home town met in Vienna who was working
in Europe.

b. *A friend of mine who was working in Europe 
and a girl niet in Vienna who was from his
homo town.

A similar^ example can^he constructed to show that 
Extraposition. (4.126), must also be subject to the CSC.

(6.52)

%
was traeically evident

that she loved him

that he loved anotheiT'

If Extraposition does not apply to this structure, the rule of 
It Deletion, which was stated in (4.128), 
both occurrences of It in (6.52), and the grammatical (6.53) will 
result.

will delete

;

o
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(6.53) That she loved him and that he loved another
was painfully evident.

However, If E^ctraposltion igere allowed to apply to either ""S"
in this structure, one of the ungrammatical structures in (6.54) 

wouidsbe produced.
(6.54)

or

a. *It and that he loved another was painfully 
evident that she loved him.

b. *That she loved him and It was painfully 
evident that he loved another.

The CSC must be Invoked to block the generation of the sentences In 
(6.51), and It can also block the generation of those In (6.54).
However, since It Is not known-what the relative ordering of the rules 
of Extraposition and Coni unction Reduction Is, It might be that the 
rules could be ordered In such a way as to prevent (6.54) without the 
CSC being necessary. But such a rule-ordering explanation Is not 
available In the case of (6.51), for If Che analysis presented In

V

Lakoff and Peters (1966) Is correct, the conjoined NP subject of 
such verbs as meet, similar, etc. Is derived from a conjoined NP 
In deep structure. It therefore seems Inescapable that the CSC pmst 
constrain the operation of at least one rule. Extraposition from NP.

which cannot be argued to be a subcase of Che rules of Relative Clause
Formation or Question.

6.1.2.2. Although the rule of NP Shift. (5.57), cannot be shown 
to be subject to the CNPC or the SSC, because It, like the two

N
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extraposition rules, Is subject to the stronger restriction of being 
upward bounded. It can be shown to obey the CSC, for the a-sentences
below must nof b-e cohvef ted 'Intb tbe“B;-sentences.- - - - - - - - - - - - -

(6.55) Mary and [an old friend who comes from 
Mlamll^p

a.

kissed.

b. *Mary and kissed an old friend who comes

from Miami.
(6.56) I gave a picture of a covered bridge and 

[a hundred hikers from Hoboken]
a.-

jjp to my sister. 
*I gave a picture'of a covered bridge and tob.

my sister a hundred hikers from Hoboken. 
Joan plays [a wonderful old guitar from 
SpalnJjjp and sings folksongs.

*Joan plays and sings folksongs a wonderful 
old guitar from Spain.

(6.57) a.

b.

*«
That the rule of NP Shift Is also subject to the LBC 

argued In 5 4.3.2.1 above, in connection with the
was

ungrammaticality

of (4.188b) and (4.188c).

6.1.2.3. The rule of Conjunction Reduction, whose operation 
described Informally in i 4.2.4.1. above. Is stated roughly as in 
(6.58).

was

(6.58) ' Conjunction Reduction
[and - [X - A]" ]ga.

OPT
V

y12 3
[1 2 0]„j!f3

B

- ..d
1
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[and - [A - X]^ ]gb.

OPT1 2 3

zni o' 3]
B

Condition: all occurrences of A are identical.

This notation should be interpreted to mean that in any 
coordinate node of the category B, which dominates any number of

conjuncts which are also of the category B, and each of which either

ends or begins with a constituent of category A, where all 
of A are Identical, all of these occurrences of A are superimposed, 
and adjoined- to the conjoined node B. Thus (4.118) could be converted

, into (4.119) by the operation of this rule.
This rule must be formulated in such a way as to reorder

occurrences

each instance of the category A, adjoining it to the coordinate node, 
for otherwise the following facts cannot be explained. If my intui

tions are correct, (6.59a) cannot be converted into (6.59b), and 
(6.60a) can be converted into (6,60b) orily if the parenthesized NP,

the claim, is not present.
(6.59) Sally might be pregnant, and I know a girl 

who definitely is pregnant, 
b.?* Sally might be, and I know a- girl who

a.

definitely is, pregnant.
(6.60) Sally might be pregnant, and I believe (the 

claim) that Sheila definitely is pregnant.
a.

y

.3
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b. ?Sally night be, and I believe (?*the claim) 
that Sheila definitely is. pregnant.

Some speakers claim to- find no difference between the 
is present and the one in which 

If all are held to

version of (6.60b) in which the claim 
it is not, or between (6.59b) and either of 
be ungrammatical, "then rule (6.58) 
a way that the nodes A cannot be dominated by 
if all are held to be

these.

must simply be restricted in such 
a that-clause. However,

grammatical, then there is a serious Inadequacy 
rule is subject to 

it must be subject to all.

in my analysis, for I would hold that if a 
of the ciinstraints of Chapter 4, 
seems clear that.at least the CSC 
rule (6.58), for I know of

one

And it
must' constrain the operation of 

noone who finds the result of the’ conver

sion of (6.61a) into (6.6lb) grammatical, 
(6.61)

The younger woman might have been tall 
and blonde, and the older 
was blonde.

a.

definitelyone
S

)
b. **The younger woman might have^een tall and, 

and the older one definitely was, blonde. 
But the picture is complicated by the existence of such sentences 
rtose in (6.62) and (6.63).

(6.62)

as

Sally is tall, and may^e blonde, and Sheila 
is short, and definitely is blonde.

•b. ?*Sally is tall, and majjbe, and Sheila is 
short, and definitely is, blonde.

a.

o
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(6.63) Hank plays the guitar and finds arrangements 
for all the old folksongs which are still

a.

sung in these hTlls, and Ernie writes down
all the old folksongs which are still sung
in these hills.

b. ??Hank plays the guitar and finds arrangements 
for, and Ernie writes down, all the old folk

songs which are still sung in these hills.
In ny speech, (6.62b) and (6.63b) are clearly far better 

than (6.61b), but I am not confident enough of this Judgment to assert 
that they should be considered fully grammatical. However, if all 
three are to be considered ungrammatical, as well as (6.59b) and 
the version of (6.60b) in which the NP the claim appears, at least 
the rule which converts (4.118) into (4.119) must be formulated 
reordering rule, and be subject to the CNPC and the CSC. Tliat this 
rule must also be subject to the LBC was pointed out in § 4.3.2.4 
above, in connection with the ungrammaticality of (4.239) (but cf. 
also the discussion of sentence (4.241)).

as a

S

6.1.2.4. The next rule I will discuss in connection with the con

straints of Chapter 4 is the rule which converts (6.64a). to (6.64b)»

by preposing a VP which immediately follows an emphatically 
stressed auxiliary verb, under various conditions which need not 
concern us here.

V-
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/ 1
would pay up, and he 
had gone home, and he^ h'a 
was working, and he is working

pay up 
gone home>.(6,64) They said that Toma.

did
irf7

b. They said that Tom ^?had gone home, and gone home^he 
working, and working he is1 las

was

The statement of this rule must make crucial use of a variable, 
(6.65) suggests.

as

(6.65) They said Tom would pay up, and pay up I'm
sure everybody will tell you that his lawyers 

/
expect me to believe he did.

The rule is subject to Che CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC. as can be seen
from (6.66), (b.'S?), and (6.68), respectively. 

(6.66) They said nobody would pay up, but I know
a boy who did pay up.

b. *They said nobody would pay up, but pay up 
/

I know a boy idio did.
They said that Tom would pay up, and

y
I believe (*the claim) that he did.
They said that Tom wouldn't pay up, but he
/ • /
did go to the bank, and he did pay up.

b. *They said that Tom wouldn't pay up, but pay
up he did go to the bank and he did.

a. *They said that Tom would pay up, and pay up
that he /id is well-known.

\
They said that Tom would pay up, and pay up 

✓
it is well-known that he did.

a.

S

c. pay up

(6.67) a.

. ✓

(6.68)

b.

\

o
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The statement of the rule which converts (6,69a) into6.1.2.5.

(6.69b) also must make crucial use of variables, as the complexity of 
(6.707'suiies tsr- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(6.69) a. Although Dick is handsome, I*m still going
marry Herman.
Handsome though Dick is, I'm still goingb.

to marry Herman.
(6.70) , Handsome though everyone expects me to try 

to force Bill to make Mom agree that Dick is,
I'm still going, to marry Herman,

That this rule is subject to the CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC can be
from sentences (6.71), (6.72), and (6.73), respectively.seen

(6.71) *Handsome though I know several boys who are,a.

I'm still going to marry Herman.
Handsome though I believe (*the claim) that 
Dick is, I'm still going to marry Herman.

b.
N

(6.72) ^Handsome though Dick is fair, Nordic, \
strong and, I'm still going to marry Herman.

(6.73) a. *Handsome*though that Dick will be is likely,
I'm still going to marry Herman.
Handsome though it is likely that Dick willb.

be, I'm still going to marry Herman.

Whatever rule it Is that derives sentences like (6.74)6.1.2.6 .
from some equally unknown deep structure, its statement must make

.1
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crucial use of a variable, as such sentences as (6.75), if they are 
grammatical, would suggest.

(6".7A) The more 'contented we pretended to be, the
more we grew angry at the doctors.
?Thc more contented the nurses began to try 
to persuade us to pretend to be, the more 
angry we grew at the doctors.

That this rule is subject to the CNPC, the CSC, and the 
SSC can be seen from sentences (6.76), (6.77), and (6.78), respectively.

a. *The more contented I laughed at the nurse 
who thought that we were becoming, the more 
angry we grew at the doctors,

b. ??The more contented the nurses began to 
believe (*the claim) that we were going 
to pretend to be, the more angry we grew 
at the doctors,

(6.75)

(6.76)

S

(6.77) *The more contented we pretended to be
better fed and, the more angry we grew 
at the doctors.

(6.78) a. *The more contented for us to pretend to be
became possible, the more angry we grew
at the doctors.

b. ?The more contented it became possible for*
us to pretend to be, the more angry we
grew at the doctors.

■>

.1
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rule I will consider in this section is the 
rule which converts such sentences as (6.79a) into (6.79b), provided 
that the object of the preposition ^ has been pronominalized^

J'ai une photo de cette maison.
I have a picture of this house.

ai une photo.
I of it have a picture.

'I have a picture of it.' .

The next6.1.2.7.

(6.79) a.

J'enb.

This rule seems to be able to operate over a potentially indefinitely 
as (6.80b), which results from (6.80a) iflarge portion.of a tree,

14
la table *the table* has been pronominallze^. shows.

j

the NP

toit de l*aile(6.80) a. Je vois le bout du
I see the end of the roof of the wing
gauche de la maison. 
left of the house.

the end of the roof of the left wing of the house.*
%

*I see
toit de l*aile gauche.vois le bout du

the end of the roof of the wing left. 
*1 see the end of the roof of its left wing.*

J 'enb.

I of it see

This rule is subject to a stronger constraint than the combination
It can be shown toof the CNPC and the SSC — it is upward bounded.

the CSC by the fact that (6.81a) cannot become (6.81b)be subject to
16

la maison *the house* has been pronominalized.if the NP

r
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(6.81) Je vois la porte dua. garage et le toit 
I see the door of the garage and the roof
de la malson.

of the house.
b. *J*en vois la porte du garage et le toit.^^

6.1.2.8. The last rule I will deal with in this subsection, the 
rule which produces structures like (6.82),

/
(6.82) I have some papers to grade.

also seems not to be able to move NP's out of tensed clauses
(cf. (6.83)),

?*I have some^papers to announce that I 
got to grade.

although this rule appears to be able to range indefinitely far down 
into a tree, as (6.84) suggests.

(6.84)

(6.83) ’ve

V
I have some papers to try to finish grading. 

If is not clear to me whether sentences (6.82) and (6.84)
can be argued to be synonymous with any reading of (6.85a) and (6.85b), 
respectively.

(6.85) I have to grade some papers.a.

I have to try to finish grading some papers. 
If their meaning is correct, they are the most obvious source for 
(6,82) and (6.84).

•’ b.

But if they cannot be the source for these 
sentences; I am at a loss to suggest what might be. It seems unlikely 
that a structure like that shown in (6.-86) can serve as a source;

■ ■
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(6.86)

some papers Ahave

I

grade some papers

sentences like (6,87),for there are
I have getting into college to consider.(6.87)

that directly follows have In surface structure Iswhere the NP

, and I Enow of no other verb which takes an NP S object 
challenge, etc.),where the NP

abstract

(e.g., verbs like compel, motivate.

can be inanimate.
of such sentences is.However, no matter what the source

produces them obeys the CSC and the LBC_the fact that the rule that %
ungrammaticality of the sentences in (6.88)be seen from theV.- can

and (6.89).
to grade these exams and. 

voice exercises to play the
*I have some papers(6.88) a.

b. *I have some
guitar and sing.

*I have John's to grade paper.(6.89)

6.1.3.

5 4.1.4 above, I argued from the fact that the rule 
forms relative clauses in Japanese is subject to the crossover

' In6.1.3.0,

which
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condition, 0^.30), and to the CNPC (it is also subject to the CSC, but 
not to the SSC, as I showed in 5 4.A.1) to the conclusion that the 

- rule must be formulated as a "reorderlng-transformatlon''--(lm- 
whlch will be made more precise in 
only one of the possible conclusions:

t

sense

§ 6.2 and §6.3 below). This is 
the other is that is not the 

case that the crossover condition and the constraints of Chapter 4 
only affect "reordering transformations"; rather, there are some

transformations whose only effect is to delete constituents under 
identity, but which are nonetheless still subject to the constraints. 
The question then arises as to how such deletions are to be distin

guished from other rules-of pronominallzation, which I showed, in 
§ 5.3.4, not to be subject to the constraints of Chapter 4. 
question will be taken up in § 6.4 below.

This

6.1.3.1. The first two pronominalization-llke rules I will
consider are those which produce those comparative constructions 
which exhibit the morphemes -er...than and as..

S

Since these two
constructions behave alike in all respects of interest here, I will 
give examples of only the former construction.

As (6.90) suggests, than-clauses of any desired length

♦ as.

can be constructed.
(6.90) Wilt is taller than I imagine- anybody would 

ever guess that people had begun expecting 
Red to announce that he was.

■ /

.s
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the operations that takes place In the formation of than-clauses 
In the than-clause is obligatorily deleted

One of
is that the compared element
if it is identical to the element of the main clause with which it is 

Thus in (6.91a), because the two compared adjectives
In (6.91b),

arecompared,

dissimilar, the one in the than-clause is retained, 
however, since the compared adjectives are identical, the parenthe- 

In the than-clause is obligatorily deleted.sized occurrence
The sofa was longer chan the room was wide. 
The sofa was longer than the desk was (long). 

This deletion operation is subject to Che CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC, 
the sentences in (6.92),■(5.93), and (6.94) show.

a. *Wilt is taller than I know a hoy who is.
Wilt is taller'than I believe (*the claim) 
that Bill is.

a. *Wllt Is taller than Bill is strong and.
b. *Dean drank more booze than Frank ate 

Wheatles and Sammy drank.
*Wilt is taller than that Bill is is

(6.91) a.

b.

as

(6.92)

b.

(6.93) s

(6.94) a.

generally believed.
Wilt is taller than it Is generally 
believed chat Bill is.

deletion rule which is subject to the

b.

There is another
and which is probably best treated as being a special case 

In sentences containing
constraints

of the rule which forms comparatives.
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,than or inherently comparative verbs like increase, diminish. 
outrun, overthrow, etc., it is possible to have ^-phrases, like those 
in (679 5), which make precise the amount by which the compared eie-

-er. ■

18
ments differ.

Hilt is taller than Bill by 7 millimeters.(6.95) a.

The raise which Scrooge generously gave 
Tom's father Increased his yearly salary by

b.

five cents.
The hare outran the tortoise by so muchc.

that he forgot the latter was even in the
race any more.

d. Hho knew Mickey would overthrow home plate 
by that much?

If two sentences contain such ^-phrases, as is the case 
with the sentences of (6.96),

(6.96) a. Wilt is taller than Bill by that much.
b. Big 0 is taller than the Cooz by that much, 

then it is possible for one sentence to appear as a subconstituent 
of the other, superficially, at least,- as a degree modifier of much.
Thus (6.96b) can become a modifier of the occurrence of much in (6.96a),

S

as in (6.97). I

Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as Big 0 
is taller than the Cooz.

The objects of the preposition ^ can also be compared, as is the case

(6.97)

1

in (6.98).

/

o
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(6.98) Wilt is taller than Bill by more than Big 0,

is taller than the Cooz.
Exactly what the rule is which is at work here is not my concern: for

my present purposes it is sufficient to point out that this apparent 
rule of deletion has an unbounded scope (this is suggested by (6.99)),

(^.99) Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as
everybody seems to expect me to admit to 
having publicly proclaimed that I believed
Big 0 to be taller than the Cooz.

and that it is subject to the CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC (cf. (6.100), 
(6.101), and (6.102), respectively).

(6.100) a. *Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as I

know a boy who thinks that Big 0 is taller
than the Cooz.

b. Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as
%

Peter believes (*the claim) that Big 0 is
taller than the Cooz.

(6.101) *Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as I
watch all the -games and I know Big 0 is
taller than the Cooz.

(6.102) a. *Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as that
Big 0 is taller than the Cooz is believed.

-b. Wilt is taller than Bill by as much as it
is believed that Big 0 is taller than the
Cooz.

.5

1
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6.1.3.2. The second deletion rule which obeys the constraints Is 
the rule which converts (6.103a) Into (6.103b), sometloes optionally.

-- - - aometlmes OLb3J,gatar±ly-^ -. . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ _  .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r(6.103) a. ?The rock was too heavy for me to pick it
up.

b. The rock was too heavy for me to pick up. 
I am not entirely sure of this, but I believe that this rule must be 
allowed to delete elements which 
(cf. (6.10A)).

Indefinitely far down in a treeare

,(6.104) a. This rock is too heavy for me to begin to 
decide about helping Bob to try to pick it 
up.

b. ??This rock is too heavy for me to begin to 
decide about helping Bob to try to pick 

Even if it is possible to find indefinitely long examples of this 
construction, a restriction

up.

must apparently be stated so that elements 
of clauses containing finite verbs will not be deleted:

V

no grammatical
sentences like (6.105) appear to exist.

(6.105) *This rock is too heavy for us to try to
claim that we picked up.

If this rule is formulated with variables, it must be made subject to 
the CSC, the SSC, and the LBC, as (6.106), (6.107) (if grammatical 
tences like (6.107b) exist), and (6.108) show.

(6.106) a.

sen-

Sodium is a little too peppy for me to want 
to try mixing it and water in a teacup, 

b. * Sodium is a little too peppy for me to want to 
try mixing and water in a teacup.
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“^6.107) a. *That piece of ice is too big for for him to be 
able to pick up with a teaspoon to be likely.

- - - - - - - bv ?mat-pleee-iof—Ice-is-too-bl&
likely for him to be able to pick up with 
a teaspoon.
Bob is too thin for me to be able to squeeze 
into his Jacket, 

b. *Bob is too thin for me to be able to squeeze 
into jacket.

The rule which is at work here can probably be collapsed
with the rule which converts (6;109a) into (6.109b),

This rock Is light enough for Marcia to 
pick it up.
This rock is light enough for Marcia to 
pick up.

for the grammaticality of sentences (6.103)-(6.108) is not affected 
by the substitution of AdHenough for too+Adj.

A rule possibly related to this last rule is the one 
which converts (6.110a) into (6.110b): .

(6.110) a.

for 41* tn he

(6.108) a.

(6.109) a.

b.

6.1.3.3.

The socks are ready for you to put them on.
The socteare ready for you to put on.

Once again, although it is difficult to construct long examples, it
that this deletion rule can operate over indefinitely

b.

t'-

may be the case 
long stretches of phrase markers (Gf. '(6.111)).

o
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The socks are ready for you to go about 
beginning to put them on.
?The socks are ready for you to go about 
beginning to put on.

As was the case with the previous rule, this rule seems not to be
able to delete elements of clauses containing finite verbs (cf. (6.112)).

The socks are ready for you to announce 
that you will put them on. 

b. *The socks arc ready for you to announce 
that you will put on.

If this rule must be stated with variables, then it must also be 
subject to the CSC and the LBC, as (a-llS) and (6.114) show.
(6.115a) shows that it is not possible to delete elements of senten

tial subject clauses, but I have not been able to find sentences like 
(6.115b), where the deletion has become possible after the extra- . 
position of the clause, so,it may be that this rule is subject to a 
stronger constraint than the previously discussed rules in this 
section.

(6.111) a.

b

(6.112) a.

Sentence

N

The socks are ready for you to try them(6.113) a.

and the garters on.
*The socks are ready for you to try and theb.

garters on.
Pfc. Golliwog is ready for you to inspect(6.114)' a.
his bunk.
*Pfc. Golliwog is ready for you to inspectb.

bunk.
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(6.115) a* * The socka are ready for for you to put 
on to be planned.

b. * The socks are ready for it to be planned 
for you to put on.

The facts that I have brought out here In connection 
with ready hold true for a small class of similar adjectives, such 
as suitable, fit, convenient, etc., none of which can be provided 
with a plausible deep structure source at present.

They also hold true for adjectives like easy, difficult.
hard, etc., which occur in constructions like (6.116).

easy ]
difficult Ito play sonatas on this 
hard j

(6.116) It is
violin.

It has been assumed in previous transformational studies
(cf., e.g., Rosenbaum (1965)) that sentences like those in (6.117)
are to be derived from the structure underlying (6.116) by a reordering
transformation which substitutes some NP in the extraposed clause
of (6.116) for the subject of (6.116), the pronoun it.

easy ]
Sonatas are ) difficult to play on this 

jhard
violin. 1. ■

(6.117)

Recently, however, several new facts have come to light which cast 
doubt on the correctness of this analysis. Klima has pointed out to 
me that both (6.117) and (6.118), which are not synonymous, would be
derivable from the structure underlying (6.116).

S.\
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easy
This violin is difficult 

hard

*1(6.118) Co play sonatas

on.

Similarly. Perlmutter has observed (cf. Perlnutter (op. cit.)) that 
the sentences of (6.119), which would have 
ere also not synonymous.

(6.119) a.

the same deep structure.

1 made John easy to get along with, 
b. I made it easy to get along with John. 

A more serious problem is posed by such sentences as
(6.120).

(6.120)

Perlmutter (op.-clt.) argues that It is
John tries to be easy Co get along with.

Incorrect to analyze try 
being lexically marked in.such a way that the rule of Equi HP PeleHnn

aa

must apply to delete the superficial subject of 
down, as was proposed in Lakoff (1965).

the next sentence
He presents a nuzEber of

convincing arguments, all of which suggest that 
of try, the fact that such

in the correct analysis 
sentences as (6.121) are ungrammatical 

* John tried (for) Bill to play whist.

S

(6.121)

will be attributed Co 
requires its deep subject to be the

a deep structure restriction that the verb ^ 
as the deep subject of thesame

coiiq}lement sentence.

If Perlmutter's hypothesis that the constradLnts on try

terms of deep structure, rather than inare Co be stated in 
is correct 

derivations,^then th4 fact that (6.120)

conclusion that the deep subjects of

terms of

is grammatical forces the 
eas^Lln (6,117) and (6.118)

/

are

f ..

r •
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sonatas and violin, respectively. And the underlying structure of 
the constituent sentence In (6.120) would be rou^ly that shown In

(6.122):

t

Thus the rule that forms such sentences as (6.117) and 
(6.118) Is a deletion rule, like the other rules discussed In S 6.1,3, 
and not a reordering rule, like those discussed In 5S 6.1.1 - 6.1.2, 
unless the above arguments can be gotten around. This rule appears 
not to be able to delete elements of clauses containing finite verbs 
(cf. (6.123)),

V

(6.123) 7* These flowers would be easy for you to 
say that you had found.

and to be subjectto the CSC (cf, (6.124)). 
(6.124) * Ify mother is easy to please my father and.
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As Is Che case vlch adjectives like ready, a stronger constraint 
than the SSC seems to be operative here, for neither (6.125a) nor
(6.125b) is grammatical.

(6.125) a. * Bill would be easy for for you to chat
with in Moscow to become expensive.

b. * Bill would be easy for it to become
expensive for you to chat with in Moscow.

6.2. , Chopping Rules
In §S 6*1*1 6.1.2, I gave a large list of"reordering6.2.Q.

transformations" — rules whose structural change specifies Chat
some term of the structural index is to be moved around some other
term of it — and showed that each was subject to the constraints 
of Chapter 4.
are rules which perform such an operation, but yet are not subject 
to the constraints.

In this section, I will demonstrate that there
N

It is possible, however, to find an important 
formal difference between reordering rules which are subject to 
Che constraints, and reordering rules which are npt: in rules of
the first type, if a term of the structural index is adjoined to, or 
permuted around another term, the original term is deleted or 
substituted for. But in rules of the second type, the original
term is not deleted, but remains behind in pronominal form, as a 
Wnd of place-marker,.
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6.2.1. A clear example of the contrast between these two
-typcs._a£_nilea.can_hc..aficn_ from a cnmpffrlgon of the rule of_ _

Toplcallzatlon. (A.185), which I have repeated for case of 
reference, and the rule of Left Dislocation. (6.126).

(A.185) Toplcallzatlon

X - HP - Y
OPT

1 2 3

2# 1 0 3

(6.126) Left Dislocation^^
X - NP - Y

OPT
1 2 3

2# 1 2 3
+Pro.

SThis latter rule converts the structure underlying 
(6.127) Into any of the structures underlying (6.128)

(6.127) The man my father works with In Boston 
is going to tell.the police that that 
traffic expert has set that traffic 
light on the comer of Murk Street 
far too slow.
The man my father works with in Boston, 
he's going to tell the police thatf ...

(6.128) a..

o
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b. My father, the man he works with in 
Boston^a going to tell dhe police that ...
(In) Boston, the nan ny father works with . '

Is going to tell the police that ...
The police, the man my father works with 
In Boston Is going to tell them that ...
That traffic expert, the man my father 
works with In Boston Is going to tell the 
police that he has set that traffic light 

• on the comer of Murk Street far too slow.
That traffic light on the comer of Murk Street, 
the man my father works with In Boston Is 
going to tell the police that that traffic 
expert has set It far too slow.
(?0n) the comer of Murk Street, the man my 
father wo^wlth In Boston Is going to tell 
the police that that traffic expert has set 
that traffic light there far too alow.
Murk Street, the man my father works with In 
Boston Is going to tell the police that that 
traffic expert has set the traffic light

c.

d.

e.

f.

S*

h.

on the corner there 
' on that comer 
* on it far too slow*

\
1

•
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The fact that the versions of (6.128c) and (e.l28h) 
which contain the definite pn^un it is obviously the sane as the 
fact that the sentences in (4.204) arc ungramnatical, and both 
would be excluded by some restriction along the lines of that 
proposed in Kuroda (1964). Another restriction on this rule is 
that it only places constituents at the head of main clauses: 
while (6.129) is grammatical,

(6.129) My father, he's Armenian, and my mother, 
she's Greek.

to my ear, the sentences in (6,130) soimd unacceptable.
a. * That my father, he's lived here all 

his life is well known to those
b. * If my father, he comes home late

(6.130)

cops.

, my
mother always grills him. 

c. * It started to rain after Jackie and me, 
we had finally gotten to our seats.

This restriction is somewhat too strong, for sentences in which 
this rule has applied in certain object cUuses seem to be acceptable 
(compare (6.131a) with (6,131b)), and, mysteriously, sentences like
(6.130b) seem to be improved if the rule has applied in both clauses 
(cf. (6.132)).

(6.131) a.2* I acknowledged that my father, he 
tight as a hoot-owl,
I sai'd that ray father, he was tight as 
a hoot-owl.

was

/ ■■

b.

/

)

.3
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? If my father, he cornea home late, my

T!iothEr',--Bhe-always- grlHa-hlm,-----------------

Note in passing that the same restriction about 
subordinate clauses also obtains for Topicalization. Thus such 

those in (6.133) are ungrammatical.
(6.133) a. * That beans he likes is now obvious.

b. * I'm going to write to the Game Warden
if more than one deer my neighbor brings

(6.132)

sentences as

back. J Iwho the flowers Mary gave to 
the flowers who Mary gave toc. * I don’t know the boy

Again, fiopicalization is sometimes possible in clauses 
and object position, though not in clauses and subject position.

(6,134) a, ? The Revenooers claim that informers they
never use. S

b, * That informers they never use is claimed
by the Revenooers,

As my purpose is not to present a maximally correct 
formulation of each of these rules, I shall disregard these improvements

a comparison of theand pass on to the main business at hand: 
constraints to which (4.185) and (6.126) are subject.

Notice that noun phrases can be dislocated out of 
complex NP (cf. the ^ and ]i-versions of (6.128)), out of 
coordinate structures (cf. (6,135)), out of sentential subject clauses

V
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(c£. (6,136)), and out of left branches of larger NP (cf, (6.137)).
And the distance that the dislocated NP has traveled In (6.128h)
suggests that the statement of the rule must make crucial use of
a variable.

(6.135) My father, I hardly ever see him and 
my mother when they're not glaring at

a.

each other.
This guitar, I*ve sung folksongs and 
accompanied myself on it all my life. 
Poor Jonesy, it hod started to rain and

b.

c.

he had no umbrella.
(6.136) My father, that he's lived here all

his life is well-known to the cops.
My wife, somebody stole her handbag 
last night.

Thus Left Dislocation la not subject to the CNPC, the 
CSC, the SSC, or the LBC. But I showed in § 6.1.1.5 and in § 4.3.2.1 
that Topicalizatton is subject to all these constraints. Since both 
rules reorder term 2 of their structural index, some formal 
distinction between them must be found, if the generalization that 
all reordering transformations obey the constraints is to be retained.

A distinction which appears to be adequate is that between 
copying transformations and chopping transformations (cf. (6,138)).

(6.137)
S
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(6.138) If the structural Index of a transformation
hflB It Ifl fln-'Wz
reordering transformation If Its structural
change has any as Its term, or If

Is adjoined to Its term, vhere
1 !« k.
If a transformation reorders and Its
Structural change substitutes the Identity 

1 )« k, for the l‘=''element or some ak*

term of the structural Index, the tranaforma-
tlon is a chopping transformation. Other

reordering transformations are called
copying transformations.

For example, if the structural index of a transformation
S

were that shown in (6.139), it would be a chopping transformation (or 
rule) if any of the lines in (6.140) were its structural change, but
it would be a copying rule if any of the lines in (6,141) were.

(6.139) a a^21 3
t-

41 2 3

(6.140) a. 13 2 4

b. 1 2B0 4

1 0 3 4+2c.

d.4^ 1 0 3^20

etc.

*1

\ :
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(6.141) a. 2+12 3 4

b. 1+2 2_ 3 4

1 2 3 4+2c.

etc.

The generalization for which this dlatlnctlon is crucial
V

is that stated in (6.142).
(6.142) Chopping rules are subject to the constraints 

of Chapter 4; copying rules are not.
Since Toplcalizatlon is a chojpfag rule, it is subject to the constraints. 

Left Dislocation is hot, it is not subject to them.
3

I

The generalization in (6.142) is really a shorthand way 
of rewording all the constraints of Chapter 4. Thus the CSC, (4.84), 
Instead of stating "... no conjunct may be moved....", should state
"... no conjunct may be chopped ...", and similarly for the other 
constraints of Chapter 4. Such a restatement will be postponed 
until 5 6.5 below.

6.2.2. For another clear contrast between copying and chopping 
rules, consider the rule of Right Dislocation!

(6.143) Right Dislocation

NPX - - Y
-Pro.

1 2 3

1 2 3 S 2
[+ProJ

This rule-converts the structure underlying (6.144) into

y

/

/
\
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any one of the structures underlying (6.1A5),
(6.1A4) The cops spoke to the janitor about

that robbery yesterday.
(6.1A5) a. They spoke to the Janitor about that

robbery yesterday, the cops.
b. The cops spoke to him about that robbery

yesterday, the janitor.
The cops spoke to the janitor about itc.

' yesterday, that robbery.

This rule-is,as (5*123) would predict, upward bounded. 
This“can be seen from the contrast in. grammatlcality between (6.146)
and (6.147):

(6.146) a. That they spoke to the janitor about that
robbery yesterday, the cops, is terrible*

VThat the cops spoke to the janitor about itb.

yesterday, that robbery, is terrible.
(6,147) a,?* That they spoke to the janitor about that

robbery yesterday is terrible, the cops.
b.?* That the cops spoke to the janitor about

it yesterday is terrible, that robbery.
Sentences like those in (6.146) show that this rule is unlike the
rule of Left Dislocation in that it can copy a constituent at the
end of a subordinate clause, while Left Dislocation must be restricted
to main clauses.

o
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The specification in term 2 of (6.143) that the 
to be right-dislocated not be a

NP

pronoun is necessary to exclude such
sentences as those in (6*148)•

(6*148) a, * They let him go yesterday. fhel
himj •

I like beer,^
?*me

c, * Wc*ll go together,^w
d. * They can't stand each other.

them

b.

r
The restriction Is stated somewhat too strongly, at

present, for it would not allow the generation of such sentences
as those In (6.149), unless a coordinate HP,

have the feature [+ Pro] can still be argued to have the feature 
- Pro

of whose conjuncts

f which seems unlikely to me, 
(6.149) .1We'll do it together, you anda. Smej '

I he and she 1 
him and her \ *

b* They can't stand each other.

Note that the rule of Left Dialocation does not require 
not to be a pronoun — the sentences inthe NP to be dislocated

(6.150), which correspond to those in (6.148), are grammatical.

(6.150) g. they let him go yesterday.J
r'b. I like beer..1 i”-r
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e we'll go together.

d. ^ they can't stand each other.
Them

Once again, however^ I am not concerned with fine points 
In the formulation of Right Dislocation — my main purpose here is 
to show how the constraints on this copying rule differ from those 
on the rule of tlP Shift. (5.57)% for except for the various minor 
conditions stated on each rule, their only difference is that the 
former is a copying rule, while the latter is a chopping rule.

Since both rules are upward bounded, they will of 
course both be subject to the CNPC and the SSC. 
in (6.151) are a syntactic minimal pair:

The sentences
the ungrammatlcallty of 

(6.151a) and grammatlcallty of (6.151b) shows that the CSC restricts
the operation of only the rule of HP Shift. And the sentences in 
(6.152) show the same to be true of the LBC.

(6.151) a. * I saw Mary and downtown yesterday your 
friend from Keokuk.
1 saw Mary and him downtown yesterday, 
your friend from Keokuk, 

a. * I noticed cat in the driveway last night 
your friend from Keokuk.

S

b.

(6.152)

b. I noticed his car in the driveway last 
night, your friend from Keokuk.
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§ 4*3.2»3» above, I presented evidence shoving thatIn

a'cdn^ralftt IsnaecessoTy-, to-the-ef feet that no- -NP- can-move—. -

rightwards out of a prepositional phrase, thereby stranding the 
preposltlra (c£« (4*231))• In connection with my remark that the 
generalization In (6*142) Is a shorthand way of rewording the 
constraints of Chapter 4, condition (4*231) should be reinterpreted 
as a constraint not on nil reordering transformations, but only on 
chopping transformations* the sentences In (6*153) constitute another 
minimal pair which shows the need for this distinction: that (6*153a) 
is xmgrammatical, but^not (6,153b), shows that only NP Shift* and not 
Right Dislocation, is subject to (4.231), -

(6.153) a* * I spoke to about the war yesterday 
that guy who's always following us.
I spoke to him about the war yesterday, 
that guy who's always following us.

b*

S

6.2.3. Distinguishing between copying and chopping rules will
also provide an explanation of the following fact, which is otherwise
puzzling. There is a dialect of English in which all the sentences 
in (6.154) arc perfectly grammatical.

I just saw that girl who Long John's claim(6.154) a.

’ that she was a Venusian made all the
headlines.

.1

.ri
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BAll the students who the papers whichb,

submitted were lousy I*ra not going to allow
to register next term.
Didn't that guy who the Game Warden and [hln| 
had seen a flying saucer crack up?
Palmer is a guy who for hinj to stay in 
school would be stupid.

c.

V
d.

The only kind of car which I can nevere.

seem to get its: carburetor adjusted right
is them Stanley Steamers,
King Kong is a movie which you'll laughf.

yourself sick if you^see it.
The rule that forms this type of relative clauses would

appear to differ from (4,135), the more usual rule, only in that the • 
structural change of (4,135) specifics that term 4, the relativized
element, is to be deleted, whereas this rule would only pronominalize 

Thus this rule is a copying rule, while (4,135) is a chopping 
And, as (6,142) predicts, this rule is subject to none of the 

in (6,154a) and (6,154b), elements of complex NP's have 
been relativized; in (6.154c), a conjunct has been, and in (6,154d), a 
constituent of a sentential subject clause. In (6,154e), an NP

term 4,
rule.

constraints:

on the
left branch of a larger NP has been relativized, and in (6,154f), an
element of a subordinate clause has been. If any of the boxed pronouns

e

'v-
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In (6.154), which this rule leaves behind, are deleted, as would 
be the case if (4.135) had applied, none of the resulting sentences 
is grammatical.

Such sentences as those in (6.154), while common in 
almost everyone's speech, arc regarded as substandard by normative

But there are languages whose relative clauses are normally 
formed by a copying rule like the one responsible for the sentences of 
(6.154), and in these languages, such sentences are regarded as fully 
grammatical. Michael Brame has Informed me^^ 
several dialects of.Arabic.

grasmiarlans.

that this Is the case In
i

6.2.4.

6.2.4.1. If the correct analysis of apposltlve clauses is that 
Ic^ilied in S 4.2.3. above, where I stated that the second conjoined S

of (4.U5) could be inserted into the first, in apposition to the UP

Pietro, then the rule which forms these clauses is a chopping rule, 
and it violates the CSC. This rule would be one of the two chopping 
rules I know of which seem not subject to all the constraints of
Chapter 4. It therefore merits very careful scrutiny.

There are two arguments for deriving apposltlve clauses 
Ihe first is that there are cases wherefrom coordinate structures, 

such clauses can begin with and, as in (6.155)>-

1
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who 
a&d he

got-the-Wwerrte

(6.155) Enrico, Is the smartest of us all*

seven secoady;- - - - - - - - -

■Rie second arguaent Is that after HP's whose determiners 
are anjr, no, ever^, etc., apposltlve clauses cannot appear (cf, (6.156)),

-i.

Any 
Every 
a swinger.

and that In these cases are the corresponding conjoined sentences also 
Impossible:

Iwho(6.156) *<No s tudent, wears socks. Isand he

(toy

*<No(6.157) student Is a swinger and he wears
Every

socks.

These arguments are valid, and the facts they are baaed 
on must be explained somehow.

But there Is a problem here; how are sentences like

(6.158) to be generated?

(6.158) Is even Clarence, who Is wearing 
socks, a swinger?

This sentence cannot be derived from the structure shown In (6.159),

mauve

V
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(6.159) S

ani S

.Q Even Clarence la g Bwlnprp-r

for the argunenta in

be rejected on the basis of sone constraint 
structure, 'not In terns of tranaforaatlonal 

The gravity of the two problems 
sentence like (6.158) from structures like (6.159) — 
that If It la a chopping rule that Is Involved 
Is not subject to the 
as those In (4.149)

are also excluded as deep structures — 
must be wrong, and that another 
clauses.

s 4.2.4.3 showed that such deep structures
stated In terns of deep 
operations.

must

connected with deriving 
namely the fact 

In the conversion It
constraints, and the fact that such sentences

seem only to be excludable If structures like (6.159) 
suggests that this derivation 

oust be found for appositive

V

source

At present, the only solution' that comes to my mind Is 
since It appears that there must be rules of somea very radical one. 

kind which convert one sentence Into two (how else can the second 
sentence In (4.90a) be derived than from 
that there are also some naes which

a conjunct?). It may be 
reverse the process. That Is,

source for (6.158) Is the sequence of structuresIt may be that the 
underlying the sentences In (6.160).
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(6.160) Is even Clsrence a svlnger? Clarence 
“la weailug niauve socks. ,

If this analysis is adopted, it will still be possible

to account for the fact that the sentences of (4.156) are ungranoatlcal, 
for the corresponding sentences sequences are also.

Any.
(6.161) *. Ho ’ > student is a swinger. He wears

Every

socks.

However, the first argument that apposltlve clauses come from conjoined 
structures (ire,, the fact that apposltlves can be Introduced by and)

i

cannot be gotten around in this reanalysis, at least, not in any way 
I can see at present, 
this reanalysis.

u

I am, therefore, very diffident in proposing 
It looks like the best analysis of apposltlves that 

is presently available, but one which is none too good.

6.Z,4.2. There is Only one other chopping rule that I know of
which in any way provides counterevidence to (6.142). 
rule of There Replacement.

This is the
It seems ressonable to assume that after 

the rule of There Insertion has converted (6.162a) into (6.162b), , 
some rule should operate on the structure underlying this latter 
sentence to convert it into the structure which underlies (6.162c), 
by substituting some HP for the derived subject, there.
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(6.162) a. Seven pine trees are behind that bam.

Ji,—There are seven-plnB-trcea-behlnd that bam.—
22c. That bam has seven pine trees behind it.

There are two arguxoents which support this analysis. The 
flmt Is that just as the rule of There Insertion requires an Indefinite 
subject HF to apply (cf. the strangeness of (6.162b} If the Is 
Inserted before seven, and the ungrasmatlcollty of (6.163b))t

a. There will be a hole In Jack's pocket.

b. * There will be the hole in Jack's pocket.

so sentences like (6.162c) require the object of have to be Indefinite. 
Thus If the precedes seven. (6.162c) is as odd os (6.162b), and the 
sentences in (6.164) parallel exactly those In (6.163), from which 
they are derived.

(6.164)

(6.163)

a. Jack will have a hole in his pocket.

b.* Jack will have the hole In his pocket.

The second arguiaent.has to do with the fact that such 
sentences as (6.162c), while they cannot contain reflexives (cf. 
(6.165a)), must contain a pro-form of the subject NF as the 
object of the preposition (cf. the ungrammatlcality of (6.165b) 
and (6.165c)).

a.* That bam has seven pine trees behind(6.165)

Itself.

b.* That bam has seven pine trees behind the

cow.

♦
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c.* Jack will have a hole in ay pocket.

Jhak the rule-oi-lhi iteplai Kftiist L tlBV6 Sr tarnV<1C

in its structural index was pointed out to me by Mary Bremer:
be converted into that

not

only can the structure underlying (6.163a)
underlying (6.164a), but also into the 

(6.166)

one underlying (6.166).

Jack's pocket will have a hole in it.
And the structure underlying (6.167) can eventually beco« any one 
of the sentences of (6.168), aU of which I believe 
gramnatical-, but some of which

to be fully 
are rendered unacceptable by an

output condition.

(6.167) 7? Ihere is a hole in John's quilt's upper 
right-hand comer.

a.77 John's quilt's upper right-hand comer 
has a hole in it.
John's quilt has a hole in its 
right-hand comer.

C.77 John has a hole in his quilt's upper right- 
hand comer.

John has a hole in the

(6.168)

Sb. upper

d. upper right-hand

comer of his quilt.

Notice that since the rule of Ihere Beolacement substitutes

some HP for the derived subject there, it is a chopping rule, by 
definition (6.138). He would therefore expect it to obey the CNPC, the 

yet not been able to construct examplesCSC, and the LBC (I have as
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to shov It to be subject to the SSC). The fact that (6,169a) cannot 
be converted Into (6.169b) or (6.169c) shoHs It to be oubject to the
CSC,

(6.169) a. There are seven holes In the door and 
window.

b. * The door has seven holes In it and the
window.

c. *■ The window has seven holes in the door
and it.

but the fact that (6.163a) can be converted into (6.164a), and that 
(6.167)_can be converted into (6.168c) and (6.168d) shows

!
this rule

not to obey the LBC. To complicate things, however, if the possessive 
NF is an inalienable possessor, the rule apparently ^ subject to 
the LBC; (6.170a) cannot be transformed into (6.170b), though it 
may be transformed into (6.170c). V

(6.170) a. There is a blemish on the end of Jerry's 
sister's nose.

b. * Jerry has a blemish on the end of his 
sister's nose.

Jerry's sister has a blemish on the end 
of her nose.

It seems to be the case that only animate NP 
copied out of complex HP's. Thus while the sentences in (6.171) 
can be transformed into those in (6.172), those in (6.173) cannot be

c.

can be
\

4
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transformed into those in (6.174).

(6.171) a There in a hnlo -fn rhe-rug-which-Tohy

bou^t in Butte.

b. There was an error in the proof Prof. Hiatus 
presented.

c. There was a snake behind the car Fred was 
sitting in.

(6.172) a. ? Toby has a hole in the rug which 
bought in Butte.

b. Prof. Hiatus had aa^error in the proof 
presented.

c. Fred had a snake behind the car

■i*Sarah

i"“j
was

24sitting In.

There was a yellow collar on the dog whl<* 
the car Injured.
There's a hole In the tarpaulin which that 
stone Is holding down.
There was a snake behind the car the time

(6.173) a.
S

b.

c.

bold) was sitting In.
(6.174) a. * The car had a yellow collar on the dog 

which It Injured.
b. * That stone has a hole In the tarpaulin 

which It Is holding down.
c. * The time bomb had a snake behind the car

25which It was sitting In.

.‘1
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Not only does this rule unexpectedly fall to obey the

j2«'.C,,andJhe_J.BS_under certflln—CendltlQnaL 
stronger constraints. Thus while the boxed NP In (6.175a) can be 
relativized (cf. (6.175c)), It cannot be substituted for there, as

ffjliqo appears to obey

(6.175c) shows.
(6.175) a. There were several hundred people yelling 

for me to out! the hot ootatol down gently.
b. The hot potato which there were several

hundred people yelling for me to put down 
gently turned out to have been filled with
TNT.

c. * The hot potato had several hundred people
yelling for me to put it down gently.

Except for the two rules discussed In § 6.2.4 I know
of no chopping rule that does not obey all- the constraints of Chapter 4. 
4nd I know of no copying rule which does obey them. Thus the distinction

6.2.5.

made In (6,138) appears to have a basis In-linguistic fact, as long as
there are so many unresolved problems In the analysis of the two 
constructions discussed In i 6.2.4. I will provisionally assume, 
therefore, that the generalization stated In (6.142) Is correct.

6.3. Reordering over Variables
In i 4.2.3 above, I discussed the rule proposed In6.3.1.
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Lakoff and Peters (1966) which I will refer to as Conlimct Moveaent.

It la stated approximately as in (6.176).
26Conltmct Mnvpimmr(6.176)

(NP - [and HP]^ - VP

1 2 3

1 0 3#2

This rtae must apply to (6.177), which underlies (6.17ea), 
to move the circled NP along the path shown by the arrow, eventually 
producing (6.178b).

S

Bartlett and Toni danced.
Bartlett danced with Toni.

But as I pointed out in footnote 13 of Chapter 4, as 
the CSC is pres^ly stated, such an operation is impossible, for

■ r

•V .
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Conjunct Movement Is a chopping rule, and the subject NP of 
(6.178a) Is a coordinate node.

It is not possible to claim that somehov this 
particular subject KP is not affected by the CSC, for it is 
impossible to move either boxed NP to the end of (6.177) by 
Che rule of NP Shift. (5.57), as is shown by the ungrammaCicality 
of (6.179).

(6.179) a. * Bartlett and danced Toni.
b» * (And (and)) Toni danced Bartlett.

Since it is not this particular construction that is 
exenpt from the CSC, it must be some feature of the rule. The 
operation of the two rules of Conjunct Movement and NP Shift 
is virtually the same -- in each, some NP gets moved to the 
end of a sentence. But there is a significant difference in the statement 
of the rules; while the latter rule permutes to the end of the first 
sentence up any NP (because term 2 of (5.57) is surrounded by variables), 
the former rule specifies chat the second conjunct of the conjoined 
subject NP may be moved to the end of its VP.

In other words, the first rule makes crucial use of 
variables, while the second does not. At present, I believe it 
to be the case chat the constraints of Oiapter 4 never affect any rule 
unless that rule reorders one of its terms around a variable. This 
generalization is stated in (6.180).
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(6.180) Only rules In which terms are reordered
ATOUnH vni*1nh1oa BV>n attK4af«^ IS t^lTfllntlSi
of Chapter 4.

In the case Just discussed, it is possible to imagine 
an alternative solution involving rule ordering. Thus it could be 
argued that if either the first and of (6.177) has been deleted, or 
if the second has been converted into a preposition, the subject node 
of (6.178a) would no longer be coordinate, so the CSC would not be in 
effect any-longer. But if this is the correct explanation, it must 
be possible to order the rule of HP Shift early, so that it precedes 
all these changes, and I do not know whether such an ordering can 
be maintained.

•)

However, even if such an analysis can be carried through 
for English, there are languages, like Japanese, where the conjunction 
is not rewritten as a preposition by the rule which corresponds to 
(6.176), so such an explanation will not be poasible in general. And 
there ore two additional cases, from English, which seem to require 
the generalization stated in (6.180). These will be presented immediately 
below.

6.3.2. In sentence (6.181), the NP her cannot be relativized, as/
(6.182) shows.

(6.181) It bothers me for her to wear that old fedora.

\
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(6.182) a. * Ihe only girl for whon it bothers me to
Annabelle,- - - -

b. * Ihe only girl who it bothers me (for) to
wear that old fedora is Annabelle.

It is not the case that no element of an extraposed for - 
^ phrase can be chopped, as (4.273) shows. It therefore seems to be 
necessary to add (6.183) to the conditions box for English.

No element in the environment [for — VP](6.183)

can be chopped.

But now consider the rule of It Replacement, which was 
Ihe formal statement of this rule, which 

raises interesting theoretical problems which I will not take up here 
(they are discussed briefly in Lakoff (1966)), contains as a subpart 
the rule shown in (6.184).

dlscussed'ln i 5,1.1.1.

S

* -(6.184) NP - VP ] YS NP

1 2 3- 4 5

1 4 3 0 5

Ihis rule will convert the structure underlying {6.185a) 
into the one underlying {6.185b).

-1

■:
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(6.185) a. I would prefer It for there to be no

talking.

I would prefer there to be no talking.
Notice that the boxed HP of (6.185a), even though it 

la In the environment which la specified in (6.183), has been chopped 
by rule (6.184). Once again, however, there is a contrast in the 
formal statement of the rules in question, The rule of Relative Clause 
Formation,-which Is subject to (6.183), as the ungrammatlcallty of 
(6.182) shows, permutes the relativized NP around a variable, while 
In (6.184),'the chopped term merely mo-ves over the constants in term 3. 
Thus the fact that (6,185b) Is graamatlcal, and (6.182) ungrammatical, 
provides further evidence for the correctness of (6.180).

b.

6.3.3. In 5 3.1.1.3.1. above, I pointed out that it was necessary 
to constrain the rule of NP Shift somehow, so that sentences like N

(3.20b), (3.'35b), and (3.36b) would not be generated. But the condition 
I stated there, (3.34), can be generalized, for while the underlined^
NP in (6.186a) can be questioned (cf. (6.187a)), if the indirect object 
precedes the direct object, as in (6.186b), the indirect object cannot 
be questioned (cf. (6.187b)).

(6.186) a. He gave my binoculars to that girl.

b. He gave that girl ay binoculars. )
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(6.187) a. Which girl did he give my binoculars to? 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - b. * Will ell girl did he

Since it is not universally the case that indirect 
objects cannot be chopped (for instance, in German the 
Welchem Madchen gab er meinen Feldstechert. which translates (6.187b), 
is gramnatical), it would appear that some condition like that stated

77
give my binoculars?

sentence

in (6.188) must appear in the conditions box for English. 
(6.188) No element may be chopped out of the 

environment [NP V _ NP]g, unless the 
following NP begins with a preposition'.

However, if this condition Is correct, how can both 
versions of (6.186) be passivized, as the grammaticallty of the 
sentences in (6.189) Indicates is necessary?

(6.189) My binoculars were given to that girl by 
him.

That girl was given my binoculars by him. 
Ihe answer is obvious: since all reordering riaes which 

subject 1^8) make crucial use of variables, while the
Passive Rule, however it is to be stated, need not do so, if the 
generaUzatioa expressed in (6.180) is added to the theory of grammar, 
the contrast between (6,187) and (6.189) can be naturally accounted 
for. Therefore, on the basis of these facts, and the evidence 
presented in S§ 6,3.1 - 6.3,2, I tentatively propose the addition of 
(6.180) to the theory of grammar.

a.
V

b.

are
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6.4. Islanda

6.4.0, The fundanantal Inalght of thlo section Is due to
Paul Klparsl^. In coxmecclon with sone extrestely ioportant, but 
still unpublished, research on complement constructions which he
is conducting, he pointed out that the that-clause in (6.190a) has
a factive meaning, while this is not the case in (6.190b).

(6.190) a. Bill confirmed that Roger has eaten 'x

Ithe cakeJ

l??has fb. Bill alleged that Roger eaten

gthe cakel

One who utters (6.190a) Is not only reporting an action of Bill's, 
he Is himself asserting that the content of the that-clause Is true.

This Is not the case with (6.190b) — there the speaker merely 
comments on Bill's action, without himself taking any stand on the 
truth of the embedded sentence. SOne of the many ways that Klparsky 
has discovered this semantic difference to be paralleled by

syntactic differences Is In the behavior of elements of the two

kinds of that-clauses under chopping rules.. Thus while the boxed 
NP In (6.190b) can be questioned (cf. (6.191b)), the boxed NP 
of (6.190a) can only be questioned with difficulty. If at all, 
(cf. (6.191a)).

(6.191) a. 7? What did Bill confirm that Roger hod

eaten?

^ -

/■
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b. Whot did Bill allege that Roger had 
-eaten?-------- ----------------------------------------------------

For the purpoaes of the present discussion, Klparsky'a most liiq)ortant 
observation was that the restrictions on a feature-changing rule like 
Indefinite Attraction. (5.71), exactly parallel those on the rule of 
Question, a chopping rule.

(6.192) a.7* Bill didn't confirm that Roger had 
anything.

Bill didn't allege that Roger had eaten 
anything.

These facts can be generalized trivially, to yield the

eaten

b.

hypothesis In (6.193).

(6.193) All feature-changing rules obey the same 
chopping rules.

The rest of § 6.4 Is devoted to exploring the consequences 
of this hypothesis. In S 6.4.1, I will discuss a few of the 
pieces of confirming evidence that I know of, and in 5 6.4.2, I 
will discuss all the dlsconflrmlng evidence' that has come to ll^t 
thus far. Finally, in § 6.4.3, I will examine the converse of (6.193) 
and define the concept Island.

constraints as

many

N

6.4.1.

6.4.1.0. This section Is divided Into four parts, 
three, I will show how various feature-changing rules are subject to

In the first

o
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the CNPC, the CSC, and the SSC, respectively, and in the fourth,
I wlllThow how various restrictions on chopping rules which appear
in the conditions boxes of a number of languages also -affect the 
operations of feature-changing rules.

6.4.1.1, If the rule of Indefinite Incornoration. (5.71), Is 
subject to the CNPC, the contrast between the sentences of (6.194)
is accounted for (cf. also (5.73e)). 

(6.194) Waldo didn't report (* the possibility) 
that anyone had left.

The CNPC also correctly predicts that 
rule (5,71) has gone down into a relative clause.

There are, however, relative clauses which 
an^ ever, and at all, which typically occur in environments 

wher^ rule (5,71) operates, 
representative sample of such clauses.

(6.195) a.

sentences like (5.73f), where'
are ungrammatical.

can contain
words like

The sentences in (6.195) are a

Nobody who hates to eat anything should 
work in a delicatessen.
Anybody who ever swears at me better 
watch his step.
Everybody around here who ever buys 
anything on credit talks in his sleep.
I want all the students who have 
tried to pat Macavity to show me their scars.

b.

c.

d.f ever

v'i
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The only
travelers who anybody hasc« <

j*Only the

ever robbed don't carry machetes.
What seems to be going on here Is that Indetermlnates

con become indefinites In a relative clause which modifies an NP

whose determiner belongs to the set no^ any, a, every, all, the first 
(but not the second, third, etc.) the last, the Ad1. & eat (cf. the 
best steak I ever ate) the only (but not only the). etc.^ whether or
not the sentence containing the clause Is negated. That this rule
cannot be the same as (5.71) Is Indicated by the following facts.

The word “any cannot appear in the relative clause of 
(6.196), because the determiner some of the HP this clause modifies
Is not one of the set mentioned above.

* 1 esa't remember the name of sonubody who 
had (*any) misgivings.

+ AffectlveJ element of (6.196) has triggered the 
change of the boxed some to any, then the environment for the rule 
which allows indefinites to appear in relative clauses will be met.

(6.196)

S

But If the boxed

N

and this rule can go down into the relative clause, as has happened 
in (6.197).

I can't remember the name of anybody(6.197)

who had any misgivings.
It is therefore evident, since the rule in question

must follow (5.71), that the two rules cannot be collapsed into one.
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Incidentally, aentence (6.198) shows that this rule must be able to
apply to Its own output, in ^ rather Interesting way.

Ever^ody
(6.198) who has evetj^ worked in any^^ 

office which contained any^ typewriter
which had ever-j been used to type any^ 

signed by any^ 
administrator who everj worked In any^ 
department like mine will know what I

letters which had to be

mean.

The element which allows the presence of all the anv's 
and ever's -In this sentence Is the boxed determiner every. The first
time the rule In question applies to the structure underlying 
(6.198), It will produce and an' But now, the result of this 
first application, the detenalner any^^. provides a new environment for 
the rule to reapply in (recall that this rule could not have gone down

eve^1 2a-

into a relative clause on an NP whose determiner was some (cf. (6,196))), 
The rule must then be able to produce anvo on its second application, 
and this any will provide yet a third environment for the rule to 
reapply in, and so on down the tree. This is the only rule I know of 
which applies in this ’kntl-cyclic" way, eating its way from higher 
sentences into lower ones, in sequence, so to speak, instead of the 
normal type of rules, which process embedded sentences first, and 
Chen the sentences that contain them. This rule Is therefore 
eminently worthy of very detailed, investigation, which would be

?

.3

7
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beyond the scope of this section, so that It can be determined
apparently necessary anti-cyclic ordering is in factwhether this

necessary.

The second fact which demonstrates the Impossibility 
of collapsing this rule and (5.71) can be seen from a comparison 
of the sentences in (5.199).

No(6.199) student who ever goes to Europe*Every

has enough money.

As sentences (6.195a) and (6.195c) demonstrate, 
no and every Belong to the set of determiners-which 
indetermlnates in relative clauses

both

can cause
to be converted into indefinites

(cf. the boxed ever). However, the fact that only the negative 
determiner no cause the indeterminate sometimes in the main

shows once again that the rule 
must be a different rule

can

clause to change to the circled
which produces the sentences in (6.195) 
from (5.71).

But, it might be asked, even granting that the two 
not both subject to the CNPC, since 

The answer to this question is 
the CNPC is stated in (4.20) in such a way that

rules are different, why are

both are feature-changing rules?
that both are:

it prevents a constituent from being chopped' out of a sentence 
dominated by a complex NP and from then being moved out of the NPe

o
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For It is possible, as George Lakoff has pointed out to me, for 
elements to be moved but b^f Hie co^ex Tehtence7~acrio^^

they stay within the NP Itself (cf., e.g., rule (4.135)). To 
say that a feature-changing rule obeys the CRPC is to say that no 
element not dominated by a complex NP can effect changes in the 
sentence dominated by that NP. 
since they are dominated by the NP,

of the feature [+ Indefinite] into a relative clause, as is the case 
while + Affective elements which are outside the NP

Thus the determiners under discussion, 
can cause the introduction

in (6.195),
cannot.

There are two other sets of facts which can be accounted 
for readily if the hypothesis stated in (6.193) is 
above, I pointed out that the Case Marking Rule

correct. In 5 3.1.3 
must be restricted so 

that no elements of relative clauses are assigned the case of the
and I stated an ad hoc condition (in which subscripts had 

to be used) to this effect on rule (3.58).
head NP,

However, once it has been
stated in (6.193) that all feature-changing rules like (3.58) 
subject to the CNPC, no restriction need be stated bn rule (3.58).

are

Similarly, in 5 4.1,6, I claimed that it was universally 
true that reflexives do not go down into relative clauses. I know
of only one language, Japanese, which contradicts this generalization 
(the Japanese rule of Reflexivizaiion will be investigated briefly 
in § 6.4.2 below), so though the generalization must be^reformulated 
in a weaker way, it appears to contain an important truth. a truth

N
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which can be explained If Reflexlvlzatlon la subject to the CNPC, 
I hope that It will turn out to be the case that If there are
other languages whose rules of reflexlvlzatlon can go down Into

will be possible to point to some formal property 
shared by all such languages, on which this unusual behavior 
be made to depend. At present, however, this Is no more than a 
hope, so the Japanese facta constitute clear counterevidence for 
(6.193).

complex NP,

can

6,4.1.2. To see that rule (5.71) Is subject to the CSC, It 
Is sufficient to observe that the boxed some of (6.200) cannot be 

any^ If (6.200) Is negated! while (6.201a) Isconverted Into
possible, (6.201b) Is not.

(6.200)

(6^201)

I ate the Ice cream and some cake.
a. ? I didn't eat the Ice cream and some

cake.

b. * 1 didn't eat the Ice cream and any
cake.

V

0

Similar facts obtain for sentence (6.202); 
as in (6,203a), the boxed some of the second conjunct 
converted into any.

(6.202)

If negated, 
cannot be

I realized that it had rained and some

crops had been destroyed.
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%
(6.203) a. I didn't realize that It had rained and

. . . some crops had been. .desCroyedi- - - - - -

b. * I didn't realize that It had rained and 
any crops had been destroyed.

Interestingly, there appears to be a phenomenon here 
which la reminiscent of the "across-the-board" rules that 
discussed in i 4.2.4.1 above. Thus indefinites can appear in 
conjuncts if they are conjoined with or. Instead of and.

(6.204).

were

as in

(6.204) I didn't eat any ice cream ,

cake. ^

sentences as those In (6.205), where 
indefinites appear only in one conjunct, are all ungrammatical in 
varying degrees, but I am not sure of this intuition.

any

It seems to me that such

* any Ice cream or <Mary*s >
I 1

?* the cake or any ice cream
cake

(6.205) I didn't eat ■

? Mary's cake or any ice cream 
prove to be correct that some kind ofEven if it should

across-the-board constraint is operative here. I can see no way of 
accounting for the differences between the 
for the fact that only 
(6.205).

sentences of (6.205), or 
or can appear in such sentences as (6.204) and 

Clearly a great deal of further research is needed here.

\

I
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The CSC appears to restrict feature-changing rules 
not only In that the feature + Indefinite cannot go down Into a 
conjunct, but also In that the + Affective element which broad

casts the + Indefinite features cannot be In a conjunct. In 
Lakoff and Peters (op, clt*), (6.206a) and (6,206b) are deriv^ 
from the same underlying structure, the only difference bel*^ that 
In the derivation of (6,206b}, two rules have applied which do not 
apply In the derivation of the more basic (6,206a) •— the rule of 
Conjunct Movement.(6,176)« and a rule which deletes the preposition 
with which was originally in front of the superficial object 
Maxime,

(6,206) a. Gottlob and Maxime met In Vienna,
b. Gottlob met Maxime in Vienna.

Now note that if the determiner few appears In a 
conjunct of such a conjoined NP subject, rule (5,71) cannot 
Introduce the feature +Ii^efinlte Into the second conjunct (cf. 
the ungrammaticality of (6.207a)), but that if the rule of Conjunct 
Movement has applied, to break up the coordinate structure, the 
moved conjunct can be converted into an indefinite (cf. (6,207b)), 

(6,207) a, * Few writers and any playwrights meet 
in Vienna.

b. Few writers meet any playxnrights in
Vienna.

X

O
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The situation sceos to be a great deal more complicated
than Che above facts would indicate, however* So note Chat (6,207a)
is not improved by replacing any with some, as might be expected. 
And while (6.208a) is ungrammatical, (6.208b) is grammatical.

(6.208) a. * My brother and few Americans meet in
Vienna.

b. My brother meets few Axaerlcans in

Vienna.

Also, while (6.209a) is grammatical, (6.209b) is not.

and no(6.209) a. 'No writer, ^ playwright, speaks
nor any _

clearly.

and no 
nor any

b. * No writer. playwright, meets
in Vienna.

These sentences raise so many problems that I can only call attention 
to them here — I have no idea what processes are at work.

That the Reflexlvization Rule is subject to the CSC
is immediately apparent from the sentences in (6.210),

* Mary and himself 
?* himself and Mary

(6,210) a. Bill understands > •

b, * Bill and Mary washed himself.
c, * Andy pinched Sarah and tickled herself.
d. * The .gun and a description of itself 

lay on the bureau.i

f.
t

; »

A

V
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A particularly clear example is provided by (6.211), 
whose underlying structure is that shown*in (6.212),

(6.211) Bill believes that Anna and he are

similar.

(6.212)

Bill-i

it
V '

9
and NP NP be similar

Blll'j,Anna

If the rule of It Replacement does not apply, this 
structure will undergo various rules, and will finally emerge as 
the grammatical (6,211). If It Replacement does apply, however, 
and the circled NP has been substituted for It In (6.212), It would

o

/ .

• r. I
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be expected that the leftmost occurrence of Blllj^ would be able 
to reflexlvlze the right<~mo8t occurrence, for* each coxomands the 
other. That this does not happen (cf. the ungraaniatlcal version 
of (6.213)) is explained if the CSC also constrains feature-changing 
rules. f. ,

Bill believes Anna and <
♦hlaaelf

(6.213) } to be
similar.

6.A,1.3. I believe it to be the case that feature-changing 
rules are also subject to-the SSC, but the pieces of evidence I
have been able to find to support this claim arc based on very 
delicate intuitions, and these may not be shared.
I believe it to be true that while Indefinite Incorporation

For instance,

can go down into that-clauses. it cannot go down into them if 
they are in subject position. Thus (6.214a) is ungrammatical, 
and (6.214b), where the embedded subject clause has been extraposed, 
is grammatical.

S

(6.214) a. * I deny that that McIntyre has any
money is certain.

b. I deny that it is certain that McIntyre 
has any money.

The problem is this: since the underlined phrase in 
(6.214a) is a sentence which is dominated exhaustively by NP,

c.-
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output condition (3.27) will lover the acceptability o£ (6.214a). 
Does, therefore, the fact that rule (3.71). has applied to produce the 
boxed any In this sentence contribute to Its unacceptablllty? The 
answer to this question will lie In a comparison of (6.214a) and 
(6.215), which Is Identical to the former sentence except for the 
fact that any has been replaced by some.

(6.215) 77 I deny that that McIntyre has some 
money Is certain.

I myself find a'clear. If small, difference between (6.214a) and
(6.215): while both are unacceptable, I would Judge the former to
be ungrammatical In addition. If these are-The correct facts. It 
Is to the SSC that the difference between (6.214a) and (6.215)
must be attributed.

The second set of facts that seem to Indicate that
a feature-changing rule Is subject to the SSC has to do with 
Kllma's rule of Negative Incorporation (c£. Kllma (op. clt.)).
which can optionally convert the structure underlying (6.216a) Into 
the one which underlies (6.216b),

(6.216) a. Tom will not force you to marry any
student.

b. Tom will force you to marry no student.
and which obligatorily converts the structure underlying (6.217a) 
Into the one underlying (6.217b).

5

v)

-

1
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(6.217) a. * Tt)e writers of any of the reports 
didn't know the answer.

b. The writers of none of the reports
knew the answer.

Kllma supports his claim that (6.216b) and (6.217b) are instances 
of sentence negation by showing that both may be followed by 
nelther-tags. as in (6.218),

(6.218) a. Tom will force you to marry no student,
and neither will I.

b._ The writers of none of the reports
knew the answer, and neither did the 
writers of any of the chronicles.

which he demonstrates elsewhere In the article to bea propert
restricted to sentences whose main verb is negated.

N

Since both (6.216b) and (6.217b) are grammatical, the
rule of Negative Incorporation must be able to operate forward and
backward. And since it can operate forward into an extraposed
clause, changing (6.219a) into (6.219b), 

(6,219) a. It is not certain that you*11 marry any 
(particular) student.
It is certain that you*11 marry nob.

Student.

the fact that it cannot, if my intuitions are correct, operate 
backwards into a subject clause ((6.220a) cannot become (6.22Qb)),
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requires explanation.
(6*220) a* That yoa will marry any (particular)

student is not certain.
b* * That you will marry no student is

28certain.

The fact that the SSC can block (6,220b), if the rule of negative
29

Incorporation is formulated as a £eature**changing rule, thus

provides further support for the hypothesis that all feature-
changing rules obey the same constraints as chopping rules.

6.4.1.4. In I 5.1.3.2.3, in connection with the sentences
in (5.103), I pointed out that the Russian rule of Reflexivlzation.

(5.98), could not go down into clauses headed by the word sto 'that*.
But it is necessary in any case to state in the Russian conditions
box that no elements of &to-clauses can be chopped out of these

r

clauses. For instance, the NP zen^cinu 'woman* in (6,221) cannot 
be relativized, as the ungrammaticallty of (6.222) shows.

ja znal sto on ljubll rensclnu.

*I knew that he J.oved the woman.* 
zenscina kotoruju ja znal

(6.221)

(6.222) * vot
here is the woman who 

' sto on ljubll.
I knew

that he loved.

(
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Since sotoe condition oust be stated in the grassnar of Russian in 
any case, so that (6.122) will not be generated, if the hypothesis 
in (6.193) is adopted as a principle of the theory of language, 
the ungracsnaticality of (5.103b) can be explained. The fact that 
the rule of^TOBsion Genitive Introduction. (5.92), also does not go 
down into sto^clauses (cf. the sentences in (6.223)), 

ja ne znol sto on eto 
I not know that he this (acc.) did

(6.223) a. sdelal.

'I didn't know that he did this.

Tj. * ja ne znal sto on etovo

I not know that he this (gen.) did

t

sdelal.

Similarly,is of course to be explained on exactly the same basis.
it can be shown that the two Finnish rules which were discussed in
S" 5.1.3.2. — the rules of Finnish Partitive Introduction. (5.85),

S

and Finnish Nominative Introduction. (5.108), also do not go down 
into clauses headed by etth 'that', a fact that can be explained
on the basis of hypothesis (6.193) and the restriction in the 
Finnish conditions box that no elements can be chopped out of 
etta-clauses (cf. the ungrammaticallty of (4.249b)).

Finally, if (6.193) is in the theory of grammar, the 
fact, noted in 5 4.1,6 above, that there is a parallelism between 
the relativlzabllity of elements after picture nouns and their
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reflexlvlzabillty (cf., e.g., the parallelism between (6.224) and 
(6.225)),

a
(6.224) The man who I gave John <??this 

‘Ed's
picture • «

of was bald.

a
(6.225) I gave Jack <?thls 

[*Ed’s J
picture of myself.

can be explained, and the correct prediction can be made chat other 
feature-changing rul^ will be subject to the same curious constraints 
Involving the determiners of picture nouns (cf. (6.226)).

a
(6.226) I didn't give Jack ^‘thls 

*Ed's
picture of/

30anybody. V

While the facts presented in 5 6.4.1 provide very 
strong evidence that (6.193) is correct, there are still some
6.4.2.

puzzling countercases. Thus while (6.193) would predict that no 
features of NP'a which are on the left branch of larger NP'a 
could be changed, this in fact can happen, as (6.227) Indicates.

(6.227) I hope I*in not treading on anyone's
toes.

/-

o

-N.

!

t
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Secondly, uhlle sentences like (d.ZIOs) show that the
normal rule of Reflexlvlzatlon cannot go down into conjuncts, there
is an interesting rule which produces emphatic reflexives, in free 
variation with non-reflexive pronouns, which can do so. (cf. (6,228)).^^

(6.228) Abernathy admitted that the poison pen
letter had been written by my sister

1.himand ^
himself

Thirdly, while the facts presented in 9 6.4.1.3 show 
that there are environments in-which features cannot be changed in 
subject clauses, as the SSC and (6.193) woul^predict, it is obvious 
that there are circumstances in which features can be changed. Thus 
the rule of Sequence of Tenses. (5.115), must operate backwards in 
(6,229) to change the ungrammatical ^ of the subject clause to was.

(6.229)

i

\
*±8That Che sun out voa obvloua.
was

A particularly puzzling fact» in light of the contrast 
between C6«214a) and (6.215)^ is the fact that Indefinite Incorporation-^ 
can go backwards into the subject clauses of negated verbs and 
adjectives, or active verbs and adjectives, as (6.230) shows.<

in not known 
is not certain 
is impossible 
surprises me 
is odd

(6.230) That anybody ever left at all<
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In Japanese, it appears to be possible to violate
at least the CHPC, with respect to the rule of Reflexlvization.

Thus the bored NP of tree (6.231), which underlies (6.232), can 
be reflerivized, yielding (6.233).

(6.231)

tabeta

S

Biru^

i

sakana katta

(6.232) Blru^ va kare^ ga katta 
Bill

sakana o tabeta.
bought fish

'Bill ate the fi^he bought.'
he ate

(6.233) Biru^ wa zibun^ ga katta 
self

sakana o tabeta.
Bill bought■ fish ate.r

\
\

(- ■
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\The same situation appears to obtain with respect to
sentences in apposition to sentential nouns' like syutyoo 'claim'. 
Thus in (6,234), either the reflexive pronoun zlbun 'self or 
the third person non-reflexive pronoun kare *hc, she, it* can 
be used to refer back to the subject of the sentence, Biru 'Bill*.

kare
^ ^ y ga kono sakana o
I zibun^

(6.234) Biru. wa
1

\
he

Bill this fish
self

V

katta to iu s^tyoo o sinzita, 
bought that say claim believed.

'Bill believed the claim that he had
bought the fish.'

S

I do not know what the facts are in Japanese with
respect to whether Reflexivization can violate the CSC, but if it
can, the obvious conclusion is that (6.193) cannot be universal, and 
that particular grammars must designate in their conditions boxes 
whether (6.193) is operative in the language or not. That is, (6.193) 
would be a language-particular "option''.

Whatever the outcome of the investigation of the question • 
as to whether (6.193) is a universal condition (which now seems unlikely), 
or an option, it seems reasonably clear that it is operative in English,
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In the next section, I will investigate the consequences of assuming 
the converse of (6.193) also to be operative In English.

6.4.3.

6.4.3.1. The converse of (6.193) Is stated in (6.235):

(6.235) All chopping rules obey the same 
constraints as feature-changing rules.

The only constraint that I know to hold for all feature

changing rules Is the one which was stated in (5.77), and then 
restated in (5.122) in terms of command; 
phrase marker is to have the feature

if an element A in a
+ F added to it, the element(s)

which triggers this change must command A.

SGraphically, then, (5.122) says that if A,

bottom of the schematic phrase marker shown in (6.236), is to be
. >1 '

changed, then the triggering element must lie within the shaded 
(6.236), for it is only elements of. this strip

command A*

at the

that
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s

There is an Independently motivated principle of derived 
constituent structure, which restricts reordering transformations 
in a way highly reminiscent of (5.122):
(6.237).

this principle is stated in

-1
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(6.237) If the structural change of a transformation
specifies that one term of the structural

1

index is to be adjoined to a variable^
pick the highest proper analysis which the
variable allows, and adjoin the term to 

32
this string.

Instead of attempting a formal definition of the term 
"highest proper analysis", which would be straightforward, if 
difficult, I will illustrate the effect this principle has with an 
example.

V

Supposing that (6.238a) is converted to (6.238b) by the 
rule of Adverb Preposing. (5,67),

(6.238) a. What Bob cooked yesterday still tastes 
good tonight.
Tonight, what Bob cooked yesterday still 
tastes good.

If (6,238a) is assumed to have the structure shown in (6,239) (whether

b.

(6.239) is correct in all details — in particular whether the adverb 
tonight should be dominated by VP, S^, or by some other node, is 
not important), then which of the possible derived constituent structures
shown in (6,240) should be assigned to (6.23ab)?

a

\v
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still tastes cood +Adverb

tonight

what

S

(6.

still tastes good

+Adverb

tonight cooked

-'X

.1
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Intuitively, of course, it is clear that the preposed 
tonight can only be the daughter of Sj^; if it were dominated by 
**^1 ®2’ counterintuitive claim would be made that the

string tonight what Bob cooked yesterday is a constituent, and if 
that tonight what is a constituent.it were dominated by NP^,

Syntactic evidence is available to show that tonight 
cannot be immediately dominated by NP^^,

Adverb Prepoaing must precede all rules of pronomlnallzation (cf., 
e.g., the paradlgo^ln (5.151), where the subject of will go can only 
be pronomlnalized if the adverbial it-clause has been prepoaed by 
(5.67)), (6.241b) will only be derivable from (6.241a) if the string 
what Bob cooked yesterday is a constituent, for Ifis clear that 
this string is what the jU of (6,241b) refers to, and pronomlnallzation 
is restricted to delete constituents under identity.

(6.241)

S^, or NP^. Since

Tonight, what Bob cooked yesterday 
still tastes good, so tonight, what Bob 
cooked yesterday will be eaten up. 
Tonight, what Bob cooked yesterday still 
tastes good, so tonight it will be

a.

b.

eaten up.
If tonight were dominated by S^ 
cooked yesterday would not be a constituent, and if NP^^ dominated 
tonight, while this string would be a constituent, it would not be

or NPj, the string what Bob

I
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an NP. Since it seeraa most reasonable to analyze the it of 
o-OT, the only place the adverb tonight 
a>ister to NP^, connected by the highest 

dotted line in (6.240) to S^. Since principle (6.237) would 
ensure chat this d.c.s
possibilities indicated by Che other dotted lines of (6.240) 
would result, there is good reason to believe that (6.237), or 
its equivalent, must appear in any adequate theory of grammar.

But,now note that (6.237) wlU also ensure that if

(6,241b) as being a pr
can bo attached Is as

and none of the other counterintuitive• t

element A of phrase marker (6.236) is .permuted around a variable, 
it will not move out of its strip. It is of course theoretically 
possible to state a reordering rule which makes crucial use of
variables and which can move an element out of its atrip; 
such rule is stated in (6.242).

one

N

(6,242) ^NP-vpJg-X-NP-Y

1 2 3 4 5

4+1' 2 3 0 5

This rule could apply to a structure like (6.243a) and convert it 
to (6.243b), moving the circled NP off its shaded strip in (6.243a)..'v
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you will laugh yourself sick S,

to CO and S

see

King Kong

sb.

trv S

rKing Kong you will laugh yourself to get Mary
sick

to go and

i-

y'
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The question is, vi11 the gramnar of any natural
language ever have to contain such a rule? Uy present answer
to such a question, an answer based on all the rules I know of,
Is an unequivocal '*no“. Not only must the "highest proper analysis" 
principle of (6.237) be stated In the theory of grammar, but some

formal constraint must be stated so that rules like (6.242)can 
never be stated In any grammar. So little is known at present, 
however, that it is pointless to propose a formal constraint to 
this effect at the present Juncture.

To point up the close conceptual parallels be^W' 
(5.122) and (6.237), a paraphrase which makes use of command may 
prove helpful.

een

(5,122) asserts that if the feature + F is

added to an element A,

(is In the strip above A). 
it will move to a position which commands (Is in the strip above) 
its original position.

the cause of the change commands A

(6.237) asserts that if A moves. s

Actually, this last paraphrase of (6.237) is inaccurate, 
for if it is only required that a preposed adverb command its place 
of departure, the adverb tonight could be attached as the daughter of 

or NP^ in tree.(6.240): only if it were to become a daughter 
of S2 or NP^ in (6.240) would it no longer command its point of 

Thus (6.237) is a stronger condition, for reordering 
transformations, than (5.122) is for feature-changing transformations.

departure.

.■i

\
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If «e accept both (6.193) and (6.235) as working hypotheses, then, 
since (6.237) is necessary in any event, as the discussion of
(6.238) and (6.241) showed, it should be possible 
tleduce (5.122) from the stronger (6.237).

to logically 
In other words, if 

the conditions on feature-changing rules are all and only the 
conditions on reordering rules (but cf. the discussion on
Japanese in § 6.4.2), then the asymmetry mentioned at the end 
of i 5.1.4 above, that while there are upward bounded rules 
which are downward unbounded, there are no downward bounded.

■ -upward unbounded rules.should follow from the "highest analysis" 
principle of (6.237). Intuitively, (5.122) "feels” the 
(6.237), although I have as yet been unable to construct 
rigorous proof, along the lines sketched above, that the former 
is a consequence of the latter.

same as
a

6.4.3.2.
As I showed in phrase marker (6.236), the converse of 

the relation command selects for each element
)

A of phrase marker 
Element A cannot be movedP the maximal strln of A in P.

off its maximal strip. nor can any element of P which is not on 
this strip cause any feature to be added to A. In oth^r words, 

application forthe maximal strip of A is the maximal domain of 
all chopping or feature-changing rules.
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But how do the constraints of Chapter 4 affect the 
maximal strips o£ a phrase marker? The answer is easy to see: if 
the main branch of the maximal strip of A (that is, the branch
consisting of all and only those nodes of F that dominate A) 
contains one of the types of nodes which is specified in the 
statement of the CHFC, the CSC, the LBC or the SSC as not permitting 
the chopping of one of its subconstituents, then the maximal strip 
is cut into a smaller strip at that node. That is, if the maia
branch contains a complex NP with a lexical head, a coordinate
node, an NF on the left branch of a.larger NF, or a sentence in 
subject position, the main^ branch (and the strip it is a part of)
is cut at the node. The resulting substrips I call islands, and it
Is these Islands that the feature-changing and chopping rules are

X
constrained to operate within.

6.5. Summary

The rules of pronominalization which were discussed in 
§ 5.3 above, and copying rules, like Left Dislocation. (6,126), or
the rule which forms relative clauses with a "returning pronoun", 
like those in (6.154), are the rules which can cross island
boundaries. But what of the deletion rules of S 6.1.3, which were
shown not to be able to cross island boundaries? Under the
extremely broad definition of pronominalization that was given in 
(5.148) of 5 5,3.1, the rules of § 6.1,3 would be characterized

f

;

- - "it
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pronomlnallzations, and would not obey the constraints on chopping 
and feature-changing rules which were developed In Chapters 4 and 5, 
but Instead would be subject to the less restrictive condition which

as

is stated in (5.152).
There ls» however, one formal difference between the 

rules of § 5*3 and the rules in S 6.1.3: while the former rules
can delete under Identity In either direction, the latter rules 
are stated to delete only In one direction. The English rules 
mentioned in S 6.1.3 all deleted from the left to right (that 
Is, the element on-the right was deleted), while the Japanese
rule of Relative-Clause Formation deleted only from right to left.
And the rule of Reflexlvlzatlon. (5.98), can. In every language I
know of, be formulated unldlrectlonally so the puzzling fact noted
In footnote 24 of Chapter 5, that Reflexlvlzatlon obeys the constraints
on feature-changing rules, rather than the normal constraint on S

pronominallzatIon, can also be accounted for. 
total mystery as to why unidirectional pronomlnallzatlons should 
obey the constraints of Chapters 4 and 5, but it does seem to be

It Is at present a

the case in the few languages I have studied.
Summing up, then, the results of the investigation of

formal properties exhibited by rules which are subject to the constraints 
of Chapters 4 and 5 can be expressed as in (6.244) below, where I 
have used the term "cross” In .an undefined, but I -think intuitively 
dlear, sense:

I
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(6.244) Variables in chopping rules, feature- 
changing rules, and unidirectional rules 
of deletion connor cross island boundaries; 
variables in other rules can*

/

/
/

S

\

*
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Chapter 6
FOOTNOTES

1. It has been assumed since the inception of transformational 
grammar (cf., e.g., Harris (1957), section 11.2) that these 
rules are the same, an assumption that I find extremely.dubious. 
The arguments that have been used are that the relative pronouns 
(except for that) are 

. and that both rules are subject to the

two

a subset of the wh-wbrds used in questions, 
same constraints. But 

if the main argument of this chapter is correct, that all chopping 
transformations'which move constituents over variables are1

subject to the same constraints, then the second argument for
assuming the existence of a "WH-Rule", such as Chomsky's rule
(6), which I quoted in § 2.4.0 above, can be disregarded.
the first argument for such a rule, which is essentially a 

is weak.
morphological one,/ Although there are many parallels between • 
the uses of wh-words in questions and In relative clauses, there 
are also puzzling differences, 
relate the fact that who replaces human nouns in questions, and 
the fact that it also does so in relatives, the fact that whose 
can be used for both human nouns (the boy whose body was lithe 
snored on) and non-hui^n nouns (the car whose body was dented

runs) in relatives, but only for human nouns in questions 
(Whose body was lithe? *Whose body was dented?! causes problems

And

So while it is desirable to

- /

X
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those who assume that the two rules are the same. 
Important argument against identifying these rules can be 
derived from the following considerations.

A more;■

rr

In sentences introduced by the expletive there« the
4.

subject NP cannot be relativized (*The two men who there were
guarding the door wore shoulder holsters). * It cannot be argued 
that sentences beginning with there are frozen to rclatlvizatlon, 
for such strings as This is a problem which there are a lot ofI
people working on are grammatical. Nor can it be argued that
there.is a restriction in the English conditions box which pro

hibits any reordering*transformation from moving the subject of 
a there-sentence. for such subjects cfSn be questioned (How many 
men were there guarding the door?).

'It

i-

i J

To me, it seems most likely 
that the reason.that such subjects behave differently under
Relative Clause Formation and Question will be connected with

S
the fact that subjects of there-sentences are always indefinite, 
and a restriction on the former rule that the identical NP

f in the constituent sentence always be definite. But whether or
not this analysis proves to be correct, 'unless the facts just 
presented can be explained even on the assimiption that the 
rules of Question and Relative Clause Formation are the same, 
it seems to me that the only arguments I know of which argue 
for this are far too-weak to be regarded as having established 
such an identity.

i
i

I
I
1

V,_
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2. This sentence is of course perfectly grammatical as an expression 
of surprise, but on such a reading, the wh-word why does not 
replace a purpose adverb, as it usually does in questions 
(witness the grammaticality of Why, he left for thatA

reason

after allt), and can be followed by a pause, unlike the word 
how in (6.4a) and (6.4b). These facts are indicative of the 
clear intuitive difference between this reading of (6.5b) and
the exclamatory sentences of (6.4).

3. The slx-polntdd star which I have prefixed to these examples, 
of McCawiey's many bahnbrechenden Erflnduneen (cf. McCawley 

(1964), fn. 2), indicates that these 
tlcal if Yiddish.

one

sentences are only grainma- 
A particularly clear example of such a 

sentence, for which I am indebted to David. M. Perlmutter, is 
^ Egg creams you want, bana-nac you*11 get.

S.

4. In sentence (4.18) above, showed that while eletnents of 
clauses which follow believe can be relativized, elements of 
clauses which follow believe the claim cannot. Since such 
sentences provide such a clear case of the operation of the 
CNPC, I will use them as a paradigm example of this 
straint throughout § b.!.-

con-

•
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5. For some reason I cannot explain, elements cannot be extracted
by the rule which makes exclamatory sentences from most extra- 
posed clauses, although elements can be relativized here.
Compare, e.g., *How brave it is certain that Tom is! with Here is
a house which it is certain that Tom lived in.

This sentence is acceptable with the meaning "I don't see how 
he is so brave", if prefixed by the six-pointed star discussed

6.

It cannot, however, have the intended meaning of (6.Aa).in fn. 3.

7. Personal communication.'

8. . Of course, since (6.15a) contains an internal sentence which is
exhaustively dominated by NP, the output condition stated in
(3.27) will lower its acceptability. But it should not be S

considered to be merely unacceptable, for the following sentence,
where when modifies had been established, while awkward, is

still far better than (6.15a); Bill left when that noone else
was awake had been established.

These facts were‘first pointed out by Katharine Gilbert, in 
Gilbert (1967).

9.

.!•
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i
10. This fact was pointed out to me by Morris Halle.

11. A rough estimate of the perils that await the unwary grammarian 
who stumbles Into this quagmire can be obtained from a quick 
perusal of the myriad confusions and inconsistencies in Ross (1964)

12. This sentence cannot be blocked by any ordering of the rules of
NP Shift and Conjunction Reduction if the analysis presented in 
Peters (in preparation) is correct. Peters argues that on the 
reading of (6.57a) where the meaning is that the playing of 
the guitar and the slngCiig -ara? simultaneous, the conjoined VP 
node should derive from a conjoined node in deep structure.

13. If both versions of (6,76b) are felt to be ungrannnatical, this 
rule must have the general constraint imposed upon It that no 
element of a clause containing a finite verb can be preposed.

14. These facts were brought to my attention by Maurice Gross.

15, That is, the morpheme ^'of it' must command the verb to which 
it is to be prefixed as a clitic.
the grammar of clitics in several Romance languages, cf. 
Perlmutter (in preparation).

For a detailed treatment of

r \
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16. In fact, if la malaon Is pronomlnalized fully, not merely Co 
some form such as celle-la 'that one there', nothing can save 
(6.81a) from ungrammaticality. The CSC will not allow the
clitic to be moved, but the rule which moves clitics to preverbal 
position will not let It stay where it is. In such an impasse, 
no matter which rule wins out, an ungrammatical sentence will
result.

. 17. As a rough indicator of the superficiality with which I have 
discussed this construction (indeed, all the constructions in
§ 6.1); consider the following facts, which were pointed out 
to me by^Sylvain Bromberger. In the sentence below, 

Je vois les fenitres de la maison et la porte du garage.
see the windows of the house and the door of the garage, 

while it is not possible to pronominalize and convert into ^ 
either of the underlined phrases in isolation, if both are pro- 
nominalized, a grammatical sentence results:

vois les fenetres et la porte.
I of it see the windows and the door.

of it 
thereof) ’

I

S

J'en

'I see the windows and the door I

What is particularly interesting is that the ^ here seems to 
refer neither to de la maison 'of the house', nor'to du garage 
'of the garageV, but rather to the set, or gestalt, or individual 
(to use Nelson Goodman's termi consisting of them both, a 
concept only roughly translatable into English by such locutions

/

>
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:
as the house-garage. Notice that the reason that the CSC 
be "violated" here Is, In a strange new way, the same reason that 
across-the-board rules (cf.

can

5 4.2,A.2) can "violate” It. I 
cannot deal further with this extremely Interesting problem here.

18. The grammar of comparatives in general, and of these b^-phrases 
in particular, has been Intensively examined by Austin Hale.
Cf. Hale (1965), Hale (to appear).

19. This term is due to Maurice Gross.
?

20. The ungrammatical versions of the 
the pronouns are in the nominative

sentences of (6.150), where 
case, can be blocked by 

imposing the condition on Left Dislocation that the dislocated
VNP be marked with the feature + objective . This feature

will only produce a phonetic difference if the 
it is attached la one of the

NP to which
r

pronouns ^ she, we they.

21. Personal communication. Classical Arabic grammarians refer 
to pronouns like the boxed 
pronoims."

ones in (6.154)„as "returning

o
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22. That the rule which converts (6.162b) to (6.162c) changes ^ 
to have should occasion no surprise. There are a number of 
deep ways in which these two verbs behave the same under
transformational rules* but a discussion of these facts would 
be out of place here. One interesting ruler of Italian* which 
changes have to ^ in certain circumstances, will be discussed 
in Perlnutter (op. cit.) v

23. That this sentence nay be acceptable to some, with the meaning 
"Jack will cause a hole to appear In my pocket", need not 
concern us“hcre.

V

24. This sentence is grammatical if Joe appears in the relative 
clause, but X am not sure it is an instance of the same 
construction. S

, j25. I am not sure that the contrast in acceptability between 
(6.172c) and (6,174c) Is great.

26. I have greatly oversimplified the statement of this rule, 
Lakoff and Peters (op. cit.) argue* e.g.* that the ^ in
term 2 of (6.176) should have been converted into some preposi

tion (cf. He left with her, 
different from her) before this rule applies.

\
s

She is similar to him. I am
Also it is an open

\
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question as to whether term Z should be Chomsky-adjoined or 
daughter-adjoined to term 3.

There are some speakers who appear to find no difference in 
acceptability between the sentences in (6.187), but I know 
of no one for whbm sentences like (3.20b), (3.35b), and

I cannot explain this asymmetry.

27.

(3.36b) are grammatical.

Of course, (6.220b) is not ungrammatical on all readings. It 
can mean 'That your spouse won't be a student is certain', but 
this meaning is not related to the structure underlying (6.220a).

28.

t

Klima postulates a negative constituent, neg. so his rule of 
Negative Incorporation is not a feature-chaifglng rule but rather

29.

S
chopping rule which insets the chopped neg into some other 

But I know of no valid -argument forpart of a phrase marker, 
treating negation as being anything but a feature; Klima's
main argument that negation is a constituent has to do with his 
notion in construction with, which I have already argued
(cf.jS 5.2.2 above) is not adequate to the task of accounting 

'for the facts of Indefinite Incorporation, to say nothing of
)

restrictions on the other members of the class of feature-
■)

Even if Klima's analysis Is right, however, so 
that Negative Incorooratlon has to be considered to be a rule
changing rules.

.1
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uhich chops and Inserts, it would still be possible to account 
for the difference between (6.219b) and (6.220b) by broadening 
the hypothesis stated in (6.193) so that it covered all kinds
of chopping rules.
Note also that the contrast between (6.220b) and (6.217b) 
provides an additional argument for pruning. Thus if the NP 
the witers of some of the reports is sententially derived,

. which I believe is inescapable, then by the time the rule of 
Negative Incorporation applies, the sentence must have been
pruned, for otherwise the SSC will not allow (6.217a) to be 
converted into (6.217b).

30. I have no explanation at present for the differential behavior 
of the sentences in (6.224), (6.225) and (6.226), if the 
determiner of picture is this. S

7

In Ross (1967c), I show how this rule provides evidence that all 
declarative sentences are embedded as Che direct object of a verb 
like say, whose subject is Ij in deep structure, 
that this rule is unlike the normal rule of Reflexivization in that 
it can go down into clauses.

31.

Note, by the way.

32. For a definition of the term 'proper analysis'; cf. Chomsky (1955), 
Fraser (1963).

I
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

A.

This thesis has been an atteapt to provide the theory of grammar 
with a more adequate notion of syntactic variable, a notion which I 
showed In Chapter 1 and elsewhere to be absolutely essential if the 
central fact of syntax — that there arc unbounded syntactic processes 
Is to be captured. In Chapter 2, I argued that the earliest attempt 
at limiting the power of variables, Chomsky^s A-over-A principle, is 
both too strong and too weak, A far more serious inadequacy In this 
principle than those I discussed in Chapter 2 is^the fact that it 
cannot be extended in any natural way, as far as I can see, to account 
for the phenomena which led me to construct a theory of 83mtactic 
islands. In Chapter 3, I gave a preliminary sketch of a theory of 
node deletion, or pruning — a theory which interacts closely with the 
constraints developed in later chapters. In this chapter, I also 
gave some evidence that a rather substantial revision in the syntactic 
component was necessary ~ that many conditions previously thought to 
be best stated as restrictions on particular, rules should instead be

S

regarded as static output conditions, with the rules in question being 
freed of all restrictions./

These output conditions effect no changes 
on final derived constituent structures — rather they lower the
acceptability of sentences output by the transformational component, if 
these sentences exhibit certain formal properties which are specified in

C, J

A
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the conditions. Thus the relationship between graicinaticality and 
acceptability must become much more abstract than, has been assumed.

In Chapter 4, I formulated two putatively universal constraints 
and one putatively universal convention, as well as a number of 
language-particular constraints, which I showed to be intermediate 
in generality between conditions on particular rules and universal 
constraints, and thus to necessitate a further addition to the 
syntactic component — the conditions box.

In Chapter 5, I dhowed that various facts made necessary the
adoption of a new mechaiasm into the theory of 
whose variables would otherwise be

grammar, so that rules
too strong could-be correctly 

stated. Langacker's notion of command, with suitable extensions,

was demonstrated to be adequate to this task, and a number of
interesting restrictions On types of rules were shown to be stateable 
in terms of this notion. Various rules of pronomlnallzatlon 
discussed, and it was shown that while these rules

were

did not obey the
constraints of Chapter 4, they also did not obey restrictions which
could be stated in terms of command.

And in Chapter 6, I discussed a large number of rules, showing them 
all to be subject to the constraints developed in Chapters 4 and 5, A

close examination of all rules subject to these constraints reveals 
that not only

feature-changing rules and unidirectional deletion 
same constraints as the chopping rules for which 

were first developed, but that it is only rules which

are

rules subject to the 
the constraints
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Buikc crucial use of variables which are subject Co them, 
a sense, it is wrong to speak of constraints on rules — the

Thus, in

constraints in Chapters 4 and 5 are rather to be construed as
limiting the power of variables Chat can appear in a certain type 

In conjunction with the notion command, the constraints 
divide up phrase markers into islands, the maximal domains of rules 
of Che type in question.

of rules.

All Che proposals I have made should be regarded as being 
extremely tentative, for our present knowledge of syntax is 
ridiculously small. This thesis has raised far more questions than 

Among tham are: Why should rules 
which adjoin terms to the right side of a variable be upward bounded, 
and not those which adjoin terms to the left of a variable? Why 
should it be that chopping rules, feature-changing rules and unl

it has attempted Co answer.
(

S

directional deletion rules share the property of being subject to 
Che constraints, to the exclusion of other rules? Why should there 
be a difference between unidirectional and bldirectioiuil pronominaliza- 
tion? Why should it be that the constraints are all "downward- 
oriented"— that is, why should it be that there are phrase marker 
configurations that prevent elements indefinitely far below them 
from undergoing various syntactic operations, whereas there 
no configurations which affect elements indefinitely far above them?
Why should complex NP's, coordinate nodes, sentential subject clauses.

are

• t.
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and HP's on the left bronchea o£ larger NT's all function the
same In defining Islands? Can Islands be shown to behave like
psychollngulstlc entitles?

While none of these questions can now be answered» the fact
. that they can now be asked Is a tnajor result of the thesis* 
as e*c* cursolngs has sald^ "always the'more beautiful answer who

NT
asks the more beautiful question*"

For

\
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